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Abstract

The background of this research is the
phenomenon of Surabaya as one of the Global Green
Cities, besides Maanheim from Germany and Zhejiang
Province from China, in the "Sustainable City and Human
Settlements Award" by the United Nations 2017. This
investigation is presented as a continuation of previous
research on sustainable green cities through measuring the
success rate of environmental innovation. Therefore, the
aim of this study is to examine the extent to which
environmental in-novation is explained by the dimensions
of outcomes and green kampung products. The research
method used is an explanative quantitative approach.
Furthermore, data collection was carried out using a
non-probability sampling with snowball techniques,
obtaining 71 respondents. It was more than the planned
minimum of 52 samples. Statistical analysis consisted of
second-order confirmatory factors which were recorded as
sub-structural equation modeling. The results showed that
the model developed had a fairly good fit. Meanwhile, the
green kampung product dimension with three indicators
was declared valid to contribute 93.01%, while the
outcomes dimension gave 92.89%. These two dimensions
together in the overall complex model were able to
measure the green kampung environmental innovation
construction by 65.1%. The novelty in this research is the
dimensions of the outcomes of the green kampung in the
form of appreciation, the values of creativity and
innovation of the residents as well as mutual awareness to

care for the environment. This is a new determinant of
environmental innovation performance, besides products
for urban kampung.

Keywords

Environmental Innovation,
Kampung, Green Products, Green Outcomes

Green

1. Introduction
Environmental problems cannot be separated from the
many interests in an area. A landscape certainly changes
dynamically, as many important environmental changes
are made over a certain period of time [1]. The Ecological
development of an area is commonly known as
environmental innovations, motivated by several aspects,
in terms of: 1) the concern about lack of natural resources
due to industrial behavior [2], 2) economic encouragement
demanding high competitiveness in green practice [3-5],
and 3) social aspects in form of public awareness levels for
a changed lifestyle, to reduce environmental degradation
and global warming [6]. These three factors are known to
underly the emergence of environmental innovation
influenced by progress level of an entity's economic
interests, either government or industry. Meanwhile,
provided government policies in Asia, including Indonesia,
are formulated to invest more in economic infrastructure
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rather than social and environmental sectors, the industry's
capacity will however tend to follow the administrative
policies [7]. Furthermore, reports from Asian Development
Bank showed the existence of inequality of income
obtained by a map of investment expenditure prioritizing
economic infrastructure [8].
This research was embarked on due to the choosing of
Surabaya city, Indonesia as a Global Green City alongside
Maanheim in Germany and Zhejiang Province from China
all nominated in United Nations (UN) "Sustainable City
and Human Settlements Award" (SCAHSA) on October 31,
2017 [9-10]. The Surabaya region is internationally
recognized because it was able to realize 1) arrangement of
slum settlement; 2) greening the city through adequate
green open space, and 3) economic empowerment of the
city community by prioritizing environmentally friendly
issues. In addition, kampungs in Surabaya utilize the
available resources in an environmentally friendly way to
achieve social and economic independence. Previous
research by Suprobo and Mutfianti on sustainable green
city model [11], provided a result showing the dynamic
capacity of this urban areas continues to move and grow
through utilization of ecological resources to turn the
wheels of environmental innovation sustainability,
categorized as product outcomes felt by green kampungs.
This phenomenon proves environmental innovation is
actually generated from the high motivation of social
aspects by using the atmosphere to create an economic
feature for sustainability of community entity, both
government and industry.
The civil society of this urban kampung function to
complete and balance Surabaya city’s government [12].
This urban community grows as an entity of
environmentally-based self-subsistent economical aspect
with a hybrid organizational function, specifically profit
and social-oriented, because it subsidized commercial
organization transacting with a group of beneficiaries
[13-15].
The research conducted by Chang and Chen [16],
outlined green innovation as hardware or software
development related to green products or processes,
including technologies involved in energy saving,
pollution prevention, waste recycling, friendly product
design and environmental or ecological management of
entities. Furthermore, further studies by Albort Morant et
al. [17-19] shared a similar statement and illustrated
environmental innovation as the main purpose to reduce or
prevent damaged ecology by enabling entities meet new
consumer demands, create value and increase revenue.
According to Nanath and Pillai [20], environmental
innovation is divided into two performances, specifically
the green product and process innovation performance. In
addition, green product innovation basically deals with
performance of a brand development in relation to the
environment, energy saving, pollution prevention, waste
recycling and reduced toxicity, while green process

innovation is defined as performance in activities related to
ecological practice. Meanwhile, these products when
examined more deeply are discovered not to contain only
the final result, but processes as well, for example 1) apart
from Waste Bank savings, it is better to find the
management 2) apart from processed water products,
sewage treatment equally needs to be found; 3) besides
compost, better fertilizer processing technology are to be
found, and lastly, apart from urban kampung tourism
activities, the management is also found.
Meanwhile, outcome or benefits for green kampungs as
an environmental innovation performance refers to the
research of Pereira et al [21] and Wilts et al [22]
emphasizing on increase in social welfare. The tendency of
contextual adjustments between social changes and
environment of this community was carried out as an effort
to survive at first. This ultimately made the kampung more
empowered and increased bargaining positions in
economic aspect, admidst life's competition. According to
Wilts et al. [22] apart from new goods, processes,
organizational changes, or marketing methods within an
entity, environmental innovation also come in the form of a
broader change with systemic implications for the
environment, economy and social. Moreover, green
kampung community with cadres and caring members
choose to determine the destiny and exercise rights as
collaborators together with Surabaya government to make
a sustainable city.
Furthermore, based on previous research and theories,
problems of this study were formulated more on whether
the product dimensions in addition to outcomes are
environmental innovation construct manifestations in
Surabaya. This study therefore, aims to test the empirical
relationship between green kampung environmental
innovation with dimensions of products and outcomes
expected to bring benefits, especially in driving continuous
ecological development of community’s socio-economic
non-governmental organization entity. However, if the
result of this test is positive, then the phenomenon of
hybrid organizations function [13-15] prioritizing
empowerment of social and economic missions with
environmental issues, especially in Surabaya urban
kampungs, will oppose many of Martinez's arguments [7].
The context of green kampung entities in functions of
environmentally-based hybrid organizations is a new
finding when compared to profit organizations using the
environment. Meanwhile, even though this empirical test
puts environmental innovation model in product and
outcomes dimensions as in previous studies, however
novelty lies on the use in context of green kampung
entities.

2. Materials and Methods
This research comprised of an explanative quantitative
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research approach to testing hypotheses or relationship
between latent and indicator. The procedures in this
explanative research stage are analysis of second order
factor confirmation including: (1) developing a
hypothetical model or conceptual framework, (2)
determining the variables, (3) developing instruments
based on previous studies, (4) determining respondents, (5)
data collection through electronic media, (6) data analysis
using Generalized Structural Component Analysis
(GeSCA).
However, in order to provide an overview and direct
assumptions about the variables to be studied, a conceptual
framework is compiled based on results of the main
development study by Suprobo and Mutfianti [11].
Furthermore, for related product outcomes departing from
sources of Chang and Chen [16], Albort Morant et al.
[17-19], Huang and Li [23] in addition to Nanath and Pillai
[20], is simplified into: 1) products with ecological
materials, 2) product packaging capable of reducing the use
of plastic materials, 3) products using expired return.
Meanwhile, for the outcomes on green kampungs, the
research of Pereira et al [21] and Wilts et al [22], were
developed into: 1) the welfare of kampung residents, 2)
respect for the kampung, 3) creativity and innovation from
citizens, and 4) awareness of the ecological practices. The
outcomes felt by this green kampung is the first order
factor or dimension used to determine the existence of
environmental innovation variable as a second order factor
(as shown in Figure 1).
Based on the conceptual model above, two hypotheses
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were proposed to be tested: 1) The creation of green
kampung product known as a dimension of environmental
innovation construct; and 2) Production of various
outcomes.
The unit used for analysis was the community
socio-economic self-subsistent in kampung located at
Surabaya city with a social mission and economic benefit
alongside values to prioritize environmentally friendly
activities. This establishment is described to have a
dynamic and innovative business pattern, together with an
ecological strategy in a sustainable manner [24]. In
addition, four organizational models, including non-profit
entrepreneurship, cooperatives, MSME, and public sector
[13] possibly perform activities in terms of waste
minimization,
recycling,
resource
efficiency,
environmental management and audits, as well as pollution
control during production process [3]. The study employed
non-probability sampling with snowball techniques. This
approach was chosen on the basis of consideration because
of the limited existence of the organization population that
has not been officially measured by the city government
and the severe conditions of the Covid-19 pandemic in
Surabaya. Furthermore, the number of samples collected
was 71 respondents consisting of owners, managers, or
cadres
as
representatives
of
the
kampung
non-governmental organizations. Meanwhile, the total
figure obtained exceeded the minimum requirement of 52
samples when associated with the highest number of
coefficient paths leading to latent variables [25]. Table 1
shows data collected.

Figure 1. Conceptual Model of Green Kampung Environmental Innovation
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Table 1. Respondent data
Sample Indicators

n

(%)

a) Gender
Male
Female
Total

34
37
71

47.9
52.1
100.0

b) Age
18 - <24
24 - <30
30 - <40
>40
Total

4
9
18
40
71

5.6
12.7
25.4
56.3
100.0

c) Education
Junior High School
Senior High School
Diploma
Bachelor
Master
Total

1
12
7
40
11
71

1.4
16.9
9.9
56.3
15.5
100.0

d) Status in Organization
Owners
Managers
Owners as well as Managers
Total

4
29
38
71

5.6
40.8
53.6
100.0

e) Business Groups / Organizations in Hybrid Functions
Social / non-profit entrepreneurship
Cooperative
Small and medium scale social business (MSE)
Public sector service ventures
Total

9
7
41
14
71

12.7
9.9
57.7
19.7
100.0

f) Ecological Practice Activities developed
Unique crafts from waste
Plastic waste cooperatives / banks
Herbal Food and Beverages
Business with minimizing plastic waste
Preservation of the environment and surrounding areas
Reuse products
Environmental tourism
Total

7
5
10
3
29
14
3
71

9.9
7.1
14.1
4.2
40.8
19.7
4.2
100.0

g) Organization location
Central Surabaya
West Surabaya
East Surabaya
North Surabaya
South Surabaya
Total

11
14
13
5
28
71

15.5
19.7
18.3
7.1
39.4
100.0

The method used to obtain information was a non-test
model
with
an
online
questionnaire
where
question/statement consisted of seven indicator variables.
In addition, data was measured using an interval scale with
a bipolar adjective technique in the answer options,
"strongly disagree to agree had a range of values 1 to 7".
The mean, standard deviation, correlation, parameter
statistical test and others were computed for the system,
excluding absolute measurements. Furthermore, the
collection procedure was performed from April to July

2020 by initially requesting the consent of interested
individuals, known to fill out an online questionnaire. Also,
each respondent was asked for a reference to the researcher
as the informant from a similar organizational model.
This study uses a variance basis for the data analysis
process, with the following considerations: (1) Component
based SEM has high flexibility towards a model built on
strong, weak and even explorative theoretical foundations
(at the test/predictive level) ; (2) Measurement patterns are
accepted from both formative and reflective indicators,
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where markers are possibly used based on theory or from
previous research results; (3) The assumption of a
multinormal distribution for a model is not required. (4)
Variance-based SEM uses 30-100 samples [26].
Furthermore, evaluation of the Outer and inner model is
performed to ensure correctness. Table 2 to 4 conveys the
requirement for each part of this analysis based on
references from Aprilia and Ghozali [27], Chin [28],
Fornell and Larcker [29], Hair Jr. et al. [30], Hanseler [31],
and Hwang and Takane [32].
Table 2. Outer Model Evaluation (Measurement Model)

Loading
Factor

A latent construct is considered to have good
convergent validity on instances where each loading
factor for the forming indicators are significant and
more than 0.6.

Discriminant
Validity

AVE square root> correlation between latent
constructs

Composite
Reliability

Composite Reliability measures internal
consistency and possibly measured by possessing an
accurate knowledge of the value> 0.7 for
Confirmatory Research and> 0.6 is acceptable for
Exploratory Research.

Average
Variance
Extracted

The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) value is
used to measure the reliability of the latent construct
component scores. The output is recommended to
not exceed 0.5.

Table 3. Inner Model Evaluation (Structural Model)
R2 for
endogenous
latent
variables

R2 results of 0.67, 0.33, and 0.19 were obtained for
endogenous latent variables in the structural model,
and therefore indicating the model as “good”,
“moderate”, and “weak”.

Estimated
path
coefficients

The estimated values for the path relationships in the
structural model ought to be significant. This output
is possibly obtained through bootstrapping
procedures.

Table 4. Evaluation of the Goodness Fit Model

FIT

FIT describes the differences between the model and the
data. This measure is expected to assess the extent to which
a model fits the data and also to compare alternative
models. The values obtained range from 0 to 1, and higher
outcomes influence greater data variance, as explained by
the model.

AFIT

The FIT value is influenced by the model complexity.
Therefore, an unaffected Adjusted FIT (AFIT) is
developed. Hence, the model responsible for the most
significant AFIT is considered the best choice.

GFI

The GFI value is close to 1 (> 0.9) indicating good fit [33].

SRMR

SRMR values close to 0 is an indication of good fit [33].
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Measurement Model
The first order construct of green kampung products
demonstrated good convergent validity, while the total
indicators had a loading factor> 0.60 and were significant
with a statistical T value above 1.96. The composite
reliability measuring internal consistency of products was
adequate, showing a value of 0.878 (> 0.7). This is also
supported by the Average Variance Extracted (AVE),
estimated to measure the green kampung component
reliability, showing a score of 0.706 (> 0.5). Furthermore,
the construct also has a good discriminant validity,
indicating an AVE square root value (0.840) higher
compared to the correlation between kampung product
concept and outcomes (0.727). This principle states the
existence of a poor correlation between the components
forming a different structure and height. Hence, a simple
explanation for the manifested construct is derived.
The indicators for community welfare were removed
from the model to achieve a good convergent validity value
with all indicators having a loading factor> 0.60 and
significant on T statistic above 1.96. However, composite
reliability was 0.859 (> 0.7) and considered good, while the
AVE for component reliability outcomes was 0.671 (> 0.5).
The result discriminant validity construct for green
kampungs was fit, considering an AVE square root value
of 0.819, which is higher than the output observed between
construct for sample and results (0.727). These values
suggest the modeling components outcome for green
kampung and further explain the manifested construct.
Table 5 shows detailed explanations.
3.2. Results of Structural Models and Goodness Fit
The structural model calculation shows a detailed
environmental innovation. However, the second order
construct of green kampung evaluated the dimensions and
fabricated outcomes. Table 6 illustrates the coefficients
paths between EIGK → PGK and EIGK → OGK as
significant at T statistic (above 1.96). The determination
coefficient (R2) of PGK and OGK was 0.8645 and 0.8631,
respectively, indicating a relationship between the
observed variables and estimated sample product, as well
as an outcome dimension of 86.45%, and 86.31%
correspondingly. Table 7 justifies the structural model for
environmental innovations in green kampung as adequate,
considering the high value in coefficient determination
(0.67).
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Table 5. Loading Factor, Composite Reliability and AVE of First Order Construct
Construct

Indicator

Loading
Factor

T Statistic

PGK 1

0.787

7.48

PGK 2

0.884

24.29

PGK 3

0.847

15.92

OGK 2

0.856

21.55

OGK 3

0.874

21.54

OGK 4

0.719

7.32

Products of Green
Kampung

Composite
Reliability

AVE

The square
roots of AVE

0.878

0.706

0.840

Correlation
between Construct

0.727
Outcomes of Green
Kampung

Table 8 shows a 65.1% (FIT) variable variance
simplified by a complex model, which is seldom
influenced and analyzes the 63.7% (AFIT) values of
connected variables. In addition, GFI shows an adequate
value of 0.978 (> 0.9) and SRMR=0.1211 (close to
zero).This model is based on the goodness-fit
characteristics and the overall significance on the T statistic
at above 1.96, which fulfills the requirements, and is
further considered fit.
Based on the model’s structure and suitability evaluation,
the conclusions below were reached:
1. H1: Hypothesis one (The created green kampung is an
environmental innovation construct dimension): This
had a 0.9301 path coefficient influence on the
products, with a 46.04 value (> 1.96) at 5%.
Therefore, the postulation was discovered to be
acceptable.
2.

H2: (The green kampung formed is an environmental
innovation construct dimension): This had a 0.9289
path coefficient influence on the outcomes, and was
45.76 (> 1.96) at 5%. Hence, the theory was proven to
be suitable.
Table 6. Structural Model: Path Coefficients
Path

Estimate
Coefficient

Standard Error

T statistic

EIGK → PGK

0.9301

0.0202

46.04

EIGK → OGK

0.9289

0.0203

45.76

Table 7. Structural Model: Determination Coefficient (R2)
Construct

R2 Value

Goodness
Standard

Conclusion

PGK

0.8645

> 0.67

Good

OGK

0.8631

> 0.67

Good

0.859

0.671

0.819

Table 8. Goodness-fit Model
Criteria

Estimate

T
statistic

Fit
Standard

Conclusion

FIT

0.651

15.76

> 0.5

Good

Adjusted FIT
(AFIT)

0.637

14.86

> 0.5

Good

GFI (Goodness
of Fit Index)

0.978

168.55

> 0.9

Very Good

SRMR
(Standardized
Root Mean
Square)

0.1211

7.04

< 0.1

Moderate

4. Conclusions and Suggestions
4.1. Conclusions
This study involved an empirical secondary evaluation
on the generated model, and the results obtained are stated
below:
1. All first order construct components for the green
kampung product (PGK) dimension showed the PGK
dimensional variability (70.62%), with low plastic
packaging indicators contributing the most.
2. Also, each first order component for the green
kampung outcomes (OGK) denoted the green
kampung outcomes dimensional variability (67.1%),
with the residents or community cadres’ creativity and
innovation indicators having the highest contribution
percentage.
3. Meanwhile, the PGK dimensions in the secondary
model contributes to the environmental innovation
construct (EIGK) by 93.01%, while, the OGK
counterpart was 92.89%. Hence, the two components
were proven to be valid and measure the EIGK by
65.1%.
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4.2. Suggestion
Based on this study, sufficient knowledge on how to
manufacture green products outputs is necessary for
environmental innovation to occur in kampungs as these
goods indicate a sustainable community output. Also,
eco-friendly materials obtained from household waste
reduce plastic packaging and encourage recycling. This is a
possible advancement measure in Surabaya and other rural
areas.
In addition, domestic and international appreciation,
creativity and a shared consideration for the environment
are required for a successful innovation movement.
Therefore, measuring this achievement through product
and outcome quantity and quality as well as and the
outcomes in Surabaya city green kampungs helps to
determine the achievable sustainability goals. Hence,
further research is suggested to effectively determine a
kampung’s capacity to drive environmental innovation as
this is the basis to measure performance in creating a
sustainable green city.
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Abstract Most of the existing low rise RCC buildings
with 4 to 6 floors were constructed pursuant to the code
provisions without detailed Earthquake analysis. To
comply with the revised code provisions, it is essential to
build up the seismic resistance of the existing buildings.
International building safety agencies such as NEHRP,
FEMA, and ATC etc., formulated the Performance-based
design methods to verify the seismic resistance of the
existing buildings and also recommend the retrofit the
building to achieve the targeted performance. Pushover
method (nonlinear static analysis) is one of the methods.
This paper describes the increase of seismic capacity of
structure with the additional steel contribution from 25 %
to 75% increase in the beams near the beam-column joints.
Moreover, this additional steel is placed up to 02.L, 0.25L
and 0.3L of the beam span. To accomplish the above
parameters, 4-storey, 5-storey and 6-storey rectangular
framed structures are analyzed with the pushover analysis.
The seismic capacity curves in terms of base shear versus
displacement are illustrated. It is found that 10 to 25% of
base shear is increased when beams are provided with
additional reinforcement from 25% to 75% @0.2L. In this
case of increasing the additional steel length from 0.20L to
0.3L, nearly 5% increase of the base shear is observed in
width direction but no augmentation is observed in the

length direction of the building.

Keywords

Pushover Analysis, Base Shear Capacity,
Seismic Demand, Hinge

1. Introduction
Buildings in urban India are predominantly observed
from 4 to 6 floors which were constructed long back as
per the code provision applicable at that point of time. The
codal provisions for the seismic design are being
updated/revised based on the research done in the field of
seismic engineering. About thirty earthquakes occurred in
India during the last 50 years. It was estimated that more
than one lakh people died and more than two lakh people
injured in the last 20 years due to the damages occurred to
the buildings and other structures during the earthquakes
in the Indian subcontinent.
To reduce the human loss and property damage in
future, it is essential to provide the adequate seismic
capacity to the existing buildings. In this context, a lot of
research work is being carried out in the USA and other
developed countries. Guidelines were formulated in
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NEHRP, FEMA, ATC, and ASCE codes with
performance-based design procedures to verify the
seismic resistance of the existing buildings and also
demonstrated to retrofit the structure to satisfy the targeted
performance [1-4]. The commonly adopted retrofit
methods in the present context are the construction of
shear walls, connecting the joints with bracings, columns
confinements, steel jacketing etc.
Demand and capacity are the key elements of a
performance-based design procedure. Demand is a
representation of the earthquake ground motion. Capacity
is the structure's ability to resist seismic demand.
Pushover analysis is the Non-linear static analysis and
generates the "pushover" or capacity curve. This
represents the lateral displacement as a function of the
lateral force applied to the structure.
Pushover analysis (PA) can be useful for two situations.
In the first instance, to find the deficiencies in the existing
building due to the improper seismic design, and secondly
to retrofit the existing structure to comply with the
provisions of revised versions of the seismic codes. This
method is generally applied to all lifeline structures
including water tanks, bridges, low rise and tall buildings
also. The revised Indian earthquake code provisions water
tanks, high rise bundled tube structures and buildings on
hill slopes are studied only linear elastic method only
[5-7].Nonlinear hinge properties and their assumed
location in the beams/ column members of the structure
have a primary role in the nonlinear analysis of the
building.These are the points on the structures where
expected cracking and yielding occurs. The hinges are
flexural, shear and axial load characteristics. These
represent the localized force-displacement relationships
through elastic and inelastic ranges under seismic
loads.The effects of plastic hinge properties in nonlinear
analysis of buildings are studied [8].Pushover analysis
with column retrofitting of the school buildings was
demonstrated in [9]. The effects of providing additional
reinforcement in beams and columns near beam-column
joints are examined [10].
In this work, an attempt is made to prepare design
methodology to retrofit the existing RCC buildings by
providing additional reinforcement in beams near
beam-column joints. It is a new method. It studied the
enhancement of the seismic demand in terms of the Base
shear capacity and the roof displacements by providing
varied lengths of additional reinforcement in beams near
beam-column joints. The whole analysis is carried out by
pushover analysis. E-TABS software is used for the
analysis of three-dimensional modelling of RCC building
[11].Under some circumstances, instead of Pushover
analysis, Push under analysis is proposed[12,13].The
revised Indian seismic codes and safety of tall building
code recommended the pushover analysis for
unconventional building category high rise buildings only
[14-16].

2. Description of the Structure
Three RCC structures i.e., four, five and six storied
buildings are examined to represent low-rise buildings for
this study.And the properties of the structure are shown in
the table1.
Table 1.Properties of the Structures.
Type of structure
Size of the Building
Number of stories
Height of Storey

Multi-storied moment resistance
frame
Length 24 m
Width 18 m
4storey, 5 storey and 6 storey buildings
of 3 models
3.0 m

Wall thickness
considered for load

M 25
Fe 415
The external wall thickness of 230 mm
The internal wall thickness of 115 mm

Column size

250 mm x 500 mm

Beam size

250 mm x 400 mm

Slab thickness

150 mm

Unit weight of RCC

25 kN/m3

Unit weight of Wall

20 kN/m3

Live Load

3 kN/m2

Floor finish

1 kN/m2

Concrete Grade& steel

2.1. Methodology
Fundamentally the pushover method is applied when
the fundamental period of building is less than 1Sec.The
computed values are found less than 1 sec for the selected
models. E-TABS software is adopted for the analysis of
structures. The geometric configuration of the buildings is
shown in the table1.A 3Dimensional model is created for
each structure to carryout the non-linear static analysis.
The Plan and Sectional elevation are shown in the figures
1and 2.Beam and Column members are modelled as
non-linear frame members consisting of plastic hinges at
both ends and other selected locations. The beam and
column members are divided into three parts with central
part being 0.4to 0.6 times span of the beam/height of the
column. 0.2 to 0.3 times span of the beam on either side of
the beam-column joint is strengthened by providing
additional reinforcement.
The beam reinforcement near the joints is increased by
25%, 50% and 75 % for a length of 0.20L for each model
in this study. The initial reinforcement in beams and
columns is obtained from the elastic analysis as per IS
456-2000 code recommendations without considering
seismic loads and wind loads[17]. The required
reinforcement details are shown in the figure3.Suitable
combinations of different diameter bars are provided
consistent with the equivalent area of required
reinforcement. The percentage increase in beam
reinforcement is above the reinforcement area required as
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per the elastic analysis.
Six non-linear plastic hinges are provided to allow the
nonlinear failure mechanism for each column and beam as
shown in figure 4.The length of the beam member for
which additional reinforcement is provided is further
increased to 0.25 L and 0.30L and the pushover analysis is
performed to find out the increase in base shear. Default
hinge properties are provided in line with (FEMA356)
ASCE 41-13.They are PMMhinges in columns and M3
hinges in beams. Table 2 and 3 show the reinforcement

Figure 1.
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provided for beams and columns.
In pushover analysis, the model is subjected to gravity
loading and simultaneous representative lateral
loading.The lateral loads are applied proportional to the
model displacement with the default provision in ETABS
software. Twelve models were generated for each of the 4,
5and 6 storied building model. Pushover analysis is
performed and pushover curves for displacement in the
length direction (and width direction) versus base shear
are obtained.

Plan of RCC structure of all stories
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Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Elevation of 6 Storey structure

Designed Longitudinal Reinforcement area (mm2) for 6 Storey structure
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note: HPMM=Hinge in the column, HM3=Hinge in the beam
Figure 4.

Plastic Hinge location near beam-column joint

Table 2. Longitudinal Reinforcement provided in Beams
4 storey

5 storey

6 storey

Area increasedby
Top
0%
25%
50%
75%

Bottom

2 Nos 16∅
2 Nos 16 ∅ +
1No 12 ∅
3 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 20 ∅

Table 3.

4 storey

2 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 12 ∅
3 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 20 ∅

2 Nos 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 12 ∅
3 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 20 ∅

All floors

All floors
All Columns

Bottom
2 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 12 ∅
3 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 20 ∅

Longitudinal Reinforcement provided for Columns

5 storey

All Columns
4Nos. 12∅ + 4Nos. 14∅

Top

4Nos. 12∅ + 4Nos. 14∅

Top

Bottom

2 Nos 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅
+ 1No. 12 ∅
3 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅
+ 1No. 20 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 12 ∅
3 Nos. 16 ∅

2 Nos. 16 ∅ +
1No. 20 ∅

6 storey
Column base and ground floor

Other floors

External Columns

Internal Columns

All Columns

4Nos. 12∅ + 4Nos. 16∅

4Nos. 16∅ +4Nos.
20∅

4Nos. 12∅ + 4Nos. 14∅

3. Results and Discussions
The three models each corresponding to 4, 5 and 6 storeys are analyzed using “ETABS” software and the maximum
displacement versus base shear values are tabulated below. (Table 4 to Table 6).
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Table 4.

4 Storey building

Name of the
Model

Strengthening
Ratio (Ls/L) **

Deflection in
x-direction ( in mm)

Base shear in the
x-direction (in KN)

Deflection in
Y-direction

Base shear in
Y-direction (in KN)

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.20

97.48

55164*

33.14

50913

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.20

90.56

60646

73.21

56008

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.20

98.44

64439

64.68

58893

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.20

101.12

68899

60.13

63531

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.25

112.04

54244

33.14

47654*

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.25

94.79

59480

70.99

56878

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.25

93.79

63500

65.17

60530

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.25

96.75

68093

51.16

64532*

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.30

113.14

53788*

34.70

48918*

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.30

130.96

59338

70.38

58381

B 1.50 C1.00

0.30

112.26

63180

64.09

61805

B 1.75 C1.00

0.30

97.66

68063

58.46

66219

* The iteration process has not converged for these results, B=Beam,C= Column., 1.00= no increase of steel, 1.25=25% increase, 1.50=50% increase
**:Ls: strengthening length on each end of the beam/column, X-Direction is Length direction and Y-Direction is Width direction.
L: Total length of the beam/column
Table 5.

5 Storey Building

Name of the
Model

Strengthening
Ratio (Ls/L)**

Deflection in x-direction
( in mm)

Base shear in the
x-direction (in KN)

Deflection in
Y-direction

Base shear in
Y-direction (in KN)

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.20

32.46

49240*

40.67

55334

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.20

139.25

66888

69.89

65139

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.20

61.32

67174*

47.19

68604*

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.20

42.68

68057*

46.12

70623*

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.25

156.34

61332

40.03

56318*

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.25

147.66

68214

82.24

67580

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.25

136.73

71772

51.35

70596*

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.25

61.57

70998*

44.52

70321

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.30

28.75

47654*

41.53

58753*

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.30

94.49

64900*

81.93

69627

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.30

137.53

71610

47.07

70423*

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.30

76.86

72056

43.44

69882*

* The iteration process has not converged for these results
**: Ls: strengthening length on each end of the beam/column
L: Total length of the beam/column
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Table 6.
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6 Storey Building

Name of the Model

Strengthening
Ratio (Ls/L)**

Deflection in
x-direction ( in mm)

Base shear in the
x-direction (in KN)

Deflection in
Y-direction

Base shear in
Y-direction (in KN)

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.20

36.37

55969*

47.66

66208

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.20

164.05

75626

50.00

73003*

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.20

162.61

79872

44.50

72566*

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.20

70.33

81431*

43.99

72194

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.25

172.84

68719

51.45

68350*

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.25

180.47

75294

47.21

72072*

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.25

25.32

56852*

44.80

73046

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.25

69.85

81057*

44.29

73046*

B 1.00 C 1.00

0.30

35.77

55259*

55.35

68639

B 1.25 C 1.00

0.30

169.71

75141

46.99

72196*

B 1.50 C 1.00

0.30

142.13

79547*

48.36

75822

B 1.75 C 1.00

0.30

72.67

81201*

43.82

72063

* The iteration process has not converged for these results
**: Ls: strengthening length on each end of the beam/column
L: Total length of the beam/column

Figure 5.

Base shear capacity of 4 storey building with a 25% increase of steel in the length direction
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Figure 6.

Base shear capacity of 4 storey building with a 25% increase of steel in the width direction

Figure 7.

Base shear capacity of 4 storey building with a 50% increase of steel in the length direction

Figure 8.

Base shear capacity of 4 storey building with a 50% increase of steel in the width direction
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Figure 9.

Base shear capacity of 4 storey building with a 75% increase of steel in the length direction

Figure 10. Base shear capacity of 4 storey building with a 75% increase of steel in the width direction

Figure 11. Base shear capacity of 5 storey building with a 25% increase of steel in the length direction
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Figure 12. Base shear capacity of 5 storey building with a 25% increase of steel in the width direction

Figure 13. Base shear capacity of 5 storey building with a 50% increase of steel in the length direction

Figure 14. Base shear capacity of 6 storey building with a 50% increase of steel in the width direction
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Figure 15. Base shear capacity of 6 storey building with a 50% increase of steel in the length direction

Figure 16. Base shear capacity of 6 storey building with a 50% increase of steel in the width direction

Figure 17.

Base shear capacity of 6 storey building with 75% increase of steel in the length direction
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Figure 18. Base shear capacity of building with 75% increase of steel in the width direction

b.

3.2. Observations
The following observations are made from the results
obtained
3.2.1. 4 storey building (Table 4)
1)

Long span direction, for 25% additional
reinforcement - Fig. 5
a. Nearly 10% base shear capacity is increased in
x-direction when the reinforcement is increased
by 25% in beams for a length of 0.25L near
beam-column joints.
b. A small change in base-shear is observed when
strengthening length is increased from 0.20L to
0.25L and 0.30L.

2)

Short span direction, for 25% additional
reinforcement – Fig. 6
a. Nearly 10% base shear capacity is increased when
reinforcement is increased by 25% in beams for a
length of 0.20L near beam-column joints.
b. Nearly 1.5% increase in base shear capacity is
observed when strengthening length is increased
from 0.20Lto 0.25L and 4% increase in base shear
capacity is observed when strengthening length is
increased from 0.20L to 0.30L.

3)

For a 50% increase in reinforcement in long-span
direction - Fig. 7
a. Nearly 17% of base shear capacity is
increased.Very little change is observed in base
shear capacity when strengthening length is
increased from 0.20L to 0.25 L and 0.30L.

4)

In short span direction for 50% additional
reinforcement - Fig. 8
a. Nearly 16% increase in base shear capacity
when50% of additional reinforcement is provided
for a length of 0.20L.

Nearly 2.5% increase in base shear is observed
when the strengthening length is increased from
0.20 L to 0.25L and nearly 5% increase in base
shear is observed when strengthening length is
increased from 0.20L to 0.30L.

5)

In the long-span direction for a 75% increase in
reinforcement - Fig. 9
a. Nearly 25% increase in base shear capacity is
observed when 75% of additional reinforcement
is provided for a length of 0.25L in beams near
beam-column joint.
b. Very little change in base shear is observed when
the strengthening length is increased from 0.20L
to 0.25L and 0.30L.

6)

In short span direction for a 75% increase in
reinforcement - Fig. 10
a. Nearly 25% increase in base shear capacity is
observed when 75% of additional reinforcement
is provided for a length 0.20L in beams near
beams -column joint.
b. Nearly 4% increase in base shear capacity in the
y-direction is observed when the strengthening
length is increased from 0.20L to 0.30L.

3.2.2. 5 storey building (Table 5)
1)

In Long span direction, for a 25% increase in
reinforcement - Fig.11
a. When reinforcement is increased to 25%, nearly
11% of base shear capacity is increased.
b. No increase in base shear is observed when the
strengthening length is increased from 0.20L to
0.30L.

2)

short span direction for 25% increase in
reinforcement –Fig. 12
a. Nearly 18% of the base shear increase is observed
when compared with non-converged base shear.
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b.

3)

The base shear capacity is increased by 4% when
strengthening length is increased from 0.20L to
0.25L.
Nearly 7% base shear is increased when
strengthening length is increased from 0.20L to
0.30L.

In short span direction, for a 50% increase in
reinforcement- Figure-13
a. Nearly 17% of base shear capacity is increased
when 50% of beam reinforcement is increased.
b. No increase of base shear is observed when
strengthening length is increased from 0.25L to
0.30L.

3.2.2.6 storey building (Table-6)
1)

In short span direction, 25% increase in reinforcement
- Fig -14
a. The base shear capacity is increased by 10% when
25% of additional reinforcement is provided
when strengthening length is 0.25L.
b. There is no increase is observed when
strengthening length is increased from 0.20L to
0.30L.

2)

21

4. Conclusions
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

The base shear capacity of the low rise buildings in
both long span and short span is substantially
increased (ranging from 10% to 25 %) by providing
additional reinforcement in beams(25 % to 75%) near
beam-column joints.
No increase of base shear is observed in long-span
direction due to the subsequent increase of
strengthening length (by providing additional
reinforcement) from 0.20 L to 0.30 L.
Nearly 5% increase in base shear is observed in short
span direction due to the subsequent increase of
strengthening length from 0.20 L to 0.30L.
The effect of strengthening is varied for long span
direction and short span direction. One of the reasons
may be due to the change of stiffness of columns and
building in short span direction. As the location and
properties of the nonlinear hinges in beams and
columns have a major role in a nonlinear pushover
analysis,further study with more number of plastic
hinges with different locations is required.
Ultimately, how the targeted seismic resistance can be
achieved with the additionalreinforcement and its
required length in each direction is demonstrated to
the practical engineers without rigorous analysis

In long-span direction, 50% increase in reinforcement
- Figure -15
a. The base shear capacity is increased by nearly 16%
when 50% of additional reinforcement is
provided.
b. No increases are observed when strengthening REFERENCES
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Abstract The role of furniture in commercial spaces
supports the diversity of human interactions. Beyond the
user's importance, furniture also reflects cultures and exerts
psychological influences on people at different levels of
social stratification. The style tells about a period, and its
arrangement with form can contribute to the restaurant's
ambiance. Today, restaurants have become an integral part
of the urban space's functioning in food servicing provision
and in conjunction with other subsidiary functions like
Cafe to ease users' taste and intentions. This paper aims to
identify the similarities and differences in the furniture
used in two restaurants with different construction periods
and districts-historical and modern within a city, Ginkgo
Restaurant and Niazi's Restaurant in Famagusta-Cyprus.
The study will also consider the spatiality of the restaurants
and their synthesis with the outdoor space. The paper
adopts a case-oriented approach, a thorough physical
assessment of the indoor and outdoor spatiality of the
restaurants selected. The techniques included field
sketches/preparation of measured drawings and making
field notes complemented by taking photographs. This
comparative furniture analysis highlights public
consciousness for tourists, designers, students, and
Public-Private Partnership for cities undergoing urban
change to pay attention to restaurant spaces as a proponent
to sustainable urban health.
Keywords Interior elements, Furniture, Restaurant
trend, Seating, Spatiality, Ginkgo Restaurant, Niazi’s
Restaurant

1. Introduction
Furniture, as part of interior elements, influences the
esthetic of spaces and contributes enormously to users'
preference of a concrete space due to satisfaction derived
in providing proximity and sensual consumption within a
given context [1]. Researchers also estimated that a
restaurant space's tangible and intangible environmental
elements generate perceptional clues to direct users'
preference [2,3]. As a follow-up, restaurants represent
social-spatial structures for humans to express themselves
[4]. Restaurants are patronized frequently by festivity,
home-away dining, break time at work/schools, and
tourism/hospitality activities. The availability of
restaurants in Famagusta with the internationalization of
tertiary education and tourism development is another
cultural tendency that constitutes urban drivers. The
ambiance of the restaurant's spatial layering for which
furniture plays a key role represents sustainable input for
the design and operation of foodservice and hospitality
outfits.
Additionally, the endemic Mediaeval textures of
Famagusta represent an open-door exhibit site endowed
with historical ruins and monuments of Cyprus heritage,
providing another richness of the city, forming a primary
source of attraction. Perhaps, it is time to take up the study
to compare the restaurants' furniture of Ginkgo and Niazi's
restaurant as we watch the changing demographics, urban
life, and morphology of Famagusta. The literature on the
works completed on furniture comparative is few, tailored
to user patterns [5]. The principal aim of this paper
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diners behavior within the premises. Within the context
considered, maps and old pictures of the restaurants are
review to appreciate the change from the inception of
operation, from the restaurants' web page and
enlargements/portraits displayed on the walls. A
conversation with the managers of the cases studied
provided the verification of background narratives
retrieved from the online sources and tourism/travel
promoters of Famagusta Tourism Office at the Old City
Southern Gate entrance.
The second phase is analysis, which included studio
2. Materials and Methods
reviews to organize the measured drawings (site layout,
The general research methodology adopted for this plan, and section), which constituted part of the data
comparative study on restaurant furniture is qualitative, collection technique to conduct the comparative
which is case-oriented. It entailed two phases. The first analysis—engaging four (4) spatiality indicators: site
stage involved a literature review, which included a search criteria-district, environment, building type, the period of
on for different scholarly works (very limited sources construction, and space composition (area, capacity,
about the focus), opening up the process to embrace floor/wall material texture, and headroom) to generate the
interior designers, hospitality, leisure bloggers, magazines, historical data of the cases, followed by furniture style,
and travel journalists who researched about interior seating arrangement/pattern, furniture type, and other
elements and ambiance in restaurants—followed by a interior elements to unveil the distinctiveness of the
physical assessment of the two cases: Ginkgo Restaurant furniture. The effective use of inventory forms, tables,
and Niazi's Restaurant, that comprised field studies for charts, and technical descriptions would be harness to
three consecutive visit to each, preparing sketches, taking extract and present the results. Observation is engaged
measurements, notes and taking photographs of the through the entire process to inform the interpretations of
current physical conditions of the buildings and observing the results and discussions for a conclusion, Figure 1.
focuses on examining the similarities and distinctiveness
of restaurant furniture but will fulfill the following
objectives:
i). How do spatial restrictions influence the ambiance of
restaurant architecture and operations?
ii). How does the relationship between indoor space and
outdoor space affect diners' preference for a
restaurant?

PHASE 1: Qualitative

Case Studies

Literature Review

- Ginkgo Restaurant
- Niazi's Restaurant
- Operators/workers Views

- Scholarly works
- Magazines & Bloggers-hospitality, interior
designers, leisure, travel journalists.

Studio Reviews
Measured Drawings preparation:
Site plan, Floor, Section, Seating arrangement as observed.

PHASE 2:
Analysis

Assessment Criteria
- Spatiality Criteria:District, Environment, Building type, Period of
construction, Space area, Floor/wall material texture, Headroom.

- Furniture Criteria: Furniture style, Seating arrangement, Pattern,
Analysis Tools/Techniques
- Tools: Tables, Inventory Forms, Charts, Photos, Diagrams.

Conclusion
- Informative: Visitors, Students, Locals, Public-Private Partnership,
Designers, Future researchers.
- Timely and Futuristic: Introducing a different focus on Furniture

Figure 1. Summary of Comparative Study Methodology

Results/Discussions
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2.1. The Trends in Restaurant

2.2. Classification of Restaurants

The study conducted on measuring tangible quality in
the food-service industry by [6] reveals restaurants'
evolving nature due to changes in customers' lifestyles
and many competitors' availability at different strata. It is
also evidence that restaurants are the meeting place where
food and culture converge [7]. A recent work that focused
on analyzing 19 prominent gastronomy facilities
highlighted the industry's category into restaurants,
cafeterias, cafes, and clubs/bars. This grouping correlates
and indicates the diversity and essence of taste and
ambiance in the food industry in different cultural
settings.
In ancient civilizations, a restaurant's need arose due to
the non-inclusion of kitchens in the constructed residential
houses and associated with the "thermopolia" [8]. It was a
public place for serving warm food and beverages [9].
Although some authors trace the restaurant's starting to
the French Revolution of 1789, a recent publication
argues that urban restaurant culture existed before the
restaurants in Paris as supported by the Southern Sung
Dynasty [10]. In that trend example of ancient restaurants
is "Sobrino de Botin," established in 1725 in Madrid,
Spain, and is functioning to date [11].
In that trajectory, the study conducted on measuring
tangible quality in the food industry retrospected that
during and after World War II in Britain, the introduction
of meal service through British restaurants adopted the
cafeteria approach [12]. Their program further included
functions complemented with other food provision
schemes like community feeding centers, school, and
workers canteens cooking depots, emergency meals
centers, rest centers, and mobile canteens. That research
explained the essence of restaurants in war times and its
assistance to lessen domestic labor on women during
childbearing in 1900-2000. However, from the literature
surveyed, it is time to simplify the restaurant industry's
fundamental shifts into three categories, as shown in
Table 1. Based on the data provided by two research types,
which concentrated on restaurants' rise and its future
[13,14].

A critical look at the background provided shows that
restaurants exist in various forms depending on the
parameters selected for their operational categorization.
Based on this concept, the research on classifying
Canada's food and beverage service businesses will be
considered for the grouping [15], especially as
nomenclatures used shows a widely encompassing
character of other types of restaurants listed by authors in
Travel Magazines. The two generic levels of restaurants
are
commercial
foodservice
restaurants
and
non-commercial foodservice restaurants. In countries
where the restaurant business is trending, the two major
classes relate to the ratio 4:1. Commercial foodservice
restaurants operate primarily in the food and beverage
business. In contrast, non-commercial foodservice
restaurants refer to facilities where food and beverages
served customers means a secondary service but not the
core business. Table 2 provides information about the
classification in a compressed manner for better
understanding due to the sub-groups' complex nature.

Table 1. Shifts in restaurant industry
Approach of shift
and Period

1

Household
Approach-Before
18th Century

2

Corporate
Approach-After
18th Century

3

Smart
Approach-Toward
20th Century
upward

Target

Categories

Hospitality
focused

● Meals provision for
full nutrition.
● Cultural interest.
● Sensory engaging.
● Participatory.
● Parallel.

Wealth
maximization

Technology
driven for
new culture

● Price signaling.
● Competitive.
● Speed of service.
● Space constraint.
● conscious.
● Timeless.
● No context biased.
● More profit.

Table 2. Restaurant categorization
Class

Types

1

Commercial
Food-service

2

Non-commercial
Food-service

Quick-service, Full-service, Cafe,
Catering.
● Institutional:
Hospitals, schools, Prisons, Corporate
staff cafeterias, Cruise ships, Airports
and transportation terminals.
● Accommodation foodservice:
Hotel restaurants and bar, Room service
and Self-serve dining operations.
● Vending and automated foodservice.

2.3. Interior Elements in Restaurants
Restaurants square-up on parameters like location,
prices, promotions and service, and others but the interior
elements evoke customers psychologically. How? It
influences order mode, duration of stay, tendency to return
to, and make referrals. At the apex of the foodservice
industry and hospitality, interior impression directly
connects and explains its brand. Based on the essay of The
Restaurant Times, the importance of restaurant interior
elements are compressed thus:
 It is a branding and marketing strategy.
 Aid in defining the restaurant idea in an
Instagramable manner
 Good looking interiors feature the role of a coded
sales duty.
As purported in the essays of [16,17,18], restaurants'
primary interior elements include architecture, lighting,
seating, colors, smell, surfaces texture, acoustics, and
temperature.
However,
this
study
emphasized
indoor/outdoor space and furniture delineation. The
customer constitutes the apex for design concept
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formation and consideration from the review of
restaurants' interior elements essays explored. The study
deduced three terminologies summarizing the practical
application of ambiance produce attraction, experientiality,
and attachment as possible pragmatic considerations for
restaurants' architecture and operation. In correlating these
design requirements with furniture design, [19] suggested
that linking social identity difference, experience, and
change (time specificity) would constitute a vital balance
for furniture production.
2.3.1. Architecture and Seating in Restaurant
The restaurant's spatial composition and layout are the
platforms upon which the users and restaurant workers
interact to gain satisfaction. The process requires
conscious planning and use of anthropometric spatial
standards [20] and modular coordination principles [21] to
avoid conflict between person to person, likewise person
to objects to fit ergonomic guidelines. The application of
personal space in a public context through engaging space
equilibrium weight for eliminating space phobia remains
instrumental, according to [22] linked to concepts of
proximity and territoriality [23]. Arguably, "[16]" from
the perspective of working on hospitality projects in
Canada contributed that careful handling of the "social
quotient" of the design concept with the scale of the
restaurant space will, in the long run, elevate space
ambiance into a sense of place as a result of spatial
experience. This sensitivity passively creates customers'
attachment to the restaurant as a derivative for satisfaction
to handle other life affairs, not just-food [24]. Recent
work on criteria ranking for innovative restaurant design
by [25] projected performance, creativity, aesthetics, and
eco-friendliness as primary factors for future design and

operation. At the level of the design industry, the four
criteria are notable. These keywords define a pragmatic
architecture and environmental resilience. However, each
of the terms represents a dynamic design terminology,
mutually interwoven from the architectural design sense.
That is, a selection of one would lead to connecting
others.
Furthermore, in the development of design concepts,
they are specific design requirements that are not
independent but depend on the combination of different
design
elements
and
design
principles.
The
implementation of these requirements is case-oriented and
context-sensitive, forming the application distinction from
other design areas that assume global context. Our take on
this is that even though the four criteria are analyzed
quantitatively on one side, but their practical application is
another problematic aspect demanding creativity and
innovation. Based on these facts, there is relativity
between restaurants within a city with different
environmental sensitivities. It also explains the
relationship between culture and space that designers and
operators must not undermine when creating or
maintaining dining spaces.
In this regard, the specifications given in reference
books and handbooks of designing show that minimum
space for seating depends on the type of seating and the
number of persons per table [26]. The seating details
sourced from "The Architects' Handbook" are simplified
diagrammatically in Figure 2 for a smart understanding by
using visual shape naming together with the technical data.
Ranging from two persons to eight opened for increment
based on selecting movable or flexible seating
combinations, and the letter "P" in the diagram denotes
the number of persons.

Circular Seating
2P(0.28m2) - 4P(0.64-0.87m2) - 6P(1.04-1.23m2) - 8P(1.54-1.77m2)

Square Seating
2P(0.56m2) - 4P(0.73-0.9m2)

Seating
m Space
Requirement

Rectangular Seating
2P(0.5m2) - 4P(0.96-0.1.2m2) - 6P(1.36m2) - 8P(2.0m2)

Hexagonal Seating
6P(1.23m2-1.54m2)
Octagonal Seating
8P(1.54-1.77m2)
Figure 2. Seating Space Specification for Restaurants
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The diagram shows that hexagonal and octagonal
seating arrangements offer high index restrictions on
space's dynamic layering because of the difficulty of
mutilating their form. However, circular, rectangular, and
square seating provide a high index of flexibility.
Prescriptively, designers find out that a careful
combination of the different seating organization types
will create a decorative and sensual atmosphere.
The necessity to have seats as a restaurant's functional
component is a familiar semantics from design and use.
Nevertheless, its influence on customers' experiential state
and story inadequately captured in design arguments. The
two feelings expression that emerges fall into beautiful
seats with no or light seat pad invites but does not keep
the customer for a longer duration—this kind of
perceptual clue interplays in Quick Service Restaurants
like McDonald. On the contrarily, comfortable seats with
plump sofas and cushions are both welcoming and
relaxing. It is thereby promoting customers to stay longer
and order more like in Fine Dining and Cafe.
2.4. Users’ Sensitivity to Furniture and other Interior
Elements in Restaurant
The emotional aspect of Alvar Aalto's designs of
architecture and furniture combines intuition and scientific
skills to communicate the importance of humans'
attachment to furniture in a space. He further explains
how the user's taste to function dynamically will influence
furniture use, even though the skeletal body structure is
constant [27]. Today, research focused on the esthetic
dimension of space, not just its usability [28], has become
vital in exploring user preferences for gainful works of
architecture and design. Interestingly, the essay on the
social-physiological indicators that satisfy eating
experience included perception, emotion, customer's
behavior, and the presence of their eating companions
[29]. Supportively, the work on "User preference of
interior design elements in hotel lobby spaces" [30] shows
that access to daylight/views is the most crucial element.
Seating type/arrangement is the second most important;
the lobby's scale scored the third position while materials
used in the space were the least important element.
Restaurant spaces possess similar characteristics
because of their mutual relationship with hotels and the
hospitality industry. Applying implies that restaurant
spaces with large windows will provide users with an
appealing, comfortable, and active engagement with the
external surroundings than those with small or no
windows. It also indicates that large space restaurants will
be more inviting, celebrating, and boosting users' morale
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than small space ones. Another essential view is that soft
materials are preferable to hard materials due to their
properties to induce warmth, relaxation, and homey on the
users while the latter inflicts stressful conditions.
On the issue of seating arrangements, researchers
opined that seats arranged perpendicularly to one another
encourage significant interaction for a companion than in
the opposite direction due to other people's presence in the
space [31]. While in-group members, opposite seating
enhances lively conversation [32]. The need for
maintaining personal space in public settings is also
applicable in restaurant seating arrangements to ensure
privacy and safety [33]. Perhaps for the arrangement of
tables/seats in a restaurant space, anchored tables are
preferable because of their closeness to building elements
like walls, columns, and fenestration than isolated or
unanchored tables [34]. This kind of arrangement works
for all types of occasions despite the cultural differences
of users.The formation of anchored spots supports the
user's behavioral tendency for territoriality within the
restaurant space's layering as a spatial experience. The
former results in more time spent and higher spending in
the restaurant environment [35].
2.5. Famagusta-Cyprus as Study Context
The Island of Cyprus has gone through a cultural
trajectory of historical civilizations [36]. As such,
Famagusta is a subset in that social-cultural and political
trend, especially as one of the principal harbors which
have survived from historical times. The journey through
successive civilizations from history to the present is a
memorial story that has turned the city into an emblem of
cultural diversity. The city shows the remains of the
various cultural influences, which is not limited to the
socio-economic and political life [37]. Our findings show
that the frequent patronage of restaurants by Turkish
Cypriots is a lifestyle. Apart from the ancient evolution of
the settlement, which no document or archaeological
findings have analyzed, the following periods have the
corresponding authorities linked as their identities within
the City of Famagusta: 648-1192 AD - Known as the
early periods (Assyrians, Egyptians, Persians, Romans,
Arabs, and Knights of Templar); the making of the
foundation of the city; 1192-1489 - Lusignan Period;
1489-1571 - Venetian Period; 1571-1878 - Ottoman
Period; 1878-1960 - British Period; 1960-1974 - Republic
of Cyprus Period; 1974-1983 - Turkish Federated State of
Cyprus; 1983- till date - Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus [38].
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Figure 3. Map of Famagusta spotting study location from Wikimapia.org/8215854

The establishment of Eastern Mediterranean University
as the first university in Famagusta and other new ones
like Kibris Ada Kent University and Istanbul Technical
University constitutes Famagusta's urban development
strategy. It requires setting-up more restaurants. The two
restaurants Ginkgo (case 1) and Niazi's (case 2), selected
as case studies, are uniquely located. Ginkgo Restaurant is
situated in the Old City of Famagusta, forming part of the
historic urban texture of Namik Kemal Square, and Niazi's
Restaurant within the district of Dumlupinar forms part of
the modern urban tissue Figure 3. The cases represent a
microcosm of a more extensive study that will encompass
the three historical cities (Famagusta, Nicosia, and Girne)
of North Cyprus under a common theme: ‘Furniture and
Culture.’ The selection mapped for a restaurant that still
has the cultural signs and symbols of past civilizations of
Cyprus to ascertain the distinctiveness of furniture used in
old and new which enabled the definition of the criteria
mentioned in the methodology.

in the Old City of Famagusta, Cyprus. The Venetians
(1489-1571) inherited these structures, made renovations
on the surviving buildings of the Lusignan occupation,
and synergized them into symbols of the previous
occupations' and introduce annexes that portray their
cultural dominance for the hosting of civic and public
rituals [40]. The Ottoman Empire's seizure of Famagusta
was in the period (1571-1878), [41]. The Ottoman
administration made additions to the Religious House and
renamed Famagusta Madrese and function as a school for
Islamic teachings [42]. The renovations made by the
Ottoman Empire on the surrounding architecture of the
square focus on lining with the conversion of St. Nicholas
Cathedral (Church) to the Lala Mustapha Pasha Mosque
in 1735. The Madrese, now reuse for Ginkgo Restaurant
since 2003, respected as the historical heritage of past
civilizations within the historical core of Famagusta and
Cyprus, symbolizes diverse cultural layering and
identities.
The Ginkgo Restaurant (Case 1) represents three
cultural
influences. That is the Lusignan Period, Venetian
2.6. Results
Period, and Ottoman Period in Famagusta. The dome
The evaluation of the spatial composition of a Korean section's insertion organically organized represents an
Traditional House used for Korean restaurants adopted excellent example of integrating three architectural
five criteria [39]. Their research used the roof, floor, wall, periods in history with their ideologies. That is, Greek
style, and design philosophy as the criteria analysis model. Architecture,
Roman
Architecture,
and
Based on this typology, our work analyzes Ginkgo and Byzantine/Ottoman Architecture, forming the grandeur of
Niazi's restaurants using the order-case description, floor, Medievalism of the time. The operator of Ginkgo
wall, roof, architectural style, and design philosophy.
Restaurant, having this knowledge, named the restaurant
both conceptually and symbolically to the name of a
2.6.1. Ginkgo Restaurant
historic tree known as "Ginkgo Tree," which unites the
Ginkgo Restaurant building construction period firstly philosophy of the opposite: Light and dark; male and
falls in the Lusignan Period (1192-1489) as part of the female [43]. Contextually, the Cafe is operated on the
Bishop's complex and annex to St. Nicholas Cathedral, the Lusignan/Venetian part while the Fine Dining is on the
most outstanding Landmark around Namik Kemal Square Ottoman section but linked and serviced together. It
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operates as a commercial food-service restaurant under White and blue colored umbrellas are mounted on the
the full-service sub-class following the groupings outdoor space to provide shade for users.
identified in the literature (see "Table 2"). Attempts were
made to introduce the menu of those periods but aborted
due to customers' conservative response to many
international cuisines [44], perhaps owing to the bulk of
diners being tourists. The photographs of the Ginkgo
restaurant shown in Figure 4-8.
The floor plan of Ginkgo Restaurant is typically
designed for two main compartments (Cafe and Fine
Dining) and raised from the natural ground at a level of
1.05m. Specifically, showing a total area of approximately
174 square meters, a seating capacity of 61 persons
internally and 42 persons on the outside. The Cafe area is
L-shaped with brick-like creamy colored marble floor tiles,
while the Fine Dining section is a square shape with
Figure 4. Ginkgo Restaurant with the outdoor seating area at present
diagonal laid creamy rough-edge marble tiles. The entire
wall's construction in brownish stones as a dominant local
material regional to Cyprus from history and massive. The
walls of the Cafe are approximately 0.9m wide with
high-level Wooden Tracery Gothic windows to a width of
0.6m and with two glazed door entrances, one to the
western elevation and the other to the north elevation. The
walls of the Fine Dining are 0.45m in width with a living
room-like window sill level finished in rectangular
wooden glazed panes casement windows with a width of
1.0m and with a decorated marble entrance-way linking
the Fine Dining with the Cafe. The Fine Dining on the
east wall shows a central recess for Fire Place with an
open-able glazed casing and a wooden door leading to the
conveniences. The Cafe walls with a headroom measuring
4.8m high beautifully stabilize by constructed vaults and a
flat stone roof, while the Fine Dining stone dome links the
Figure 5. Ginkgo Restaurant Interior of Cafe/cashier point
walls together in an adoring feeling of awe and function as
the roof.
Ginkgo Restaurant is a combination of two architectural
styles in history: Gothic and Byzantine styles, which are
the critical features of Medieval Architecture in Europe
and other contexts under European civilization controls.
The era's philosophy was on the dominance of vaults,
domes, pointed arches, and columnar as displayed on
religious buildings and military architecture. The small
window openings and the walls' solidity explain the
traditional
building
techniques
with
climatic
understanding but restrict visual connection between the
inside and outside spaces. They constitute a weakness for
interaction with the surrounding. Invariably, providing the
scenario for which users prefer the outdoor seating than
the inside except when weather conditions are harsh.
Figure 6. Ginkgo Restaurant Interior of Fine Dining
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Figure 7. Site plan and outdoor seating of Ginkgo Restaurant

Figure 8. Floor plan, interior furniture arrangement and Section of
Ginkgo Restaurant
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2.6.2. Furniture Identified in Ginkgo Restaurant
The furniture types used in Ginkgo Restaurant are in the category: Seats, desks and tables, and other elements, as represented in Inventory Form 1. While the style, seating
arrangement, and seating pattern are analyzed in Table 3.
Inventory Form 1. Ginkgo Restaurant Furniture Types
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Table 3. Ginkgo Restaurant furniture summary results
Parameter
Furniture
Style

Fine Dining

Cafe

Outdoor

Medieval, French, Ottoman, Arts and crafts.

Seating
Arrangement

● 4 sets of 4 seats to a
rectangular table.
● 4 sets of 6 seats to two
rectangular movable tables.

● 2 independent bar stools.
● 5 sets of 1 seat to a circular table.
● 1 set of 4 seats to a rectangular table.
● 1 boot seat with 2 round seats to a square center table.
● 4 boot seats without connection to a table.

● 9 sets of 4 seats to
rectangular table.
● 3 sets of 2 seats to square
table.

Seating
Pattern

Perpendicular

Anchored (L-shape that is edge oriented).

L-shape

2.6.3. Niazi’s Restaurant
Niazi's restaurant is a Cyprus based restaurant that
started in 1949 in Limassol. It started operation from a
mini storage building used for a market and a small
restaurant to service British soldiers and their families
[45]. The restaurant began making Kebab (known as the
inventor of "Full Kebab") for the soldiers and Greek
Cypriots. With large customers' challenges, the business
expanded, leading to establishing a modern one in 1967 in
the same state. After a few months of opening, the
restaurant suspended operations due to the island's 1974
dividing event. The restaurant moved to Kyrenia in the
Northern part of Cyprus and introduced the full Kebab to
Turkish customers [46]. Today, Kebab has become a
cultural food and part of the restaurants and cafes menu
for both Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots. Presently,
Niazi's Restaurant has grown with six branches in three
cities (Kyrenia, Nicosia, and Famagusta) of Northern
Cyprus. Case 2 focused on the Famagusta branch, which
commences operation in 2013 with the traditional cuisines
of full Kebab, charcoal grill meals, and continental dishes.
The services offered are three-fold: Full dining, Cafe, and
Home delivery service. The photographs of Niazi's are
shown in Figure 9-14.
The floor shows a large rectangular shape open floor
spatial arrangement with Fine Dining, a transition waiting
area, and the Cafe and internal columns cased with coffee
feel wooden panels. The total floor area is approximately
276 square meters and has 104 persons on the inside and
60 persons on the outdoor. The whole floor finished with
parquet in a dark brown coffee-like color. The walls of
width 0.225m constructed as a frame showing the
positioning of Reinforced concrete (Rc) columns links
with Rc beams at a headroom of 3.3m high. The
fenestration portions on the south, east and west walls are
completely glazed in vertical panels, couple with Piano
hinges to function as folding doors and transparent skin
that actively and visually connect the inside with the
outside environment. The south wall glazed door is treated
as the main entrance and directly linked with the outdoor
seating and children's play area. The second glazed door
situates on the west wall, which connects with the car
parking area and an external ramp to aid physically
disadvantaged people. The north wall shows a door to
conveniences, a recessed indoor grilled area within the

Food Canter, and door to the Kitchen, and a straight flight
stair leading to the central store treated as a forced
mezzanine floor.
The roof is an Rc deck at a structural headroom
clearance of 4.5m with an internally suspended ceiling at
3.6m height. The recessed portions of the ceiling area are
finished in white gypsum boards and dark brown wooden
panels installed intermittently. Central air-conditioning
units and Chandelier lights hung at strategic points. The
character of Niazi's Restaurant is a modern style. The
modular spatial articulation shown stands pragmatically
crafted on the principles of straight lines, elaborates use of
eco-materials, large glass panels that point to modern
architecture philosophy. The open floor quality combines
with the curtain walling to create a soft feel of openness
since the building's skin is transparent and accessible with
the outdoor space. The outdoor seating is configured with
red-colored umbrellas mounted as shade around the
seating set-up.

Figure 9. Main Exterior view of Niazi’s Restaurant

Figure 10. Niazi’s Restaurant Interior of Cafe and Quick Service
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Figure 11. Niazi’s Restaurant Interiors of Fine Dining
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Figure 12. Niazi’s Restaurant outdoor area as an extension of the Cafe

Figure 13. Site Layout of Niazi’s Restaurant showing the outdoor seating area
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Figure 14. Floor Plan and Section of Niazi’s Restaurant

2.6.4. Furniture Identified in Niazi’s Restaurant
The furniture types used in Niazi’s Restaurant are in the category: Seats, desks and tables, and other elements, as
represented in Inventory Form 2. While, the results on style, seating arrangement, and seating pattern are shown in
Table 4.

Civil Engineering and Architecture 9(1): 23-41, 2021

Inventory Form 2: Niazi’s Restaurant Furniture Types
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Table 4. Niazi’s Restaurant furniture summary results
Parameter
Furniture Style

Fine Dining

Cafe
Medieval, French, Arts and crafts

Seating
Arrangement

● 3 sets of 12 seats to a rectangular movable
tables .
● 2 sets of 7 seats to a circular table.
● 3 sets of 4 seats to single rectangular table.
● 1 set of 6 seats to two rectangular movable
tables.
● 1 set of 4 seats to two square movable tables.

● Two independent bar
seats.
● 6 sets of 4 seats to a
rectangular table.
● 3 sets of 2 seats to a
square table.

Seating Pattern

Perpendicular and focused staggering.

Perpendicular

2.7. Discussions
Table 5. Summary difference on spatial level
Parameter

Ginkgo Restaurant
Site Criteria

District

Wall City Famagusta

Environment
Building type
Period of
construction
Area
Seating capacity
Indoor
Seating capacity
outdoor
Floor material
texture
Headroom

Niazi’s Restaurant
Dumlupinar
Famagusta
Urban center
Modern concrete
building

Historic center
Historic stone reuse
building.
Around 12th-13th
20th Century
Century
Space Technical Information
174 square meters
276 square meters
61 persons

104 persons

42 persons

60 persons

Hard materials
(Marble tiles)
4.8m

Soft materials
(wood)
4.5m

Table 6. Comparativeness on Furniture Composition
Similarity on furniture style and seating arrangement/pattern
Restaurant
Ginkgo
Niazi’s
Furniture
Furniture
Arts and crafts style and French style.
style
● 4 seats to rectangular table in Fine Dining.
● 6 seats to two rectangular movable tables in Fine
Seating
Dining.
arrangement
● 4 seats to rectangular wooden table in Cafe.
● 2 seats to square table.
Seating
Row seating in perpendicular pattern.
pattern
Differences on furniture style and seating arrangement/pattern
Medieval style
Furniture
and Ottoman
Modern style
style
style.
● 7 seats to circular table.
● 12 seats to rectangular
● 1 seat to
movable table.
circular table.
● 4 seats to two square
Seating
● 1 boot with two
movable tables.
arrangement
round seats to
● 6 seats to two movable
square
center
rectangular plastic table.
table.
● 4 seats to rectangular
wooden table in Outdoor.
Seating
L-shape
Focused staggering
pattern

Outdoor
● 4 sets of 6 seats to two movable
rectangular plastic tables.
● 3 sets of 4 seats to a rectangular
wooden table.
● 3 sets of 4 seats to two movable square
wooden tables.
● 2 sets of 6 seats to two movable
rectangular wooden tables.
Perpendicular

At the spatial level, the distinctiveness correlated two
primary criteria: site criteria with four parameters (district,
environment, building type, and period of construction),
and space technical information used four parameters
(area of the buildings studied, seating capacity for
indoor/outdoor spaces, floor material texture, and
headroom). The results on the spatial level are
summarized in Table 5. Meanwhile, the similarities and
differences in furniture composition consist of style,
seating arrangement, and seating pattern are shown in
Table 6.
The analysis selected seven (7) indicators from Table
5-6 that are quantifiable using general analysis tools, and
visualizing with Bar Chart-Figure 14, and Area
Chart-Figure 15. That is rectangular tables, rectangular
movable tables, square tables, area, indoor capacity,
outdoor capacity, and headroom Table 7. The Charts show
that the restaurant space area constitutes the primary
indicator, followed by interior seating capacity, linked to
space and furniture. The outdoor seating took up the third
indicator of importance before other auxiliary elements.
The Charts also indicate that Niazi’s Restaurant operates
in a flexible spatial context with more operational
elements, whereas the Ginkgo Restaurant spatial context
is constraining and functions with moderate features.
Furthermore, at the furniture types, the comparativeness is
sorted in Table 8. A conversation with the restaurant
workers during the fieldwork revealed that diners prefer
outdoor seating for the following reasons: Enjoy a broader
view of the surrounding, receive fresh air in summers, and
the primary aim of touring the city influences their
tendency for outdoor seating.
Table 7. Quantifiable Indicators

1

Rectangular Table

Ginkgo
Restaurant
14

2

Rectangular Movable Table

4

3

Square Table

3

3

4

Area

174

276

5

Indoor Capacity

61

104

6

Outdoor Capacity

42

60

7

Headroom

4.8

4.5

Item

Indicators

Niazi’s
Restaurant
9
6
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Figure 14. Comparativeness on Restaurants quantifiable indicators

Figure 15. Comparativeness on Restaurants quantifiable indicators
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Table 8. Comparativeness on classes of Furniture types
Element

Ginkgo Restaurant

Niazi’s Restaurant

Class A-Furniture with all right similarity between Ginkgo and Niazi’s restaurants
Seats

None

Tables

Rectangular wooden table; Square wooden table; Vista rectangular wooden table.

Desks

Wooden side Board; Wooden wine stack.

Other Objects

Baby seat stroller.
Class B-Furniture with partial similarity between Ginkgo and Niazi’s restaurants
Pearsons chair but different body lining.
Wicker chair but with different design pattern.
Rectangular wooden table with similar tops but different stand.
Round wooden table with similar tops but different stand.
Wooden side table with similar tops but with different stand.

Seats
Tables
Desks

Cashier/cafe counter but different materials.

Other Objects

Artificial flower tree/tree planting but different species.
Class C-Furniture with absolute difference between Ginkgo and Niazi’s restaurants

Seats

Tables

Desks

Other objects

● Single King Sofa.
● Single arm concave Sofa.
● Rounded Ottoman Sofa.
● Gothic antique arm Couch with Nameplate.

● Double arm Sofa.
● Cade upholstered chair.

● Straight boot with cushions

● Local made Wicker Chair with cushion.

● Four legged Iron Craft Stool.
● Four legged Wooden Stool.

● 4 legged French Wooden Stool.

● Wooden center Table.

● Plastic Table.

None

● Local made Chalice
● Musical stand
● Antiques of pastry plate decor.
● Artistic/painting works.
● White and Red Linen table covers.

3. Conclusion
This research focused on Ginkgo and Niazi's
restaurants' comparative study in Famagusta-Cyprus,
contributing to restaurant design, ambiance, and operation
in a growing urban setting with historical and modern
contexts. The primary aim is to analyze the similarities
and differences of furniture used due to cultural time
intervals and restaurateur's intentions with the design
concept's influence synthesized spatially and visually. The
indoor and outdoor spaces' spatial relationship and
interaction are studied to enhance diners' preference and
affect the city's restaurant image. The study's importance
is to showcase the restaurant's image to visitors, students,
and other inhabitants, open possibilities for making their
dining preferences compatible with their lifestyle, taste,
and intentions. The literature review supports that
restaurants are changing from traditional composition and
operational to technological/innovative levels to cope with

● Wine Cart.
● Plate Credenza
● Office Desk
● Customers feedback stand
● Food Counter
● Dessert Credenza
● Pastry Credenza
● Coin op game
●Grilles fire place/fumes extractor.
● Chandelier
● Wall inbuilt plates gallery
● Photos gallery
● Children Play Round
● White Linen table cover.

the age of speed and digitization. Interestingly, the
analysis of this furniture contrastiveness identified three
taxonomy of furniture types based on the characteristics
displayed as evidence by the inventory form 1-2. Thus:
a). Class A-furniture with all right similarity.
b). Class B-furniture with partial similarity (having
some parts similar, and others different mutually).
c). Class C-furniture with an absolute difference.
The two restaurants' results also show that Ginkgo and
Niazi's restaurants function similarly within the
commercial foodservice and full-service types in the
restaurant business but at different hierarchical levels. The
evaluation conducted agrees that the restaurant's
ambiance's sensitivity remarked in the literature comes
from the interior elements and other factors. In this
context, furniture handling, spatial organization, and site
layout contribute to their character's uniqueness. Social
and climatological factors observations made during the
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field studies indicate that incorporating the outdoor space
enlarges operations and increases customers' enjoyable
level. This factor contributes to foodservice ambiance that
had not been handled broadly by previous research on
restaurant facilities. Notably, it is reasonable and sensitive
to remark that when [47] wrote about "layout" in a
restaurant, the emphasis was on a literal conceptualization
conveying the arrangement of physical restaurant
elements. However, the findings led to the assertion that
spatiality criteria in foodservice facilities constitute the
apex when ranking the tangible parameters. It is the base
upon which other determinants will drive, and furniture
contributes secondly before other elements in that creative
profile. The authors of this paper envisage that when
questionnaires and in-depth interviews are engaged in
future research and the scope enlarged to different settings
within Cyprus as remarked in sub-theme 2.5, it could lead
to a more concrete generalization within Cyprus and
helpful to similar cultural environments.
In contrast, this paper uses the term as an environmental
site layout, which is practically comprehensive. The
efficient and sustainable management of these elements
(internal plus external) will increase the restaurant's
marketability by taking selfies and posting on social
media by users. It will also influence diners' behavior,
especially to order more when the concept harmonies with
their needs and vice versa. The harmonization mentioned
becomes an additional contribution to the two
determinants identified in the literature review-use of
comfortable, plump sofa seats and the formation of
anchored spots. More importantly, they show belonging
and attachment to the space to host other affairs of their
life within the restaurant environs. This kind of social,
cultural link is vital for the psychological well-being of
diners. Leading us to generalized the definition of
furniture by taking some keywords from [48]: 'Furniture is
an ergonomic product,' custodian of social, cultural, and
psychological features that aid urban health and or urban
life.
In general, our findings also contribute to two direct
pairs of social life expression with furniture in restaurants.
Furniture composition in fine dining shows a comfortable
and dedicated taste for diners, fulfilling formal interface.
Whereas, in Cafe and outdoor seating, the feel is stylish
and smarter, performing casual dining vibes. Based on this
evidence captured, the two restaurants present us with
different user's preferences.
The Ginkgo shows a compact, private, and informal and
awe atmosphere with a little outdoor connection. The
deduction leverages the fact that it is a reuse intervention
scheme and presents a traditional response to harsh
weather conditions. Therefore, the restrictions on the
physical fabric and spatial modifications are made to
respect the integrity and authenticity of Old City
Famagusta's historical context. The furniture used
represents past civilizations' cultural symbols connected in
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Medievalism (Greeks, Romans, Ottomans). It pays tribute
to the previous cultural influences on Famagusta and
Cyprus.
While Niazi's restaurant displays an atmosphere that is
cozy, elaborate, formal, and warm, with active outdoor
engagement assumed to emanate from the creativeness of
the modern urban cultural morphology. It is also a product
of brand and freedom of the restaurateur's intentions and
provides technological methods of handling weather
harshness. Above all, the study recommends that since
cultural and environmental affiliates suggest a sustainable
pillar in the architecture and operation of restaurants,
restaurateurs, investors, and designers should consider
such qualities when improving existing and future
restaurants. Significantly as the city advances
developmentally welcomes diverse visitors and students.
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Abstract

One way to promote sustainability in
construction is through the preservation of natural
resources and utilization of recycled wastes. This paper
describes a laboratory study on the use of steel slag and
cathode ray tube (CRT) glass for road base pavement layer.
Measurements of the physical and mechanical
characteristics of each sample are taken to evaluate the
effectiveness of using these materials in road base
pavements. The laboratory evaluation comprised of Los
Angeles abrasion value (LAAV) test, California bearing
ratio (CBR) test and performance characterization; the
unconfined compression strength (UCS) and indirect
tensile strength (ITS) tests were also performed. The values
for LAAV are satisfactory, indicating that the steel slag and
granite mixtures have adequate resistance and abrasion for
use as road base pavement aggregates. The higher
percentages of steel slag in the mixture produced higher
CBR values for both the soaked and unsoaked mixtures.
Test results also show that the mixtures containing up to
70% steel slag and 15% CRT glass meet the standards
requirements. Results of the UCS and ITS tests for
performance characterization showed that the performance
of the sample mixture was enhanced significantly upon
incorporating a higher percentage of steel slag in the
mixture. The lab test results showed that the mixture
composing of granite, steel slag and CRT glass is a suitable
alternative made from recyclable materials, for use in road
base pavement layer.

Keywords

Recycled Materials, Steel Slag, Cathode
Ray Tube Glass, Natural Aggregates, Road Base

1. Introduction
Sustainable management is defined as effective
utilization of resources in order to fulfil human needs
whilst ensuring preservation of the environment, not only
for the present generation but also for future generations
[1]. Preservation of natural resources and utilizations of
recycled wastes are among the ways for achieving a
sustainable management [2-3]. This will ensure that an
effective use of resources can be achieved for future
generations. Wastes consist of industrial by-product and
commercial wastes, as well as waste debris from
demolition and destruction of buildings; these materials
are no longer considered to be valuable [4,5].
Environmental and economic factors, in addition to the
inadequate supply of construction materials faced by some
countries have prompted the effort to identify recyclable
industrial waste materials that are suitable for construction
application [6]. Arulrajah et al. [7] investigated the
possibility of producing a new geopolymer construction
material from waste materials. Among the materials that
could potentially be used as alternative materials in the
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construction industry are recycled glass, spent coffee
grounds, fly ash and slag. The use of these wastes has led
to the production of green concrete that is environmentally
friendly. It also has a positive impact on the coordination
of effective waste management and contributes to a
sustainable solution for a green future. The various types
of by-products and wastes being investigated by
researchers throughout the world are steel slag, electronic
glass waste, plastic waste, coal fly ash, scrap waste, and
others. Several studies have been carried out on reusing
by-products and residual wastes as recycled materials.
Among them, are the utilization of wastes as additive or
substitute in concrete and cement mixtures [8-12]; as soil
stabilization in geotechnical soil work; and in various
stages of road construction [13-16].
Pasetto and Baldo [13] obtained a satisfactory result
when using waste materials consisting of a mixture of
steel slag, ladle furnace slag, waste foundry sand, glass
waste, and coal ash. The resulting mixture is a cement
bound mixture that possessed adequate physical,
mechanical and toxicological characteristics to be used in
road construction. Sas et al. [14] concluded that steel slag
is best used for the construction of roads with medium
traffic load. Disfani et al. [15] concluded that recycled
glass material can potentially be used in road construction
works. Such conclusion is deduced from the result of
shear strength tests, which showed that the medium and
fine glasses produced similar parameters for shear
strength compared to a mixture of gravel and natural sand
with angular particles. Kim et al. [16] subjected three
different mixing ratios of 50, 75 & 100% of fly ash
content by weight to a variety of tests. The results showed
that all mixing ratio of fly ash can be used for constructing
highway embankments, provided that the construction
follows proper design and construction procedures.
However, research findings by Zhao et al. [11] showed
that the application of up to 75% cathode ray tube (CRT)
glass as a replacement for refined aggregates led to a
production cost that is 12.38% higher, per 1m3 of concrete,
than the cost of producing ordinary (control) concrete.
Despite this drawback, this method is able to reduce the
space required for the disposal of CRT glass and thus
contribute positively to environmental management.
Kosior-Kazberuk and Grzywa [10] have discovered a
method for producing sustainable concrete beam
structures which utilize 100% recycled coarse aggregates.
Ismail and Al-Hashmi [12] employed glass residues
obtained from glass bottles and window glass with an
optimum mix of 20% replacement to produce concrete
with maximum compressive strength and bending, relative
to the control concrete. The pozzolanic effect of glass
residue can be observed after the concrete sample is cured
by immersion for 28 days. Other studies of glass materials
and results of laboratory tests have shown that the
recycled glass materials used to replace fine and medium
aggregates have similar geotechnical properties as natural
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aggregates [17].
Maghool et al. [26] attempted to determine the
concentration of leached heavy metal elements using the
Australian Standard Leaching Procedure (ASLP) method.
The leaching test was carried out on a sample of steel slag
used as a road pavement layer and as a filler material. The
results of this test were compared against the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s standard, i.e.
the standards set by the Australian authorities. The results
of heavy metal element analysis indicated that there is no
environmental risk arising from the use of steel slag
aggregates. Pauzi et al. [33] studied how using CRT glass
substitute for aggregates in cement mixtures affect the
environment by conducting a leaching test to determine
the concentration of lead (Pb) leached by CRT glass. The
results of Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure
(TCLP) method showed that concrete specimens
containing spherical CRT glass (GS) and crushed CRT
glass (GC) with a particle size of between 19mm to
4.75mm do not release Pb in acid rain reaction conditions.
At present, many studies are being carried out on using
steel slag as aggregates in road construction, either as a
substitute for fine or coarse aggregates in the surface layer
or in the road base and subbase layers. Some studies have
shown the effectiveness of using CRT glass waste due to
its good properties when used as aggregate replacement in
concrete mixtures. Therefore, a study to identify how
by-products materials, i.e. steel slag, and electronic waste,
i.e. CRT glass, can potentially be used as alternative
materials in road construction. These two materials, when
used optimally, could help alleviate demand for natural
aggregates. The aim of using alternative materials
especially from recyclables will lead to a lower demand
for landfill space to dispose these materials, thereby
ensuring environmental preservation and achieving a more
achieve sustainable development in road construction.
This study aims to evaluate the performance of mixture
made from recycled materials, namely CRT glass and
steel slag. Six different proportions of recycled materials
are used as replacement for natural aggregates.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The specimens used in this study are prepared from
three types of aggregates, i.e. granite (natural aggregates),
steel slag (by-product material), and CRT glass (electronic
waste). Steel slag is a secondary product derived from the
production process of stainless steel, through processing
in the electric arc furnace (EAF) and basic oxygen furnace
(BOF). The residual product is generated from the melting
of scrape produces steel that is categorized as EAF while
those generated in the conversion iron to steel are
categorized as BOF [6].
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution of the sample

The CRT glass was prepared by subjecting it through a
few processes. First, the CRT glass components were
separated by cutting them with laser. They were then
crushed into smaller fragments of 5 mm maximum size.
Next, the CRT glass went through a crushing process to
obtain the angular particles and the grading process was
done to obtain the desired size.
To establish the appropriate aggregate size to be used in
the mixture for pavement road base layer, a sieve analysis
was conducted. A few samples were obtained from
sieving the aggregates according to the sizes specified in
the British Standard (BS). Figure 1 is the gradient curve
for a mixture in the proposed reference envelope. To
ensure a good and effective interlocking of the particles,
the sample must be graded to make certain that the final
sample complies with the standards used. Furthermore, to
a good sample that has been consistently graded, the
selected samples have an average value that is within both
the permissible limits to ensure that the test has been
performed accurately and in accordance with the
specifications.
Table 1. Percentage of combination mixture proportions
Percentage aggregate (%)
Samp
le

Coarse aggregate

Fine aggregate

Granite

Steel
slag

Granite

Steel
slag

CRT
Glass

A1

100

-

100

-

-

A2

70

30

85

-

15

A3

60

40

85

-

15

A4

50

50

85

-

15

A5

30

70

85

-

15

A6

-

100

-

85

15

The percentage of mixtures used in this study is shown
in Table 1. The different proportion of the aggregates in
the mixes enabled the identification of its impact on the

material properties. The granite used in mixtures A1 to A5
had a maximum nominal size of 20 mm. For mixture A1,
100% granite was used as the coarse aggregates and fine
aggregates. The A1 mixture is designated as the control
mixture. For the fine aggregate mix, the natural aggregates
were replaced with CRT glass specimens, where only
15% of the granite was replaced with CRT glass.
Meanwhile, the coarse aggregate mix for the A6 mixture
is made up of 100% steel slag, while the fine aggregate
mix consists of 85% steel slag and 15% CRT glass.
2.2. Physical and Mechanical Tests
Each sample was subjected to physical and mechanical
tests to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials. Three
replicate samples went through the tests, and the average
of the three values was recorded. The three physical tests
conducted were specific gravity, water absorption, and
flakiness index. The first two tests were carried out in
accordance with ASTM C127 and ASTM C128,
respectively. The flakiness index test was performed
following BS 812: section 105.1: 1990 to determine the
percentage of flattened aggregates. The mechanical tests
conducted in this study are the aggregate impact value
(AIV) test, aggregate crushing value (ACV) test, and
soundness test. Each of these tests was also run according
to the relevant standards, i.e. BS 812: Part 112: 1990; BS
812: Part 110: 1990; and ASTM C88 for AIV, ACV and
soundness tests, respectively.
2.3. Los Angeles Abrasion Value (LAAV) Test
The resistance and abrasion properties of the structures
constructed using industrial wastes must be established.
The properties of granite and steel mixtures as a base
material for road pavements were determined using the
LAAV test. In accordance with ASTM C131-81, the
LAAV test aimed at evaluating the abrasion, shifting and
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cracking properties as well as any combination of the
three characteristics. Samples with different sizes of
coarse aggregates in the amount of 5 kg were placed in a
steel drum together with a specific number of steel balls,
where the drum was then rotated at a speed of 33 rpm for
up to 500 times. The aggregates were removed from the
machine and sifted through a sieve of 1.70mm. The
sample used for this test is a mixture of granite and steel
slag. For this test, two sample grades were used, where
grade B is aggregates that passed the 19.0 mm sieve, but
retained on the 9.5 mm sieve, while grade C is the
aggregates that passed the 9.5 mm sieve but retained on
the 4.75 mm sieve.
2.4. California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Test
The CBR test was run on the samples compacted using
modified proctor compaction at an optimum moisture
content (OMC) to obtain a maximum dry density (MDD)
of 95%, in accordance with BS 1377: Part 4. The sample
was placed in a cylinder mould measuring 152mm in
diameter, 127mm in depth, and a minimum of 5mm in
wall thickness. The mould was fitted with a collar and
base plate connections. The samples were placed in the
mould in five layers, each of which is uniformly
compacted by 62 blows of a 4.5 kg rammer that falls
freely from a height of 450 mm. Both the soaked sample
and unsoaked sample underwent the same CBR test. For
the soaked sample, it was left to soak for 4 days, with a
4.5 kg surcharge mass applied on top, followed by a
penetration test performed at a rate of 1 mm / min.
At the penetration test, the dial gauge reading was
recorded at every 0.25 mm increment up to a final
increment of 7.5 mm. A force against penetration curve
was plotted, using the standard force values i.e. 13.2 kN at
2.5 mm penetration and 19.8kN at 5.0 mm penetration.
The higher of the two values was taken as the final result.
2.5. Performance Characterization of the Mixture
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kept for 12 hours in a moist room, and then removed with
a sample extruder. The samples that were removed had
plastic wrappings to prevent contact with any water
drippings in the moist room, which has a temperature of
25 0C. The samples were then cured in water for 7 days,
in line with the minimum requirement for UCS test. The
highest UCS value is identified for use as a design mix.
The UCS value is defined as the maximum load divided
with the cross-sectional area. The base mixture for the
indirect tensile strength (ITS) test was prepared in the
similar way to the UCS test to ensure the achievement of a
significant value for other performance strength
characteristics [18].
2.5.2. Indirect tensile strength (ITS) test
The ITS test is a destructive test used to determine a
sample mix’s crack resistance. The preparation and
compaction of samples for the ITS test are similar to those
for UCS. In line with ASTM D1632, the sample mixture
was put together in a cylindrical metal specimen mould
measuring 101.60 mm in internal diameter and 63.5 mm
in depth. Meanwhile, the ITS test procedure, followed
ASTM D6931, used the universal testing machine (UTM)
to impose a compression load at a rate of 50 ± 5 mm / min
on the samples. The cylindrical samples were placed
between two load strips, then loaded for a relatively
uniform tensile stress with a compressive load along a
diametrical plane and perpendicular to the applied load
plane. The procedure went on until the maximum load is
reached and the specimen failed. This maximum load at
failure value of the sample, P, was recorded in N. The
formula to calculate the indirect tensile strength is defined
in equation (1), where t is the specimen height in mm
measured immediately before the test, while D is the
specimen diameter in mm.
ITS (kPa) =2000P/πtD

(1)

2.6. Statistical Analysis

This study also used statistical analysis to compare the
statistical models which have been developed for a data;
UCS is an important parameter in the estimation of the this is done to ascertain that the model is the most
stiffness of pavement material and is used in the design of appropriate fit for the properties of the result.
mechanical pavements. The mixed samples were
A common method to compare the means between two
compacted using a modified compaction method. As with or more test groups is the one-way analysis of variance, or
CBR, the samples were placed in 5 layers. Each layer was ANOVA, in which two different estimates for data
compacted by 25 blows of a 4.5 kg hammer. A hydraulic variance are taken. One estimate is the between-group
compression strength test machine was used to apply a variance, which measures the effect of the variable
constant compression rate of 140 kPa/s during the combined with error. The other one, the within-group
compression strength test, in line with ASTM D1633. The variance, is the variance of the error. The p value is the
UCS mixture samples were prepared in a metal cylinder significance of the parameter F, where F is the ratio of
mould, measuring 101.60 mm in internal diameter and between-group variance to within-group variance, tested
116.4 mm in depth. The samples were a blend of at 0.05 significance level. A p value less than this 0.05
aggregate mixtures stabilized with 4% cement (by weight). indicates that there is a significant difference in the
The samples were cured by placing them in the moulds, obtained mean value.

2.5.1. Unconfined compression strength (UCS) test
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3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Physical and Mechanical Properties
Table 2 presents the physical and mechanical properties
of the aggregates used in this study – granite, steel slag
and CRT glass. As can be seen, steel slag specific gravity,
which measures an aggregate’s strength, is 32% more than
granite. Aggregate samples with high specific gravity
values are usually stronger [19][20]. The water absorption
value for steel slag is higher than those for granite and
CRT glass. This implied that steel slag is of higher
porosity, meaning that it has the ability to absorb more
water than the remaining two aggregates, i.e. CRT glass
and granite. However, the water absorption value of steel
slag still meets the specification requirement. Romero et
al. [20] pointed out that a higher water absorption by the
aggregates indicates a high porosity of the aggregate
sample. Granite has a higher flakiness index than steel
slag. Based on the findings of previous studies, flaky
aggregates are typically not suitable for pavement
construction due to compaction difficulty and low
workability. Oluwasola et al. [6] have shown that steel
slag has a low flakiness index, and this is associated with
the rounded physical shape of steel slag. To improve
interlocking properties, a combination of steel slag with
other materials, for instance granite, is recommended.
Road capacity must be taken into account in terms of the
ability of aggregates to resist crushing caused by vehicle
load on the road. The stability of road pavement structure
can be affected if weak aggregates are used. The ACV and
AIV show that the granite and steel slag samples used in
the present study meet the standard requirements. Adebola
and Abdulazeez [21] have shown that low crushing value
and aggregate impact value produced high quality road
pavements. The result for soundness test showed that steel

slag has a higher durability and stability in contrast to
granite, where the soundness value for steel slag is 90%
lower than the value for granite. In general, the result for
the steel slag aggregates presented in Table 4 is
comparable with the typical values and meet the ASTM
C88 specifications. This indicates that the sample is
highly durable and has the ability to resist bad weather
conditions, in particular freezing and thawing. The result
has proven that steel slag possesses positive, stable and
suitable material properties as well as a good soundness
value.
3.2. LAAV Test
The LAAV values for both test conditions are shown in
Figure 2. The LAAV of the grade C mixture has a better
abrasion resistance than grade B. The A5 mixture has a
better value for both tests. The values for the grade B and
grade C are 24.93% and 22.12%, respectively. Steel slag’s
smaller value indicates that it has good mechanical
properties and wear resistance. The LAAV of both
mixture grades decreased with higher amounts of steel
slag relative to the natural aggregate. The presence of steel
slag in all mixtures gives the mixtures their high abrasion
strength and wear resistance. Steel slag is a dark-coloured
material with a high hardness, density and abrasion
resistance [24-25], where the high density and hardness of
steel slag are due to the presence free iron in steel slag.
These properties and characteristics of steel slag showed
that it is an appropriate and beneficial substitute for the
aggregates to be used in road construction works [14,
22-23]. Overall, the LAAV value of each mixture meets
the maximum allowable value by ASTM C131-81, which
is less than 45%. Therefore, the combination of steel slag
with natural aggregates (granite) can produce an aggregate
mixture with adequate strength.

Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties requirement
Sample aggregate
Test

CRT glass

Specification
Requirements

Test Method
Granite

Steel slag

Physical properties
Specific gravity

ASTM C127

2.68

3.55

2.54

-

Water absorption

ASTM C128

0.49

1.80

0.19

< 2%

Flakiness index

BS 812: part
105.1:1990

8.00

5.60

-

< 25%

Mechanical properties
Aggregate crushing
value
Aggregate impact value
Soundness

BS 812: part
110:1990
BS 812: part
112:1990
ASTM C88

20.10

25.60

-

< 30%

15.10

17.80

-

< 30%

0.20

0.02

0.41

< 18%
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Figure 2. LA abrasion values (%) of the sample mixture

3.3. CBR Test
Table 3 shows CBR values of the sample mixtures,
both soaked and unsoaked. The highest CBR value of
soaked and unsoaked A5 mixture was obtained for the
same mixing condition. The CBR values for soaked and
unsoaked A5 mixture are 316.66% and 272.72%,
respectively. Mixture A4 has CBR values of 239.87% and
200.98%; while the values for A3 are 211.79% and
196.46%, those for A2 are 191.74% and 168.03%, and the
control mixture, A1, has CBR values of 146.01% and
117.62%, respectively, for the soaked and unsoaked
condition. In addition, all samples have a much higher
CBR value than the control mixture, A1, and meet the
minimum required value of 80%. This result indicates that
the increasingly higher percentages of steel slag in
mixtures A2 to A5 resulted in correspondingly higher
CBR values of each mixture. Maghool et al. [26] and
Singh et al. [27] found that the suitability of a material
used in road construction was influenced by the material’s
CBR value. However, using 100% steel slag as coarse
aggregates in mixture A6 has significantly reduced the
CBR value, with values of soaked and unsoaked A6
mixtures of 254.62% and 216.49%, respectively. The
lower CBR value of the A6 mixture can be caused by poor
adhesion between steel slag particles due to its increased
porosity, which in consequence affects the crack around
the steel slag particles. Nevertheless, it still had a higher
CBR value than the control mixture (A1) and met BS
1377 specifications. Behiry [24] and Li et al. [28] stated
that the higher porosity of the mixed sample is one of the
factors contributing to the weaker adhesion of the
aggregates. The test results also showed that mixtures
with higher steel slag content have higher MDD and lower
OMC. The permeability and shear resistance are higher
when the aggregates are in a dry side compared to when
the aggregates are in the wet side [29]. This contributes to
a better interlocking between aggregates.
The rough, uneven, irregular surface of the granite and
steel slag used as coarse aggregates contribute to
strengthen the bond between the granite and steel slag.
Maghool et al. [26] stated that the increase in CBR value
is also influenced by the compaction method, which in

turn strengthen the bond between the compacted particles.
Meanwhile, the findings by Ismail and Al-Hashmi [12]
indicated that the use of waste glass as a partial
replacement for sand increased the strength of the
concrete mix due to the pozzolanic properties of waste
glass.
Table 3.

CBR values of the soaked and unsoaked sample mixtures

Mixtu
re

OMC
(%)

MDD
(Mg/m3)

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

6.40
6.20
6.10
5.90
5.80
5.60

2.120
2.270
2.330
2.390
2.532
2.900

CBR (%)
soaked
146.01
191.74
211.79
239.87
316.66
254.62

unsoaked
117.62
168.03
196.46
200.98
272.72
216.49

3.4. Performance Characterization
Figures 3 and 4 show the mix design and the
performance results for UCS and ITS respectively. For all
samples, the values of UCS and ITS tests increase with
higher steel slag content. These results have shown that
after 7 days of aging, mixture A6 has an optimum
compression strength of 5.67 MPa and an optimum ITS
value of 0.60 MPa. The compression strength of the A5,
A4, A3, and A2 mixtures are 4.85 MPa, 4.35 MPa, 4.23
MPa and 3.85 MPa, respectively, which are all higher than
the value of the control mixture (A1), that is 3.64 MPa.
The ITS test results showed that mixture 6 has the highest
tensile strength value of 0.60 MPa, followed by A5 (0.51
MPa), A4 (0.46 MPa), A3 (0.44 MPa), A2 (0.42 MPa)
and A1 (0.40 MPa). It is also worth noting that the UCS
and ITS values for all samples exceeded the minimum
values required by the Malaysian specification [30], i.e.
0.7 MPa (UCS) and 0.2 MPa (ITS).
Using higher amounts of steel slag affects internal
strength resistance. The strong bond between the mixture
aggregates is due to the uniform distribution of the matrix
mixture which provides a strong aggregate coating. The
higher internal strength resistance, in turn, improves
cracking resistance [31].
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Figure 3. UCS values of the sample mixture

Figure 4. ITS values of the sample mixture

Table 4 shows the standard deviation for the
performance characterization (UCS and ITS test) of the
different mixtures. The standard deviations are within in
the allowable average limit and thus reflect the
repeatability of the results of performance characterization
of each mixture, where the coefficient of variation
confirms the limitation of errors. Table 5 shows the
ANOVA, which evaluated the reproducibility of the
performance characterization after 7 days of aging. This
study compares the performance characterization of
different mixtures. The hypothesis was tested using a 0.05
level of significance (p), and result showed that there is no
statistically significant difference in the mean values of
UCS and ITS for performance characterization. Based on
the results in Table 5, the null hypothesis for the
assumption of homogeneity of variance was rejected as
the (p) value is less than 0.05, which indicates that there is
statistically significant difference across the performance
characterization as can be seen based on the results of

one-way ANOVA for all tests (F (5, 12) = 170.18 and
74.706 and (p) = 0.00 for the UCS and ITS tests). These
values indicate that the different mixture samples have
significantly different strength properties.
In addition, the linear equation models were used to
perform a regression analysis of the experimental values
of UCS and ITS. The equation obtained is given by
Equation. 2.
ITS = 0.0358UCS + 0.3459

(2)

Figure 5 shows the average experimental data for the
regression curve of UCS vs ITS for the different mixtures,
where the coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.8822. The
UCS-ITS ratio for all samples range between 9 and 10, as
shown in Table 6. It implies a consistent linear
relationship between UCS and ITS. The outcome of a
study conducted by Pasetto and Baldo [13] and Xuan et al.
[32] showed that the ratio of UCS to ITS ranged from 9 to
10 when cement was added into the mix.
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Table 4. Mean and standard deviations of UCS and ITS
UCS

ITS

Mixture
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Coefficient of
variation

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Coefficient of
variation

A1

3.642

0.141

3.861

0.402

0.008

2.070

A2

3.848

0.089

2.317

0.419

0.014

3.414

A3

4.136

0.087

2.099

0.443

0.017

3.916

A4

4.226

0.062

1.465

0.456

0.016

3.467

A5

4.851

0.100

2.051

0.510

0.014

2.830

A6

5.665

0.100

1.756

0.595

0.014

2.354

Table 5. ANOVA for the result of performance characterization
Performance
characterization
UCS

ITS

Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

8.350

5

1.670

170.118

0.00

Within Groups

0.118

12

0.010

74.706

0.00

Total

8.468

17

0.498

Between Groups

0.077

5

0.015

Within Groups

0.002

12

0.000

Total

0.079

17

0.005

Figure 5. Regression graph for ITS vs UCS

Table 6. Ratio of UCS-ITS
Mixture

UCS (MPa)

ITS (MPa)

Ratio UCS-ITS

A1

3.642

0.402

9.053

A2

3.848

0.419

9.191

A3

4.227

0.443

9.336

A4

4.348

0.456

9.262

A5

4.851

0.510

9.488

A6

5.665

0.595

9.516

4. Conclusions
The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance
characteristics of mixtures that contain aggregates of steel
slag, CRT glass and granite. The findings have shown that
the mixture can be used as a material in road layer
construction. From an engineering fill material

perspective, the samples, where steel slag and CRT glass
are combined with natural aggregate i.e. granite in a
mixture, contain physical and mechanical properties that
are suitable to be used as materials in road base pavement.
The measurement of each test sample showed that CRT
glass and steel slag both meet the requirements to be used
as aggregates.
The LAAV values of all mixtures decreased when
higher percentages of steel slag are incorporated as a
replacement for granite. Mixture A5 carries a better
LAAV value compared to the other mixtures. Result of
the LAAV test shows that all mixtures have values less
than the maximum allowable LAAV value of less than
45%. This indicates that the steel slag and granite mixture
have adequate resistance and abrasion for use as road base
pavement aggregates. The values for CBR indicate that all
mixes meet the minimum 80% requirement of BS 1377:
Part 4 standards. Replacing granite with up to 70% steel
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slag resulted in higher MDD and CBR values. The CBR
values for both soaked or unsoaked mixture samples
increased between 2% to 50%. However, the substitution
of 100% steel slag for the coarse aggregates in the A6
mixtures resulted in a significant reduction in the CBR
value, although still within the permissible range.
In terms of performance characterization, the UCS and
ITS values for the samples that have been soaked for 7
days fulfilled the minimum requirement (0.7 MPa and 0.2
MPa, respectively). The samples showed a significant
strength improvement of between 2% to 17%. The
addition of higher amount of steel slag resulted in higher
resistance to internal strength. This in consequence
produced a strong bond between the mixed aggregates due
to the uniform distribution of the matrix mix, which
resulted in enhanced aggregate interlocking. In addition,
there is a significant relationship between the values for
UCS and ITS for all mixtures. The use of recycled
materials, namely CRT glass and steel slag, in roadworks
applications, preserves natural resources and is an
effective approach for achieving sustainable management.
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Abstract A tropical hot humid climate provides high
humidity that influences the occupant’s comfort. This
study highlights a comparison of physical measurements
and perceptions related to thermal comfort, indoor air
quality, and sick building syndrome (SBS) in tropical
humid climate buildings. The research method used
ASHRAE 2017 and analysis using SPSS 24 by two
analytical models, i.e., Model 1 and Model 2. The Model 1
included measurement data of independent variables T, RH,
V, and CO₂, and SBS dependent variable, while the Model
2 used perception data of independent variables T, RH, V,
and QA, and SBS dependent variable. The study found the
conditions were unsuitable with ASHRAE 2017, however,
the new SBS index model for the hot-humid tropic has
been established. The average temperature was
29.4-31.3ᵒC, the perception of 'neutral' was responded by
50.6% of all respondents, 36.7% stated 'warm' and 7.6%
stated 'hot'. The average relative humidity was between
77-82.4%, but about 50.6% of respondents declared
'neutral', only 8.9% declared ‘slightly damp’, and 2.5%
stated ‘damp’. The test results showed Model 2 performed
the cyclical effect on SBS, in contrast, Model 1 had no
significant effect on SBS because of the varied adaptation
of occupants.
Keywords

Hot Humid Tropical Buildings, Thermal
Comfort, Indoor Air Quality, Sick Building Syndrome

1. Introduction
One of the remarkable things in occupancy is the indoor
comfort aspect and the occupant’s health. The comfort
and health of the residents are inseparable from thermal
conditions and indoor air quality. Thermal comfort
condition is determined by climatic aspects, such as in
Indonesia, which has a hot humid tropical climate. As the
main character of the humid tropical climate is high
rainfall, high humidity, and warm to hot temperatures
becomes the influential factors for indoor thermal comfort.
Building with high moisture and warm temperatures can
be a habitat for fungus and other microorganisms that can
interfere with occupant’s health [1]. On the other side, air
pollutants coming from inside and outside the building
affect the air quality in the building. Air quality
degradation brings a notable impact on human health.
Approximately 4-5 million people passed away due to air
pollutions in 2017 [2]. In contrast, a good air quality takes
part in effective healing for some patients that are too
sensitive to air pollutants [3]. Particulate matter PM 2.5 is
considered as the most remarkable factor to influence the
air quality index for more than 90% [4]. The particle of
PM 2.5 is associated with vehicle and traffic emission [4].
Due to the vast effect of air quality, providing a pure air
policy and implementation plan is necessary, especially
for areas with high air pollution [5].
During this pandemic, the environmental hygiene
aspects of both outdoor and indoor become important. The
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study looked at the influence of both indoor air quality
and the health of building users. In public housing such as
student dormitories, the comfort aspect is complicated
because it involves not only one individual but also the
other occupant. Therefore, personal comfort perception is
remarkable in determining the comfort of the rooms. On
the other hand, physical aspects such as temperature,
humidity, and wind speed are measurable. The differences
in perception and measurement outcome can occur in
studies using the two methods. The thermal comfort
perception of the resident presents by the PMV (Predicted
Mean Vote), which ranges from -3 to +3 [6]. The
perception assessment in this study adopted PMV values
with a range of 'very cold' to 'very hot' with adjustments
according to the study's needs [6]. The indoor thermal
comfort conditions can be affected by climate and
architectural factors, while the temperature and air
circulation of the room can be affected by outdoor
climatic conditions [7]. Architectural aspects such as glass
walls can significantly increase room temperature when
the buildings are exposed to solar radiation, which the
rising room temperature leads to SBS risk [8]. In line with
the previous statement, the high transparency ratio, which
can be found in a large glass windows, results in
overheating and uncomfort sensation [9]. It indicates the
thermal transmittance of the building envelope material
which is known as U value, plays a remarkable role in
thermal comfort, which may correlate to SBS. The high U
value means a large amount of heat transfer through the
structure cover substance. The building with high U value
tends to be more risky on SBS [10].
On the other side, the interconnectedness of the air
circulation of indoor and outdoor can affect sick building
syndrome (SBS) risk. If the air circulation of indoor and
outdoor runs smoothly, the risk of SBS may decrease
[8,11]. Sick building syndrome risk can also occur in
rooms with too cold temperatures and poor ventilation
[12]. The difference in topography conditions affects the
perception of thermal comfort of the occupants. In the
rural areas of the mountains, residents have a lower
comfortable temperature than residents in urban areas [13].
Therefore, there is a suspected difference in thermal
satisfaction results in the two buildings with different
topography.
Good air quality, among others, is determined by low
carbon emissions. The high carbon emissions trigger
global warming, making it is necessary to develop
low-carbon residential designs [14]. Pollutants often
found indoors include volatile organic compounds (VOC)
such as formaldehyde from the new furniture and
decorations [15]. The existence of formaldehyde in indoor
air should not be more than 0.081 ppm for about 30
minutes, based on the WHO standard [16]. Besides,
according to ASHRAE 2017, benzene is also a VOC
group that exists indoors [16]. Referring to the WHO, the
presence of benzene should be as low as possible [16].
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The sources of VOCs among others are cleaning products
and personal care products [16]. Another pollutant such as
CO₂ is residual combustion of motor vehicles and
industrial activities [16]. A significant carbon footprint
detection in dense settlements of urban environments is a
residual daily citizen activity, such as meeting the needs
of clean water and electricity [14]. The CO₂ tolerated
level in non-industrial environments reaches around 1000
ppm, more than that, CO₂ results in short-breath or
shortness of breath effects [16,17]. In a residential area,
CO₂ level is considered reasonable at 660 ppm [18].
Droplets release into the air and inhaled by other
building users can carry viruses and bacteria away. As the
study of SARS transmission in Hong Kong occurred
through droplets of airborne sufferers [16], as well as
Covid-19 spreads through inhalled droplets [19], there is
no escape from the current issue, where both the SARS
and Covid-19 pandemic are considered as strongly
transmitted through droplets released into the air. Other
study found a high association of infections among
students with low ventilation levels [16,20]. In addition,
both of infection and allergy can also be triggered by air
conditions in buildings containing allergens [21]. Indoor
air circulation plays an important role in thermal comfort
and indoor health. According to ASHRAE, 2017 [16],
indoor air circulation should be about 0.2 m/s for thermal
comfort and at least 0.3 m/s to maintain indoor air free
from pollutants. The ventilation function is more effective
in a high ceiling room than in a low ceiling room [22].
Low ventilation levels accompanied by VOC,
formaldehyde, PM 2.5, and other fine particles in the
indoor air are associated with the appearance of symptoms
of sick building syndrome in residential [23]. Low
ventilation levels are associated with irritation of the
mucous membrane, the presence of dust, and other fine
particles associated with irritation of the mucosa and skin
[12]. Indoor air pollutant as particle such as PM 2.5 can be
reduced by adequate indoor air movement. PM 2.5 rate
limit allows around 12-15 µg/m³ in the duration of a year,
while within a period of 24 hours, the PM 2.5 value that is
still tolerated is 35 µg/m³ [16]. Therefore, indoor air
circulation is important to keep the indoor air clean.
The condition of indoor air quality determines the risk
of sick building syndrome. Both eye-related SBS
disorders and decreased short-term performances are
associated with low relatively humidity and high CO₂
concentrations [24]. In addition, high CO₂ levels can
exacerbate SBS symptoms indoors with poor ventilation
systems [25]. Accumulation of air pollutants with thermal
conditions that do not meet standards can cause physical
complaints. A high mix of CO₂ and VOC levels along
with high humidity and warm room temperature can
trigger sick building syndrome [26]. Indoor temperature
standard is about 21-24 ̊ C, meanwhile, the ideal relative
humidity inside the building is not exceed 60% [16]. In
other words, aspects of air quality and thermal comfort are
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related to the health of occupants. Indications of sick
building syndrome are known through the symptoms
experienced by residents. SBS symptoms are divided into
three types, among others [11]: (a) General SBS
symptoms: fatigue, headache, dizziness, and difficulty in
concentration; (b) Mucous Membrane Symptoms:
coughing, sore throat, nasal irritation, and eye irritation; (c)
Skin-related Symptoms: dry skin on the face, itchy ear,
and dry hand [11].
Generally, people adjust to gain the preferable comfort
and reduce psychological tension due to the unstandarized
indoor comfort [16]. Differences in perception and
comfort preferences cause adaptive behavior patterns to
vary between individuals such as window openings,
which then affect the energy consumption of buildings
[27]. On the other hand, residents have a tolerance to
thermal comfort conditions, so new adaptation behaviors
will be performed when thermal perception is 'warm' or
'hot' [28]. Similar tolerances occur among the elderly, in
which thermal comfort preference in winter turns out to be
lower than PMV standards [29]. This indicates the
presence of tolerance and variation of the adaptive
response of occupants to achieve thermal comfort of the
room. The prediction of favored temperature can be
approached by adaptive models to gain preferable
temperature [16]. Nevertheless, the research boundary
does not include preferable temperature as its research aim.
This study outlines possible differences in personal
perceptions and measurable physical aspects in the
context of indoor thermal comfort and indoor air quality.
Both aspects are independent variables that are considered
to influence sick building syndrome. With this analysis, it
is expected that a more significant research model can be
determined.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Method
The selection of methods in this study generally refers

to the mixed-method of Creswell and the convergent
parallel mixed-method [30], which can be seen in Figure 1.
In this study, field measurement data represents
quantitative and perception data performs qualitative data.
In data processing, perception data displays quantitatively
to make it easier to analyze alongside other data. The data
analysis process is by comparing two types of qualitative
and quantitative data. In this case, the data compared are
the result of thermal measurements and air quality and
perception of thermal comfort and air quality in effect to
the risk of sick building syndrome (SBS). In addition to
referring to Creswell [30], the method in this study also
uses the principle of architectural research methods from
Groat and Wang [31], which is generally almost the same
as Creswell's method but specific to architectural research.
The combination methods, among others, are in the form
of research plans covering: (a) A two-phase strategy; (b)
A dominant-less dominant strategy; (c) Mixed
methodology design [31].
In determining the minimum number of respondents'
samples to find out indications of sick building syndrome,
clinical sample calculation methods are used [32,33].
According to both references [32,33], the number of
samples in the estimated proportions and average
comparisons differ from each other. In other words, the
number of samples in each type of analysis is different,
according to the results of the previous analysis [32,33].
The research determines an indication of sick building
syndrome uses the analysis of the estimated proportions
and average comparisons of two independent groups
[32,33]. The number of comfort perception sample
follows the calculation of the sample in general [34]. The
provision samples refer to the source in multivariate
research, in which the respondents are at least ten times
the number of variables [34]. If the sample is divided into
several categories, then the number of samples per
category is at least 30 [34]. In a more practical stage, the
paradigm of the combination method is spelled out
through research steps and survey methods such as (a).
perception survey; (b). Building (dwelling) assessment; (c)
analysis; (d) result and (e). Conclusion [6].
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Figure 1. Research Method

2.2. Location
The research location conducts in Building A is a
student dormitory in an urban area, which is a lowland
area and close to the main road. Building A campus has
good landscaping and infrastructure (see Figure 2). Even
though it locates in the downtown area, the trees and parks
in the campus area are well maintained. The dormitory is
among other buildings as an integrated laboratory for
medicine, Medicine Faculty, Mosque, and other public
facilities. There are two sports fields near the dormitory
and a food court. The dormitory building is a single mass
shape with skylights on its roof, and air ventilation on
each corridor ends. The location and situation of Building
A are presented in Figure. 2.

Figure 2.

Location of Building A

Figure 3. Location of Building B

The second location is Building B, which is one of the
buildings in the student apartment complex (see Figure 3).
Figure 3 shows the location and situation of Building B.
This student apartment area is located on the campus area
and consists of five building units as one of the buildings
is being taken as the locus of this research. The location of
building B is on plateau topography in a well-landscaped
campus. The area is specifically for student apartments
consisted of five towers. Building B is one of the newest
buildings in the cluster.
Building B is located in the campus area that near to the
preservation areas such as the river and oviduct. The road
towards the building is relatively empty because the area
belongs to the university. There are some public facilities
around the dormitories for the example tennis court, sports
stadium, and archery field.
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2.3. Thermal Comfort and Indoor Air Quality
Measurement
The environmental assessment stage is a measurement
of the parameters of thermal comfort and air quality.
Several parameters are measured, among others covering:
temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, CO2 content,
and PM 2.5 as well as TVOC. The air quality parameters
are chosen according to some references that highlight
some pollutants such as CO₂, TVOC, and PM 2.5 as the
remarkable factors of indoor air quality [23–26]. The
parameter of indoor thermal comfort excluded mean
radiant temperature, due to its early concept of indoor
thermal comfort took place inside the building which the
locations of measurement are shady. Temperature is
adequate to predict mean radiant temperature in a radiant
cooled indoor environment, in other words, the difference
of mean radiant temperature and temperature is negligible
in an indoor shaded place [35]. In addition, the research
boundary is a comparison between measurement and
perception of indoor comfort which each of the
measurement parameters is parallel with the perception.
Figure 4 shows typical units of Building A which has a
four-story dormitory with a tile roof and a transparent
skylight in the middle. There are 25 rooms on floors 2-4
with a size of 4x5 square meters and on the ground floor

as public facilities. Facilities on the ground floor include a
canteen, management room, computer room, clinic, and
linen room. The main stairs are in the middle of the
building, and side stairs are at either end of the building.
Shared-bathrooms locate at either end of the building on
each floor. The center of the building has two voids that
separate the rows of rooms on either side. The width of
the corridor in front of the room is about 1.5 meters. The
walls of the whole building are light white and
cream-colored. The window is 1.2 x 1.5 m, half of which
is a lattice and has a shading width of about 0.5 m.
As can be seen in Figure 5, Building B is a five-story
dormitory with a tile roof and voids in the center. The
dormitory walls are striking pink and red. The window is
about 1.5 x 1.5 m and shading about 0.5 meters wide,
while the end of the building is a drying room with iron
grid walls on each floor. The main staircase is in the
middle of the building, while the other stairs are at the
ends of the corridors. There is an inner court in the center
of the building with voids and open roofs above it. The
ground floor has functioned as a public facility, such as
living rooms, prayer rooms, toilets, and warehouses.
There are 12 rooms on the ground floor and the 2nd -5th
floor consists of 24 rooms on each floor. Every room has
3x4 square meters and a corridor width of about 1.5 m.
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Figure 4. Typical Unit of Building A and Location of Measurement
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Figure 5. Typical Unit of Building B and Location of Measurement
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Figures. 4 and 5 show the location for measuring
thermal and air quality parameters. Measurements of
thermal comfort and air quality are carried out for five
consecutive days, recording every three hours for 12 hours
at the time of occupants were active. Times of recording
are at 07.00, 10.00, 13.00, 16.00, and 19.00. During the
times, the tools measure at several points on each floor.
The measurement results were analyzed to produce an
average value for each parameter on each floor of the
building.

and B were 79 randomly selected occupants. Types of
clinical analysis used include estimating the proportion
and comparison of the means of the two independent
groups [32,33]. In this research, after calculation
according to references[32,33], the sample for proportion
estimation is at least 24 subjects, while the mean
comparison of the two independent groups is at least 20
subjects.

2.4. Perception Survey

Statistical analysis was conducted by way of comparing
two analysis models. The first model uses physical
measurement results that are parallel to perception. The
second model consists of the variables of thermal comfort
and air quality according to respondents' perceptions,
which are considered an influence on the indication of
sick building syndrome. The analysis performed on each
model is a classic assumption test to determine which
model 1 or 2 is more influential [36].

The research conducted the perception survey by
compiling an online questionnaire and distributed it to
respondents randomly. The questionnaire questions cover
the perception of several determinants of thermal comfort
such as temperature, humidity, and wind speed, assessed
from a personal point of view. Thermal perception
questions refer to question types with the following
comfort levels: very cold; cold; neutral; enough; hot/warm;
very hot; which presents in a rating scale [6]. The
questionnaire technique examines the thermal comfort of
housing in an urban environment. Indoor air quality
perception was expressed by identifying the smell and
freshness of the air. The human sense can detect the
presence of several pollutants by smell. The unpleasant
odor such as burning residues or strong aroma indicates
the existence of the pollutant in the room, such as PM 2.5
and TVOCs [16]. The freshness of the air presents on a
scale of 1 to 5. A score of 1 is the lowest, and a score of 5
is the maximum.
The sample size of respondents with the perception of
thermal comfort and air quality is determined to be at least
60 people [34]. This sample determination is for the type
of research sample in general. The respondents in this
perception questionnaire are 79 people from both
buildings A and B. The thermal and indoor air quality
measurements took place in the indoor public areas such
as corridors and halls, therefore, thermal and indoor air
quality perception surveys were about the same places.
The questionnaires of indoor comfort perception that were
used in this study were about indoor public space

2.6. Data Analysis

Figure 6.

Analysis Scheme of Model 1

Figure 7.

Analysis Scheme of Model 2

2.5. Sick Building Syndrome Indication
The research carried out the indications of sick building
syndrome by an online questionnaire. The question in this
section covers things that have been experienced by the
occupants, related to their comfort condition and
temporary physical symptoms. Respondents' answer was
analyzed by the scoring of sick building syndrome
indication. The distribution of the questionnaires was
carried out in February-April 2020, considering the
rainfall was high. The estimated peak of the rainy season
was in February-March 2020. Respondents of Buildings A

The schematic of Model 1 can be seen in Figure 6,
which consists of physical measurement output of
independent variables in the form of thermal comfort (T,
RH, V), and indoor air quality (CO₂, PM 2.5, and TVOC).
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The dependent variable of Model 1 is the sick building
syndrome (SBS) index. With the variables, a classical
assumption test is carried out to determine the effect of the
independent variable on the dependent variable [34,36].
(see Figure. 6).
Figure. 7 shows a Model 2 schematic using thermal and
air quality perception as independent variables. The
dependent variable in Model 2 is the sick building
syndrome (SBS) index, which is obtained from a
questionnaire scoring related to SBS. The data are
analyzed using the classical assumption test to determine
how significant the effect of the independent variable on
the dependent variable is. Analysis in Models 1 and 2 and
other analyses use SPSS 24 software [36]. The results of
the analysis are compared with the results of the test from
Models 1 and 2.
2.7. Respondents
There are 79 respondents consisting of 44 people from
Building A and 35 from Building B who participated in
the study who are all active as students. In general, from
the type of activity, all respondents have almost the same
type. On the other hand, there are different types of hostel
management, which give different characters to daily
activities in the residential. Building A has a modern type
of boarding school dormitory management, while

Figure 8.

Building B is managed as a general student flat. In terms
of age, respondents in Building A were first-year students
aged 18-19 years. Respondents in Building B have a more
varied age level, around 18-22 years. The existence of
restrictions on the length of stay is the cause of the
homogeneous age level in Building A. On the other hand,
there is no regulation limiting the length of stay in
Building B.

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Thermal Comfort and Indoor Air Quality
Measurement
The thermal comfort and indoor air quality are
measured by some parameters covering: T is the
temperature in units of °C; RH means Relative Humidity
in units of %; V is air velocity in units of m/s; then CO₂ is
carbon dioxide in units of ppm; then PM 2.5 is particle
matter 2.5 in units of µg/m³; while TVOC is Total
Volatile Organic Compound in units of ppm. Considering
the comfortability, the thermal comfort is presented by
temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), and air velocity
(V), meanwhile, indoor air quality is measured by CO₂
(ppm), PM 2.5 (µg/m³), and TVOC (ppm).

Daily Average Temperature ( ̊ C) of Building A and B
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Figure 8 shows the average daily temperature in
Building A and B during five days of measurement. The
fourth floor of Building A had the highest average
temperature of all (31.3 ̊C). The lowest temperature of
Building A is shown on the first floor (30 ̊C). (See Figure.
8). Meanwhile, the lowest temperature value of all is
indicated by the first floor of Building B (29.4 C).
̊
In
contrast, the highest temperature value of Building B is
indicated on the fifth floor (29.8 ̊C). According to
ASHRAE 2017, the average temperatures of both
buildings are not in line with the standard [16]. The
average temperature of Building A is higher than Building
B due to the roof type of Building A has two side skylight
covered by a transparent material. It allows sun radiation
through the skylight into the building and increases the
indoor temperature. It is suitable with some references
which state the transparent surface leads to overheating
[8,9], besides, the overheated room improves SBS risk [8].
On the other side, the SBS risk may correlate with U value
of the building envelope. The U value as a heat
transmittance factor of the materials plays an important
role in transfer the heat into the building. The heat transfer
can occur through the building envelope such as roof, wall,
and window. As the U value is getting higher, the SBS
risk improves [10]. It indicates the material of the building
envelope influences SBS risk.
Following the data of average temperature, Figure. 9
presents the average of relative humidity for 5 days

Figure 9.
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measurement. The average daily relative humidity of
Building A and B can be seen in Figure. 9. The relative
humidity (RH) values were over 81%, especially at
Building B. The humidity fluctuated around 77-78,7% at
Building A. The highest RH score occurred on the third
floor of Building B (82.4%) followed by the first floor of
the same building (81.8%). In Figure 9., both buildings A
and B have RH values exceeding 81%. The lowest RH
score is on the first floor of Building A, which RH is
approaching 77%. As can be seen in Figure. 9, Building B
a has a higher RH value than Building A. According to
ASHRAE 2017, the ideal RH is about 40%-60% which
means, both buildings A and B RH are unsuitable with the
standard. It indicates the thermal comforts in both
buildings are not good enough according to ASHRAE
2017.
Furthermore, the average wind speed of Building A and
B can be seen in Figure. 10. The air movement is
influenced by the weather and building ventilation system,
which allowed the air exchanges into and outside the
room. Almost all locations of Building A have minimum
air movement of about 0 m/s. Wind speeds in Building A
appear small, with average wind speeds only about 0-0.1
m/s (see Figure. 10). This condition is not suitable with
the ASHRAE standard for air circulation. In contrast,
Building B shows good air circulation with winds
between 0.4-1,1 m/s (see Figure. 10).

Daily Average Relative Humidity (%) of Building A and B
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Figure 10. Daily Average Air Velocity (m/s) of Building A and B

Continuing Figure 10, the fifth floor of Building B
performs excellent air circulation with an average wind
speed of 1,1 m/s (see Figure. 10). Each floor of Building
B has a wind speed value above 0.0 m/s. In other words,
there is always wind movement recorded every day. The
lowest average wind speed of Building B was nearly 0.4
m/s, which occurred on the third floor. On the contrary,
the highest average wind speed value of Building B was
experienced by the fifth floor with a value reaching 1.1
m/s. Based on ASHRAE 2017, the standard indoor air
movement for thermal comfort is about 0.2 m/s [16]. In
other words, Building B has a better air circulation than
Building A with a suitable standard, while Building A has
a lack of air movement with the average value below
standard, based on ASHRAE 2017. However, the wind
depends on the natural daily weather conditions, so
sometimes there is no air movement marked with V=0
m/s.
The average daily CO₂ (ppm) level in Building A and B
can be found in Figure. 11. The lowest CO₂ value close to
430 ppm occurs on the first floor of Building B. In
contrast, the highest CO₂ value is on the second floor of
Building A which reaches 604.9 ppm. In general, the daily
level of carbon dioxide in Building A is about 500.3-604.9
ppm. Meanwhile, the average daily value of carbon
dioxide in Building B is distributed at about 443-454.4

ppm on each floor. The CO₂ level in dwellings considers
reasonable value at 660 ppm [18]. On the other side, the
CO₂ level is tolerated in non-industrial environments at
1000 ppm [16]. Building A and B have CO₂ levels within
the safe threshold according to ASHRAE 2017 and
Persily [16,18]. Still, according to the same source, high
CO₂ effects in shortness of breath if its level exceeds
health standard.
Figure. 12 shows the daily average of PM 2.5 (µg/m³)
in Building A and B during five days of measurement.
The average PM 2.5 (µg/m³) value tends to be higher in
Building B compared to Building A. The PM 2.5 score of
Building A is about 16.9 µg/m³ and slightly decreases to
15.1 µg/m³. Meanwhile, the PM 2.5 level of Building B
smoothly fluctuates about 23.9-25.8 µg/m³. The highest
PM 2.5 was on the first floor of Building B (25.8 µg/m³).
In contrast, the lowest value is shown on the fourth floor
of Building A (15.1 µg/m³). According to ASHRAE 2017,
PM 2.5 levels between 12-15 μg/m³ per year for three
years are safe for health [16]. The average exposure
threshold within 24 hours is 35 μg/m³ for no more than
98% over a three-year period [16]. The average PM 2.5 in
Buildings A and B are above the annual average but still
within the 24-hour threshold allowed under ASHRAE
2017.
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Figure 11.

Daily Average Carbondioxide (ppm) of Building A and B

Figure 12.

Daily Average PM 2.5 (μg/m³) of Building A and B
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Figure 13.

Daily Average TVOCs (ppm) in Building A and B

Figure. 13 shows the average daily TVOC (ppm) score
in Building A and B in five days of measurement. In
general, the TVOC content ranges from 0.14 to 0.20 ppm.
The fourth floor of Building B experienced the highest
TVOC value to close to 0.2 ppm. In contrast, the first
floor of Building A had the lowest average score of all,
which nearly reached 0,14 ppm. The highest level of VOC
in Building A is 0.18 ppm. Common types of VOCs in the
room include benzene [16] and formaldehyde [15].
Furthermore, according to the WHO, the presence of
benzene should be as low as possible, and formaldehyde is
no more than 0.081 ppm in 30 minutes [16]. The total
VOC levels in Building A and B are likely to exceed the
standard stipulated by ASHRAE and WHO.
3.2. Thermal Comfort and Indoor Air Quality
Perception
The questionnaires explored thermal comfort and
indoor air quality perception. There were 44 occupants
from Building A, and 35 occupants from Building B
responded to the questionnaires. The total numbers of
respondents were 79 people. The data analysis of Model 1
and Model 2 used questionnaire outcome and described
the occupant perception from Building A and B.
Table 1 shows the perception of Relative Humidity (RH)
on a scale between 1-5. Scale 1-5 means ‘damp’ (1) to
‘dry’ (5) perception. The relative humidity in Building A
was around 77%-78.7%, perceptions of relative humidity
in Building A largely declared ‘neutral’ or 56.8 % of
building A respondents. About 27.3% of respondents said
on a scale of 4 or ‘slightly dry’ in building A. Only 9% of
respondents said it was ‘slightly damp’ and 4.5% ‘damp’.
While in Building B, with humidity between
80.2%-82.4%, about 42.9% declared ‘neutral’ humidity,
40% was ‘slightly dry’, and only 8.6% said ‘slightly damp’

and ‘dry’ (8.6%). Due to the air circulation in Building B
was quite good, therefore, it can offset the high relative
humidity. The relative humidity of both buildings was not
in line with ASHRAE 2017 [16] and Permenkes RI
no.1077/Menkes/Per/V/2011 [37,38]. Both of the sources
state the ideal relative humidity is about 40-60% [16,37].
The perception result indicates some adaptive behaviors
of the occupants to obtain the preference comfort. These
adaptive behaviors lead to tolerance ability to the
unstandardized humidity.
Table 1. Thermal Comfort and Indoor Air Quality Perception in
Building A and B
Perception Scale
Building

Parameter
1

2

3

4

5

T

0

2

18

19

5

RH

2

4

25

12

1

V

0

2

30

8

2

QA

0

4

14

16

10

A

T

0

2

22

10

1

RH

0

3

15

14

3

V

1

1

13

13

7

QA

0

6

14

10

5

B

Table 1 presents the air circulation perception which is
shown by a 1-5 scale describing stuffy (1) to windy (5)
conditions. The majority of Building A inhabitants felt
‘neutral’ for air velocity perception, meanwhile, the
airspeed was known under the standard value of ASHRAE
2017 [16]. Although the average wind speed of Building
A only ranged from 0-0.1 m/s, the perception of the
majority of residents was ‘neutral’ (68.2%), 18.2%
‘slightly windy’ and 4.5% ‘windy’. According to
ASHRAE, the indoor wind speed standard is
approximately 0.2 m/s [16], while the standard Indonesian
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Ministerial Decree no.1077/Menkes/Per/V/2011 [34,35]
that is, about 0.15-0.25 m/s [37,38]. It means, there is an
indication for some adaptive behaviors of the dwellers of
Building A resulting to comfort tolerance. On the other
side, most of Building B occupants had ‘neutral’ (37.1%),
‘slightly windy’ (37.1%), to ‘windy’ (20%) perception.
Generally, the average wind speed in Building B is in line
with ASHRAE 2017 standard, therefore, it can be
understood that most of the residents vote ‘neutral’ to
‘windy’.
The thermal perception of Building A and B compares
to thermal measurement of the same location. The
previous description of the temperature measurement
shows the average temperature of both Building A and B
does not meet ASHRAE 2017 thermal comfort standard
[16]. As can be seen in Table 1., Building A performs an
average temperature slightly higher than building B,
which is about 30-31.9 C.
̊ Meanwhile, the temperature
perception results in Building A showed 43.2% of
respondents stated ‘warm’, 11.4% distinguished ‘hot’, the
remaining 40.9 % said ‘neutral’, and 4.5% ‘cool mild’. In
Building B, about 28.6% of respondents said the
temperature was ’warm’, only 2.9% expressed ‘hot’ or a
scale of 5, with a temperature range of 29.4-29.8 ̊C.
Thermal perception in Building B was ’neutral’ for about
62.9% of respondents, and 28.6% declared ‘cool mild’.
Meanwhile, the number of respondents who said ‘warm’
in both dormitories was 36.7%, and ‘neutral’ 50.6%. The
perception indicates comfort tolerance of the occupants,
due to their adaptive behavior to gain the expected
comfort. The adaptive behaviors of the occupants are the
activities such as rest and relaxation, and opening the
windows in the commmon room. Generally, those are in
line with natural adjustment to reduce discomfort and
psychological strain [16]. Those activities indicate that
adaptive behaviors can influence occupant’s perception of
indoor thermal comfort. The adaptive models can predict
the preferable temperature to gain a comfortable
temperature, due to the unsuitable result of temperature
measurement according to ASHRAE 2017 [16].
The indoor air quality perceptions of residents in
Building A and Building B are in Table 1. Table 1 shows
the average CO₂ level in Building A is between
503.3-604.9 ppm. Meanwhile, PM 2.5 of Building A is
about 15.1-16.9 µg/m³ and TVOC around 0.14-0.18 ppm.
With the conditions, 31.8 % of respondents in Building A
declared air quality ‘neutral’, and 9% expressed ‘slightly
smelly’ (scale 2), the remaining 36.4% felt ‘slightly fresh’
air quality, and 22.7% ‘fresh’. While in Building B, the
CO₂ level is about 443-454.4 ppm, PM 2.5 is nearly
23.9-25.8 µg/m, and TVOC reaches 0.14-0.20 ppm. In
these conditions, about 40% of respondents in Building B
declared air quality ‘neutral’, 28.6% stated ‘slightly fresh’
and 14.3% said ‘fresh’, of the rest, 11.4% stated ‘slightly
smelly’. As can be seen in Table 1., the air quality
perception in Building A is better than Building B. In the
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previous discussion, the relative humidity and PM 2.5 of
Building B are higher than Building A. Both of these
factors affect indoor air quality perception. PM 2.5 can be
detected from smoke odor which indicates pollutant gas
and dust from garbage combustion or engine emission
[16].
In addition to harmful gases, indoor air can also be a
means of spreading disease through fungal spores from
the moist room, as well as bacteria and viruses from
droplets or splashes of bodily fluids that are in the air
[16,20,21]. The disease such as SARS can spread through
the air [16]. Currently, as the Covid-19 is a type of
coronavirus similar to SARS, the Covid-19 pandemic is
considered as air contagious. By droplets, Covid-19
moves through the air and inhaled by healthy people
around infected people [19]. The low ventilation levels
are related to high infectious diseases among residents
[16].
The presence of gases and air pollutants in space can
not be detected in detail by the human senses. VOC type
can give unpleasant odor as well as irritation reaction of
the respiratory mucosal layer [16]. Therefore, in case of
the perception of air quality, the terms 'smell' and 'air
freshness' indicate the presence of gases or pollutants in
indoor air. As the perception detects the air quality by the
sense of air ambiance, the perception score is also
including all the gas types. The mixed gas means a
compound of some types of gas that can be indoor air
pollutants such as TVOC (ppm) and CO₂ (ppm). On the
other side, particulate matter of PM 2.5 (µg/m³) is
generally found in the outdoor space from vehicle
emissions of the outdoor environment [4]. In case the
particulate matter enters the room by the ventilation
system, this research considers PM 2.5 as one of the
factors of indoor air quality in conjunction with TVOC
and CO₂. The concept is in line with some references that
explain the CO₂, TVOC and PM 2.5 as the influential
factors of indoor air quality [23–26].
3.3. Indication Sick Building Syndrome
Indication of sick building syndrome is calculated by
the value of the SBS questionnaire’s total scores of 68
points. Each respondent gets a score by dividing the
maximum score, resulting in an SBS indication score.
Category division stipulates by SBS score<0.3 as low SBS,
SBS score<0.3<0.6 is moderate SBS, and more than 0.6
includes heavy SBS. The SBS score of Building A is 0.42
and Building B is 0.39, which means both buildings have
a medium risk of SBS. The prevalence of sick building
syndrome in Building A and Building B reaches 75% with
20% clinical accuracy, based on reference [33]. The
prevalence of sick building syndrome in Building A is
73%, and Building B is 77%. The average comparison of
sick building syndrome scores in Building A and Building
B shows no significant average differences.
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Figure 18. Sick Building Syndrome Indication in Building A and Building B

𝑆𝐵𝑆 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = −1.112 + 0.002 𝐶𝑂2 + 0.029 𝑃𝑀 −
1.109 𝑇𝑉𝑂𝐶
(1)

CO₂ plays an important role in SBS risk in both Building
A and B respectively. The result is in line with the
Indications of sick building syndrome (SBS) in research which stated CO₂ as the most influential
Building A and B are in Figure.18. In Building A, SBS's pollutant that worsens the SBS symptoms indoors [25].
average indication score is 0.42; meanwhile, in Building B, Besides, the involvement of CO₂ on SBS reveals as a
compound of relative humidity aspects [25,26], VOC,
the SBS average score is 0.39. The scores indicate
temperature [26] and PM 2.5.
moderate SBS level. Figure. 18 shows no residents who
are free from SBS indications in Building A. About 36%
Table 2. Air Pollutants Influence on SBS Index
of Building A respondents indicate mild SBS, while 64%
Coefficientsa
indicate SBS is moderate to heavy. On the other side,
Unstandardized
Standardized
some respondents in Building B show 0 scores, which
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
t
Sig.
means some respondents are free from SBS. About 28.6%
B
Std. Error
Beta
of Building B respondents indicate mild SBS, 8.6% are
(Constant) -1.112
.710
-1.567 .121
asymptomatic of SBS, and the remaining 37.2% indicate
CO2
.002
.001
.505
2.126 .037
moderate-heavy SBS. The SBS indication in Building B is
1
PM
.029
.016
.518
1.883 .064
smaller than Building A. Both Building A and Building B
have medium-weight SBS presentations of more than 20%.
TVOC -1.109
.867
-.227
-1.279 .205
With more than 20% SBS indication, a building can be
a. Dependent Variable: SBS Index
called having the risk of sick building syndrome [37]. In
other words, both Building A and Building B have the
potential for sick building syndrome with no significant 3.4. Comparison of Analytical Model 1 and Model 2
difference.
Analytical Model 1 uses independent variables of
The regression formula of indoor air pollution effect on temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and air quality
SBS index is presented as equation (1). The equation (1) resulting from field measurements. The dependent
means the SBS index has constant -1.112. For example, if variable of this model is an indication of sick building
the CO₂ increases 1000 ppm, the SBS index will increase syndrome (SBS). As in the previous section, the thermal
at least 0.888 regardless the PM 2.5 and TVOC value. In comfort aspect [12,26] and indoor air quality [23–26]
fact, there always be PM 2.5 and TVOC in both Building correlated to sick building syndrome incidents. Air quality
A and B, and the CO₂ is no more than 1000 ppm. The variables are selected among others CO₂, PM 2.5, and
maximum score of the SBS index is 1, therefore, the TVOC, based on the most frequently mentioned in various
equation is acceptable to calculate the SBS index. The articles [23–26]. As in the previous discussion, only CO₂
SBS Index equation is a result of air pollutan and SBS plays important role in SBS Index, among indoor air
regression. The formulation can be used to predict SBS pollutant types. Meanwhile, in Model 1, the air pollutants
Index in the next research. The effect of indoor air are combined with the thermal comfort parameters, to
pollutant on sick building syndrome indication can be know the effect of indoor air quality and thermal comfort
on SBS risk. The following analyses find the most
seen in the Table 3.
Table 2 shows air pollutant influence on the SBS index. influential air pollutant type in Model 1 and the
The most significant value of the regression analysis is significance of Model 1.
Analytical Model 2 is an analysis with independent
CO₂ with a score of 0.037. Meanwhile, other pollutants
variable
temperatures (1), humidity (2), and wind speed
such as PM 2.5 and TVOC are not remarkable due to its
(3),
and
air quality (4). The dependent variables of this
significance values are more than 0.05. In other words,
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model are indications of sick building syndrome (SBS
Index). The variables of Model 2 are variables 1, 2, and 3
as the result of perception surveys translated on a scale of
1-5. Model 2 is analyzed by a classic assumption test to
see if it is accepted as an analysis model or not [36].
Model 2 uses data perception as independent variables and
SBS indication as a dependent variable. The influence
level of the indoor pollutant type in Model 1 can be seen
in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Furthermore, the comparison of both
Model 1 and Model 2 can be seen as follows.
Table 3. Model 1 Analysis with TVOC
ANOVAᵃ
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Regression

0.137

4

0.34

0.679

0.609ᵇ

Residual

3.741

74

0.51

Total

3.878

78

Model

1

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
b. Predictors: (Constant), TVOC, VEA, RHA, TA

show any significant role in the risk of sick building
syndrome (SBS), based on the regression of Model 1.
Table 6 shows result analysis of Model 1 with
cumulative indoor pollutants including CO₂, PM 2.5 and
TVOC in total score (QAsum). It can be seen that Model 1
is not notable due to its significance value is 0.559. The
output is more than 0.05, which means the model is
negligible [36]. Nevertheless, this model is the nearest to a
considerable one. The regression of Model 1 with
cumulative pollutant (QAsum) shows the most
considerable result of all. The outcome is in line with
some references that the compound of TVOC and PM 2.5
increase the risk of SBS [23] and also a combination of
CO₂ and TVOC lead to SBS incidents [26].On the other
side, the result of Model 2 regression analysis is in Table
7, which shows a significance value of 0.002. It means,
this Model 2 is remarkable and available at a later stage of
research. The result interprets the analysis Model 2 as
independent variables and a remarkable effect on SBS
dependent variable.
Table 6.

Table 4. Model 1 Analysis with PM 2.5

Model 1 Analysis with Cumulative Indoor Air Polutant
ANOVAa

ANOVAᵃ
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Regression

0.142

4

0.035

0.702

0.593ᵇ

Residual

3.737

74

0.050

Total

3.878

78

Model

1

67

Model

1

Sum of Squares

df Mean Square

Regression

.152

4

.038

Residual

3.727

74

.050

Total

3.878

78

F

Sig.

.753

.559b

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
b. Predictors: (Constant), QAsum, TA, VEA, RHA

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
b. Predictors: (Constant), PM, RHA, VEA, TA

Table 7. Regression Result of Model 2
Table 5. Model 1 Analysis with CO₂

ANOVAᵃ

ANOVAᵃ

1

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Regression

0.767

4

0.192

4.562

0.002ᵇ

Residual

3.111

74

0.042

Total

3.878

78

Model

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
square

F

Sig.

Regression

0.151

4

0.038

0.747

0.563ᵇ

Residual

3.728

74

0.050

Total

3.878

78

Model

Sum of
Squares

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
b. Predictors: (Constant), CO2, TA, VEA, RHA

Table 3 shows the significance of the influence of
TVOC and thermal comfort on SBS is 0.609. The result
indicates an insignificant influence as it is above 0.05, due
to the significant value is under 0.05 [36]. Similarly, Table
4 presents the influence of PM 2.5 and thermal comfort on
SBS is 0.593. The output is more than 0.05 which also
shows a negligible effect on SBS because the trusty score
is below 0.05 [36]. The impact of CO₂ and thermal
comfort on SBS can be seen in Table 5, with a value of
0.563. The result is more than 0.05, which means the
model is not accurate [36]. Although the value is not
remarkable, it is the best value compared to TVOC and
PM 2.5. Thus, CO₂ is considered the most influential
parameter on indoor air quality. Even though CO₂ seems
to be the most influential, these three pollutants do not

1

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
b. Predictors: (Constant), QA, TA, RHA, VEA

The cumulative pollutant (QAsum) performs the most
influence on SBS risk, meanwhile, CO₂ is the most
dominant to SBS risk individually. In addition, the type of
air pollutant in the reality is mixed into ambiance air that
our sensory are unable to distinguish the type exactly.
Therefore, the compound of air pollutant (QAsum) is
preferred to be used for Model 1. After selecting the type
of air pollutant that is the most notable for Model 1, the
next step is testing a classic assumption. The calculation
of classic assumption uses SPSS 24 referring to the
multivariate analysis method [36].
The normality test of Model 1 is presented in Table 8.
The normality test by the Kolmogorov Smirnov method
shows 0.093, which is significant at 0.484. The result
value 0.484 is more than 0.05, indicating the normally
distributed residual data of Model 1 [36]. On the other
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side, Table 9. shows the Kolmogorov Smirnov test to
know the normality distribution of the data in Model 2
[33]. The Kolmogorov Smirnov's normality test output is
0.093, and a remarkable value of 0.494. Due to the output
is 0.494 more than 0.05, therefore, the residual data of
Model 2 is a normal distribution [36].
Table 8. Normality Test of Model 1
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

d. Based on 79 sampled tables with starting seed 2000000

Table 10. shows a multicollinearity test of Model 1.
The independent variables result in correlation values
below 95%. It means, there is no obvious multicollinearity
in Model 1 [36]. Meanwhile, Table 11 presents the
coefficient correlation analysis output of Model 2. The
coefficient correlation test is no more than 0.95. In other
words, there is no multicollinearity between independent
variables in the regression of Model 2.

Unstandardized Residual
N
Normal
Parametersa,b

Table 10. Coefficient Correlation of Model 1

79

Coefficient Correlation

Mean

.000

Std. Deviation

.219

Absolute

.093

Most Extreme
Differences

Positive

.093

Negative

-.045

Test Statistic

Model
QAsum

.087

79

Most Extreme
Differences

Std.Deviation

0.199

Absolute

0.093

Positive

0.093

Negative

-0.053

Test Statistic

0.093

Asymp.Sig. (2-tailed)

0.089ᶜ

Monte Carlo
Sig.(2-tailed)

99%
Confidence
Interval

a. Test distribution is Normal
b. Calculated from data
c. Lilliefors Significance Correction

0.494ᵈ
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound

.463

.654

TA

.471

1.000

.568

.677

VEA

.463

.568

1.000

.122

RHA

.654

.677

.122

1.000

TA

3.117E-5

.005

.006

.002

VEA

6.208E-5

.006

.020

.001

RHA

2.564E-5

.002

.001

.002

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
Table 11. Coefficient Correlation of Model 2
Coefficient Correlation
Model

QA

TA

RHA

VEA

QA

1.000

-0.187

-0.247

-0.316

TA

-0.187

1.000

-0.212

0.271

RHA

-0.247

-0.212

1.000

-0.404

VEA

-0.316

0.271

-0.404

1.000

QA

0.001

0.000

0.000

0.000

TA

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

RHA

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.000

VEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.001

1

0.000

Sig.

.471

Correlations

Unstandardized
Residual

Mean

1.000

Covariances

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Normal
Parametersᵃ’ᵇ

RHA

QAsum 9.126E-7 3.117E-5 6.208E-5 2.564E-5

Table 9. Normality Test of Model 2

N

VEA

1

c

Sig.
.484d
Monte Carlo
99%
Lower Bound
.471
Sig. (2-tailed) Confidence
Upper Bound
.497
Interval
a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.
c. Lilliefors Significance Correction.
d. Based on 10000 sampled tables with starting seed 2000000.

TA

Correlations

.093

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

QAsum

0.349
0.639

Covariances

a. Dependent Variable: SBS

Table 12. shows the Variance of the Inflation Factor of
Model 1. The Tolerance value is more than 0.1, and the
VIF value is no more than 10. In other words, there is no
multicollinearity among independent variables in Model 1
[36]. The result of the multicollinearity analysis of Model
2 can be found in Table 13, which shows a Tolerance of
more than 0.1. The Variation Inflation Factor (VIF) value
is no more than 10. It means there is no correlation
between independent variables whose value is more than
95% [36].
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Table 12. Tolerance of Variance Inflation Factor of Model 1
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized Coefficients

1

Standardized Coefficients

Collinearity Statistics
t

Sig

Model

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

4.679

5.297

.883

.883

.380

Tolerance

VIF

TA

-.064

.069

-.922

-.922

.360

.242

4.134

RHA

-.033

.041

-.798

VEA

.043

.141

.307

-.798

.428

.206

4.852

.307

.759

.326

3.064

QAsum

.001

.001

.552

.552

.582

.338

2.958

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
Table 13. Tolerance and VIF of Model 2
Coefficientsᵃ
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model

2

B

Std.Error

(Constant)

0.516

0.157

TA

0.080

0.035

RHA

-0.107

VEA

0.036

QA

-0.045

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

Collinearity Statistics
t

Sig.

3.295

0.002

Tolerance

VIF

0.255

2.302

0.024

0.884

1.131

0.036

-0.386

0.033

0.143

-3.005

0.004

0.657

1.521

1.101

0.275

0.646

1.549

0.029

-0.192

-1.549

0.126

0.708

1.412

a. Dependent Variable: SBS
Table 14. Heteroscedasticity Test of Model 1
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized Coefficients

Model
(Constant)

1

B

Std. Error

8.548E-16

5.297

t

Sig.

.000

1.000

Beta

TA

.000

.069

.000

.000

1.000

RHA

.000

.041

.000

.000

1.000

VEA

.000

.141

.000

.000

1.000

QAsum

.000

.001

.000

.000

1.000

a. Dependent Variable: AbsUt
Table 15.

Heteroscedasticity Test of Model 2
Coefficientsᵃ

Unstandardized Coefficients
Model

1

B

Std.Error

(Constant)

5.625E-16

5.222

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

1.000

1.000

TA

0.000

0.068

0.000

0.000

1.000

RHA

0.000

0.041

0.000

0.000

1.000

VEA

0.000

0.142

0.000

0.000

1.000

CO₂

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

1.000

a. Dependent Variable: AbsUt

The heteroscedasticity of Model 1 can be seen in Table
14 by analyzing the Glejser test. The output of the
heteroscedasticity by Glejser test shows a level of
significance of more than 5%. Consequently, there are no

independent variables that significantly affect dependent
variables. In other words, there is neither
heteroscedasticity nor autocorrelation in Model 1 [36].
Besides, the heteroscedasticity test of Model 2 is
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presented in Table.15. By the Gejser testing, the
remarkable value is more than 0.05, in other words, there
is no heteroscedasticity in Model 2 [36].
Table 16. Run Test Result of Model 1
Run Test
Unstandardized Residual
a

Test Value

-.008

Cases < Test Value

38

Cases >= Test Value

41

Total Cases

79

Number of Runs

37

Z

-.781

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.435

a. Median
Table 17. Run Test Result of Model 2
Run Test
Unstandardized Residual
Test Valueᵃ

-0.017

Cases<Test Value

39

Cases>=Test Value

40

Total Cases

79

Number of Runs

36

Z

-1.018

Asymp.Sig. (2-tailed)

0.309

a. Median

Run Test Model 1 can be seen in Table 16. Run Test
Model 1 indicates a significance of 0.435 or more than
0.05. This means, there is no autocorrelation in the
variables in Model 1 [36]. In line with Table 14, Table 17
presents the Run test of Model 2. The Run Test of Model
2 shows a test value of -0.017 and a significance of 0.309.
Due to 0.309 is more than the significance of 0.05, it can
be said that there is no autocorrelation to residual values
[36].
As the classic assumption test has been done, and the
results are acceptable for Model 1, except for the
regression test that shows the insignificant output of
Model 1, therefore, it can be said that Model 1 is
unsuitable to be used as an analytical model. Model 1 uses
measurement data from thermal comfort and indoor air
quality. The most dominant indoor air pollutant is CO₂
individually, meanwhile, the compound of all CO₂,
TVOC, and PM 2.5 shows the most influential outcome of
SBS risk. The resulting test of Model 1 indicates that there
is another factor such as occupant’s behavior affecting
perception that can be increasing or ignoring SBS
incidence.
Similar to Model 1, Model 2 applies the classic
assumption test [36]. As it is described in the previous

explanation of Model 1, Model 2 also uses the
Kolmogorov Smirnov Test for normality test, followed by
the multicollinearity test [36]. The Glesjer test identifies
heteroscedasticity, meanwhile, Run Test analyzes the
autocorrelation in Model 2 [36]. The classic assumption
test of Model 2 shows an acceptable outcome for
normality,
autocorrelation,
multicorrelation,
and
heteroscedasticity test. It means that Model 2 is a normal
distribution, there is no autocorrelation, multicorrelation,
and heteroscedasticity on Model 2. These results meet the
requirement of an analytical model. In other words, Model
2 is rated more accurate than Model 1 to know the
indications of sick building syndrome and can be accepted
as an analysis model in subsequent research.
However, it does not mean those measurement aspects
of thermal comfort and air quality are negligible. Due to
the measurement results are within the comfort tolerance
of the occupant, therefore, the outcome of the
measurement does not significantly affect SBS's risk. In
other words, there are possible aspects of the adaptive
behavior of residents influence the indoor comfort and the
risk of SBS. The occupant’s behavior might increase or
decrease the SBS index.

4. Conclusions
The average temperatures of both buildings are 29,4ᵒC
-30,8ᵒC, according to ASHRAE 2017 standards, the
temperature is beyond the comfort limit. However, about
50.6% of respondents showed neutrality, 36.8% stated
'quite hot', and 7.7% stated 'very hot'. The average relative
humidity of both buildings is between 77%-82.4%, the
value is not in accordance with ASHRAE 2017 standards,
but about 50.6% of respondents declared neutral, only
8.9% declared moist, and 2.5% very humid. This indicates
the possibility of adaptation of occupants to temperature
conditions and relative humidity in buildings.
Building A shows an average temperature slightly
higher than building B, which is about 30-30,8 ᵒC. The
results of temperature perception in Building A showed
54.5% of House A respondents declared ‘warm’ or on a
scale of 4-5, the remaining 40.9% ‘neutral’, and 4.5%
‘cool’. With temperature range 29,4-29,8ᵒC, about
one-third of House B respondents said it was ‘warm’ or
on a scale of 4-5. Thermal perception in Building B was
‘neutral’ for 42.9% respondents, and 5.7% expressed
‘cool’. In other words, thermal comfort in Building B is
better than Building A. The location of Building A is in a
low topographic urban area, while Building B is in a high
green area. It reinforces the assertion that the location
affects the thermal comfort of the resident. Wind speeds in
Building A show an average range between 0-0.1 m/s,
with a ‘neutral’ perception majority of 38% and 10%
declared ‘quite windy’. The 2017 ASHRAE standard
requires a room wind speed of approximately 0.2 m/s.
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Thus, the perception of air movement in Building A
indicates the occupant's adaptation to low air movement
conditions and unstandardized indoor comfort.
A regression test is used to determine which CO₂, PM
2.5, or TVOC is the most influential on SBS. Test results
show only CO₂ has a remarkable effect on the SBS index.
The regression equation of indoor air pollution influence
on SBS index is shown in Eq. (1). Model 1 with
independent variables T, RH, V, and QA, which are the
results of field measurements, as well as SBS dependent
variable, cannot be said to be influential enough because
the value of significance exceeds 0.05. Model 2 with T,
RH, V, and QA variables that are the result of the
perception scoring, as well as SBS dependent variables,
can be said to have an effect with a significance value of
0.002. Thus, model 2 is rated more accurately and
acceptable as an analysis model. Continuing on Models 1
and 2 show thermal measurements and physical air quality
do not influence SBS directly. On the contrary, perception
has a significant role in SBS's risk. Therefore, the
perception method in Model 2 considers more accurate
than the measurement method in Model 1, as it contributes
to the risk of SBS. The analysis of both Model 1 and
Model 2 represent SBS risk is indirectly affected by
thermal comfort and air quality measurement. Even
though CO₂ influences SBS Index remarkably, it becomes
negligible in the Model 1 formula because of the
possibility that the measurement results are still within the
threshold of comfort tolerance and health standards. The
aspect of indoor comfort tolerance relates to the adaptive
behavior of the occupants, which it considers as
strengthening or weakening the risk of SBS.
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Abstract

The Philippines is in a tropical location
where rainwater is abundant for the frequent rain in a year.
Rainwater becomes waste flowing down the drains causing
flood, especially in urban areas. This problem initiates
local governments in some cities in the Philippines to adapt
and implement Green programs that require the installation
and utilization of rainwater catchment system. Though this
program addresses the control of flood caused by the rain,
the generation of energy by utilizing rainwater as an energy
source is not yet considered. With this, the study computes
the equivalent energy generation by utilizing rainwater.
The rainwater energy equivalent includes the following:
the increasing number of high-rise building construction as
catchment facility; the rainfall precipitation of 58 stations
in the Philippines; the floor area and the types of the
building; and the volume of water consumption per person
per day. The energy equivalent was computed using the
40% of the time the rainfall precipitation equaled or
exceeded the other with the average floor area specified
from the approved building permit as of 2017. The study
established a mathematical equation as an equivalent
energy of rainwater utilization. The equation of energy
equivalent was derived using the initial building height of 5
meters and an additional succeeding height of 3 meters per
floor level.

Keywords

Rainwater, Rainfall Precipitation, Energy,
High-Rise Buildings

1. Introduction
Heavy rainwater precipitation, which in other contexts
is welcomed because it provides and supplies the
necessary water for agricultural purposes and even for
domestic use. On the other hand, heavy rainwater
precipitation may also cause deadly and destructive flash
floods. The presence of rainfall exists in many locations
and is considered an abundant source of water. Though it
might have a negative impact in a few aspects, the
utilization of this water resource was studied in terms of
rainwater harvesting system abbreviated as RWH or RHS.
Studies on rainwater harvesting were considered
sustaining shortage of water supplies for irrigation,
washing purposes as well as potable water. Rainwater
harvesting is an indigenous resources considered as a
source of renewable energy. This implies that this RWH
contributes importance for sustainable development since
it has zero environmental impact compared to
conventional energy [1].
The study on hybrid system, solar-wind-rain eco-roof
system also includes and mix Rainwater harvesting [2].
Rainwater in this study is collected in the tanks purposely
for the efficient use of energy in which the collected
rainwater will be used to spray the roof to maintain
cooling in the building. Another tank in the design system
was used for washing purposes. Rainwater harvesting
technique was significantly studied as a supply of water
needed mostly for non-potable water application followed
by rainwater treatment for potable or drinking water
purposes.
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Previous studies on RWH don’t include the possible
generation of energy when stored rainwater is utilized. If
rainwater is collected, the utilization of it for any purpose
could be a source of energy. This is by collecting and
storing the rainwater at a certain height of the building or
at the same height of the existing building. When stored
rainwater is utilizing, the gravitational flow of water could
be the generation of energy. This may be established by
using small-scale hydro-turbine such as tesla turbine [3] or
any hydro turbine for small water flow. The small amount
of energy are then be multiplied by arranging
turbine-generators in series or in parallel along the
small-scale water resources. This small-scale generated
energy could supply LED lights and rural electrifications.
With these, the concept of the energy equivalent of
rainwater was considering using mathematical
computation. Factors that influenced this rainwater energy
equivalent were the increasing number of building
construction, the rainfall precipitation, roof area or floor
area of the building, the height of the building, and the
volume of water consumption.
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[8]. It is by taking all the rainfall precipitation records
over the year and placing them with the highest figures on
the left and the lower figure placed progressively over to
the right.
2.3. Catchment Area
The catchment area that determines the equivalent
energy of rainwater harvesting was the floor area of
different types of approved buildings in the Philippines as
of the first quarter of year 2017 [7]. Data were an open
source from the website of Philippine Statistic Authority
(PSA) while the volume of water consumption per person
per day per types of use was from the literature related to
this study [7,9,10,11].
Types of water consumption where the shower,
washing machine, dish washing, toilet flushing, outside
washing, kitchen tap and basin taps. Dwelling units were
categorized as shown in Tables 1 and 2 below.
Table 1. Specific data of Column/Row
Dwelling Unit [9]

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Runoff Coefficient
Runoff coefficient (Cr) is a factor on harvesting
rainwater based from the roofing material used in
buildings [2,4,5]. The runoff coefficient was assumed to
be 0.80 for each day over the ten-year period. The water
availability was computed from the precipitation over the
existing drainage area (collection area) [4]. Another study
assumed Cr to be 0.75 [6]. The use of the concept of
runoff coefficient is common in the literature, but it is
inaccurate since the proportion of rainwater retained is not
independent on the total amount of each particular
precipitation event [6]. While the use of Cr as 1.0 was
considered in this study.
2.2. Rainfall Precipitation and Duration Curve
There were 58 location sites in the Philippines in which
the monthly rainfall precipitation was observed [7]. The
rainfall precipitation considered in this study was a
23-year rainfall data from 1990-2012 [7]. Computations
used the Microsoft Excel that determines the rainfall
precipitation duration curve (RPDC) of each station [8].
Rainfall precipitation was evaluated and computed into
rainfall precipitation curve, which determined the rainfall
precipitation percentage of time equaled or exceeded. The
study considered the 40% of the time of the rainfall
precipitation curve in the computation of equivalent
energy generation of rainfall harvesting system.
Method of RPDC is the same as flow duration curve
when river flow was considered to be a source of energy

Residential Building [7]

Type

Roof Area (m2)

Type

Floor Area (m2)

1

50

Single

105.25

2

75

Duplex

163.46

3

100

Apartment

264.19

4

150

Condo

32,533.46

5

200

Condo

150.46

Table 2. Specific data of Column/Row
Dwelling Houses [10]
Type

Dwelling Unit [11]
2

Roof Area (m )

Type

Floor Area(m2)

Popular

40

1

100

Low standard

60

2

200

Normal
standard

110

3

300

High standard

220

x

x

Factors in assessing rainwater harvesting and utilization
were the roof area or floor area of the building as well as
the runoff coefficient, Cr [4,5.6,9,10,12]. Study
considered the single family houses having roof area
ranges between 50 - 250 m2 and are divided into a roof
area to 50, 75, 100, 150 and 250 m2 [9]. While the term
“types of residential” were defined into four catchment
areas which were as follows; 40 m² for popular houses, 60
m² for low-standard houses, 110 m² for normal-standard
houses and 220 m² for high-standard houses [10].
The average floor area in the Philippines, has the
average floor area of 105.25 m² for single dwelling unit,
163.46 m² for duplex/qoud, 267.19 m² for an apartment,
32,522.24 m² for a condo, and 150.46 m² other than
residential [6]. Floor area of non-residential building were;
533.78 m² for commercial, 1720.49 m² for industrial,
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711.31 m² for institutional and 800 m² for agricultural and
other non-residential buildings [7].
2.4. Energy Equivalent of Rainwater
The rainfall precipitation duration curve is a series
computation that uses the statistical method. This method
also used to determine not the average of the data, but the
most conservative rainfall precipitation method used for
the computation of energy equivalent. The rainfall
precipitation at 40% of the rainfall precipitation duration
curve were considered computing the potential rainwater
energy equivalent. The potential energy of rainwater
precipitation collected from the existing buildings was
computed by the equations (1) and (2) [5,14,15] as,
PE = δgVolHCr
Vol=RpRa

(1)
(2)

Where, PE is potential energy in Joules, Vol is volume
of water in m3, g is gravity in 9.8 m/s2, δ is water density
equal to 1000 kg /m3, H is head of water in a meter (m)
and Cr as the runoff coefficient equal to 1.
Rp is the rainfall precipitation in mm (from duration
curve) and Ra is the roof area of the building in m2.
Energy conversion from Joules to watt-hour is express by
1 watt-hour = 3600 Joules (J).
2.5. Water Consumption Per Person Per Day
The assumption on the volume of water varies with the
type and purpose the water was used. The volume of
water consumption per person per day, usually observed
in houses was in the figures of 100, 150, 200 and 250
liters (L) per day (d) per person (p) [9]. Consumption of
domestic water demand for toilet flushing is 30 L/p/d and
25 L/p/d for showering [12]. The increasing amount of
water consumption from 35 L/p/d to 45 L/p/d is the
amount of wastewater discharge from the shower, while
the water flushing toilets increased to 35 L/p/d or 40 L/p/d.
This implies an increasing demand of non-potable water
[12].
The non-potable water consumption was used to
determine the equivalent energy for domestic uses. The
non-potable for showering has 60 L/p/d which is the
highest contribution of 39% of the total domestic water
consumption, toilet flushes of 45 L/p/d (29%), washing
machine and kitchen tap of 12 L/p/d each (8 % each),

basin tap of 21 L/p/d (14%) and dishwashing and outside
washing as the smallest consumption of 2 L/p/d each (1%
each) of the total water consumption [4].
Water consumption for domestic use in a dwelling units
is tabulated shown in Table 3 below [4]. Volume of water
consumption is expressly in liters (L) for every person (p)
dwelled in any types of residential buildings per day (d).
The equivalent energy generation of domestic water
consumption was computed based from the literature’s
volume of water consumed in each room location of
dwelling units.
Table 3. Dwelling units water consumption
Dwelling Unit locations

Volume of water consumed
per person per day (L/p/d)

Shower

60

Toilet flushing

45

Washing machine

12

Kitchen tap

12

Basin tap

21

Kitchen tap

12

Dishwashing

2

Outside washing

2

3. Results
3.1. Rainfall Precipitation in the Philippines
There were 58 stations in the Philippines, which
monthly precipitation observed [7]. Rainfall precipitation
for the past 23 years (1990-2012) was converted into a
rainfall precipitation duration curve per station. Figure 1
was the rainfall precipitation curve (RPC) of Hinatuan
City which has the highest rain precipitation among the 58
stations in the Philippines. At 40% of time equaled or
exceeded, the rainfall precipitation of Hinatuan City was
312.97 mm. The rainfall precipitations at 40% were used
to compute the energy equivalent of rainwater.
Figure 2 below shows the average rainfall precipitation
and the 40% of time equaled or exceeded rainfall
precipitation in each 58 station. Hinatuan, Surigao del Sur
recorded the highest average rainfall precipitation of
403.52 mm while General Santos City recorded with the
lowest precipitation.
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Figure 1. Sample Rainfall duration curve

Figure 2. Rainfall precipitation of 58 locations in the Philippines

for different category of residential buildings and different
types of building constructions. The potential energy
equivalent is computed only for the first 5 meter height of
Residential buildings are divided into four (7) types; the building with a rainfall precipitation from Hinatuan
such as the single dwelling unit, double/quodro, apartment, City station. This implies a directly proportional energy
condo and other residential. The area used for the Condo generation increase as building constructed higher than
units was 300 m2 [7]. Figure 4.3 below shows the the initial height considered. As shown in Figure 3, the
rainwater potential energy equivalent of each type of first 5-meter height of the building has the highest
residential building in the Philippine settings with an equivalent energy of 1279.26 Whr for apartment type of
assumed height of five (5) meters applied to all types of residential building and 2756.75 Whr for industrial
building.
buildings of non-dwelling units as shown in Figure 4
Figures 3 and 4 shows the potential energy equivalent below.
3.2. Potential Energy of Rainwater from Residential
and other Buildings
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Figure 3.

Potential energy equivalent of different types of dwelling units

Figure 4. Potential energy equivalent of different types of building

Civil Engineering and Architecture 9(1): 74-84, 2021

3.3. Rainfall Precipitation and Building Construction Density in the Philippines

Figure 5.

Average rainfall precipitation in the Philippines
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Figure 6.

Location map of building construction density for residential

The location map of the study shows the geographical
location in the Philippines that identifies the rainfall and
building construction density of 58 stations. Figures 5
shows the average rainfall precipitation from the monthly
precipitation recorded starting year 1990 to 2012 with the

corresponding local name of places. Figures 6 and 7
shows the location map of the 58 stations with its number
of additional approved building construction of residential
buildings and commercial buildings as of first quarter of
2017.
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Figure 7.
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Location map of building construction density for commercial

3.4. Accumulated Rainwater Energy for High Rise
Building
The Figure 8 illustrates the rainwater energy
accumulated as the height of the building increases. It
illustrates how energy is accumulated when the rainwater
is utilized as building height increases. In this figure, the

considered rainfall precipitation was from the area of
Hinatuan City, Surigao del Sur and a three (3) meter
height per storey building was assumed while taking the
catchment area as variable. The accumulated energy
measured per catchment area was measured as watt-hour
per square meter (m2) or Whr/m2.
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Figure 8. Accumulated energy equivalent of building
Table 4. Accumulated rainwater energy equivalent as Building Height increases
Difference,
Dn = (Xn – Xn-1)

Level Number

Energy, Xn (Whr/m2)

1

X1 = 2.56

D1 = 2.56

D1

2

X2 =7.68

D2 = 5.12

D2=D1+D1

3

X3 =15.35

D3 = 7.67

D3= D2+ D1

4

X4 =25.59

D4 = 10.23

D4= D3+ D1

5

X5 =38.38

D5 = 12.80

D5= D4+ D1

6

X6 =53.73

D6 = 15.35

D6= D5+ D1

7

X7 =71.64

D7 = 17.91

D7= D6+ D1

8

X8 =92.11

D8 = 20.47

D8= D7+ D1

9

X9 =115.13

D9 = 23.02

D9= D8+ D1

10

X10 =140.72

D10 = 25.58

D10= D9+ D1

Values from Figure 8 was then tabulated in Table 4. It
is the result of the factors in computing the accumulated
energy as rainwater is utilized. These were the
accumulated rainwater energy at every floor level (X), the
difference (D), of each succeeding building floor and the
equivalent equation of each building level in terms of D.
Values in Table 4 were used to derive the standard
computation and formulate an equation to calculate the
accumulated rainwater energy as the building construction
height.
For level 1 (ground floor of the building), the
accumulated energy will be,

Equivalent Equation

X 1 = D1

(3)

For level 2, the accumulated energy will be,
X 2 = D1 + D2

(4)

D 2 = 2 D2

(5)

2 D1 = 2 X1

(6)

Where,
and
Substituting equations (6) and (3) to (4), X2 will be,
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X 2 = X1 + 2 X1

(7)

Performing the same above method to derive X3, X4 …
and to Xn. X3 and X4 will be,
X3 = X2 + 3 X1

(8)

X 4 = X3 + 4 X1

(9)

Then the standard formula for the accumulated rain
energy as the building level height increases will be,
Xn = Xn-1 + n X1

(10)
2

Where X is the accumulated energy in Whr/m at a
certain floor level, n is the floor level number while n=1
for ground floor or level 1.

4. Conclusions
The increasing demand on energy consumption could
not be answered by creating a new energy resources, but
by introducing efficient appliances and devices and or
through utilization of existing and available resources.
Small-scale and unutilized water resources such as
rainwater could be a source for energy generation.
Rainwater becomes waste and down the drains causing
flood especially in urban areas and during rainy seasons.
The availability of rainwater and the continuous
consumption of water was a simple source of energy
which can address the increasing demand of energy which
could supply power for efficient devices introduced
nowadays. Rainwater harvesting and water consumption
per person and the increasing construction of high-rise
buildings due to the increase in population could
accumulate energy generation – an energy source. This
idea is for an independent and on-site energy generation
both for urban and rural area application. The equivalent
energy generation of rainwater harvesting is categorized
as a small-scale energy source.
The following was the energy equivalent of utilizing
rainwater harvesting at an initial water head (height of the
building) of 5 meters, average floor area of buildings and
rainfall precipitation (RPC) of 312.97 mm in the
Philippine settings; 448.81 Whr up to 1,279.26 Whr for
residential buildings, 855.28 Whr for commercial
buildings, 2,756.75 for industrial buildings, 1,139.73 Whr
for institutional buildings, 1,283.19 Whr for agricultural
buildings and 1,283.19 Whr for other than non-residential
buildings. The high energy equivalent of utilizing
rainwater were at the locations where building
constructions and rainfall precipitation considered as
dense.
The study further formulate an energy equivalent of
utilizing rainwater harvesting which could accumulate
with an equation Xn = Xn-1 + n X1. Where X is the
energy equivalent in terms of Whr, n is the total number
of floors (stories) of the building and X1 is the energy
equivalent accumulated in the level 1 (ground floor) of the
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Abstract The simulation of the ceremonies of the properties are one of the factors of the evaluation of the
Pharaonic celebrations in the Sphinx’s Avenue is one of the
most important Millennium Goals for Luxor Governorate,
which is supported by UNESCO until 2022. All sections of
the road were constructed during the eighteenth to thirty
dynasty period. Some attachments have been added to the
road in different periods, such as wine presses used in
major ceremonies that were held on the road such as
ophthalmic feasts and beautiful valley feasts, etc. The road
has been neglected across different periods, and more than
4 meters of sand, silt and Nile clay were accumulated in
different sites. Excavations began on the road in the late
1940s, until work was halted after the January Revolution
due to lack of funds. The aim of these study is examination
of the geotechnical properties of the project to Facing
challenges that led to bury and deterioration of the road and
also to develop sustainable geotechnical solutions to resist
threats and risks. Scanning Electron Microscope was used
to investigate the six samples of soil under the six sections
of the road to study the hazards due to the impaction of clay
minerals which threaten the Sphinx Avenue and The
Project of Luxor, Open Museum. Basic properties test of
the foundation soils illustrated the expansive properties
which often were classified moderate. Expansive

hazard besides the relevance of the construction to
environmental changes and sustainability agents.

Keywords Geotechnical Hazards, The Sphinx Avenue,
Luxor Open Museum Project

1. Introduction
There is evidence to suggest that Queen Hatshepsut was
the first one who constructed the Sphinxes Avenue
extends, which expand from Luxor to Karnak Temples is
about 2700 m with 18th Dynasty by 1200 sculptures of
sphinxes [1].There are a lot of kings who have constructed
parts of this avenue such as Amenhotep III, King
Tutankhamun, Nectanebo, ... Etc. [2, 3]. During centuries
after the pharaonic period, several parts of ancient Luxor
(Thebes) have been buried by nearly 15 meters of clay,
rubbish, silt, and sand [4]. Several environmental factors
are responsible for this phenomenon such as Ancient Arab
nomadic culture, Periods of foreign occupation and wars,
Flood of the Nile until the construction of the High Dam,
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Ancient beliefs and ruin theory, Neglect of the historical
buildings until the advent of the French campaign [5].
Figure 1 shows accumulated soils and the cultural of the
local children about heritage sites from 2009 [6].

Museum Square to Egypt Public Library, section four
from Egypt Public Library to crossroads, section five from
crossroads, section six up to mutt temple.
The objective of the present study is to explain and test
foundation soils of the Sphinx Avenue, which are at a
lower level than the level of the surrounding streets and
thus are exposed to environmental risks, so this
examination of the geotechnical properties is one of the
aims of study of the project to Facing challenges that led
to bury and deterioration of the road and also to develop
sustainable geotechnical solutions to resist threats and
risks.

2. Foundation Soils

Figure 1. Accumulated soils and the local children played inside
heritage sites section five of sphinx avenue (from 2009 after [7])

Some of the environmental threats caused unwanted
consequences of trying to turn Luxor into an open
museum such as providing outdoor areas for sightseeing,
lack of knowledge regarding the differences between the
‘open museum’ concept, absence of geotechnical and
environmental studies, unclear mission for the locals and
absence integration work between the scenario of ‘open
museum’ and the local and vernacular cultures [6, 8, 9].
Increased population causes a negative effect due to urban
development in proximity to a World Heritage Site, so It
must be found a suitable strategy to implement Heritage
Impact Assessment (HIA) in Egypt. Luxor open museum
project aims to rectify the urban planning mistakes in the
past by creating attractive places where people will want
to live and work in the future [7, 10, 11].
One of the studies about sphinx’s avenue interested
only these tasks; (a) Acquisition and upgrade of the
database. (b) Management of quantitative data and
information. (c) using geographic information systems
(GIS). (d) Spatial analysis and simulation. This study was
unintegrated due to the absence of major axis such as the
local, restoration integrated approach and sustainability
[12, 13]. The clay fraction in soil samples predictably
influences the mass behavior of the soil base for
engineering use [14], even when present in a small
proportion of each sample, so as to achieve the aims of
these study, some investigations must be carried out such
as basic properties of soils, and Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) of the soil foundation for the six
detected sections of the Sphinx’s Avenue, these
investigations occurred to evaluate the role of soil
foundations in the sustainability of the conservation
processes. The six sections of the Sphinx’s Avenue are;
section one from Luxor temple to Church of the Virgin
Mary, the second section from Church of the Virgin Mary
to Luxor Museum Square, section three from Luxor

Six undisturbed fresh samples were obtained by open
excavation from foundation soils of the six sections of the
road classified by the ministry of antiquate (about 15 cm
depth). Samples were invested by using Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) to identify the type of soils and
textures of soils at the central laboratory of South Valley
University [15, 16]. Basic properties of foundation soils,
Modified Proctor test and classified of soils were used for
determinating the expansive soil and its role in the
deterioration of the heritage sites [17-19], basic properties
test carryout at environmental and construction studies
laboratory, The High Institute of Engineering and
Technology, Luxor, Egypt.
2.1. Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis
Samples were examined using a JOEL JSM-35C
scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a
dispersive x-ray card(EDX) detector available at the
Central Lab, South Valley University, Egypt. Figure 2
shows crushing and milling of particles under the old
police station. Figure 3 shows SEM of the sample from
section tow illustrates fissure development of
marginalization of smectite-dominated mudstone.

Figure 2. SEM of sample from section one
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Figure 5. SEM of sample of section four

Figure 3. SEM of a sample from section two; (F) Fissure development
of marginalization of smectite-dominated mudstone.

Section three and section four are characterized by clay
minerals such as illite (i), smectite (sm), kaolinite, and
chlorite due to Sheikh Musa old canal, with the
appearance of environmental minerals as dolomite (d) and
calcite (ca) between sand particles (sd). Figures 4 and 5
show SEM of clay and environmental minerals.

Figure 6 shows the microstructure of mudstone bearing
Smectite menials under rubble from section five as shown
in figure 1. The mineralogy of the selected soil sample
from section six is shown in figure 7. shows SEM of the
major clay mineral types obtained are kaolinite, smectite,
and illite. The appearance of minerals such as quartzite,
dolomite, and calcite is due to calcic paleoenvironments.

Figure 6. SEM of a sample from section five illustrate microstructure of
mudstone bearing Smectite menials
Figure 4. SEM of a sample of section three.

Figure 7. SEM of clay mineral from section six
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3. Results and Discussion

3.2. Classification of the Samples of Soils Based on
Swelling Potential

3.1. Basic Properties of Samples

According to the values of swell potential which are
carried out by standard roles, the result of classification
systems of expansive soils concluded as; tow samples are
highly expansive soils where other four samples of are
considered as medium expansion. Figure 10 shows a
classification chart based on swelling potential. The
A-line generally separates the siltier materials from
claylike materials, and the inorganics from the organics
[20].

According to the ASTM (American Society for Testing
and Materials), all samples were tested. Basic properties
of samples such as;
1
Plastic Limits (ASTM D854)
2
Liquid Limits Tests (ASTM 4318)
3
Particle Size Distribution (mechanical method and
hydrometer technique) (ASTM D422)
4
Specific Gravity (ASTM D4546)
5
Swell Potential tests (ASTM D421)
All tests were carried out. Figure 8 shows the textures
of the samples according to the Liquid limit and Plasticity
index, four samples in the clay zone, and two samples in
the shale zone. Figure 9. shows particle size distribution
of the utilized expansive soil, all samples in moderately
expansive soil zone.

Figure 10. Classification chart based on liquid limit and plastic index

3.3. Unconfined Compression (UC) Test

Figure 8. The textures of the samples according to the Liquid limit and
Plasticity index

Figure 9. The particle size distribution of the utilized expansive soil (CH;
clay, high plasticity. OH; organic clay. MH; inorganic silts, micaceous.
CL; clay low plasticity. OL; organic silty clay. ML; clayey fine sands)

Six undisturbed samples are obtained from the six
section of the sphinx avenue using the unconfined
compression (UC) test due to these advantages; (a) (UC)
test is one of simplest and easiest tests for detecting a
quick estimate of the shear strength of cohesive soils. (b)
(UC) test is used to determine the consistency of saturated
cohesive soils and clays. (c) The compressive strength
values of soil in both redesigned and intact condition are
obtained using (UC) test, according to the protocol of the
California Test 221, March 2000" the six unsaturated
samples which obtained from the different six sections by
tube sampling. the testing procedures are;
i). the specimen was Put on the base of a holder and set
the holder on the compression device.
ii). Drop down the compaction piston just before
specimen push the rod
iii). Read the strain rate
iv). begin the test.
Resume 20 % strain is reach or the load values begin to
decrease. Figure 11 shows a classification chart based on
clay content and activity. Activity = IP/ C (IP= plasticity
index, C= clay content). Figure 11. Shows a classification
chart based on clay content and activity. Activity = IP/ C
(IP= plasticity index, C= clay content) [21-23].
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Geosciences, vol. 2014, 2014. DOI:10.4236/ijg.2014.58070.
[2] M. Boraik, "The Sphinxes Avenue Excavations to the East
Bank of Luxor," in Sustainable Conservation and Urban
Regeneration,
ed:
Springer,
2018,
pp.
7-31
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-65274
-0_2.
[3] E. S. Hesham and I. Baller, "Changing Perspectives on
Responsible Heritage Site Management: The Case of Luxor
City, Egypt," História: Questões & Debates, vol. 66, pp.
141-165, 2018 DOI:10.5380/HIS.V66I1.57407Corpus ID:
165695890.

Figure 11. The classification chart is based on clay content and activity.

4. Conclusion and Recommendation
Sphinx Avenue was approximately semi-completely
covered by tons of Nile silty clays and recently
accumulated deposits. Construction was also built over
parts of it, such as churches, the People's Club, the old
police station, and others, which the project manager is
working to remove. Therefore, the first precautions that
shall be considered are the assessment of the surrounding
environmental factors so that the road does not face
deterioration and backfilling again. Parts of both sides of
the road should be removed so that the road and the city
level become one surface level. Tests using the scanning
electron microscope showed the presence of clay minerals
characterized by expansion properties. This is an
additional challenge, especially with the low level of the
road that can be converted into a waterway for the
expected torrents due to climatic changes. When
measuring the basic properties of six samples from six
sectors through the ram, confirm the presence of the
extending properties of the base soil. This is an additional
challenge. It is possible to get out of this study with a
recommendation, that the Sphinx Avenue and The Project
of Luxor; Open Museum shall be in one surface-level over
a good Infrastructure which match with sustainability and
climatic changes.
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Abstract The air-entry value (AEV) is a fundamental

parameter of the soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC).
AEV is the minimum matric suction value required for
entry of air into soil voids. The primary objective of this
research work is to assess the impact of geotechnical
index properties, swelling properties, mineral composition
on AEV of compacted heaving soils, and discuss how they
affect AEV. Soil properties were investigated through lab
tests such as grain size distribution (GSD), specific
gravity, Atterberg limits, linear shrinkage, free swell index,
free swell ratio, X-ray diffraction, compaction test, and
soil suction measurement. SWRC Fit program was used to
perform non-linear fitting of the SWCC based on models
VG, DB, FX, LN, and BL. Surface plot of data was used
to characterize the impact of soil properties on AEV. It
was observed that AEV is ranging from 10 kPa to 20.20
kPa, models DB and BL gives the best fitting SWCC. The
percent of smectite mineral exhibits a significant impact
on AEV. Swelling properties such as free swell index and
free swell ratio influence the AEV with a respective
determination coefficient of 85.72%, 88.68%. The
plasticity index, linear shrinkage, specific gravity, and dry
unit weight impact the AEV with a respective
determination coefficient of 95%, 95.45%, 90.43%,
94.29%. The fine-grained content, clay fraction, void ratio,
and water content influence the AEV with a respective
determination coefficient of 97.95%, 84.89%, 80%,

94.31%. The finer the soil, the higher the AEV. The
activity of clay and percent of illite mineral exhibit a
marginal effect on the AEV.

Keywords Air-entry Value, Soil-water Characteristic
Curve, Heaving Soils, Soil Parameters

1. Introduction and Background
Reference [1] defined the air-entry value (AEV) as the
matric suction value where the air begins to enter the
largest pores in the soil. The AEV is also called the
bubbling pressure. AEV is a significant parameter of the
SWCC. The SWCC describes the thermodynamic potential
of the pore water in the soil relative to free water as a
function of water fraction consumed by the soil material [2].
The SWCC plays a key role in non-saturated soil
mechanics, which is a new field of study with wide
applications in geotechnical engineering. Unsaturated soil
properties such as AEV, GSD, volume strain, shear stress,
water content in the pores at any suction can be determined
using the SWCC. The maximum pore size distribution
through all the soil body is commonly significant in AEV
estimation. The primary objective of this research work is to
assess the impact of geotechnical index properties, swelling
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properties, mineral composition on the AEV of compacted
heaving soils and discussed how they affect the AEV. Some
precedent investigations have been reported in the
literature. The review of the soil parameters that influence
the AEV cannot be dissociated from the soil properties that
affect the SWCC because the AEV is a feature of the
SWCC. Therefore, the parameters affecting the AEV and
the SWCC are mentioned in the literature review.
Reference [3] reported that the plasticity index (PI)
influences the SWCC. PI is an estimation of the capacity of
the water-holding of soil and impacts the shape of the
SWCC. Reference [4] assessed the factors that impact
SWCC utilizing a 15 bar pressure plate. It was discovered
that the SWCC is influenced by the PI. Another
investigation conducted by [5] shows that the PI can be
utilized to predict the SWCC and the AEV. Nonetheless,
these studies do not specify the type and the nature of the
correlation between PI and the AEV. Reference [6]
reported the impact of shrinkage on the AEV of heaving
soils. The analysis reveals that the AEV relies upon the
SWCC when the soil suction increases and the void ratio of
the shrinkage graph displays a significant impact on SWCC.
Besides, this study does not mention the nature and the type
of relationship between shrinkage and the AEV. Reference
[7] studied the SWCC of compacted heaving soils at the
various dry unit weights. The results revealed that the
shape of the SWCC relies upon the dry unit weight of the
specimen. The AEV of SWCC increases when the dry unit
weight increases. The study does not mention the type of
correlation between the AEV and the dry unit weight.
Reference [4] reported that the dry unit weight influences
the SWCC. Reference [10] examined the impact of dry unit
weight on the SWCC. The GSD of the sample was
analyzed utilizing a mercury porosimetry test to assess the
impact of the dry unit weight. It was discovered that the
SWCC of soil samples was significantly dependent on the
dry unit weight. However, [9] analyzed the impacts of
initial dry unit weight on the SWCC of loose soil utilizing a
pressure plate. The residual water content increases with
the augmentation of initial dry unit weight, and the initial
dry unit weight has marginal effects on AEV. Another
investigation conducted by [10] in the laboratory on the
drying and wetting SWCC for sandy soil with different dry
unit weight revealed that the SWCC is strongly dependent
on the dry unit weight of the soil sample. These studies
confirm the influence of the dry unit weight on the SWCC.
Even though the AEV is related to the SWCC and the dry
unit weight has marginal effects on AEV, investigate the
influence of the dry unit weight on the AEV of compacted
heaving soil is necessary.
Reference [3] predicted the SWCC using the GSD. Their
findings reported that the GSD of soil is related to the pore
size distribution and holds a strong relationship with the
SWCC. Reference [4] investigated the influence of GSD
on SWCC and reported that the SWCC depends on GSD.
Reference [11] reported that the behaviour of non-saturated

soil depends considerably on the GSD. Reference [5]
attempted to the prediction of the SWCC. The results
revealed that the GSD is a good predictor of the SWCC and
the AEV. These studies show that the GSD and the SWCC
are strongly related. The GSD defines the distribution of
the grains, and SWCC characterized the distribution of the
voids in the soil. Besides, the investigation of the impacts
of the GSD parameters such as coefficient of curvature,
coefficient of uniformity, clay content, and fine-grained
content on the AEV is essential. Reference [12]
investigated the impact of the initial amount of water and
void ratio on SWCC. It was observed that the initial
amount of water impacts the SWCC than the void ratio.
Reference [13] reported the impact of the initial void ratio
on the SWCC, specimens were set up in a modified
oedometer apparatus for non-saturated soils. The suction
was applied using a pressure plate. The AEV is found
inversely proportional to the void ratio. Another research
by [14] stated that the void ratio is one of the key
parameters that impact the SWCC. However, the initial
amount of water exhibits the best influence on the soil
structure that controls the SWCC. These studies do not
specify the type of correlation between the void ratio and
the AEV or SWCC.
Reference [12] studied the impact of the initial amount
of water on SWCC. It was observed that the initial amount
of water impacts the SWCC than the void ratio. Reference
[15] reviewed the factors impacting the SWCC. It was
discovered that the initial amount of water affects the
SWCC than the dry unit weight. Also, the impact of soil
properties on the SWCC depends on the type of soil.
Besides, further studies are required to measure the effect
of other soil parameters on the SWCC. Reference [14]
reported that the initial amount of water regularly has the
best impact on the SWCC. Reference [9] performed a
laboratory test to analyze the impact of water content on
the SWCC of compacted soil specimens. It was observed
that compacted soil specimen upon a higher initial amount
of water exhibits residual water content and a higher AEV.
Reference [16] studied the relationship between the
features of SWCC and the percent of smectite mineral
(PSM) in soil. The SWCC data is determined using three
fitting models: Brooks & Corey, Van Genuchten, Fredlund
& Xing. The findings revealed that the PSM influences the
SWCC parameters like the AEV. References [14,4]
reported that the soil mineralogy influences the SWCC.
Another study by [11] reported the influence of clay
mineral on non-saturated soil. The finding reveals that the
behaviour of non-saturated soil depends considerably on
the GSD and clay mineral. However, some studies do not
specify the type of clay mineral and the level of impact on
the AEV. Therefore, the influence of other clay minerals is
needed.
In engineering practice, the soil shear resistance is used
to examine the slope stability, bearing limit of foundation,
lateral pressure on earth-retaining structures. In
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non-saturated soils, the SWCC and AEV can be used for
the prediction of common soil properties and the shear
resistance.
The review of the literature reported that few research
works were conducted on the correlation between soil
properties and AEV of compacted heaving soils to assess
the impact of soil properties on AEV. The correlation
characteristics are not mentioned in some cases. Besides,
the impact on AEV of soil properties such as specific
gravity, free swell ratio, free swell index, and activity of
clay is not reported in the literature. Moreover, researchers
have focused their investigations mainly on soil properties
that influence the SWCC in developing predictive models
for SWCC using soil properties. AEV is an essential
parameter related to SWCC. Nevertheless, an investigation
of the impact of geotechnical properties, swelling
properties, and soil mineralogy on AEV of compacted
heaving soils is essential.

2. Testing Program
2.1. Sampling Locations
Soil samples are obtained by digging out from the site
across South Africa. Bloemfontein soils (BFS-A; BFS-B;
BFS-C); Winburg soils (WIS-A; WIS-B; WIS-C);
Welkom soils (WES-A; WES-B; WES-C). The GPS
coordinates are (BFS-A: 29°11′49.53"S; 26°12′ 52.55"E);
(BFS-B: 29°08′04.40"S; 26°15′58.10"E); (BFS-C:
29°06′48.20"S; 26°10′56.70"E). (WIS-A: 28°30′43.5" S;
27°00′12.8" E); (WIS-B: 28°30′ 59.8"S; 27°00′58.0"E);
(WIS-C: 28°31′08.00"S; 27°00′22.00"E). (WES-A:
27°57′51.8"S; 26°45′36.9"E); (WES-B: 28°00′12.10"S;
26°43′
52.30"E);
(WES-C:
27°58′15.10"S;
26°43′05.00"E).
2.2. Laboratory Investigations
To assess the physical and hydro-mechanical properties
of the soils, laid down protocols and standards found in
the literature were utilized: Linear shrinkage [17]; sieve
analysis [18]; hydrometer analysis [19]; specific gravity
[20]; Atterberg limits [21]; free swell index [22]; free
swell ratio [23]; X-ray diffraction technique [24]; Proctor
compaction test [25]; Soil suction measurement using
filter paper technique [26]; Soil-water characteristic curve
models: [27,28,1,29,30].
2.2.1. Linear Shrinkage
The linear shrinkage of soil specimen is the decrease in
length calculated as a proportion of the initial length of the
soil mass when the amount of water is reduced from the
liquid limit to an oven-dried state. After the one-point
liquid limit test (LL), the excess wet material was used to
fill the trough with no extra mixing. The number of blows
to close the channel was recorded for the last liquid limit
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measurement. The trough was filled up with material, put
in the oven, and dried overnight at a temperature of 105°C
until the shrinkage stopped. The number of blows of the
LL test, designated by (N); the linear shrinkage, denoted
by (Ls) is reported to the nearest 0.5% and determined
from Equation (1).
100

LS (%) = Shrinkage in mm as measured × �
0.8

�

1−0.008×N

2.2.2. Void Ratio

150

×

(1)

The void ratio denoted by (e) is assessed utilizing the
soil parameters as follows: the specific gravity (Gs), the
dry weight of water (γw ), and the dry unit weight of the
soil (γd ), and calculate from the following formula:
e = GS ×

γw
γd

2.2.3. Soil Suction Estimation

−1

(2)

Equation (3) of the calibration curve was obtained
through a calibration process of Whatman No 42 filter
paper making use of a solution of salt. The moisture
content inside the filter paper, designated by (Wf), was
evaluated utilizing Equation (4). After, the determined
moisture content value was put in Equation (3) to compute
soil suction. Compacted cylindrical soil specimens were
split into two parts with a width of 75 mm and a deepness
of 35 mm so that the soil specimen can be placed and
withdraw from the glass container without any problem.
The suction evaluation was performed utilizing the
Whatman No 42 filter paper (Ashless circles 70 mm
diameter Cat No 1442-070). Three filter papers (two
protectives and one for suction evaluation with 70 mm
diameter) were set between these two surfaces utilizing
tweezers for matric suction estimation. The two divided
parts of the specimen were joined utilizing electrical tape
and insert into a glass container. A plastic ring was put on
top of the specimen. The filter papers are set on top of the
plastic ring to gauge the total suction. The glass containers
were sealed, named, and put into a temperature regulatory
equipment at 25±1°C for a period of equilibrium of about
a month. Filter papers were oven-dried to expel moisture
and guarantee that a similar wetting way is followed for
each situation to prevent hysteresis effect. Moisture cans
were oven-dried at 105°C overnight. Filter paper moisture
content was estimated utilizing a 0.0001g readable
balance. The filter paper water content denoted by (Wf);
the mass of water in the filter paper, represented by (Mw);
and the mass of the filter paper, designated by (Mf). The
soil suction, denoted by (ψ) in kPa is given as:
log(ψ) = −0.0791 × Wf + 5.313
Wf =

Mw
Mf

× 100

(3)
(4)

2.3 Modeling of Soil-water Characteristic Curves
Many empirical, analytical, and statistical models were
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developed to fit the experimental data and describe the
SWCC. The measured volumetric water content values
obtained from the experiments were compared to the
predicted volumetric water content values, based on the
matric suction values obtained from the models proposed
by VG [27], DB [28], FX [1], LN [29] and BL [30]. SWCC
modal types are summarized in Table 1. In this research
work, the SWRC Fit program was used to perform the
non-linear fitting of SWCCs using the five models above
mentioned, estimate the fitting parameters, determination
coefficient, and Akaike information criterion (AIC).
SWRC Fit program utilizes a computation language GNU
Octave [30]. A logarithmic scale was used because of the
higher range of soil suction values. The AEV was
determined to fit the best-SWCC model. Soil suction
values were determined accurately at different moisture
content on compacted specimens using Whatman No 42
filter paper, other soil suction values by interpolating the
measured values.
Reference [27] developed a mathematical equation
model (VG) as a fitting equation for the SWCC that is
written in θ(ψ) functional form.
θ(ψ) = θr +

(θs −θr )

The SWCC model (DB) proposed by [28] is given in
Equation 6. The volumetric water content at any suction is
written in θ(ψ) functional form.
θ(ψ) = θr + w1 �

(θs −θr )

1+(α1 ψ)n1

�

+ (1 − w1 ) �

(θs −θr )

1+(α2 ψ)n2

�

m2

(6)

Reference [1] developed a mathematical equation model
(FX) as a fitting equation for SWCC that is written in θ(ψ)
functional form.
θ(ψ) = C(ψ)

θs

m
ψ n
�ln�e+� � ��
a

=�

ψ
Cr
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ln(1+ )

ln�1+�1+

Cr

��

ψ
�
ψm

(θs −θr ) ln�

θ(ψ) = θr + Q �

σ

(8)

�

Reference [30] developed a mathematical equation
model (BL) as a fitting equation for SWCC that is written
in θ(ψ) functional form.
θ(ψ) = θr + (θs − θr ) w1 Q ��
w1 )Q �

ψ
�
ψm1

ln�

ψ
�
ψm2

ln�

��

σ2

� + (1 −

σ1

(9)

Table 1. Soil-water characteristic curves modal types
References

Unimodal

Bimodal

[27]

VG

-

[28]

-

DB

[1]

FX

-

[29]

LN

-

[30]

-

BL

(5)

[1+(α ψ)n ]1−1/n

m1

Equation 8. The volumetric water content at any suction is
written in θ(ψ) functional form.

�

θs

ψ n
a

�ln�e+� � ��

m

(7)

The SWCC model (LN) proposed by [29] is given in

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Materials Properties
The material properties of soil samples used in this
research work are summarized in Table 2. BFS, WIS, WES
are fine-grained soil, more than 50% passed through sieve
No 200 (0,075mm). The linear shrinkage values of these
soils are > 5%. The activity of the clay values (Ac > 1), the
soils are not well graded because of the coefficient of
curvature (Cc >1). The liquid limit values of these soils are >
50%, above the 'A' line of the plasticity chart. These soils
exhibit high plasticity, shrinkage properties when drying,
swelling features upon wetting and are classified as (CH).

Table 2. Material properties
Plasticity
index
(%)

Linear
shrinkage
(%)

clay
(%)

Fine
(%)

Sand
(%)

Gravel
(%)

Activity of
clay
(Ac)

Coef
of
curvature
(Cc)

USCS

BFS-A

36.82

9.283

30.4

59.51

29.39

10.09

1.21

160

CH

BFS-B

38.25

8.933

32.2

61.82

29.49

8.38

1.19

150

CH

BFS-C

40.33

8.474

35.07

65.18

30.48

4.32

1.15

125

CH

WIS-A

42.48

7.693

34.03

67.52

26.8

4.85

1.25

105.88

CH

WIS-B

44.10

7.413

36.5

70.1

27.2

2.45

1.21

166.67

CH

WIS-C

47.04

6.973

39.73

74.78

23.98

1.21

1.18

113.04

CH

WES-A

49.87

6.123

40

73

23.5

2.56

1.25

90.90

CH

WES-B

53.36

5.723

48.31

78.11

18.71

1.98

1,13

43.33

CH

WES-C

56.68

5.383

55.25

82.98

15.92

1.10

1.03

13.33

CH

Soil
Designation

BFS

WIS

WES
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3.2. Hydro-mechanical Properties Analysis
Compaction is the solidification of soil and the
rearrangement of soil particles by driving out air void using
mechanical equipment. This technique is used to improve
soil strength in construction. The dry unit weight of the soil
is a reference parameter to determine the degree of
compaction. The results are summarized in Table 3. The
maximum dry unit weight (MDUW) values are of the order
of 15 kN/m3 to 18 kN/m3. The OWC values are within the
range of 20 % to 28 %, which is the range of low and high
plasticity clay. WES displays smaller values of MDUW
and higher values of OWC. WIS exhibits the mean values
of OWC and MDUW. BFS displays the higher values of
MDUW and smaller values of OWC. The matric suction
values are of the order of 671.89 kPa to 2021.82 kPa at
OWC. Some of the matric suction values are greater than
the maximum matric suction range of the pressure plate,
imperial college tensiometer, electrical conductivity sensor,
thermal conductivity sensor, and time domain
reflectometry limited at 1500 kPa. Therefore, the
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in-contact filter paper technique is selected. WES exhibits
the higher matric suction values, BFS the smaller matric
suction values, and WIS the mean matric suction values.
This can be clarified by the contrasts between the
fine-grained soils. When the fine-grained content increases,
the dry unit weight decreases, the OWC increases, and the
matric suction increases. The void ratio values derived
from Equation (2) are of other of 0.692 to 0.937. The
specific gravity values of soils across the area of
investigation are found to be relatively high, of the order of
2.65 to 2.83.
3.3. X-ray Diffraction Analysis
The results revealed that smectite is the most important
clay mineral in these soils. A limited quantity of illite and
trace of illite were found. Moreover, silica and the group of
feldspar minerals (plagioclase, k-feldspar) are the
predominant non-clay mineral. A little amount of calcite
and trace of calcite were found. The significant content in
smectite can explain the swelling features of these soils.

Table 3. Hydro-mechanical properties
Soil designation

BFS

WIS

WES

Samples

Optimum
water content
%

Maximum dry
unit weight
kN/m3

Specific gravity
(Gs)

Void ratio (e)

Matric suction
kPa

BFS-A

20.07

17.58

2.65

0.692

671.89

BFS-B

22.61

17.16

2.68

0.769

697.98

BFS-C

23.00

16.95

2.71

0.810

735.90

WIS-A

24.03

16.85

2.73

0.750

1199.35

WIS-B

24.58

16.71

2.76

0.810

2853.32

WIS-C

26.05

16.45

2.78

0.830

1328.33

WES-A

26.14

16.29

2.73

0.827

1778.65

WES-B

26.52

16.05

2.78

0.882

1903.16

WES-C

27.75

15.65

2.83

0.937

2021.82

Table 4. X-ray diffraction results
Soil designation
BFS-A
BFS

WIS

WES

Group of feldspar minerals

Smectite
(%)

Silica (%)

K-feldspar
(%)

Plagioclase
(%)

Illite
(%)

Calcite (%)

56.83

12.47

23.51

3.29

1.89

2.01

BFS-B

58

14

24.88

3.12

trace

trace

BFS-C

61.15

11.93

19.01

2.63

3.3

1.98

WIS-A

58.22

25.08

10.42

2.45

2.02

1.81

WIS-B

59.41

27.7

9.99

2.9

trace

trace

WIS-C

63.37

20.34

10.71

1.8

2.43

1.35

WES-A

67.05

19.98

10.66

2.31

trace

trace

WES-B

71.74

13.4

9.91

1.85

1.89

1.22

WES-C

76.21

11.69

8.57

1.25

1.14

1.18
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Table 5. Swelling potential assessment results
LL
(%)

Swelling potential
based on LL [31]

FSR

Swelling potential [23]

FSI
(%)

BFS-A

58.98

High

1.64

Moderate

64.31

Swelling potential
based on FSI
(IS 2720-40) [22]
Moderate

BFS-B

61.27

High

1.70

Moderate

66.66

Moderate

BFS-C

64.60

High

1.79

Moderate

70.19

Moderate

WIS-A

63.78

High

1.73

Moderate

81.37

Moderate

WIS-B

66.22

High

1.80

Moderate

84.66

Moderate

WIS-C

70.64

Very high

1.92

Moderate

90.30

Moderate

WES-A

69.45

High

2.20

High swelling

116.60

High swelling

WES-B

74.31

Very high

2.35

High swelling

124.60

High swelling

WES-C

78.94

Very high

2.50

High swelling

132.60

High swelling

Soil Designation

BFS

WIS

WES

Table 6. Air Entry Values (AEV)
AEV

Soil designation

Matric Suction
ψm(AEV) , KPa

Volumetric water content
θAEV

BFS-C

12.38

0.482

WIS-A

14.82

0.443

WIS-B

15.00

0.462

WIS-C

17

0.490

WES-A

16.13

0.526

WES-B

19.20

0.557

WES-C

20.20

0.588

BFS-A
BFS

WIS

WES

3.4. Swelling Properties

BFS-B

10

11.00

0.443

0.458

models found in the literature is described in paragraph 2.3.
The
SWCCs of BFS-A, BFS-B, and BFS-C are presented
The examination of the expansion potential is conducted
respectively
in Figures 1, 2 & 3. The SWCCs of WIS-A,
according to the swelling soil classification based on the
WIS-B,
and
WIS-C
are shown respectively in Figures 4, 5,
free swell index (FSI) following [22], free swell ratio (FSR)
&
6.
The
SWCCs
of
WES-A, WES-B, and WES-C are
as proposed by [23], and liquid limit (LL) as proposed by
presented
respectively
in Figures 7, 8, & 9. Model (BL)
[31]. The results of the examination of the swelling
developed
by
[30]
and
model
(DB) developed by [28] gives
characteristics are outlined in Table 5. The results revealed
the
best
fitting
suction
measurement
values than the model
that all samples display swelling features at different levels.
(FX)
by
[1],
model
(VG)
by
[27],
and
model (LN) by [29].
Furthermore, a few similitudes and discrepancies in
This
can
be
explained
by
the
fact
that
the
soils used in this
classification are observed. According to [23,22]
research
work
exhibit
a
bimodal
pore
structure. For a
classifications, WKS exhibits a high expansion potential,
bimodal
soil
specimen
with
a
bimodal
pore
structure, the
whereas BLS and WBS display a moderate expansion
bimodal
log-normal
distribution
model
(BL)
displays a
potential. Also, it can be observed that the [31]
similar
fitting
performance
to
that
of
(BD)
model.
However,
classification approach overestimates the expansion
models
(FX,
VG,
LN)
exhibit
the
best-fit
performance
for
potential. References [23,32,22] classification methods are
unimodal
pore
structure.
very similar and precise. These discrepancies can be
The SWCCs shown in Figures 2 to 10 are used to
explained by the differences in classification procedures.
determine
the matric suction values at AEV and the
Reference [31] classification is related to the LL and did
volumetric
water content at AEV. The results are
not assess proficiently the expansion potential since the LL
summarized
in Table 6. The matric suction values at AEV
represents the boundary between the liquid state and plastic
are
ranging
from
10 kPa to 20.20 kPa, and the volumetric
state. FSI and FSR classifications give a better assessment
water
contents
at
AEV are within the range of 0.443 to
of expansion potential compare with the LL classification.
0.588. WES yield the higher values of matric suction at
AEV, WIS exhibits the mean values of matric suction at
3.5. Soil-water Characteristic Curves
AEV, and BFS displays the smaller values of matric
The modeling procedure of the SWCCs using various suction at AEV. This can be explained by the fact that WES
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yields the higher values of clay content ranging from 40 %
to 55 %, WIS exhibits the mean values of clay content
ranging from 34.03 % to 39.73 %, and BFS the smaller
amount of clay content within the range of 30.40 % to
35.07 %. Reference [32] pointed out that fine-grained such
as silt and clay exhibits smaller pore and greater relative
surface area and presents a tendency to desaturate at a
slower rate. Also, soil compacted with an initial amount of
water gives a sample that has differences in GSD and soil
structure [33,32]. Moreover, an increase in compaction
effort implies an increase in dry unit weight and a decrease
in void ratio. Therefore, some differences in the SWCC of
the same compacted soil with different efforts are expected.
The fine fraction, the compaction effort, and the initial
amount of water influence the SWCCs. Reference [32]
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pointed out that soils with smaller particles such as silt and
clay are formed with smaller pore and greater relative
surface area and present a tendency to desaturate at a
slower rate. Also, soil compacted with an initial amount of
water gives a sample that exhibits differences in GSD and
soil structure [33,32]. Moreover, an increase in compaction
effort implies an increase in dry unit weight and a decrease
in void ratio. Therefore, some differences in the SWCC of
the same compacted soil with different efforts are expected.
The fine-grained fraction, the compaction effort, and the
initial amount of water influence the SWCCs. The fitting
parameters values of the models VG [27], DB [28], FX [1],
LN [29], and BL [30] used to obtain the best fitting SWCCs
for the soils BFS, WIS, and WES are respectively
summarized in Appendices A, B & C.

Figure 1. Soil-water characteristic curve for BFS-A as compacted
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Figure 2. Soil-water characteristic curve for BFS-B as compacted

Figure 3. Soil-water characteristic curve for BFS-C as compacted
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Figure 4. Soil-water characteristic curve for WIS-A as compacted

Figure 5. Soil-water characteristic curve for WIS-B as compacted
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Figure 6. Soil-water characteristic curve for WIS-C as compacted

Figure 7. Soil-water characteristic curve for WES-A as compacted

Civil Engineering and Architecture 9(1): 91-114, 2021

Figure 8. Soil-water characteristic curve for WES-B as compacted

Figure 9. Soil-water characteristic curve for WES-C as compacted
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3.6. Investigation of the Influences of the Soil
Properties on AEV
3.6.1. Analysis of the Correlation between AEV, Plasticity
Index and Linear Shrinkage
The correlation between the AEV, plasticity index and
linear shrinkage are presented in Figure 10. It can be
noticed that the AEV increments when the plasticity index
increments. The results can be clarified by the fact the
plasticity index increments with the augmentation of the
clay fraction. Additionally, the AEV increases with the
increment of voids in the soil. There is a solid linear
correlation between the AEV and the plasticity index. The
trend line equation is given by AEV= – 8.20 + 0.511*PI,
with a determination coefficient of 95%. These outcomes

concord with the research done by [3,4,5] that reported the
important influence of the plasticity index on the AEV in
SWCC. Moreover, it can be noticed that the AEV
decreases when the linear shrinkage increases. There is a
high strength correlation between the AEV and the linear
shrinkage. The straight trend line equation is given by
AEV= + 33.03 + 2.452*Ls, with a determination
coefficient of 95.45 %. These results are in line with the
investigation conducted by [6] that reported the significant
impact of the shrinkage on the AEV of heaving soils
without specification of the determination coefficient.
Colour patterns are used to represent the various range of
AEV in Figure 10. The surface plot shows a strong
correlation with marginal discrepancies.

Figure 10. 3D Surface plot AEV vs PI. LS as compacted
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3.6.2. Assessment of the Relationship between the AEV,
Specific Gravity and Dry Density
The interrelation between the AEV, specific gravity and
dry density are presented in Figure 11. It can be observed
that the AEV increases when the specific gravity increases.
There is a high strength correlation between the AEV and
the specific gravity. The mathematical statement of the
trend line is given by AEV= - 143.51 + 57.93*Gs, with a
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determination coefficient of 90.43%. Besides, it can be
observed that the AEV decreases when the dry density
increases. There is a high strength interrelation between the
AEV and the dry density. The trend line equation is
described by AEV= + 110.78 – 5.753*DD, with a
determination coefficient of 94.29%. The specific gravity
and the dry density exhibit a significant impact on the
intensity of the AEV of compacted heaving soils.

Figure 11. 3D Surface plot AEV vs Gs. Dry density as compacted
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3.6.3. Analysis of the Correlation between the AEV,
Coefficient of Curvature and Fine Content
The relationship between the AEV, coefficient of
curvature, and fine-grained content are presented in Figure
12. It can be observed that the AEV decreases when the
coefficient of curvature increments. There is a moderate
strength correlation between the AEV and the coefficient
of curvature. The trend line equation is described by AEV=
+ 21.263 – 0.0575*Cc with a determination coefficient of
73.16%. Therefore, the influence of the coefficient of
curvature on the magnitude of the AEV of compacted
heaving soils is not marginal. Further, it can be observed
that the AEV increases when the fine-grained (Silts &

Clays) fraction increases. There is a high strength
interrelation between the AEV and the fine-grained (Silts
& Clays) content. The mathematical statement of the trend
line is described by AEV= – 16.63 + 0.451*Fine(%), with a
determination coefficient of 97.95%. These results are
contribution to the investigation conducted by [3,4,11,5],
which reported the significant impact of the GSD on the
SWCC and the behavior of non-saturated soils. However,
no study on the influence of fine-grained content,
coefficient of curvature, and the AEV is mentioned.
Nonetheless, the local extremes observed in the surface
plot are induced by the discrepancies in correlations
between the AEV and the coefficient of curvature with a
determination coefficient smaller than 80%.

Figure 12. 3D Surface plot AEV vs Cc. Fine content as compacted
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3.6.4. Analysis of the Interralation between the AEV, Void
Ratio and Initial Water Content
The correlation between the AEV, void ratio and the
initial amount of water are presented in Figure 13. It can be
seen that the AEV increments when the void ratio
increments. There is a strong relationship between the void
ratio and the AEV. The trend equation is given by AEV= –
20.136 + 43.37*e, with a determination coefficient of 80%.
This can be explained by the fact that the bubbling pressure
is the soil moisture deficiency value where the air starts to
enter the voids. Besides, the increment of the void ratio
leads to soil desaturation and induce the augmentation of
the soil moisture deficiency. These results are a
contribution to the studies conducted by [12,14], which
stated that the void ratio impacts the SWCC but does not
give any information about the effect on AEV. Besides, the
results are not in line with the research by [13], which
reported that the AEV is inversely proportional to the void
ratio. Reference [13] studied do not specify the
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determination coefficient. These discrepancies can be
explained by the fact that in soil compacted at the OWC,
the reduction of voids can no longer be enhanced upon an
increment of water or energy of compaction. Moreover, it
can be observed that the AEV increases when the water
content increases. These results can be explained by the
fact that at the OWC, the maximum air void is reduced, and
the dry unit weight can no longer be enhanced upon the
addition of water. There is a strong correlation between the
AEV and the water content. The exponential trend line
equation is given by AEV= + 1.323*e0.0982*Wi, with a
determination coefficient of 94.31%. Therefore, the water
content influences the AEV of compacted heaving soils.
These results are a contribution to the studies previously
conducted by [12,15,14,9], which pointed out that water
content exhibits the best impact on SWCC. Besides, the
impact of water content on the AEV is not mentioned in
these studies.

Figure 13. 3D Surface plot AEV vs Void ratio. Wi as compacted
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3.6.5. Analysis of the Correlation between the AEV, Free
Swell Ratio (FSR) and Free Swell Index (FSI)
The interrelation between the AEV, FSR, and FSI are
presented in Figure 14. It can be noticed that AEV
increases when the FSR increases. There is a moderate
correlation between the AEV and the FSR. The
mathematical statement of the trend line is given by
AEV=- 4.46 + 9.96*FSR, with a determination coefficient
of 88.68%. Besides, it can be observed that the AEV

increases when the FSI increases. There is a strong
interrelation between the AEV and the FSI. The trend line
equation is described by AEV= + 3.539 + 0.125*FSI, with
a determination coefficient of 85.72%. The FSR and FSI
exhibit a significant influence on the intensity of the AEV
of compacted heaving soils. Therefore, the swelling
parameters and the AEV of compacted heaving soils are
related. The FSI and the FSR can be used to predict the
AEV.

Figure 14. 3D Surface plot AEV vs FSR. FSI as compacted
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3.6.6. Analysis of the Correlation between the AEV,
Smectite Content and Clay Content
The correlation between the AEV, smectite content and
clay content are presented in Figure 15. The AEV increases
when the smectite content increases. There is a good
relationship between the smectite content and the AEV.
The trend line equation is given by AEV=-13.823 +
0.455*PSM, with a determination coefficient of 80.61%.
These results are in line with the research conducted by
[16], which revealed that the smectite content influences
the AEV. Also, these results are a contribution to the
studies conducted by [14,11], which stated that the smectite
mineral content impacts the SWCC. But, the influence of
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smectite content on the AEV is not mentioned in these
studies. Moreover, to observe how the AEV and the clay
fraction are related, the type of correlation is presented in a
surface plot of AEV versus clay fraction using
experimental values. It can be seen that the AEV increases
when the clay content increases. These results can be
explained by the fact that when the clay content increase,
the soil becomes more desaturated, and the soil moisture
deficiency increases. There is a good correlation between
the AEV and the clay content. The trend line equation is
given by AEV= – 0.5412 + 0.40*Clay (%), with a
determination coefficient of 84.89%. Thus, the smectite
clay mineral and the clay content influence the AEV of
heaving soils.

Figure 15. 3D Surface plot AEV vs PSM. Clay as compacted
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Figure 16. 3D Surface plot AEV vs Ac. PIM as compacted

3.6.7. Analysis of the Correlation between the AEV,
Activity of Clay and Percent of Illite Mineral
The relationship between the AEV, the activity of clay,
and percent of illite mineral are shown in Figure 16. The
AEV decreases as the activity of clay increases and
exhibits a weak correlation. The mathematical statement
of the trend line is described by AEV= + 47.954 –
27.851*Ac, with a determination coefficient of 29.62 %.
However, the AEV decreases when the percent of illite
mineral increases. There is a weak interrelation between
the AEV and the percent of illite mineral. The trend line
equation is given by AEV= + 22.331 – 3.362*PIM, with a
determination coefficient of 32.65 %. Moreover, the local
extremes observed in the surface plot are induced by the
weak strength correlations, with a determination
coefficient smaller than 33% between the AEV, the
activity of clay, and percent of illite mineral. Thus, the
activity of clay and a non-swelling clay mineral such as
illite exhibits a marginal impact on the AEV of compacted
heaving soils.

4. Concluding Remarks and
Perspectives

The AEV is a fundamental factor of the SWCC in
unsaturated soil mechanics. In this paper, soil properties
are discussed in the context of how they affect the AEV of
compacted heaving soils. Among these factors, the
percent of smectite mineral exhibits a significant impact
on the AEV with a determination coefficient of 80.61%.
Swelling properties such as free swell ratio and free swell
index influence the AEV with a respective determination
coefficient of 85.72%, 88.68%. The plasticity index, linear
shrinkage, specific gravity, and dry unit weight impact the
AEV with a respective determination coefficient of 95%,
95.45%, 90.43%, 94.29%. The fine-grained content, clay
fraction, void ratio, and water content influence the AEV
with a respective determination coefficient of 97.95%,
84.89%, 80%, 94.31%. However, the activity of clay and
percent of illite mineral exhibit a marginal effect on the
AEV with a respective determination coefficient of
29.32 %, 32.65 %. The AEV is ranging from 10 kPa to
20.20 kPa, models DB and BL give the best fitting SWCC.
The outcomes of this research work can be used to
develop a model to predict the AEV in the SWCC of
compacted heaving soils.
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5. Notations
Ψ:

soil suction

θ:

volumetric water content

θr:

residual volumetric water content

θs:

saturated volumetric water content

α:

fitting parameter inversely related to soil suction

n:

Fitting parameter that affect the shape of the curve

w1

weighting factor for the subcurve

αi:
ni, mi:

scaling factor that determines the position of the maximum pore sizes,
dimensionless curve shape parameters

e:

Napier's constant

Cr:

an input value related to the residual suction which can be estimated at 1500 kPa for most cases

C(Ψ):

correction factor

a:

soil parameter related to the air entry of the soil

n:

soil parameter related to the rate of desaturation

m:

soil parameter related to the residual water content conditions
complementary cumulative normal distribution function defined
By Q(x) = 1- Ф(x) in which Ф(x) is a normalized form of the cumulative normal distribution function
standard deviation of the distribution

Q(x):
σ:
Ψm:

soil fitting parameter

σi:

standard deviation of the distribution

Ψmi:
2

R or R.sq:

soil fitting parameters
coefficient of determination

AIC:

Akaike Information Criterion

AEV:

Air-entry value

ASTM:

American Society for Testing and Material

BL:

Seki model of SWCC

BFS:

Bloemfontein soil

CH:

high plastic clay

Cc:

coefficient of curvature

DB:

Durner model of SWCC

FSR:

free swell ratio

FSI:

free swell index

FX:

Fredlund and Xing model of SWCC

GSD:
IS:
LN:
MDUW

grain size distribution
Indian Standards
Kosugi model of SWCC
Maximum dry unit weight

OWC:

optimum water content

PIM:

percent of illite mineral

PSM:

percent of smectite mineral

SWCC:

soil water characteristic curve

SANS:

South African National Standards

TMH:

Technical Method for Highways

USCS:

unified soil classification system

VG:

Van Genuchten model of SWCC

WES:

Welkom soil

WIB:

Winberg soil
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Appendices
Appendix A. SWCCs fitting parameters, BFS
BFS

Model
Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
BFS-A
Duner

Seki

Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
BFS-B
Duner

Seki

Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
BFS-C
Duner

Seki

Parameters
θs = 0.42989;
θr = 5.647 ∗ 10−6
α = 0.017725; n = 1.1659
θs = 0.46789;
θr = 1.8706 ∗ 10−7
ψm = 1584.9; σ = 3.6659
θs = 0.4649;
θr = 3.8109 ∗ 10−7
a = 1455.9; m = 2.4366
n = 0.46574
θs = 0.44745;
θr = 1.6822 ∗ 10−5
w1 = 0.22098;
α1 = 0.049397
n1 = 2.3851; α2 = 0.001225
n2 = 1.3945
θs = 0.44608;
θr = 7.2554 ∗ 10−6
w1 = 0.15043; ψm1 = 21.100
σ1 = 0.40657; ψm2 = 3608.7
σ2 = 2.2019
θs = 0.44658;
θr = 5.866 ∗ 10−6
α = 0.017062; n = 1.1659
θs = 0.48606;
θr = 1.9426 ∗ 10−7
ψm = 1646.5; σ = 3.6659
θs = 0.48295;
θr = 3.963 ∗ 10−7
a = 1512.4; m = 2.4366
n = 0.46574
θs = 0.46481;
θr = 1.7461 ∗ 10−5
w1 = 0.22098;
α1 = 0.047551
n1 = 2.3851; α2 = 0.0011793
n2 = 1.3945
θs = 0.46340;
θr = 1.8199 ∗ 10−6
w1 = 0.15047; ψm1 = 21.917
σ1 = 0.40629; ψm2 = 3746.0
σ2 = 2.2014
θs = 0.47085;
θr = 6.185 ∗ 10−6
α = 0.0161183; n = 1.1659
θs = 0.51247;
θr = 2.0482 ∗ 10−7
ψm = 1735.9; σ = 3.6659
θs = 0.50920;
θr = 4.181 ∗ 10−7
a = 1594.6; m = 2.4366
n = 0.46574
θs = 0.49008;
θr = 1.8397 ∗ 10−5
w1 = 0.22098;
α1 = 0.045100
n1 = 2.3851; α2 = 0.0011185
n2 = 1.3945
θs = 0.48859;
θr = 1.4799 ∗ 10−5
w1 = 0.15037; ψm1 = 23.104
σ1 = 0.40582; ψm2 = 3950.9
σ2 = 2.2023

R2

AIC

0.953

-90.30

0.9867

-106.43

0.9877

-105.46

0.99656

-118.08

0.99700

-119.81

0.9539

-89.313

0.9867

-105.4

0.98769

-104.47

0.99656

-117.05

0.9970

-118.82

0.9539

-87.937

0.9867

-104.06

0.9876

-103.10

0.9965

-115.68

0.997

-117.45
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Appendix B. SWCCs Fitting Parameters (WIS)
WIS

Model
Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
WIS-A
Duner

Seki

Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
WIS-B
Duner

Seki

Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
WIS-C
Duner

Seki

Parameters
θs = 0.44316;
θr = 2.1792 ∗ 10−5
α = 0.0065788; n = 1.2187
θs = 0.47419;
θr = 3.7343 ∗ 10−6
hm = 2543.8; σ = 3.3720
θs = 0.47205;
θr = 2.8037 ∗ 10−7
a = 7185.1; m = 3.6862
n = 0.47531
θs = 0.46594; θr = 0.12655
w1 = 0.50804;
α1 = 0.049893
n1 = 1.3857;
α2 = 4.3103 ∗ 10−4
n2 = 2.9135
θs = 0.46616; θr = 0.14876
w1 = 0.43478; ψm1 = 67.842
σ1 = 1.5890; ψm2 = 2780.2
σ2 = 0.65859
θs = 0.46010;
θr = 2.262 ∗ 10−5
α = 0.0063367; n = 1.2187
θs = 0.49231;
θr = 3.8773 ∗ 10−6
ψm = 2641.0; σ = 3.3720
θs = 0.49008;
θr = 2.9051 ∗ 10−7
a = 7459.7; m = 3.6862
n = 0.47531
θs = 0.48375; θr = 0.13139
w1 = 0.50804;
α1 = 0.048056
n1 = 1.3857;
α2 = 4.1517 ∗ 10−4
n2 = 2.9135
θs = 0.48397;θr = 0.15445
w1 = 0.43478; ψm1 = 70.434
σ1 = 1.5890;ψm2 = 2886.5
σ2 = 0.65859
θs = 0.49082;
θr = 2.413 ∗ 10−5
α = 0.0059401; n = 1.2187
θs = 0.52517;
θr = 4.1350 ∗ 10−6
ψm = 2817.3; σ = 3.3720
θs = 0.52280;
θr = 3.1027 ∗ 10−7
a = 7957.7; m = 3.6862
n = 0.47531
θs = 0.51604; θr = 0.14016
w1 = 0.50804;
α1 = 0.045049
n1 = 1.3857;
α2 = 3.8919 ∗ 10−4
n2 = 2.9135
θs = 0.51628; θr = 0.16476
w1 = 0.43478; ψm1 = 75.136
σ1 = 1.5890; ψm2 = 3079.2
σ2 = 0.65859

R2

AIC

0.9663

-93.442

0.9839

-103.05

0.98850

-105.42

0.99946

-141.11

0.99941

-139.94

0.9663

-92.467

0.9839

-102.07

0.9885

-104.45

0.99946

-140.14

0.99941

-138.96

0.9663

-90.786

0.9839

-100.39

0.9885

-102.77

0.99894

-138.46

0.99941

-137.28
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Appendix C. SWCCs Fitting Parameters (WES)
WES

Model
Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
WES-A

Duner

Seki

Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
WES-B

Duner

Seki

Van Genuchten
Kosugi

Fredlund and Xing
WES-C

Duner

Seki

Parameters
θs = 0.50894;
θr = 1.5927 ∗ 10−6
α = 0.0018093; n = 1.2824
θs = 0.56075;
θr = 1.9665 ∗ 10−7
ψm = 4171.4; σ = 3.4437
θs = 0.55326;
θr = 2.4283 ∗ 10−7
a = 1.3235 ∗ 10−4 ;
m = 3.9520
n = 0.49182
θs = 0.56265; θr = 0.10309
w1 = 0.25377;
α1 = 0.067191
n1 = 2.0389;
α2 = 4.9483 ∗ 10−4
n2 = 1.8006
θs = 0.56368; θr = 0.14911
w1 = 0.27315; ψm1 = 24.204
σ1 = 1.0285; ψm2 = 3380.7
σ2 = 1.0714
θs = 0.54456;
θr = 1.704 ∗ 10−5
α = 0.00116909; n = 1.2824
θs = 0.6000;
θr = 2.1042 ∗ 10−5
ψm = 4463.4; σ = 3.4437
θs = 0.59198;
θr = 2.5965 ∗ 10−6
a = 1.4162 ∗ 10+4 ;
m = 3.9520
n = 0.49182
θs = 0.60204; θr = 0.11030
w1 = 0.25377;
α1 = 0.062795
n1 = 2.0389;
α2 = 4.624 ∗ 10−4
n2 = 1.8006
θs = 0.60314;θr = 0.15954
w1 = 0.27315; ψm1 = 25.898
σ1 = 1.0284;ψm2 = 3617.4
σ2 = 1.0714
θs = 0.57852;
θr = 1.810 ∗ 10−5
α = 0.0015921; n = 1.2824
θs = 0.63741;
θr = 2.235 ∗ 10−5
ψm = 4740.4; σ = 3.4437
θs = 0.62889;
θr = 2.7598 ∗ 10−6
a = 1.5041 ∗ 10+4 ;
m = 3.9520
n = 0.49182
θs = 0.63957; θr = 0.11718
w1 = 0.25377;
α1 = 0.059125
n1 = 2.0389;
α2 = 43543 ∗ 10−4
n2 = 1.8006
θs = 0.64075;θr = 0.16949
w1 = 0.27315; ψm1 = 27.506
σ1 = 1.0285; ψm2 = 3841.9
σ2 = 1.0714

R2

AIC

0.9483

-85.438

0.9658

-90.794

0.97575

-93.263

0.99858

-126.12

0.99876

-127.89

0.9658

-89.035

0.9658

-89.035

0.97575

-91.504

0.99858

-124.36

0.9987

-126.13

0.9483

-82.106

0.9658

-87.462

0.97575

-89.931

0.99858

-122.79

0.99876

-124.55
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Abstract

This study tries to verify how the integration
of solar panels as a shading device can reduce indoor air
temperature. Two stages of the experiment have been
conducted, the first experiment compared the shadowing
performance of the solar panels placed parallel in front of
the window, while the second experiment compared the
shadowing performance of the solar panels placed 45
degrees on the top edge of the window with the panels
aligned in front of the window. Two models of similar
buildings have been built; to see how much influence the
location of solar panels as a shading device, the surface
temperature of the glass and indoor air temperature were
measured using temperature and humidity data loggers.
The measurement results of the first experiment showed
that compared to a model without solar panels, especially
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., significantly decreased by an average
of 2.5°C and 0.6°C consecutively to the glass surface
temperatures and the indoor air temperatures. In the second
experiment, the comparison of shadowing performance
between solar panels placed parallel in front of the window
with panels placed tilted 45 degrees indicates that
especially for windows on the East side the use of solar
panels placed parallel in front of the window is more
potential. This result also has the potential to become a
renewable energy source, but further research is still
needed, especially regarding solar panel electricity
production capacity.

Keywords

Solar Panel, Shading Devices, Indoor Air
Temperature, Thermal Comfort

1. Introduction
Hot air and high humidity are the main problems faced
by buildings in humid tropical climates. This condition is
the main cause of discomfort in the occupancy space in
the building. Increasing the average air temperature due to
climate change must be anticipated more seriously, which
causes excessive heating in the space in a building. The
greater the increase in air temperature in the room the
greater the energy needed for cooling. This problem is
exacerbated by the increasingly limited sources of
non-renewable energy from fossils and the price is
increasingly expensive. Therefore, using this energy
efficiently and economically becomes a central issue of
the world today, and seeks to find other energy
alternatives and efforts to economize energy; including of
course in the building construction sector [1].
About 40% of energy is consumed to be used as indoor
air cooling in office buildings and housing. Especially
when a building is designed regardless of the site and
environmental conditions of the surrounding location,
using inappropriate building materials, not using shading
to avoid direct sunlight, all this will increase energy
consumption. Understandably, the average building in a
humid tropical climate is faced with the problem of how
to achieve and maintain comfortable indoor conditions
where air temperature and humidity can be controlled.
Passive cooling is one strategy for energy-efficient
buildings that are needed for cooling buildings in humid
tropical climates. Several passive cooling strategies can be
applied in our climate in Indonesia, the most popular and
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widely known are comfort ventilation. This technique will
be better applied with shading techniques in areas of walls
and windows that are exposed to direct sunlight. The use
of shading functions as a "barrier" against direct heating
of the walls or windows of the building. The application
of shading devices can be an enhancer of the aesthetic
facade of the building.
Indonesia's astronomical location located on the equator
affects the magnitude and intensity of solar radiation in
the building as a whole, especially in openings or
transparent fields such as windows. Thus, the application
of shading devices on windows or other wall surfaces is
interesting to study, especially the integration of solar
panels as shading devices and their effect on decreasing
internal room temperature; also a system for producing
renewable energy is an important object. This is because
the benefits of integrating solar panels into shading device
systems and renewable energy sources that can be used
for housing needs will provide many benefits. Solar
panels can produce electricity that can be used for
household needs. The solar panel will function as an
element of the shading device that protects and
overshadows the window from direct solar radiation so
that it can be called direct sunlight protection on windows
or other openings. The position and dimensions of panel
construction require in-depth research, especially the
effect on decreasing indoor temperature.
Research on solar heating control and shading devices
is very important when architects and designers want to
build homes that are both energy efficient and thermally
comfortable. There are several studies of shading devices
such as those by Ahmed et al. [2] who concluded that the
use of permanent shading devices can improve thermal
performance in office space. Whereas Barbara Matusiak
[3] has conducted a study of permanent shading devices
and proposed a design method for permanent exterior
shading devices, Dubois [4] explained the results of her
research that a method determines imaging devices. These
studies are carried out in temperate climates and certainly
different if applied in a humid tropical climate. Whereas
Chia-Peng [5] reported that imaging devices in
architectural design can control the level of lighting with
natural lighting, while Carmody [6] researched with
commercial building objects.
Research by Lee et al. [7] and Yao et al. [8] concluded
that shading device systems, especially from the economic
aspects of buildings and their operational systems, can
save energy significantly. The European Commission [9]
in the Thermie program published a shading system for
climate in Europe; thus, references that are suitable for the
Southeast Asian climate are still very limited and even

similar studies have not been published to date. Research
on materials, typology, and orientation of shading devices
have been carried out by Gutierez [10] who concluded
that experimental studies conducted were very useful for
building shading design databases. External shade devices
to maximize visual appearance and performance in terms
of natural lighting have been carried out by Kim et al. [11].
Similarly, the results of research from Hien et al. [12] and
Corrado et al. [13] reported an analysis of several
important influences of shading tools outside of natural
lighting and ventilation. Rosencrantz [14] in his doctoral
thesis study reported that evaluating through measuring
and simulating the performance of windows and shading
devices contributed significantly to energy efficiency.
Research on shading devices was carried out by
researcher Lu et al. [15] which used a simple light sensor
to obtain a smart shading device system. Pablo la Roche
[16] proposed a smart passive system to achieve
carbon-neutral buildings or zero-emission buildings. He
also researched in 2005 on the effects of a combination of
smart shading devices and ventilation for thermal comfort.
One of the researchers who produced many publications
in intelligent control was Selkowitz [17-19] especially in
the automation of shading devices and smart glass for
natural lighting control. Buhagiar et al. [20] strengthened
the results of Selkowitz's research primarily for
application to the Mediterranean climate.
Gaur et al. [21] and MacKay [22] reported their
research on the performance of solar panels and informed
that in locations with full sunlight, the benefits of solar
panels are 10 W/m2; where [21] more broadly examined
several different solar cells. The use of solar panels in
Indonesia has great potential because it is more efficient
and more affordable by taking advantage of economic and
environmental benefits, as studied by [23] who used solar
panels to power water pumps for daily needs.
So far and rarely have there been references to the
thermal performance of shading devices using solar panels
applied to windows in general as described above. In
connection with these limitations, the initiator formulated
the main problem of this study to examine the effect of
shading from integrated solar panels on the windows of a
house building.

2. Materials and Methods
This study was conducted in Manado in the North
Sulawesi province of Indonesia, which is located at
1.4583° North Latitude and 124.8260° East Longitude, as
shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Indonesia’s map

The climatic condition of Manado

The city of Manado is influenced by a humid tropical
climate with an average temperature of 29.10°C in
October and the coldest month is January with an average
temperature of 26.90°C. In general, the temperature
difference between the warmest and coldest months is not
very large. November-March is the rainy season period
with the largest average rainfall occurring in January (465
mm). Daily and monthly temperature amplitude is small.
Average high relative humidity ranges from 64% in
October and 81% in January and March, as shown in Fig.
2.
Two similar test cells were constructed with a length of

1.00 m, a width of 1.00 m, and a height of 1.85 m. The
walls of the two test cells were made of the unpainted
wood multiplex. The roof is made of corrugated
galvanized zinc sheet with a surface area of 2.60 m2. Each
test cell has two windows measuring 25 × 50 cm with a
window sill 70 cm above ground level, located on the
right and left (East and West sides). One of the windows
on the Eastside was fitted with 2 mm glass panes while
the window on the Westside had no panes and was left
open.
For this purpose, two stages of experimentation have
been carried out. In the first experiment, a comparison
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was made between a model that has solar panels and a
model without solar panels. One of the windows of both
models is fitted with glass resembling a transparent glass
window.
In the East window, solar panels are installed as
shading devices with a distance of 10 cm parallel to the
glass field. The test cell has an attic that has ventilation
holes for 20% of the attic area. The two test cells were
placed in a courtyard that allowed as much direct sunlight
as possible in the morning, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

A polycrystalline 20 WP solar panel was used, it
weighs 2.3 kg, has a dimension of 485 x 360 x 25 mm,
has a production tolerance of 0-3%, a maximum power
current of 1.08 A, and a maximum power voltage of 18.5
V, and loads mechanically tested 2,400 Psi. Measurements
were made to examine the effect of solar panel placement
as a shading device using data loggers RC4-HC which
measures the air temperature and relative humidity of the
room and glass surface of the model that is not fitted with
solar panels or models with solar panels. For each model,
a thermohygrometer data logger was placed in the test cell
to record the temperature and relative humidity of the
indoor air, and another data logger was placed and
mounted on the glass surface to measure and record the
surface temperature of the glass windows. Measurements
were taken for 2 weeks each in August and October
during sunny weather. Because the amplitude of daily and
monthly temperatures for a year is small; it can be
assumed that the measurements at that time are acceptable
and representative.
The use of flexible solar panels will provide flexibility
in designing various forms of shading devices. This will
be very favored by architects and designs in integrating
aesthetic shading devices as well as useful as an
alternative energy source, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3. In the first experiment, two models have been built which one
installed solar panels parallel to the window and the other not

Figure 5. The flexible solar panels are easier to apply as any form of
shading devices
Figure 4. In the second experiment, two models were built, one fitted
with a window-aligned solar panel and the other fitted with a solar panel
with a 45° slope

3. Results and Discussion

In the second experiment, a comparison of the position
of solar panels on the windows was placed on both
models. One model is fitted with parallel solar panels
while the other model is fitted with solar panels on top of
the window with a slope of 45 degrees, as shown in Fig. 4.

Measurements carried out sequentially for two weeks
showed that the indoor air temperature in the glass
window was protected by solar panels, from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m., always lower than the indoor air temperature on
models without solar panels, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the indoor air temperatures and its relative humidity between a model with solar panels and without solar panel for two
weeks

Figure 7. Comparison of glass surface temperatures between a model with a solar panel and without solar panel for two weeks

Indoor air temperature is very dependent on many
parameters such as weather conditions at the same time;
so that the curve of indoor air temperature always
fluctuates according to weather conditions. While relative
humidity fluctuates according to air temperature. The
lowest room air temperature is 24.8°C, and the highest is
38.1°C; with the relative humidity respectively of 84.8%
and 47.8%.

This is also the case with Figure 7, which shows the
comparison of the glass surface temperature between the
window model covered by the solar panel and not. In
general, the surface temperature of the window glass
covered by the panel is always lower than the temperature
of the glass surface that is not covered. During the
measurement time, the lowest temperature of the glass
surface is 21.6°C, and the highest is 48.7°C.
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The average difference in indoor air temperature and
the glass surface is 0.6°C and 2.5°C respectively, where
indoor air temperature from a window with a solar panel
is always lower than without a solar panel. The biggest
difference in indoor air temperature between the two
models occurred at 7.40 a.m. at 3.1°C and gradually
declined until 11 a.m., indicating that the position of the
solar panels placed in the east window will always be

effective to withstand heat from direct sunlight when the
morning. At the same time, this also applies to the
comparison of the surface temperature of the glass
between the models on which the windows are fitted with
solar panels and those that don't; the temperature
difference is around 17.6°C at the same time as mentioned
above, as shown in Fig. 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Comparison of indoor air temperature and humidity between a model with a solar panel and a model without solar panel

Figure 9. Comparison of glass surface temperature and humidity between the model with a solar panel and model without solar panel
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The glass surface temperatures are very different, they
gradually decrease until 11 p.m. At night the glass surface
temperature difference is not too much even the same.
Overall it shows that the use of solar panels as an effective
shading device to reduce indoor air temperature as well as
an alternative energy source. Battery charging is effective
at these hours, from 7 to 11 a.m.
The second experiment where the comparison of solar
panel performance with parallel position and tilt position
of 45 degrees. It is observed that the surface temperature
of the glass from the model with solar panels that are
placed parallel windows is always hotter in the morning
while in the afternoon until the afternoon it is always
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colder. The position of the window facing east has a
significant influence on the temperature curve of the glass
surface. Thus this will greatly affect the indoor
temperature where the same pattern of models with
parallel solar panels will be hotter in the morning while in
the afternoon until the afternoon is colder. This can be
seen more clearly by taking one day only as shown in the
chart below.
Solar panels placed tilted in front of glass windows give
the effect of lower temperatures or less than the influence
of parallel panels, while parallel panels cause the surface
temperature of the glass to rise larger until 10 a.m.

Figure 10. Comparison of the temperature of the glass surface of the model with solar panels placed parallel and tilted on the front of the window on
the Eastside

Figure 11. Comparison of indoor temperature due to laying of parallel and tilted solar panels on windows on the Eastside
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The indoor air temperature on the model with solar
panels placed parallel in front of the windows on the
Eastside will have a better influence compared to the
model that use tilted solar panels. This can be seen in
figure 11 where the air temperature of the indoor increases
only in the morning i.e. at 7-10 in the remaining hours
lower or equal to the indoor air temperatures of the model
whose solar panels are placed tilted on the window face.
Thus we can conclude that the model of laying solar
panels on windows on the Eastside preferably in a parallel
position closes the surface of the window hole.

4. Conclusions
The use of solar panels placed in front of glass windows
as shading devices has shown their usefulness, where in
general, room air temperature is always lower than models
that do not use solar panels. Especially during the day, the
advantage of using double layers is that room
temperatures are lower at an average of 0.6 °C. This gives
confidence that this system can be applied to buildings in
North Sulawesi, even Indonesia.
Lowering the temperature of the glass surface, in turn,
allows a decrease in the indoor air temperature during the
day. The glass surface temperature of the model with solar
panels on the windows is always lower by an average of
2.5°C than on a model without it. The comparison
between the model and the parallel solar panel window
with the panel that tilts 45 degrees gives the conclusion
that for the position of the window located on the East
side put the solar panel parallel to the window is better
than the panel with the inclined position.
The use of solar panels installed on the glass window as
shading devices can be used as one of the passive cooling
strategies in buildings. In addition to these benefits, the
system can also be a source of renewable energy
production that can be utilized for internal needs. Further
research needed is the model and layout of solar panels as
the most optimal and appropriate shading device.
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Abstract
This article discusses the effects of
globalization on architecture and concentrates on a case
study which is Girne-North Cyprus. It outlines
globalization's impact on architecture and interior design in
Girne, including the method in which the architecture is
transformed in the process of globalization. This article
shows the impact of the rapidly growing construction
sector, particularly in the form of mass housing, in the
carefully considered and natural re-identification and
changing the meaning of places. The study has been limited
to Girne's city as an example of what is happening in
Northern Cyprus. The impact of globalization on the local
built environment was investigated through reviewing the
literature on the construction sector in North Cyprus. The
problem of globalization's effects on identity in the world
has become present significantly in Girne's city through the
global architectural and design style that is being added to
the urban, architectural, and interior design of the city. The
development associated with globalization and its
mechanisms contributed to bridging this gap. It can be
concluded that the existing situation was mass housing and
construction companies that are being introduced to the
city will increase the urban growth and development of the
Girne. However, this development will directly reflect on
the architectural and urban form of the city negatively. If
the same attitudes keep developing, even more, the city's
identity will be lost.
Keywords

Globalization, Architecture,
Environment, Design Identity, Interior Design

Built

1. Introduction
Any country's national identity is directly connected
with its architecture and design style. The choices made
through the politics and regulations will impact the
country's architectural identity, and this impact can be
observed in the changes that are being made to the
architectural textile of its cities. Making decisions that
affect and change a city's architectural and design identity
has always been a controversial topic as if there is a need to
follow the global trend or keep the architectural and design
identity and heritage[1].
We live in a time where rapid urbanization is a dominant
factor in shaping the cities we live in, and these changes are
affecting cities as a whole, from infrastructure to the
interior design of the city's buildings[2]. These days we can
see how globalization extended around the world in the last
several decades and has come to be an initial discussion
and research subject in many articles, books, and
conferences. Globalization has made a revelation in the
world, and it has made changes in many aspects.
Globalizations are creating a universal taste and acceptance
of new things from all over the world, in terms of food,
clothing, transportation, and constructing materials and
shapes. Therefore, globalization has transformed all
aspects of economic, political, society, social, and
architecture[3].
People's lives are surrounded by culture, buildings, and
urban life connected with the built environment and
transportation system. Therefore, architecture is considered
as the main component that reflects the civilization and
development in a society. Over the last few centuries,
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architecture has developed since the industrial revolution
started to change in the time of globalization[4].
At this time, we can see many architects working hard to
be international architects by designing and building
international buildings and using the same style worldwide.
Using the international form in architecture, we can say
that we will have a global unity, so the architects make
many transformations on local architecture, like building
skyscrapers and global cities. There are many examples of
this transformation by architects like Peter Eisenman, Zaha
Hadid, Rem Koolhaas, and global cities like New York,
Toronto, Dubai, and Tokyo. Therefore, with a focus on
architecture and interior design, there is an international
understanding that architecture and design create each
city's unique skyline. Its positivity or negativity impacts a
city's architectural, interior design, and urban identity [5].
In this article, the impact of globalization on the
architecture, interior design, and urban identity of GirneCyprus is being discussed by presenting previous research
and generating general conclusion from the new
architectural and interior design styles that are being
introduced to the city, which may lead to the loss of the
architectural identity of the city. This article aims to open
up discussions on the future of architecture and interior
design in Girne.

2. Research Problem
North Cyprus has experienced rapid growth in the
construction industry during and after 2002 due to
political developments and regulations (see Figure
1&2)[6]. This growth brought several architectural and
interior design styles through international construction
companies. The research problem is to show how
globalization is changing place identity into new forms.
Identity is one of the essential aims for the future of a
pleasant environment. People feel that some part of the
environment belongs to them individually and
communally, and some portions for which they care are
responsible.

Figure 2.
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Housing construction in the Girne region per year[8].

Like other Middle East countries, Cyprus started to
receive a significant inflow of international ideas that are
different from its local architectural and design heritage.
Middle East countries were interested in practicing
Modernism, for it gave them a fresh visual start,
Harmonious with these new mental patterns. Due to the
increase in using international styles, the traditional
architecture in north Cyprus is ignored and disregarded,
leading to a significant design and urban identity crisis[9].
Girne's city attracts many foreign investors and
construction companies to buy and develop the land into
mass housing projects (see Figure 03)[8]. This attitude is
consuming the land of the city and changing the design and
urban identity of Girne. Therefore, this issue was studied to
propose suggestions that would help conserve the
architecture, interior design, and urban identity of the city.

Figure 3.

Urban Sprawl of mass construction in the City of Girne [10].

3. Literature Review
3.1. An Overview of Girne-Cyprus

Figure 1. Buildings Constructed between 2000 and 2007[7].

North Cyprus is located at the intersection of three
continents, and it is in the furthest East in the
Mediterranean and far from Turkey, just 40 miles. These
are many stories about the founders of Girne city (North
Cyprus, 2020). It was said that Achaeans established the
city of Girne when they came from the Peloponnese
around the 10th Century BC, and others say that the
Phoenicians founded it around the 9th Century BC[11].
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In the 7th Century, the Byzantines protected Girne city,
and they built the original Kyrenia Castle, which was
extended by the Lusignans [11]. Under the Ottomans
Empire, Girne stayed a secondary port. The British made
a harbor and seaport, which made Girne a resting place, so
the town became a resting place for ex-patriots and their
families[11].
One can notice the many cultures and societies that
lived and still live in North Cyprus, and this gave it
multiple styles of architecture, but the most shown
architectural style is from the Ottomans and the British
colonies.
3.2. An Overview of Globalization
The human knew at the end of the last century new
terms and concepts in politics, economy, and ideology,
and these terms made the human mind facing difficulties
meditate in it, which make it challenging to make it
understood[13]. The term "Globalization" is one of the
latest terms that have been defined by societies, which
took attention from many researchers and thinkers trying
to develop and explain the meaning of this term. Despite
these attempts, the concept still has ambiguity as a
problematic issue and an argument subject among people
worldwide. Perhaps the reason for this difference as some
see it because of the capacity of expressions in word and
confusing concepts like planetary and global,
international[13].
The urban areas of North Cyprus are going through
massive changes and development, such as the addition of
mass housing projects that are being expanded in the
region[7]. These mass housing projects are being
established not only in North Cyprus but all around the
world. Unfortunately, this mass building process is
changing the architectural and design identity of the
country, which influenced the identity of the cities. Also,
socio-cultural, social, physical changes in the city's context
can change the fashion and lifestyle of the people[7].
Through the past decades, several cities' urban identity
has been changing due to several reasons[7]. One of the
important reasons that impact the architectural and design
identity is the global construction industry and relying on
importing building materials and construction styles that
would drastically change the place identity.
Globalization is considered a discussion of the
knowledge that improves awareness of the connections
between different life scales [14]. According to the United
Nations, globalization might be defined as a set of social,
economic, technological, political, and cultural structures
and methods appearing from the production's changing
elements [14]. The different definitions highlight the
different perspectives of globalization between the
government, corporations, and individuals[15]. However,
globalization has several impacts and sectors ranging from
economic aspects, technological aspects, political aspects,

and cultural aspects that may be intimately mixed. These
aspects are essential factors of an individual's quality of
life[16]. One can understand from the previous definitions
that globalization has a part and aspects related to it. We
can consider that globalization aspects are divided into
economics, politics, and the environmental and
architectural character.

4. Research Methods
This article's main aim is to discuss the impact of
globalization on the architectural and design style in
Girne-Cyprus. The information used in this article is
obtained from articles and databases about the same issue.
The article's methodology consisted of analyzing the urban
sprawl and the new architectural and design styles that are
replacing the traditional urban identity of Girne. Kyrenia
(Girne) is facing a massive problem with the urban sprawl
due to mass housing projects with the recent interest of
international students coming and living in it for studying
in several higher education institutions located in Girne and
around North Cyprus. The methodology followed in this
research is to document and observe the changes that are
happening to Girne's identity.
The importance of this study is to increase awareness
and strengthen the cultural identity of architecture and
design that highlights the identity as a unique feature,
regardless of the used architectural style. One can
understand globalization's effects by observing how the
new buildings are expanding and taking away the
traditional local building.
4.1. Aspects of Globalization Impacting Girne
4.1.1. Economic Aspect
According to Brady, Beckfield, and Seeleib-Kaiser[17],
economic globalization results from many reasons; the first
one is about the large extending of modern production
technologies around the world. Therefore, making the
production corporations sure that the product is being sold
everywhere, and that makes productions across the borders
between countries, makes the world like an open market.
The second reason is extending manufacturing branches
worldwide by the same brand name with considering the
costs of labor and producing the same quality everywhere.
Finally, the trade limits will disappear because of economic
globalization, allowing corporations to cross the national
borders between countries[17].
Economic globalization can be observed in Girne in
several places like downtown, main streets, and industrial
areas. Economic globalization can be observed through the
presence of international brands of clothes (Levis, United
Colors of Benetton), sports equipment (Adidas, Nike),
restaurants (Shooters, Gloria Jean's), and even car brands
(Mercedes, Peugeot, Suzuki). This shows how these
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corporations are extending and expanding in Girne, and it
is opening the way for other corporations to be added to the
city's urban context. The economic aspect of globalization
is affecting Girne's architecture by bringing International
corporations to it, and most of these corporations have their
building style, so by these different brands and
corporations [9].
4.1.2. Political Aspect
According to the United Nations, political globalization
is the invention of an international government that
manages the relationships between the world nations and
ensures the rights which come from social and economic
globalization[14]. One of the results of political
globalization is open trade policies. This can be seen in
Girne through the regulations that make starting a business
or buying a property process less complicated. This shows
that these regulations protect foreigners' ownership, even if
it is affecting the urban identity[18].
The political aspect of globalization can be observed in
Girne from some regulations, which allow for foreigners
to buy and have the ownership of properties in Northern
Cyprus and these people are making some changes in their
houses or building according to several styles and
identities, and this creates different and international
styles of architecture in Girne.

3.
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down traditional residential buildings to create space
for more commercial buildings
The new buildings introduced are out of scale and
different from traditional buildings in terms of size,
height, and form[12].

Also, previous research has found that new mass
housing units that are being added to the Girne's land are
going into modifications to be more adaptive to the city's
original design identity. Those changes are in the form of
increasing clear views and transparency amongst the
indoor spaces and increasing transparency between the
indoor and outdoor spaces to emphasize open space as it
relates to the traditional buildings in Cyprus where had the
concept of the open courtyard (see Figure 04)[8]. Moreover,
enclosing the space in front of the entrance and Enclosing
the balcony to have more privacy[8]. Furthermore, it was
found that people tend to enlarge the balcony on the upper
floor to have better views and divide the living room into
two subspaces to have better privacy if the owner has
guests[8].

4.1.3. The Environmental and Architectural Aspect
The built environment is concerned about all the
surrounding space around the people, and its focus on the
relationship between humans and the environment
(Butterworth, 2000). According to Mart and Alier [19],
most of the environment's problems because of the
international corporations because these corporations do
not consider the ecological aspects of the environment
during the production process[19].
During history, one can understand how architecture has
played leading roles in human development, which we can
see now as developed cities[20]. In the ancient
communities, we can see the harmony between the social
environment and the built environment. Still, nowadays, in
the time of globalization, we can see significant opposition
between the social environment and the cities in which
humans made it [21]. Because of the globalized trend,
communication, transportation, and information, we can
see how these globalized elements affected urban planning
and architectural design by making them like each other
more and more[21]. The globalization effect of Girne's
urban context can be observed through:
1. The unqualified spacing between buildings, Lack of
space from the buildings to the road is due to the new
building style that is being created to make use of the
land as possible instead of thinking of the building's
surroundings.
2. Conversion of traditional buildings to other uses
different from the original purpose, such as tearing

Figure 4.
Cyprus[12]

New Architectural Styles Spreading throughout North

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Through analyzing the controversies surrounding the
architectural and design identity of Girne City, this study
shows that the international new construction sector that
emerged to Girne, along with the open mass housing that
drives the production of new and global architectural and
design projects in Girne city. The problem between being
open to the emerging architectural and design styles and
global consumerism will lead to creating a new
architectural and design fabric of Girne city and losing the
unique architecture and design from the past. The case
study of Girne city disseminates the rationale search for
global attention to Girne's city at the expense of the
traditional architecture, as well as its mixed consequences
and effects on local cultural elements.
After discussing some of the globalization aspects,
which are economic, political, and environmental ad
architectural, from Girne's perspective, we can observe that
Girne is slowly being affected by globalization. These
changes can be observed in the new architectural styles that
are being introduced to the city (see figure 01). We can
understand that each aspect of globalization is affecting the
architecture in Girne in some way. Still, the result is almost
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the same in each element, and the result is affecting the
architectural style and the place identity.
The argument of this article is in line with previous
research, which found that the new construction types that
are being newly added to the urban context of the city are
not as accepted by the community, and it is believed that is
changing the urban identity of the city[22].
Also, it was found the global tourism, which is targeting
Girne city, is negatively impacting the city were previous
research found that there are significant differences
between the city's historic architectural and urban identity
and the newly developed areas where new construction
styles are being added to the city[12].
In this research, we have examined the critical topic of
the impact of globalization on the architectural and urban
heritage of the city of Girne in Northern Cyprus, which has
recently gained lots of interest due to its prominent location
as a tourist destination, higher education destination, and
investment destination for construction companies. In the
globalization era we are currently living in, large varieties
of new construction and architectural styles are being
added to the city rapidly, and within them lay substantial
changes and patterns that are being added to the city's
fabric [23]. Hence, this can be seen in the out of context
design and architecture that can be observed throughout the
city. In this review of existing research, it was found that
this attitude toward globalizing the city's architectural and
urban style is negatively impacting the city's urban and
architectural identity, and it will make the city lose its
identity over the years to come. Having such information
earlier would leverage the local business and government
to regulate mass housing and building to keep the place
identity, making Girne a unique place to live, work, visit,
or study in.
The impact of globalization in relation to the
architectural and the urban style of Girne was discussed in
this article. Girne city was presented in this research as a
case study of a bigger problem that may be reflected in
several cities around the world, and it has been studied as a
case study to refer to the topic of globalization's impact on
urban form. It can be concluded that the existing situation
was mass housing and construction companies that are
being introduced to the city will increase the urban growth
and development of the Girne. However, this development
will directly reflect on the architectural and urban form of
the city negatively. If the same attitudes keep developing,
even more, the city's identity will be lost.
The construction industry in North Cyprus is an engine
driving economic growth and development. However,
unlike other countries where the construction industry is
driven by local architecture, North Cyprus is being
approached by international and global architectural styles.
The paradox of local identity and the urge to embrace
international and global architecture and design styles
illustrate the changing relationship between global
architectural style and local architectural identity due to

globalization's impact.
Therefore, the government body should protect the local
identity by promoting traditional architecture and design
and the appropriate development and land use. Also, there
should be legal planning regulations that are adequate and
appropriate to guide the construction sector in a way that to
keep, maintain, and preserve the traditional and historical
identity of the city[10].
The results of this research indicated that there is a
drastic change in the identity of architecture and design in
the City of Girne. Therefore, architects, interior designers,
and lawmakers should pay more attention to the design
styles they are developing for the city to maintain its
architectural identity and heritage.
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Abstract Introduction: The Ryazan Kremlin is a
unique architectural open-air museum-reserve. The
importance of the Ryazan Kremlin in the town-planning
system of the city is associated with its historical
significance. It is the oldest part of Pereyaslavl-Ryazan.
The architecture of the Ryazan Kremlin is represented by
17 monuments of history, culture and architecture of
federal significance. Among them is the "Singing
Building", which is a traditional example of civil
architecture before Peter the Great. Purpose of the
research: Determination of conditions and factors creating
prerequisites for the destruction of historical and
architectural monuments. Creation of an effective
mechanism to ensure the safety of the cultural heritage site.
Research methods: The research involved the work of
domestic and foreign authors. Analysis of the works
showed an insufficient degree of study of the problem. The
article presents historical and archival data on the
architectural monument of federal significance, presents
the methods and methods provided by the project for the
restoration, preservation and restoration of the decor of the

facades, which have losses with their painting. The main
repair and restoration work and their sequence for
preserving the cultural heritage object - the building of the
“Singing Building”, which is one of the iconic and
representative buildings built in the middle of the 17th
century, is described in the eastern part of the territory of
the "Archbishop" yard of the Ryazan Kremlin. Results:
Based on historical information about the cultural heritage
object and its technical condition, including the territory
occupied by the object, small architectural forms,
monumental painting and interior decoration items,
engineering structures and equipment, an analysis of the
current state of the monument was carried out and a project
of restoration work on the facades and interiors of the
building was developed.

Keywords Architectural Monument, Restoration Work,
Preservation of Historical and Cultural Heritage, Complex
Scientific Research, Ryazan Kremlin, Ryazan, Russia
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1. Introduction
Ryazan is an ancient city, one of the oldest centers of
Russian culture [1, P. 5]. Ryazan was founded in 1905. Its
architectural originality, which has been formed over the
centuries, is determined by a large number of objects of
historical and cultural heritage. There are 296 monuments
(history, architecture and archeology) and 1 object that
have the characteristics of cultural heritage objects on the
territory of the city [2].
However, there is a threat of loss of historical and
architectural monuments due to poor preservation of many
buildings and improper operation. Many cultural heritage
sites are located in the historical part of the city. The
problem of maintenance and preservation of such
buildings is one of the most urgent at the present stage of
development of society. The lack of proper attention from
both the authorities and the public to the problem of
preserving historical buildings can have a disastrous effect
on both the material and spiritual spheres of human life [3,
4].
The problem of studying and preserving historical and
cultural heritage is one of the most pressing issues of our
time for the successful development of historical cities.
The preservation of cultural heritage objects is guaranteed
by current legislation in the interests of the multi-ethnic
people of the Russian Federation (Federal law No. 73-FZ
of 25.06.2002). According to the current legislation, real
estate objects with historically related “works of painting,
sculpture ,decorative and applied art, objects of science
and technology and other items of material culture that
arose as a result of historical events, are of value from the
point of view of history, archeology, architecture, urban
planning, art, science and technology, aesthetics,
Ethnology or anthropology, social culture, and are
evidence of epochs and civilizations, authentic sources of
information about the origin and development of culture”
[5] are considered objects of cultural heritage.

2. The Degree of Problem Research
A comprehensive study of the protection of cultural
heritage at the state level in national historiography is
given attention in the articles of T.A. Molokova [6], A.F.
Belozer [7], V.I. Melekhov, L. G. Shapovalov [8].
When studying architectural monuments, the
researchers should pay attention to the historical
environment of the city. The preservation of cultural
heritage as the preservation of the high-quality urban
environment of the historical city can be traced in the
works of N.A. Leshchenko [9]. The work showing a
comparative analysis of projects for the preservation and
development of historical territories of different years on
the example of Usolye is of great interest [10]. The
assessment of the review showed that all projects are
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aimed at preserving the object of cultural heritage, but
there is no vision of the strategic development of the
territory [11].
The subject of study in the works of foreign scientists P.
Marcuse, R. van Kempen [12], R. Venturi, D. Scott
Brown [13] was the appeal to the issues of regeneration
and protection of the historical environment, and in a
number of articles by other foreign researchers, the
problems of studying the modern urban culture in the
context of historical development and preservation of
architectural heritage [14, 15, 16]
The theme of preserving historical buildings and
cultural heritage sites at the regional level was reflected in
the works of O.R. Denisenkova [17], S.A. Pyatachenko,
A.G. Karpenko, T.M. Potokin [18], K.A. Mikhaleva [19],
L.S. Paramonova [20], Zh.T. Talanbekova, Zh.Y.
Mamatov [21].
Concerning the Ryazan region, these problems found
their expression in a number of studies by D.D., Duzhik,
A.A. Kozhnova [22], A.A. Pankratova [23], A.K.
Solovyova [24], N.A. Osina, E.N. Melnikova [25], N.A.
Osina, L.A. Zhuravleva, V.A. Chevagina [26], M.V.
Knyazeva, D.V. Evtyukhina, V.K. Melnikova [27], S.V.
Mokhovikov, L.V. Alekseenko, M.V. Knyazeva, I.A.
Murog, O.S. Larina [28].

3. Problem
Any historical and architectural monument performs the
function of fixing its time for future generations. In order
to study the historical and cultural heritage, it is necessary
to draw up a historical portrait of the building, to study its
architectural and constructive-technical features [6, P.1-2].
When performing any work on the preservation of a
historic building, it should be considered as a complex
combined work of art [29]. Renovation and restoration
work involves a complex research and production process,
in which attention should be paid to external elements,
interior space and decoration. To carry out high-quality
work, it is necessary to develop a list of repair and
restoration work and a scientifically based choice of
materials for restoration and protection from external
influences.
The architectural monument of the XVII Singing
building in the Ryazan Kremlin was chosen for the study
of the cultural heritage object. Historical and architectural
and artistic buildings that are part of the ensemble of the
Ryazan Kremlin - the oldest part of the city, which every
citizen of Ryazan knows, is a symbol of the city. The
singing building in the architectural and historical
ensemble of the Ryazan Kremlin (Fig. 1) occupies a
deservedly worthy place. It is a traditional example of
civil architecture before Peter the Great and is extremely
interesting for its preserved examples of interior wall
paintings of that time.
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in the middle of the 17th century, presumably in 1658 [30,
p. 644] (Fig. 2). Its author may have been Yu.K. Yarshov,
an architect of the “stone affairs apprentice” from
Moscow of the “Zayaguzhskaya settlement of Teglets” [1,
pp. 87-88] (spelling as Y.K. Ershov is also in the
literature).

Figure 2. Singing building in the Ryazan Kremlin

Figure 1. Archived schematic plan of the Ryazan Kremlin

The singing building belongs to the category: An
architectural monument of federal significance on the
basis of the Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the
RSFSR No. 1327 of 08/30/1960. The building is used to
house a permanent museum exhibition and changing
exhibitions.
3.1. Brief Historical Information
The singing building in the Ryazan Kremlin was built

The Singing building got its name from the rehearsals
conducted by the singers, in a special chamber allocated
for them. The main purpose of the building was different.
It housed living quarters for bishops - the housekeeper and
the treasurer. The receptionist of the housekeeper was
located in the southeastern room of the 1st floor.
The building is a two-story brick building of civil
architecture. The "typical" residential section of the 17th
century, consisting of cold canopies and adjacent warm
canopies at right angles, both on the first and second
floors, is used for the building. Two doors from the warm
hallway lead to two isolated chambers, located side by
side and with windows, overlooking the main facade.
A small two-story tent - a retreat is attached in the
opposite side of the main entrance to the cold canopy. A
small kitchen was located on the ground floor on the other
side of the dwelling, with an entrance directly from the
cold hallway (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Singing Building. 1st floor plan

The reception room adjacent to the kitchen had a separate entrance from the street. Significant fragments of the
unique original wall ornamental paintings have been preserved in the reception room (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. 1st floor of the Singing Building. Painting of the middle of the 18th century on the East wall of the "House of the housekeeper»
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Figure 5. Plan - a drawing of the new building of the housekeeper made by the architect I. Sulakadzev

In the 18th century, the building was badly dilapidated
and at one time it was even planned for complete
dismantling. The construction of a new building for the
housekeeper was planned at a different place, in the
eastern part of the Bishops' court according to the
drawings of the Ryazan provincial architect I. Sulakadzev
(Fig. 5) 1.
However, at the end of the 18th century, the building
was nevertheless renovated with a change in the
architecture of the facades in a new form. At the same
time, the two-tiered porch of the western facade was
dismantled. All window and door openings were redone,

1
Sulakadzev Ivan Grigorievich (1741-1821), Ryazan provincial
architect, who served in Ryazan province from 1782 to 1808. He
graduated from the Raznochinsky gymnasium at Moscow University.
(Note by M.V. Knyazeva). Also about him: Knyazeva M.V. Professional
activity and architectural creativity of the Ryazan provincial architects in
the context of the implementation of urban planning reform (1780-1860)
// Izvestia of the Kazan State University of Architecture and Civil
Engineering. 2019.No. 1 (47) S. 26-35; Knyazeva M.V. The history of
general planning of a provincial Russian city: ideas and implementation
(1780-1991) on the example of Ryazan: dissertation ... Candidate of
Historical Sciences: 07.00.02 / Moscow State Regional University.
Ryazan, 2013.

except for three, which are almost completely preserved.
Obviously, at the same time, between the northern facade
and the Bishops' House, a fence wall with a gate and a
wicket appeared.
A new retreat was built on the site of the old one and
the north-eastern part of the wall of the courtyard (eastern)
facade was rebuilt, the roof was lowered and covered with
iron in the 19th century.
At the end of the 19th century, a one-story stone
vestibule was built on the site of the main part of the
ancient two-story porch; it was demolished by the
architect Z.I. Vasilyeva in 1958. After the demolition of
the outer porch in the 19th century, an internal wooden
staircase leading to the second floor was built in the main
hallway, while the original vault was partially broken.
The wall of the eastern facade has a risalit (retirada) in
the center, added in the 19th century and completed by a
pediment. The main entrance to the building with a
two-storey porch is located on the side of the western
facade.
Most of the small arched windows on the first floor are
located in deep, similarly shaped niches, without
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plat-bands. The windows of the second floor are framed
with rectangular plat-bands with semicircular completion
[31, P. 35].
3.2. Assessment of the Existing Technical Condition of
the Monument
In order to assess the existing state of the architectural
monument, it is necessary to examine the building. As a
result, the assessment of the building of the Singing
Building was based on a visual inspection of the building
of external and internal architectural, structural and
decorative elements of the object, the monument was
fixed with the required measurements, as a result of which
damage and defects were identified.
The fixation of a cultural heritage object plays an
important role in the preparation of project documentation
and its preparation for restoration work. It aims to solve
several problems. First of all, it gives an idea of the
current state at the time of the study, makes those changes
that have occurred during the operation of the monument
or since its last restoration. Only fixation makes it
possible to understand what has been preserved and what
has been lost. Because fixation of objects is carried out by
photographing, verbal description and measurements of
the building, the latter are included in the basis of the
documentation, on the basis of which design drawings are
prepared. Thus, a competent and carefully composed
description serves as the basis for research and repair and
restoration work at the cultural heritage site.
3.3. The Current State of the Monument
The description of the outer walls provides for the
condition of all parts of the building.
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The walls of the building and annexes are spandrel,
massive, however, subsidence cracks are observed on the
north and west walls at the level of the basement and the
lower part of the walls.
This is due to the unsatisfactory condition of the
foundations. This is especially noticeable on the eastern
facade of the building and the wall of the late 18th and
early 19th centuries, connecting the northern part of the
Singing Building with the annex of the Bishops' House
(Fig. 6).
A plinth is available at all walls of the Singing Building.
The profiled basement of the middle of the 17th century
was lined with white stone blocks of the basement of the
late 18th - early 19th centuries, when work was being
carried out to strengthen the foundations. There are traces
of a cut fourfold ridge on the base of the eastern facade,
and fragments of the original brick profile have been
preserved in places (Fig. 6).
The walls were reworked in the 19th century, plastered
and painted, but the plaster of the walls has cracks. There
are traces of destruction, numerous cracks on the surface
of the walls in the lower part.
The finishing (coating and painting) of the facades is in
an unsatisfactory condition and requires replacement.
The blind area requires repair.
The walls in the interiors of the first floor are
waterlogged, which leads to the destruction of the
decoration and wall paintings.
The 17th century wall painting on the walls of the
corner southeastern chamber of the first floor of the
Singing Building has been preserved in a significant
amount (about 40%) and is of significant artistic and
historical interest.

Figure 6. Dimensional drawing. East facade with adjoining wall
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4. Materials and Research Methods
This research was carried out on the basis of archival
data on the object of cultural heritage, data on restorations
of past years.
The research methodology was provided by research
work, collection and analysis of archival and historical
information, design and production work, previously
completed scientific and project documentation,
including:
 Archive of the State Unitary Enterprise Central
Scientific
Restoration
Design
Workshops:
Preliminary work, archive No. 21-P / 5; Report on
archaeological research archive No. 21-P / (1981);
 Stereo measurements and hand-held measurements,
archive No. 21-P / (1983);
 Draft design of restoration - archive No. 21-P /
72-74,76,78-86 - separate drawings without binding;
Report on the conducted research on pits and
soundings Archive LLC "RESTEK" Engineering and
technical conclusion on the state of foundations
(2010);
 Project for waterproofing foundations (2010);
 Technological studies and recommendations for
restoration work on the facades (2010);
 Archive of the Ryazan Historical and Architectural
Museum-Reserve - Report "Detailed engineering and
geological studies at the site of the Singing building"
(final), LLC "Firm REMIS", Moscow, 2004.
 Comprehensive studies of the moisture content of
walls and microbiological analysis of the state of
building materials of walls, aero microbiological
study of the air environment in the premises of the
Singing Building, Biotechnology and Restoration
LLC, 2013
The methodology for carrying out full-scale materials
science research included:
 visual inspection of the interior walls of the
monument, as well as fragments of brick and white
stone masonry of the facades base;
 measurement of moisture content of masonry wall
fragments by non-destructive contact method;
 sampling with the identification of areas of damage to
the paint layer, plaster, white stone;
 laboratory
quantitative
and
qualitative
microbiological analysis of samples of building
materials and air;
 inspection of wooden structures.
Sampling of damaged building materials was carried
out in two ways: by direct inoculation of surface plaque
scraping with a sterile scalpel into sterile Petri dishes with
nutrient media to isolate bacteria and mold fungi, and by
scraping damaged material into sterile Petri dishes for
quantitative laboratory analysis of microorganisms by the
method of tenfold dilutions.

Aero microbiological study of the premises was carried
out using a highly sensitive electrical sampling device
PU-1B (Russia). To assess the general level of microbial
contamination of the air, we used the PDH nutrient
medium, as well as the Capek medium for the detection of
molds. After inoculation, plates and test tubes with media
were incubated in a thermostat at a temperature of 25-27 °
C.
The moisture content of the plaster layer and brickwork
of the walls at a depth of 1 cm and 4 cm in the places of
sampling was determined by a non-destructive contact
method using an electronic moisture meter G810 from
Denzel (Germany).

5. Research Result
Research and development of the project for the
restoration of the monument began under the leadership of
the architect I.V. Ilyenko (V / O "Soyuzrestavratsiya",
Moscow) in the 1960s.
Windows in the 17th century forms were restored in
place of the late windows on the western, southern and
northern facades and the southern part of the eastern
facade; the upper part of the crown cornice was
dismantled during the restoration work in the 1970s under
the leadership of I.V. Ilyenko. The brick porch on the
western façade was rebuilt following natural traces foundations and abutment marks on the wall.
At the same time, the foundation was laid according to
the project of the engineer N.A. Makolov.
In the interior, the ancient layout of the 17th century
chambers has been restored, taking into account their
adaptation both for exhibitions from the museum's funds
and for accommodating employees engaged in scientific
work.
Designed by architect I.V. Ilyenko, the tiled stoves
were restored in their historical places. In the southeastern
chamber of the 1st floor (the former reception room of the
housekeeper), a unique original painting of the walls and
partially of the vaults was discovered (Fig. 4). Such a
painting of the middle of the 17th century has practically
not survived in the buildings of civil architecture in
Russia.
The restoration of the painting in the 70s of the
twentieth century was carried out by highly qualified art
restorers Georgy Evgenievich Bryagin and his daughter
Tatyana Georgievna Bryagina [30, p. 644].
The high plank wooden roof of the chambers was
restored in 2002 and the chimneys in 2010 in accordance
with the restoration project.
In the early 2000s, a new painting of walls and vaults in
the style of the 17th century was made in the eastern
hallways and the northern chamber of the first floor
(according to the museum exhibition program). At the
same time, on the first floor, a tiled stove was recreated
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from polychrome relief tiles.
As a result of a comprehensive microbiological study
of the air microflora of the exhibition halls and auxiliary
rooms and building materials of the supporting structures,
carried out in June-September 2013, 44 air samples and 44
samples of damaged plaster and paint were taken, as a
result of which 22 areas were identified, the most
damaged areas.
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not only to preserve the historical building, but also to
operate it in modern conditions.
Restoration must be carried out in accordance with
current legislation on the basis of the restoration project in
accordance with the passport of the object and its features.
Proper and competent restoration not only extends the
service life of the building, but also helps to avoid
repeated repairs, which is undesirable for historical
objects.

6. Finding
As a result of the conducted surveys, the project of the
main repair and restoration works and their order has been
drawn up.
The first stage consists of repair and restoration work
on facades, strengthening and waterproofing of
foundations. The second stage includes work to strengthen
the sections of 17th-century paintings in the corner
chamber of the first floor, which requires the involvement
of a specialized organization to survey the state of
17th-century paintings and artists-restorers for the
restoration of paintings.
In order to suspend the processes of biodegradation, it
was decided to carry out antimicrobial and antiseptic
treatment of the walls and basement, treat it with a
biocidal composition.

7. Conclusions
The significance of historical and cultural monuments
of Ryazan, reflecting the thousand-year history of our
region, is obvious and indisputable. Each object of
cultural heritage creates a special kind of economic
resource that contributes to the development of the
region's territory and its infrastructure.
Despite the fact that the economy of cultural heritage
operates only with the material concepts of “buildings,
structures and monuments inherited from the past, with
cultural or historical significance that justifies their
preservation for future generations” [32, p. 255], leaving
out of focus the intangible aspects (language, traditions,
rituals, etc.), it is the monuments of history and culture at
each stage of the formation of society that serve as one of
the means of educating citizenship, which is expressed in
the establishment of their cultural and historical
significance. At the same time, looking at modern models
of sustainable development of a cultural asset, it is they
who “earn” economic resources that are useful for
maintaining the object [33].
Historical and architectural monuments are being
restored. However, the problem of preserving them
remains. Demolitions are not allowed. Any cultural
heritage object that is under state protection must be
restored and preserved. The main goal of the restoration is
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Abstract The hyacinth plant (Eichhornia crassipes) is
an aquatic weed that causes the silting of swamps. The
water hyacinth research was developed because of
concerns over the threat of biodiversity in swamps by
utilizing water hyacinth for ceramic and composite
mixtures. This current research highlights the comparative
acoustical performances of ceramic and composite with
water hyacinth contents. Dried water hyacinth was added
to the clay ceramic mixture with a weight percentage of 2,
6, 8, and 10 wt%. The ceramic dough was then shaped
hexagonally with an interlock system and molded overlay
respectively before burning and biscuits, while the
composite dough consisted of 200 ml polyester resin: 25
mg water hyacinth: 20 ml catalyst. The acoustic test
methods refer to ASTM 1050-98 and ASTM E2611-09 for
sound absorption and sound transmission loss respectively.
The result showed that the 8 wt% water hyacinth mixture
of porous ceramic had an average absorption coefficient of
0.29 and a sound transmission loss of a wide range of
frequencies with an average of 59.1 dB. Meanwhile, the
resin composite has a poor average of sound absorption of
0.10 - 0.11 and 58.08 - 58.36 dB on its STL. The innovation
of the water hyacinth-ceramic, however, had a promising
character as a Helmholtz-based diffuser-absorber.
Keywords
Eichhornia
crassipes,
Swamp
Sedimentation, Porous Ceramics, Diffuser Absorber

1. Introduction
The water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) is an aquatic
weed that damages swampy environments. In 8 months,
ten Eichhornia crassipes will grow rapidly to 600,000.
This causes the swamp environment to experience
sedimentation and disturbs the swamp ecosystem. Small
industries in Lopait village, Semarang district, Central
Java Province Indonesia, use water hyacinths for various
creative crafts to reduce the growth rate of water
hyacinths and the deterioration of the quality of the
swamp environment. During its development, Eichhornia
crassipes is dried and powdered. This research not only
focuses on porous hexagonal ceramic innovation by using
water hyacinth powder in clay mixtures, in that it has the
ability of absorption and material insulation but also
compares the acoustic performance of porous ceramic
with water hyacinth-based composites obtained in
previous studies[1]. Meanwhile, several studies on
acoustic materials from natural materials have also been
carried out[2], [3].
Several studies have investigated hexagonal or
honeycomb-shaped materials, porous ceramic, and
waste-based materials that deserve appreciation because
they support the concept of sustainability[4]. The study by
Tang et al. investigated the honeycomb sandwich panel as
an absorber[5]. In the research, they optimized the design
of the sandwich structure based on the role of small
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perforated in the top face sheet and corrugation in the
sandwich on improving sound absorption in the low
frequencies. However, in their conclusion, it was found
that the perforated face sheet was quite better on the
mechanical property rather than the corrugated shape.
Unlike Tang’s study, the research performed by Yu et al.
created square honeycomb sandwich panels on two
different types based on the differences of the web-panel
thickness and the dimension of the honeycomb cell. The
structural design of the sandwich panel shape is
approached by simulating the Finite Element (FE)[6].
Finite element results reveal that ribs placed next to its
symmetrical plane are more sensitive to changes in
thickness or location than ribs placed adjacent to the
clamped edge. Those studies are very comprehensive in
terms of design and material performance; however, none
of the studies have the uniqueness of being associated
with an interlocked system and a role as a bottleneck
shape-based Helmholtz resonator with Eichhornia
crassipes (water hyacinth). This study discusses an
innovative new material made of clay ceramic mixed with
water hyacinth powder which has reliable acoustic
performance and compares it with the results of previous
studies on water hyacinth-based composites.
Most of the porous absorbers have a lack of durability
due to the fibrous material that molds easily, gets damp
due to weather, and is prone to damage. Several studies
have tried to create a porous material as an absorber.
Several studies investigated water hyacinth as a potential
natural fiber which was being explored as useful materials
for various applications. Having observed the water
hyacinth fiber on its thermal performance[7],
Bhuvaneshwari and Sangeeta investigated the physical,
structural, and mechanical properties of water hyacinth
mixed with hemp for non-woven textiles. The research
reveals that the WH fiber has decent strength at 220.5
g/tex and they mixed it with hemp fiber in three ratios[8].
They concluded in the final step that the more proportion
of WH caused the more the thermal resistivity (especially
for the sample of WH75/H25) and the less the density of
the fabric. On the other hand, Cayanan et al.’s research
observed the water hyacinth differently when they
compared it with other fibers, abaca, and bamboo[9]. The
water hyacinth was extracted, pretreated, and blended
with polyester; and after that, they carded and
needle-punched it before testing its sound absorption
performance. They claimed that the WH-based material
had 0.82 at 6,300 Hz, and there was no interlocked system
on their materials. Further research was initiated by
Subpa-Asa et al. when they mixed the water hyacinth into
a concrete material to become lightweight concrete[10]. In
this research, the water hyacinth replaced sand as a
component on lightweight concrete in various fractions,
0%, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and 10%. The best performance
occurred in a 5% fraction of water hyacinth when it tested
on its density and compressive strength. Although it did
not observe the acoustical performance, they performed

water hyacinth innovation on concrete materials. Such
studies have got some knowledge about water hyacinth
discoveries, but none of them learned how water hyacinth
was engaged in ceramic as acoustical-Helmholtz
performance. Therefore, this research creates porous
ceramic material and composite made of natural fiber,
which has high durability and has never been conducted
by other researchers all over the world before. Although
hard materials will have the most reflective properties, the
idea of adding a resonator and water hyacinth content in
ceramic as well as natural fiber-based composite will
improve the insulation and absorption performance of the
material.
1.1. Water Hyacinth as Waterweed in Swamp Areas
Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) is an aquatic
weed, the growth of which is difficult to control. This
plant can reproduce from 10 stems to 600,000 stems in 8
months. Therefore, in one month, one water hyacinth
plant will grow to 7,500 stems. The very rapid growth of
water hyacinths destroyed the swampy ecosystem in rural
areas. By silting the swampy area, the surrounding rice
fields will experience a decrease in water discharge;
consequently, it affects the growth of rice plants, which
are the staple food of the Indonesian. Such a decline in
environmental quality must be resolved with real steps
related to some efforts to significantly inhibit the growth
of water hyacinths. One such effort is the use of water
hyacinths as handicrafts, interior furniture, household
items such as food covers, and many more. The idea of
this research was started from the addition of water
hyacinth flour fiber to the clay ceramic dough. It aims to
create a porous ceramic that can absorb sound and noise.
Several studies on the use of water hyacinth have been
carried out by several researchers. To illustrate, Bagir and
Pradana created a water hyacinth composite and observed
its performance of tensile strength, flexural strength, water
content, water absorption, and thick expansion[11]. Other
studies are concerned with the threat of biodiversity in
swamp life due to water hyacinth plants which cause the
closed surface of swamp water, the reduced oxygen for
fish habitat, and the silting of swamps. Bhuvaneswari et al.
processed water hyacinth with hemp to become textile
material[8]. Cayanan et al. made materials from water
hyacinth and polyester[9]. They watch for sound
absorption performance. Meanwhile, Subpa-Asa et al.
process concrete-based water hyacinth material which has
a good performance on its compressive strength[10]. The
current research has specialties in terms of creating the
porous ceramic with resonators, having the Helmholtz
resonator concept, and having the interlocked system, so it
is easy to be fitted in interior applications.
1.2. The Role of Water Hyacinth in Acoustical
Materials
The 15 mm and 30 mm thickness of water hyacinth
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composite were compared to the same thicknesses of the
coco-husk composite in a study led by Setyowati et al.[1].
The usual treatment covering additional resonators, air
gap, and the fibrous layer was applied to the specimens to
improve the acoustical performances of biomass
fiber-based materials. The results showed that originally
the acoustical performance of both specimens is not very
different. However, after four resonators were added to
the specimens, the acoustic difference started to show.
Finally, after the 8 resonators and fibrous layers were
added, the sound absorption performances significantly
occurred. The sound absorption performance of coco-husk
reached the wideband frequencies, while the water
hyacinth-based composite did not.
Research administered by Punitha et, al created water
hyacinth-based material as they were concerned with
swamp sedimentation which threatened its biodiversity
because of water hyacinth growth[8]. In their study,
Punitha et al. made several ways of creating the material
with different additional substances mixed with water
hyacinth and observed their behavior in sound absorption.
As the water hyacinth content was mixed with sodium
hydroxide and soap solution, the conclusion was made
that the water hyacinth had absorption performance as
much as 5 to 10 times their weight. Therefore, this
chemical processed material can be considered as
absorbance in various applications.

2. Materials and Methods
Porous acoustic materials made from natural fibers
have been widely discussed by scientists. Most of the
materials are brittle, flammable, and moldy; however,
porous performance may absorb the sound energy quite
well. The lower the material density is the better the sound
absorption performance. Research by Setyowati et al.
revealed that water hyacinth-based composite with
polyester resin JUSTUS 2522 has a composition of
natural fiber: polyester resin: catalyst as 25 g: 200 ml: 20
ml. Meanwhile, in this current research, the porous
ceramic was made of clay batter added with water
hyacinth in various wt%.
The clay batter consisted of formulation of clay 30%,
quartz 20%, kaolin 10%, felspar 15%, minor ingredients
in the form of 10% hardener, water hyacinth fiber in
various percentages, 10 wt%, 8 wt%, 4 wt%, 2 wt%, and
the rest is water. The ceramic molding process goes
through several processes covering pouring slurry,
burning process, and biscuits.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) The samples of water hyacinth composite; (b) the
Architectural material made of water hyacinth composite; (c) the
samples of porous ceramics

The material tests were pursued based on the ASTM
1050-98 and ASTM E2611-09 for sound absorption and
Sound Transmission Loss performances respectively.
Before the acoustical performances were measured, the
density of the specimens was investigated (see Fig.1).
Table 1 describes the results of material density. Then the
further subheadings are the acoustical test procedures
covering absorption coefficient and sound transmission
loss procedures respectively.
Table 1. The Density of the materials
Code

Clay
(%)

WH
(%)

Diameter
(mm)

Volume
(cm3)

Weight
(g)

Density
(g/cm3)

A

98

2

35.0

9.9

B

96

4

29.0

8.2

C

92

8

26.0

7.4

90

10

30
D

E
F
G
H

3.5
20.0

5.7

Volume
(cm3)

Weight
(g)

Density
(g/cm3)

30

9.9

12.0

1.2

30

19.8

23.5

1.2

30

10.6

10.0

1.0

30

21.2

19.0

0.9

Polyester:WH:
catalyst

Diameter
(mm)

200 ml: 25 g:
20 ml
200 ml: 25 g:
20 ml

WH: water hyacinth; polyester used is JUSTUS 2522
A-D are the WH based ceramics; E and F are the WH composites, and G
and H are the Coco-husk composites

Table 1 shows that the five porous ceramic and WH
fiber composite samples were measured on their densities.
The results indicate that the less the content of WH fiber
in the ceramic, the more the density of the materials (see
samples A-D). Unlike the ceramics, the natural fiber
composite (E) seems to have a density that is quite low
compared to the density of ceramic specimens. However,
they have distinguished on their void and solid
performances. Although the ceramics had quite high
density, they have a cavity on each sample, which makes
the sound trapped on it. On the other hand, the composite
has less density mass, which may absorb the sound energy
optimally.
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2.1. Sound Absorption Coefficient
The ASTM E1050-98 (DK-2850, Naerum, Denmark)
was used to observe the normal incidence sound
absorption coefficients of materials[12]. This method used
30 mm B&K impedance tubes, 4206 series equipped with
two microphones location and system called digital
frequency analyzer. The one end of the impedance tube
was connected to the sound source, while the material
specimen was fitted at another end of the tube. A sound
source, which emits a broadband signal, is used to
generate a plane wave into the B&K tube. This method
may obtain the data faster than the previous procedure of
ASTM C 384 because the frequency range could be
adjusted by managing the distance between the
microphone and the specimen within the impedance tube.
Therefore, the range of frequencies determines the
quantity of sound absorption coefficient that could be
obtained from the digital system of a frequency analyzer.
This method is used to measure the sound absorption
performance obtained from the normal incidence of the
sound source that is installed at one end of the tube with
the sample material at the other end. Impedance tubes
must be completely clean so there is no attenuation of
sound at low frequencies and unnecessary sound
transmission to the tube walls. The formula used in this
method is response function, H1,2, as results of sound
decomposition and sound reflection R:
(1)

second microphones respectively; s is the distance
between two microphones (see equations 1 and 2) and α is
the absorption coefficient (see Eq. 3).
2.2. Sound Transmission Loss
The ASTM E2611-09 method is a new method of
measuring the normal incidence sound transmission
performance of a sample material using the transfer matrix
method[13]. The new ASTM E2611-09 method is similar
to ASTM E1050-98 where the sound source is installed at
one end of the tube and the material sample is attached to
the other end of the tube. The difference is the number of
microphones attached to the tube. Unlike the ASTM
E1050-98, this method uses four microphones, the B&K
4187 series, which capture standing waves propagating
within the tube. The plane wave and broadband signal
emitted from the sound source propagates inside the tube
and further, at each frequency, the resulting standing wave
pattern is decomposed into a forward and backward
motion component by measuring sound pressure
simultaneously at four microphones to check its relative
amplitude and phase. The acoustic transfer matrix is
calculated from the pressure and velocity of the wave
particles by evaluating the difference in sound strength
between the two sides of the specimen.
Figures 2 shows the impedance tube section with four
microphones located at a certain distance to the sample in
the middle of the tube to measure the Sound Transmission
Loss performance of the specimen.

(2)

(4)

(3)

Where H1,2 represents the transfer function at position 1
and 2, while H3,4 is the quantity of transfer function at
position 3 and 4. Further, the Sd/Su is the ratio of the auto
spectrum in both the upper and lower tubes.

The sound pressure levels were captured by two
microphones, P1 and P2; k is the wavenumber; h and j are
the distance between the sample and the first and the

Figure 2. Measurement method with four microphones of ASTM E2611-09
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Table 3. Homogeneous Subsets of Sound Absorption

3. Results and Discussion

Subset for alpha=0.05
Material

N
1

3.1. Sound Absorption Coefficient
Setyowati et al. concluded that the natural fibers in the
composite are the potential to be implemented in
architectural acoustics due to their specifications on
reducing the sound energy absorption in certain
frequencies[1], [2]. Figure 3 describes the performance of
sound absorption of materials, which principally occur as
the poor absorber. Indeed, it shows that the Helmholtz
performance of ceramic is better than the composites. The
results then were analyzed statistically based on the
Anova method. The significance of the data was shown in
Table 2 below, while the rank of the sound absorption
performance was indicated in the next figures as the table
of homogeneous subsets and the means plot graph
respectively.

Figure 3.

Table 2. ANOVA of Sound Absorption Performance

Total

Tukey HSD

3

WH-30

776

0.1

WH-15

776

0.1

C-T98

776

0.2

C-T96

776

0.2

C-T92

776

0.3

C-T90

776

0.3

Sig.

0.7

1.0

0.1

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 776.0

Table 3 reveals that the ranking order follows a logical
order in which the C-T90 and C-T92 are in a group with
an average sound absorption of 0.3. Also in a logical order,
that the C-T96 and C-T98 have average sound absorption
of 0.2.

The comparison of the absorption coefficient of materials

Figure 3 reveals that the ceramics with WH contents of
8 wt% and 10 wt% (see the line red and blue in Fig. 3)
had their peaks of 0.9 – 1.0 at 8ks – 9ks Hertz. The poor
performances occurred on the Water Hyacinth based
composites with 15 and 30 mm thickness which had less
than 0.20. The performance rank can be seen in Table 3
and Figure 4 below.

Between
Groups
Within
Groups

a

2

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

18.2

5

3.6

300.9

0.0

56.1

4,650

0.0

74.3

4,655

Table 2 indicates that the data reach a significance of
0.0. The comparison of materials can be continued to the
next table and figure.

Figure 4.

Means plot of sound absorption performance

Meanwhile, the water hyacinth based composites of
WH-15 and WH-30 have the lowest average sound
absorption. Although the density of ceramic is higher than
composite, the concept of Helmholtz with resonators and
cavities in ceramics makes this material very good in
absorbing sound performance.
The absorption performance rank is also described in
Figure 4. The understanding that density affects the
acoustical behavior of the material can be expressed here.
However, the concept of Helmholtz resonator, which is
owned by porous ceramics, makes this material very good
at absorbing sound. Setyowati's study compared water
hyacinth and coco-husk composite, which revealed that
the abilities of the two can be compared as biomass fiber
content[1]. Then, the new coco-husk composite will
experience an advantage if it is given an additional air gap
and a fibrous layer. However, in this study, the ability of
hexagonal ceramics far outperformed the ability of water
hyacinth composite in terms of sound absorption. The
sequence illustrated in Table 3 and described in Figure 4
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occurs based on a logical sequence, in which porous
ceramics with more water hyacinth content will have a
higher absorption power. Meanwhile, for water hyacinth
based composites, it appears that the lower the density, the
greater the absorption coefficient. If the results are
compared to another natural fiber-based composite in
previous research, then a coco-husk based composite that
has good acoustic performance is the right choice. Figure
5 describes comparatively between water hyacinth
ceramic and both water hyacinth and coco-husk
composites.
The statistical results of average sound absorption of
WH-based ceramic and composite, as well as coco-husk
composite, were indicated that the highest absorption
value occurred on 15 mm thickness water hyacinth
composite with additional 8 resonators which reach the
peak of 0.9 at 3.5k Hz (see Figure 5).

insulation performance than the hot-pressed ones. In the
current research, sound transmission loss behavior has
also been investigated. Refer to the ASTM E2611-09, the
sample of materials has been observed by the B&Ks’
impedance tube equipped with four microphones. The
results are presented in Figures 6 and 7 below.

Figure 6.

The Sound Transmission Loss of materials

Figure 5. The absorption of WH based ceramic and composite
compared to water hyacinth and coco-husk composite with 8 resonator

The WH 15 mm with 8 resonators also has the highest
average sound absorption compared to others (see the blue
and red short-dash lines). The 15 mm coco-husk with 8
resonators has not shown its advantages, although, in
initial research, it had the best rank with an additional 10
mm air gap which showed wideband frequencies
ability[1].
3.2. Sound Transmission Loss
The most natural fibers in the composite are the
potential on reducing the sound energy in certain
frequencies, but they mostly had less insulation
performance, because of their less mechanical properties.
The composites which hot pressing processed have been
brittle, flammable, and easily moldy, while the composites
made with a mixture of synthetic fibers and processed
with normal temperature hardening have better durability
but poor absorption. If acoustic treatment is not carried
out, the latter type will still have low absorption power.
The normally hardened composites are also better in

Figure 7. Means plot graph

Figure 6 shows that porous ceramics with 8 wt% water
hyacinth have noise-canceling power in wideband
frequencies (see the blue line in Figure 6). This differs
from the C-T90, C-T96, and C-T98 porous ceramics,
which contain water hyacinth, as much as 10 wt%, 4 wt%,
and 2 wt% respectively. While The Means plot graph in
Figure 7 shows that ceramic with a composition of 8 wt%
water hyacinth has the best average Sound Transmission
Loss of all. However, the second-best goes to the water
hyacinth composite with 15 mm thickness with 58.4 dB.
Table 4 shows that there are significant differences
between material groups (see column Significance).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the six groups of
specimens can be compared with each other. Then, to
determine the ranking position of the six materials, the
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Homogeneous subsets test was then performed.

Many decades ago, natural fiber composite has taken an
important role in architectural material which has various
implementations in building especially as acoustical
elements in the interior.

Table 4. ANOVA of Sound Transmission Loss

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

13605.5

5

2721.1

2055.6

0.0

24621.7

18,600

1.3

38227.2

18,605
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HEXA-CERAMIC TYPE B
HEXA-CERAMIC TYPE A

In Table 5, it is known that the highest-ranking value
for Sound Transmission Loss occurs at C-T92 (ceramic
with 8 wt% water hyacinth) with an average value of
Sound Transmission Loss of 59.1 dB, while the second
rank is water hyacinth composite with 15 mm thickness,
which has an average value of 58.4 dB. Furthermore, for
the ceramic with 10 wt%, 4 wt%, and 2 wt% are on fifth,
sixth, and fourth ranks, with average values of Sound
Transmission Loss of 56.8, 56.8, and 57.3 dB respectively.
The means plot graph can be seen in Figure 7.

INTERLOCKED
SYSTEM

INTERLOCKED
SYSTEM

INTERLOCKED
SYSTEM

3.3. Water Hyacinth Based Composite and Ceramic
Application in Architecture

Figure 8. Hexa-ceramic application in Architecture

Table 5. Homogeneous Subsets of Sound Transmission Loss
Subset for alpha=0.05
Material

N
1

a

Tukey HSD

C-T96

3101

56.8

C-T90

3101

56.8

C-T98

3101

WH-30

3101

WH-15

3101

C-T92

3101

Sig.

3

4

5

57.3
58.1
58.4
59.1
1.0

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 3101.000

2

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
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Figure 10.
Figure 9. The applications of water hyacinth based ceramic and
composites in Architectural interior

The Hexa-ceramic has two type elements covering
types A and B (see Figure 8). Type A has a protrusion 2
cm thick or 1/3 the thickness of the Hexa ceramic.
Meanwhile, type B has a basin with the same depth as the
protrusion of type A. The type A and type B mounting
arrangements alternate so that they form regular
protrusions and hollows in the ceramic pattern attached to
the wall. The protrusions and depressions serve to absorb
and diffuse sound energy. Thus, the material not only
functions as a sound absorber but also diffuses the sound
or is known as a sound diffuser-absorber. Meanwhile, the
inside of the ceramics forms a Helmholtz space, which is
quite wide and able to pick up incoming sound and muffle
and imprison the sound inside the ceramic. With this
sound trapping mechanism, the sound can be well
absorbed by the hexagonal ceramic. Figure 9 shows the
application of hexagonal ceramic and composite to the
interior wall of a building. Unlike the hexagonal ceramic,
which can be fitted on the wall straightly with mortar, the
water hyacinth-based composite needs a frame to be
installed on the wall; afterward, the composite could be
installed next to the frame (see Figure 9).
In the application in building, the resonance of the
Hexagonal porous ceramic wall has been measured by
Reverberation Time. As Reverberation time is a time
needed for the sound energy to decay as much as 60 dB,
the measurement has been conducted with Reverberation
Time application on the distance of 1.0 meter in front of
the hexagonal ceramic which is installed in the building.
The building type using the hexagonal is a conventional
building in the center of the campus zone in Semarang,
Indonesia. The Reverberation Time application recorded
the resonance of the sound energy and the results of
resonance are described as the graph in Figure 10.

Resonance performance of Hexagonal Porous Ceramic

Figure 10 illustrates the resonance performance of
Hexagonal porous ceramic. The hexagonal has high
resonance in frequencies of 300s and 600s Hz, while in
other frequencies, the performance is quite good. The high
resonance occurs due to the geometrical shape and
chamber conditions such as temperature, humidity as well
as electro-acoustic owned by the building. The average
reverberation time is 0.29 seconds. Several studies have
discussed Helmholtz resonators as well as their influence
on sound absorption and sound transmission loss (STL).
Research conducted by Brandao and Schnitzer[14] created
modeling about the acoustic performance of the
Helmholtz resonator. The geometrical Helmholtz has been
created with various long dimensions of the Helmholtz
resonator neck. Another research demonstrated and
established a robust method for estimating and measuring
the acoustic metamaterial properties of a Helmholtz
researcher in analytical, numerical, and experimental
details[15]. The proposed numerical technique simulated
the ASTM-2611 measurement standard to extract the
corresponding reflection and transmission coefficients to
evaluate the properties of the effective acoustic
metamaterial[15].
Helmholtz resonator innovation without using thick
panels has been done. The experiment used a small tube
as Helmholtz resonator's neck and a large tube functioned
as a resonance chamber. By using 3D printing technology,
geometry manipulation could be done to investigate the
peak of sound absorption[16]. The research on Helmholtz
aims to achieve narrowband performance in the field of
acoustics. The next research on the Helmholtz resonator
was an improvement in sound transmission capability on
double walls[17]. The study highlighted the increased
treatment of sound transmission on double walls by
performing acoustic Vibro arrangements between double
walls with conditions beyond double walls. A new
analytical model using effective material parameters has
been developed[17].
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(b)

Figure 11. (a) Hexa-ceramic section and (b) sound array enter the Helmholtz space

On the other hand, research conducted by Selamet and
Lee has successfully extended the construction neck of the
Helmholtz resonator[18]. The extension of the Helmholtz
resonator neck was theoretically, numerically, and
experimentally investigated. The effect of length and
shape, and perforation on neck extensions were examined
at the resonance frequency and transmission loss. A
two-dimensional analysis method was developed for an
extended neck with a constant cross-section area, while a
three-dimensional boundary element method was applied
to variable areas and perforated extensions[18].
Furthermore, research on mathematical modeling and
physics has been developed by Ammari and Imeri[19].
This paper deals with mathematical models to calculate
the amount of scattering through the narrow gaps of the
Helmholtz resonator mounted on a surface.
Besides, this study showed that at a certain length for
certain openings and frequencies there was a sudden shift
of the dispersed wave phase due to the resonance of
Helmholtz resonator subwavelength. A numerically fast
implementation was given to identify the region of the
aperture specific values and the frequency [19]. The sound
array enters the Helmholtz space with a certain angle as
the angle comes. After hitting the Helmholtz surface on
the inside then the sound will be reflected, insulated by a
ceramic wall, or absorbed and imprisoned in the
Helmholtz space of hexagonal ceramic (see Figure 11).

4. Conclusions
Water hyacinth plays an important role in developing

interesting studies for many researchers all around the
world, especially for the countries where this plant fills up
the swamp areas. Because the plant takes some nutritious
contents and oxygen from the swamp, sedimentation
occurs in the swamp area and this sporadic and
fast-growing plant threatens the biodiversity. A lot of
studies have been developed by a huge number of
researchers associated with the innovation of sound
absorber materials. Many materials made of natural fibers
have been flammable, weak in mechanical properties, and
lacked durability. Accordingly, the current research has an
idea to make such kind of materials, which are tough in
their nature but have acoustical performances that need to
be considered for architecture applications. In current
research, acoustical performances between water hyacinth
based ceramic and other composite were compared.
Besides, the results are that all the ceramic material has
gained good values of sound absorption coefficient over
those of the composites’ absorption performance at 0.25 –
0.27. It occurs because the concept of the Helmholtz
resonator is owned by the WH ceramics which have a
good ability to trap the sound although, in nature, this
material is tough and reflective. Furthermore, the
additional water hyacinth in the clay mixture makes the
sound energy easily to be absorbed by the surface of
unfurnished-porous ceramics. The eight resonators in each
ceramic tile make the sound possible to enter the
Helmholtz space within the ceramic. Meanwhile, in terms
of insulation, ceramic with water hyacinth fiber of 8wt%
(C-T92) shows its superiority with a value of STL of 59.1
dB. The next best-insulated material was composite water
hyacinths 15 and 30 thicknesses with STL values of 58.3
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and 58.1, respectively. In terms of resonance performance,
the Reverberation Time method was used to observe the
time needed by the sound energy to decay as much as
60dB. The result shows that the resonance performance is
quite good with an average of 0.29 seconds. This study
has several drawbacks where the level of porosity of the
material has not been well observed. This leads to the
effort of further research, which could make more detailed
observations related to the level of material porosity.

Nomenclatures
ASTM:

American Standard Testing and Material

α:

Sound absorption coefficient

WH:

Water hyacinth

STL:

Sound Transmission Loss
Bruer & Kjaer, manufacture name of the Impedance

B & K:

Tube to measure and observe the acoustical behavior

H:

Number of quarter wavelength resonators

C:

Cavity (10 mm)

EDX:

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) oxide

of the material

Matrix effect in EDS oxide, related to all elements
presents in the sample and in the standard covering
ZAF:

Production or the symbol of atomic number (Z),
Absorption (A) and enhancement of the characteristic
radiation (F) or fluorescence that must be taken into
account.
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Abstract Green building is a solution to address the
impact of buildings on the environment. In its development,
green buildings require sustainable green management
during the operational and maintenance phase in order to
meet the current and future needs of users. As the longest
phase in the green building life cycle, it is important to
track and map the development of studies related to this
field. This paper aims to map the development of literature
related to the operational and maintenance phases of
sustainable green buildings from 1999 to 2019. Literature
data were obtained from the Scopus database and the
analysis was conducted using a science mapping approach
with VOSviewers. Based on literature data, 746
publications are found to be relevant to this study, the
results of this study are in the form of scientific mapping
covering wave of research, source and publication types,
influential countries, references with strongest citation
burst, author contributions, research subjects, and major
research areas divided into three categories (frequent,
medium and rare). The results of this study are quite
important, because they not only provide a mapping of
existing research developments, but can also serve as a
reference for researchers who have an interest in
developing sustainable green building operations and
maintenance studies in the future.

Keywords
Green Building, Operation
Maintenance, Science Mapping, VOSviewers

1. Introduction

and

Recently, many countries pay much attention to the
increasing global warming, high energy consumption, and
greenhouse gas emissions produced by buildings [1]. This
condition requires immediate solutions in order to avoid
serious risks that can impact on future generations [2], and
one of the solutions is green building. Green buildings can
be defined as how to produce structures by using
environmentally responsible processes and using efficient
resources during the life cycle of the building [3].
Green buildings are one way to reduce the significant
impact of building on the environment, society, and
economy. Along with the increasing attention to this issue,
related scientific works also evolve over time. Given the
importance of green buildings in reducing the
environmental impact in the world, mapping the
development of scientific works in this field is important.
Some systematic studies based on a bibliography of the
development of green building research have been
conducted. Among them are current research reviews of
green buildings and agendas in the future [4], a review of
the bibliometrics improvement of building maintenance
within the period of 2000 to 2016 [5], a scientometric
study of green buildings using Data envelopment Analysis
(DEA) during the period of 1965 to 2019 [6],
scientometric review of the recycling industry from 1996
to 2018 [7], scientometric review trend of green
manufacturing publications in the period of 1996 to 2018
[8], and research challenges and barriers in obtaining
GBCA ratings for office buildings in Australia using
literary studies during the period of 2004 to 2011 [9].
However, from many studies which try to map the
development of literature related to green buildings, a gap
is found, namely the mapping of Scientific works that
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review the operational and maintenance phases of green
buildings. Green buildings include all operations from
planning, construction, operation, maintenance, repair and
demolition of buildings [10]. So far, much research has
focused on investigating obstacles of the design and
construction of green buildings with very little focusing
on the operation and maintenance phases [11]. This
condition is quite interesting to do a mapping, considering
that the operation and maintenance phase is the longest
phase of a building life cycle and this study is also
expected to complement other existing green building
phase mapping studies. Some studies show that this phase
plays an important role in maintaining the current user
value system without compromising the ability to meet
the value system for users in the future [12].
This paper is aimed at filling the existing gaps of
research on green buildings, especially publications
discussing the operational phase and maintenance of
sustainable green buildings from 1999 to 2019. The
activity of mapping scientific boundaries requires more
than merely presenting an intuitively designed and
presented science [13], and to bridge the matter in this
study using a science mapping approach.
Scientific mapping is very useful to know the
development of literature in relation to the development of
science that is reviewed, because scientific mapping aims
to build a bibliometric map describing how certain
disciplines, scientific domains, or research areas are
conceptually arranged, intellectually, and socially [14].
In this paper, the scientific mapping activity was done
by using VOSviewers software and the Bibliometric data
were obtained from the metadata owned by Scopus. The
research on studies will feature analyses and discussions
that include the development of literary publications
covering the number of publications, sources and types of
publications, number of citations, author contributions,
research subjects, and major research areas of the topic
being reviewed.
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studies. From this activity, a gap in the literature
discussing the operation and maintenance of sustainable
green buildings was found. Based on the gap, the purpose
of the study to be done was then formulated. The primary
objective of the study is to conduct science mapping on
sustainable green building operation and maintenance
management research. The next stage was the withdrawal
of literature metadata based on the selected bibliography
database (obtained from Scopus). Then, the next step was
an analysis using VOSviewers software followed by
discussions of the findings. At last, conclusions were
drawn.
2.1. Database Selection
This paper uses a bibliography data in CSV format,
which were withdrawn from Scopus database. For
directing the study, this paper uses keywords from titles,
abstracts and keyword of database literature consisting of
"sustainable green building operation and maintenance
management", "Sustainable Green building operation
Management", "Sustainable green building Maintenance
management", "Sustainable Green building operation" and
"sustainable green building maintenance". This paper also
limits the subject of research which covers only the fields
of Engineering, Environmental Science, Energy, Social
Sciences, Business, Management and Accounting,
Computer Science, Materials Science, Earth and Planetary
Sciences, and Decision Sciences.
2.2. Science Mapping

Science is a gateway to understanding the position of
humans in the universe, and a foundation for social and
economic welfare [13]. Using the science mapping
method, the development of science can be mapped
properly and this map can change and develop along with
the development of science itself. The science mapping
approach displays the structural and dynamic aspects of
scientific research; it is a spatial representation of how
disciplines, fields, and writers relate to one another [15].
2. Research Methods
A mature visual analytical field can provide promising
This paper encapsulates Published research on pursuit directions. Visual analytics can be seen as the
Sustainable Green Building Operation and Maintenance second generation of information visualization [13].
Management obtained from Scopus metadata within the
Basically, the process of science mapping consists of 3
period of 1999 to 2019. This study employed science conceptual steps to produce a natural map [13]. These
mapping approach with VOSviewers software. This paper steps are: selection of analytical units consisting of basic
does not provide a detailed analysis of all available studies. particles of the universe of science reviewed, defining the
It quantitatively summarized the conditions of existing size of the relationship between units, and describing units
literature and trends in the development of literature on and relationships reviewed in low-dimensional space
the management of operation and maintenance of (generally using two dimensions).
sustainable green buildings so that readers can
Nowadays, many computer applications can be used for
systematically understand the development of existing science mapping, such as CiteSpace (2003), Science of
publications, sources and types of publications, Science Tool (2009), VOSviewers (2010), and SciMAT
contributions of countries of origin of publication, (2012) [13]. In this study, the mapping process used
developments in the number of citations, contributions of VOSviewers software. VOSviewers is one of the
authors, subject areas research and key research areas.
computer applications that is considered capable and is
The stages of this study started from identifying the widely used in processing metadata sourced from Scopus.
research gap of existing green building literature-based VOSviewer is used to establish a network of scientific
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publications, scientific journals, researchers, research
organizations, countries, keywords, or terms [16].
VOSviewers can create maps based on network data and
visualize the maps in the form of network visualization,
overlay visualization, and density visualization [16].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Wave of Research on Sustainable Green Building
Operation and Maintenance
Figure 1 indicates the development of publications
starting from the beginning of publication that correlates
with sustainable green building operation and
maintenance within the period of 1999 to 2019. Based on
data from Scopus, 746 documents were identified, with
116 open-access documents and 630 non-open access
documents.
Publications related to sustainable green building
operations and maintenance first appeared in 1999,
comprising research on the selection of cost effective
using the BEES method [17], a comparison between

embodied energy and energy use in the operational phase
of the wooden row house [18], the development of
scenarios of green building challenges (GBC) using the
life cycle assessment method in the operational phase and
refurbishment of existing buildings [19], and the
assessment of green building challenges in the UK [20].
Between 1999 and 2004, the number of publications
was still very small (less than 10 documents). In this
period, many researchers tended to focus primarily on the
initial challenges faced by green buildings which began to
develop and spread around the world. Therefore, the
scope of the study mostly revolves around the design and
construction of green buildings. However, over time the
publications that discussed the operation and maintenance
phases grew gradually. This can be seen from the number
of publications that grew rapidly, especially in 2005 to
2013. Although after that, the number of publications
seemed stagnant, but the quantity was quite large. This
shows the longest phase in the green building life cycle.
The operation and maintenance phase is starting to get the
attention of researchers to conduct studies specifically to
maintain the condition of existing green buildings.

Figure 1. Publication Developments (1999 – 2019)
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3.2. Top Research Outlets
Based on Scopus metadata from 1999 to 2019, of the
746 publications found, article publications and
conference proceedings contributed the most (86.2 %)
compared to other sources and contributes greatly to the
development of studies in this field. Based on Table 1 it
can be noted that article (322 publications) accounted for
43.2%, conference paper (321 publications) 43.0%, and
conference review (32 publications) 4.3%. This condition
shows that publication through journal articles and
conference papers is the main channel for researchers to
convey the results of their studies, thoughts and opinions
on this topic.
Table 1. Publication type
Document type

Documents

%

Article

322

43.2%

Conference Paper

321

43.0%

Conference Review

32

4.3%

Review

30

4.0%

Book Chapter

26

3.5%

Book

9

1.2%

Short Survey

5

0.7%

Undefined

1

0.1%

According to the metadata of Scopus, it is known that
there are 88 sources of publications during the period of
1999 to 2019. Based on Figure 2, the top 10 sources of
the highest contribution consisting of: Journal of Green
Building (25 documents), Advance Material Research (24
documents), Applied Mechanics And Materials (21
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documents), Journal of Cleaner Production (20
documents), and the Earth and Environmental Science
IOP Conference Series (17 documents), Procedia
Engineering (17 documents), Building Research and
Information (11 documents), Sustainability Switzerland
(11 documents), Energy and Buildings (10 documents),
and Energy Procedia (10 documents).
The Advance Material Research Journal is a journal
that first published the results of research in early 1999,
2001, 2002, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014. The
Journal of Green Building first published research in this
field in 2006 to 2018, where papers on this topic could
always be found in each publication. Energy and Building
published articles in 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015,
and 2017. Journal of Cleaner Production published
articles in 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017, and 2019.
Energy Procedia published articles in 2011, 2014, 2016,
2017, and 2019. The journal of Procedia Engineering
published literature related to topics in the years of 2011,
2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. Applied Mechanics and
Materials publications were found in 2012, 2013 and
2014. For IOP Conference Series Earth and
Environmental Science, articles are found in the year of
2013, 2014, 2015, 2017, 2018, and 2019. In Building
Research and Information, relevant articles are found in
the years of 2015 and 2018. Sustainability Switzerland
published articles from 2014 to 2019.
Based on the previous explanation, in this study, the
Journal of Green Building is the main choice outlet for
researchers to publish their articles, while the IOP
Conference Series Earth and Environmental Science is the
largest outlet that publishes conference papers that have a
correlation with the operation and maintenance phases of
green buildings.

Figure 2. Top 10 Research Outlets
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Figure 3. Network Visualization

3.3. Influential Countries

and challenges [22] with 155 citations. In China, 3
Academic paper publications can usually be considered publications with the highest number of citations
as indicators of a scientific discipline development [7] and consisted of The moderating effects of institutional
changes in the number of publications can indicate the pressures on emergent green supply chain practices and
performance [21] with 509 citations, Green strategy for
development or change of a science [13].
Based on the Scopus dataset, 82 countries have gaining competitive advantage in housing development: A
contributed during the period of 1999 - 2019. Productivity China study [23] with 163 citations, Urbanization and its
mapping based on the contribution of these countries used impact on building energy consumption and efficiency in
co-authorship analysis and full counting calculation China [24] with 130 citations. Malaysia with the
methods with a minimum number of publications = 5. The publication of Sustainable energy performances of green
results obtained are 28 countries with 7 clusters from 82 buildings: A review of current theories, implementations
countries that meet these requirements. Cluster 1 consists and challenges [25] with 155 citations, A vision on the
of Australia, Germany, Hong Kong, India, and Indonesia. role of environmental higher education contributing to
Cluster 2 consists of Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, South sustainable development in Malaysia [26] with 46
Korea, and Spain. Cluster 3 consists of Brazil, Denmark, citations, and Green maintenance for historic masonry
Norway, and Sweden. Cluster 4 consists of Egypt, Turkey, buildings: an emerging concept [27] with 27 citations.
the United Arab Emirates, and the United States. Cluster 5 In the UK the publication of Urbanization and its impact
consists of Canada, Malaysia, and New Zealand. Cluster 6 on building energy consumption and efficiency in China
consists of Iran, Sri Lanka, and the United Kingdom. [24] with 130 citations, Green operations initiatives in the
Cluster 7 consists of China, Singapore, and Taiwan. The automotive industry: An environmental reports analysis
results are visualized in Figure 3. The size of the and benchmarking study [28] with 110 citations,
contribution of a country is represented by the size of the Sustainability: A new imperative in contaminated land
node.
remediation [28] with 105 citations. From Australia, the
Measuring the number of citations, based on Figure 3, publications of the Sustainable construction-The role of
for the 5 countries with the largest contributions, the 3 environmental assessment tools [29] with 571 citations,
publications with the most citations in each country are as Barriers to implement extensive green roof systems: A
follows: in the United States, research on The moderating Hong Kong Study [30] 94 citations, Eco-resorts vs.
effects of institutional pressures on emergent green supply Mainstream accommodation providers: An investigation
chain practices and performance [21] have 509 citations, of The viability of benchmarking environmental
then Balancing priorities: Decision-making in sustainable performance [31] with 52 citations.
supply chain management [22] with 361 citations, and
Table 2 shows the order of 28 countries based on the
research on Sustainable energy performances of green number of publication contributions including information
buildings: A review of current theories, implementations on the number of citations and the total link strength
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possessed. The 10 countries with the largest contributions
are as follows: United States (221 publications), then
China (84 publications), Malaysia (52 publications),
United Kingdom (42 publications), Australia (38
publications), Italy (38 publications), Canada (31
publications), India (27 publications), Hong Kong (26
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publications), and Taiwan (16 publications). These data
show that the United States dominates the publication and
makes a major contribution to the study of the stages of
operation and maintenance of green buildings. This is
indicated by the large number of publications, the number
of citations and the total link strength generated.

Table 2. Country Rankings by Number of Publications
No

Country

Documents

Citations

1

united states

217

2575

2

china

84

1361

3

malaysia

52

386

4

united kingdom

42

5

australia

38

6

italy

32

Total link
strength

No

Country

32

16

33

17

7

558
963
469

Total link
strength

Documents

Citations

netherlands

9

184

3

denmark

8

63

9

18

brazil

6

200

4

19

19

indonesia

6

20

2

22

20

iran

6

34

3

5

21

new zealand

6

68

2

6

6

2

7

canada

31

826

7

22

russian
federation

8

india

27

106

4

23

sweden

6

109

8

9

hong kong

26

640

15

24

turkey

6

31

1

6

26

2

10

taiwan

16

61

1

25

united arab
emirates

11

germany

14

271

2

26

norway

5

90

2

12

singapore

14

183

4

27

poland

5

28

0

13

spain

13

75

4

28

sri lanka

5

14

1

14

egypt

11

50

2

15

south korea

11

22

2

Figure 4. Overlay Visualization
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The overlay visualization (Figure 4) presents the
periodization of publications based on country
contributions. The results of the overlay visualization
show that the United States is the pioneer of publications
dealing with research topics in this field. Publications that
correlate with research topics were first discovered in the
United States in 1999 on the selection of cost effective
green buildings [32] with 79 citations and 3 other
publications, such as research on the challenges of green
buildings from the perspective of observers [19] with 113
citations, Green building challenges in England [20] with
28, and solar and green calculations on the Norwegian
Row House [18] with 76 citations.
3.4. Author Contributions
Analysis of the authors ' contributions was done using
the co-authorship analysis with the authors as a unit of
analysis with full counting calculation method. The
threshold used is the minimum number of documents of
an author numbering 3 documents and a minimum
number of citations of an author amounting to 3 citations.

Based on the Authorship mapping (Figure 5), 19
clusters consisting of 30 authors were obtained. Each
cluster is marked with its own color. 10 authors with the
largest contribution are Perini, K. (6 documents), Wang,
Y. (6 documents), Chew, M.Y.L. (5 documents), Zhang,
X. (4 documents) and Li, B. (4 documents), Roper, K.O.
(4 documents), Che-ani, A.I (4 documents), Conejos, S. (4
documents), Shen, L. (3 documents) and Wu, Y. (3
documents). The 10 authors with the highest number of
citations are Zhang, X. (300 citation), Shen, L. (284
citation), Wu, Y. (191 citation), Perini, K. (187 citation),
Li, B. (171 citation), Ottelé, M. (166 citations), Lu, Y.
(102 citations), Wang, Y. (92 citations), Lippiatt, B.C. (80
citations), and Hormones, M. (76 citations).
Figure 6 shows the results of the overlay visualization
mapping authors. In the picture, the darker the color of the
node indicates the older a literature and when it goes to
bright yellow, the literature will get younger. The
literature begins by Lippiatt, B.C, and Cole, L.J. Then, it
proceeds with Horman, M., and Ropper, K.O. and
publications related to this field continue to grow to this
day.

Figure 5. Authorship Network Visualization
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Figure 6. Overlay Visualization
Table 3. Top 20 References with Strongest Citation Burst
Documents

Publication
Year

Country

Total
Citation

Sustainable construction-The role of environmental assessment tools [29]

2008

Australia

562

The moderating effects of institutional pressures on emergent green supply chain practices
and performance [21]

2007

China

498

Balancing priorities: Decision-making in sustainable supply chain management [22]

2011

US

355

2011

Hongkong

161

2007

Italy

155

2013

Malaysia

151

2015

Hongkong

132

Urbanization and its impact on building energy consumption and efficiency in China [24]

2009

China

129

Green strategy for gaining competitive advantage in housing development: A China Study
[23]
Energy analysis of building manufacturing, maintenance and use: Em-building indices to
evaluate housing sustainability [33]
Sustainable energy performances of green buildings: A review of current theories,
implementations and challenges [25]
Enhancing environmental sustainability over building life cycles through green BIM: A
review [39]

Comparative life cycle analysis for green façades and living wall systems [37]

2011

Netherland

115

Green Human Resource Management and Green Supply Chain Management: Linking two
emerging agendas [35]

2016

Brazil

115

The relevance of Green Building Challenge: An observer's perspective [19]

1999

Germany

113

2010

UK

110

2004

Austria

107

Green operations initiatives in the automotive industry: An environmental reports analysis
and benchmarking study [28]
Decision making, planning and design for the conservation of indigenous vegetation
within urban development [38]
Building sustainability in logistics operations: A research agenda [36]

2011

US

103

Sustainability: A new imperative in contaminated land remediation [40]

2014

UK

95

Sizing of rainwater storage units or green building applications [41]

2007

Canada

94

Barriers to implement extensive green roof systems: A Hong Kong study [30]

2012

Hongkong

94

Economic returns to energy-efficient investments in the housing market: Evidence from
Singapore [34]

2012

Singapore

90

The next generation of sustainable construction [42]

2007

US

83

Selecting cost-effective green building products: BEES approach [17]

1999

US

79
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3.5. References with Strongest Citation Burst
The number of citations for publications that have
relevance to research topics continues to grow from year
to year. Based on the dataset used from the years of
observation 1999 - 2019, 20 documents were obtained
with the highest number of citations as shown in Table 3.
The countries of origin for the 20 publications with the
most citations were the United States with 4 documents,
Hong Kong with 3 documents, China with 2 documents,
England with 2 documents, while Australia, Italy,
Malaysia, Netherlands, Brazil, Germany, Austria, Canada
and Singapore each with 1 document.
Table 3 shows that research on environmental
assessment of sustainable construction [29] has the
highest number of citations with 562 citations. Based on
20 papers with top citation, it is known that the research
area with the most citations is in the realm of energy [24]
[25] [33] [34], Supply Chain [21] [22] [35] [36], and the
use of vegetation in green buildings [30] [37] [38].
Based on the number of citations, it is known that the
discussion of environmental assessment is still an
interesting study and many other researchers have cited it,
as well as the discussion of supply chains. This can be
seen from the large number of citations held by titles that
discuss this matter, such as: Sustainable construction-The
role of environmental assessment tools [29] with 562
citations,
The moderating effects of institutional
pressures on emergent green supply chain practices and
performance [21] with 489 citations, and Balancing
priorities: Decision-making in sustainable supply chain
management [22] with 355 citations.
3.6. Main Subject Area of Research
This paper reviews the 9 subjects of the research area
consisting of engineering, environmental science, energy,

social science, business, management and accounting,
computer science material science, Earth and Planetary
science, and the decision sciences. The number of
publications and the percentage of contributions based on
the subject area can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Subjects of Research Areas
Subject Area

%

Engineering

37.8

Environmental Science

17.6

Energy

11.6

Social Sciences

11.1

Business, Management and Accounting

7.2

Computer Science

5.3

Materials Science

4.3

Earth and Planetary Sciences

3.1

Decision Sciences

2.1

Within the period of 1999 - 2019, the subject areas that
dominated the publications discussing the operation and
maintenance phases of sustainable green buildings were
engineering subject with 451 documents, environmental
science with 210 documents, energy with 139 documents,
social science with 132 documents, and business,
management, and accounting with 86 documents.
Figure 7 shows the proportion of the size of subject
areas contribution to the number of publications which are
relevant to sustainable green building operations and
maintenance. Engineering contributed 37.8%, followed by
Environmental Science, 17.6%, Energy 11.6%, Social
Sciences 11.1%, Business, Management, and Accounting
7.2%, Computer Science, 5.3%, Materials Science, 4.3%,
Earth and Planetary Sciences 3.1%, and Decision Sciences
2.1%.

Figure 7. Distribution of Publications by Subject Area
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This condition shows that the main subject areas of
study so far are still in the areas of engineering,
environmental science and energy, with very few links to
other subject areas, such as: social science, computer
science and materials science and others. Considering the
operation and maintenance phase is a phase that consists
of a compilation of many disciplines, it very possible to
open up other opportunities for studies using various
perspectives of scenarios and other scientific field
approaches.
3.7. Major Research Areas (Analysis of Keywords
Co-Occurrences)
Mapping all keywords can provide an overview of the
main research areas that have been investigated [43]. This
study found 5285 keywords that have a relationship with
the phase of operation and maintenance of sustainable
green buildings. However, in order to dissolve the study,
the number of keywords will be limited using the
following parameters: analysis based on co-occurrence,
calculation using full counting and all keywords as an
analysis unit [44][45][46], and using the threshold
occurrence of a keyword of 20. Based on the parameters,
53 keywords that can fulfill these requirements are
obtained and these keywords can be grouped into 5
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clusters as shown in Figure 8.
As Figure 8 shows, cluster 1 is a collection of 13 items
consisting of buildings, cost-benefit analysis, costs,
decision making, environmental impact, environmental
sustainability, housing, life cycle, life cycle assessment,
LCA, maintenance, operation and maintenance, and
sustainability. Cluster 2 is a collection of 12 items
consisting of water quality, buildings, carbon dioxide,
energy conservation, energy efficiency, energy use,
energy utilization, global warming, historic preservation,
investment, office building, and Solar energy. Cluster 3 is
a collection of 12 items consisting of building codes,
building materials, design, ecology, environmental
protection, green buildings, planning, societies and
institution, strategic planning, structural design,
sustainable design, and sustainable development. Cluster
4 is a collection of 10 items consisting of building
construction, carbon, climate change, construction,
industrial construction, environmental management, green
building, greenhouse gases, project management, and
sustainable construction. Meanwhile, cluster 5 is a
collection of 6 items consisting of architectural design,
environmental design, intelligence building, leadership in
energy and environmental design, LEED, and sustainable
building.

Figure 8. Keyword – Network Visualization
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Figure 9. Keyword – Overlay Visualization

Figure 9 shows the development of keywords within
the period of 1999 – 2019. In the Early Years (1999 –
2012), major research areas were around design,
sustainable design, building construction, structural design,
investment, strategic planning, environmental protection,
and energy use. In the middle period (2012 – 2014), many
studies on sustainable development, construction industry,
energy efficiency, and planning were conducted.
Meanwhile, in the last years (2014 – 2019), the research
areas began to move towards life cycle assessment,
climate change, carbon, housing, operation, and
management.
In this study, the main areas of research are divided by
3 groups organized by the number of occurrences of the
keywords (Table 5). The group consists of Group 1 which
is a category of keywords classified as often used with
Occurrence level ≥ 50. Group 2 is a medium category
with occurrence level of keywords 50> x> 25. Group 3
covers keywords which falls into the category of rarely
used, namely keywords with occurrences 26> x> 19.

Group 1 (frequent category) consists of 16 keywords,
including sustainable development, green buildings,
sustainability, energy efficiency, intelligent buildings, life
cycle, industrial construction, environmental impact,
energy utilization, architectural design, energy
conservation, office buildings, construction, and
sustainable building. Group 2 (medium category)
comprises keywords that are commonly used in the
literature, which include design, maintenance, planning,
sustainable construction, climate change, costs,
environmental management, building materials, housing,
environmental protection, investments, and life cycle
assessment. In Group 3 (rare category), the top 3
keywords include cost benefit analysis, global warming,
building codes, building construction, environmental
sustainability, sustainable design, environmental design,
structural design, water quality, carbon, ecology,
operation and maintenance, energy use, historic
preservation, societies and institutions, solar energy, and
strategic planning.
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Table 5. Keyword Grouping
No

Keyword

Occurrences
( > 50 )

Total Link
Strength

No

Keyword

Occurrences
( 50 > X > 25 )

Total Link
Strength

No

Keyword

Occurrences
( 26 > X > 19 )

Total Link
Strength

1

sustainable
development

396

1853

17

design

49

269

35

cost benefit analysis

25

175

2

green buildings

140

805

18

maintenance

43

203

36

global warming

25

155

3

buildings

126

784

19

planning

41

213

37

building codes

24

142

40

207

38

24

144

24

126

24

122

24

147

4

sustainability

119

539

20

sustainable
construction

5

energy efficiency

115

683

21

climate change

37

180

39

6

intelligent buildings

101

602

22

37

257

40

7

life cycle

92

586

23

costs
environmental
management

37

205

41

90

564

24

decision making

35

234

42

sustainable design

24

77

87

501

25

greenhouse gases

35

245

43

environmental
design

23

142

8
9

construction
industry
environmental
impact

building
construction
environmental
sustainability
leed
life cycle
assessment

10

energy utilization

86

527

26

project
management

35

217

44

structural design

23

113

11

architectural design

78

495

27

building materials

33

193

45

air quality

22

117

12

green building

74

380

28

housing

32

182

46

carbon

22

168

32

190

47

ecology

22

96

13

energy conservation

68

379

29

leadership in energy
and environmental
designs

14

office buildings

56

295

30

carbon dioxide

30

181

48

operation and
maintenance

22

124

15

construction

54

381

31

environmental
protection

27

137

49

energy use

21

86

16

sustainable building

52

343

32

building

26

135

50

21

125

33

investments

26

143

51

21

87

34

life cycle
assessment (lca)

26

200

52

solar energy

20

70

53

strategic planning

20

96

historic
preservation
societies and
institutions
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Figure 10. Treemap Main Research Area

Figure 10 displays the Treemap of main research areas.
The main research areas that receive a sizeable and
growing portion in discussing the operation and
maintenance phases of sustainable green buildings include
sustainable development, green buildings, buildings,
sustainability, energy efficiency, and intelligent building.
Meanwhile, research areas that are underdeveloped or get
a small proportion in the period of observation include

strategic planning, societies and institutions, operations
and maintenance, energy use, and ecology.
Based on the division of the group and the Treemap,
information on the categorization of keywords is the basis
for the main research area, where the proportion of
research keywords is seen based on the level of frequency
of use (frequent, medium, rarely) by researchers in
conducting their studies. This is one of the functions of
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this analysis where the combination of keyword
categorization gives an opportunity to encourage the
presence of new studies to complement existing studies,
so that research in this field can continue to develop and
the gaps can be seen and filled properly.

4. Conclusions
Management of operational phases and sustainable
maintenance of green buildings can guarantee and
improve the performance of green buildings as planned.
From the results of science mapping, 746 publications are
found in the period of 1999 - 2019. The types of
publications that have a large contribution come from
Articles (43.2%), conference papers (43.0%), and
conference reviews (4.3%) with the 3 most influential
sources are the Journal of Green Building (25 documents),
Advance Material Research (24 documents), Applied
Mechanics and Materials (21 documents).
The mapping results reveal that 82 countries have
contributed to research related to the operation phase and
maintenance of sustainable green buildings. The United
States (221 publications), China (84 publications), and
Malaysia (52 publications) are 3 countries that have the
largest and the most influential contributions in this field
compared to other countries.
Based on the aspect of authors with the highest number
of contributions, the 3 authors with the highest number of
documents are Perini, K. (6 documents), Wang, Y. (6
documents), and Chew, M.Y.L. (5 documents).
Meanwhile, based on the number of citations, the 3
authors with the highest number of citations are Zhang, X.
(300 citations), Shen, L. (284 citations), and Wu, Y. (191
citations).
From 1999-2019, Sustainable construction-The role of
environmental assessment tools (Ding, 2008), The
moderating effects of institutional pressures on emergent
green supply chain practices and performance (Zhu and
Sarkis, 2007), and Balancing priorities: Decision-making
in sustainable supply chain management (Wu and Pagell,
2011) are the 3 most cited publications and references in
the world.
So far, the major areas of study have been dominated
by research in the field of engineering (37.8%),
environmental science (17.6%), energy (11.6%), and
social science (11.1%). Meanwhile, other fields of study
have contributions below 10%, such as Business,
Management and Accounting 7.2%, Computer Science
5.3%, Materials Science 4.3%, Earth and Planetary
Sciences 3.1%, and Decision Sciences 2.1%.
The main research area is identified through the
keywords used. During the period of 1999 - 2012, the
main research areas were design, sustainable design,
building construction, structural design, investment,
strategic planning, environmental protection, and energy
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use. During 2012-2014, the main research areas were
related to sustainable development, construction industry,
energy efficiency, and planning. Meanwhile, in the
2014-2019 period, the main study areas were life cycle
assessments, climate change, carbon, housing, operations
and management.
If the main research area is reviewed from keyword
occurrences, the top 3 keywords found in Group 1
(frequent categories) consist of sustainable development,
green buildings, and buildings in general, keywords in
Group 2 (medium category) consist of design,
maintenance, and planning, and keywords in Group 3
(rare category) consist of cost-benefit analysis, global
warming, and building codes.
During the period 1999 – 2019, research area that is
considered as experiencing significant development is the
area that discusses sustainable development, green
buildings, buildings, sustainability and energy efficiency
and intelligent building. Meanwhile, the less developed
research area is an area that examines strategic planning,
societies and institutions, operation and maintenance,
energy use, and ecology.
This study offers holistic knowledge development of
papers that have relevance to the operation and
maintenance phase of green buildings to ensure
sustainable building performance. The results obtained are
expected to increase knowledge and future researchers can
identify and address the gap of the research area that is
deemed to be done further studies to complete the existing
research literature. This study has some limitations,
although testing and analysis have been completed.
Among them are the depth of discussions which is limited
by space and the use of data sources that only use Scopus.
This study does not map papers from other sources which
are relevant to the topic discussed.
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Abstract The fabric is one of the core elements of
interior design. The fabrics are important in interior
design because they are everywhere and needed by
everyone, that helps to attain perfection in design. Many
decorations include textiles with interesting patterns, and
artists create the images on those textiles. Pakistan has a
rich culture and crafts which are deeply rooted in interior
textiles in the form of use of colors, designs, materials,
and of course the minds which combine them to a
memorable piece. The purpose of the study is to find out
the use of fabric as a textile product in the interior and to
find out the best type of design, texture, color, and pattern
in textiles interiors as a fabric. The data are depicted
through pictures taken form homes and interviews of
house ladies also helped to find out choices for interior
textiles. The survey of household textiles concluded that a
variety of color, design, and texture is available in fabrics,
household ladies preferably use cotton, linen, wool,
viscose, polyester, leather, and nylon blends. The fabrics
are selected according to the regional suitability, cost,
durability, comfort, and aesthetic properties. The bedsheet,
pillows, cushions, curtains, towels, wall hangings and
coverings, dining sheets, and lamps are popular fabric
products in home textiles. The other consideration was for
end-use, cost, durability, comfort, and aesthetic properties.
Pakistan must promote national products because of its
unique design, quality, durability, and low price.
Keywords Fabric Types, Interior Furnishings, Textile
Products, Pakistan

1. Introduction
Interior design is the art and science of observing,
listening, and completing the task and wishes of people to
develop a sustainable place within a building while
considering comfort. Even the meaning of decoration and
designing differ a lot but to some extent, they both are used
along each other to beautify a place not only visually but
also from its functionality. Functional or sustainable
products are the need of the era in which a human has to run
a race every day with his work and other needs. The
elements of sustainability refer to economic, functional,
and aesthetical. The more economical the product the more
is the demand, functionality can be gained by making
products comfortable, feasible, and easy to use and
aesthetics require an understanding of elements and
principles of design and how to blend them [1,2]. An
interior designer can be more capable of doing projects
with planning, functional design, and the effective use of
space plus to cater to technical issues such as window
positioning, acoustics, and lighting as compared to an
interior decorator who emphasizes on visual appeal. The
interior designers not only work with engineers and
architects [1] but they also involve shop keepers,
carpenters, ironsmith, fabric makers, etc.
A Textile is a flexible material consisting of a network of
natural or artificial fibers, yarn, or thread [1] but not only
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ends up here, but it also has a vast application in human life
from wearing suits to covering places such as home to
office. It is used not only to cover windows or sofas but its
design, texture, and color can vary widely to be suitable
with the functional aspect of a space. In other words, it is
not only to consider textiles for need but the demand of
people, and every person has a unique taste for it. The yarn
is produced by spinning raw fibers of wool, flax, cotton,
hemp, or other materials to produce long strands, textile is
formed by weaving, knitting, crocheting, knotting or tatting,
felting, or braiding [2]. Textile in simple words is
understandable as fabric by a layperson who called fabric
or cloth for almost every use in a household and a
workplace [3].
The fabric was present in prehistoric times to cover
humans from cold with animal skins, worn at least 70,000
years ago and perhaps much earlier. The next advancement
was the use of plant fibers to weave into the fabric, the
signs of dyed flax fibers in a cave in the Republic of
Georgia dated to 34,000 BCE indicate the presence of
textile-like materials in prehistoric times [4].

2. Interior Textile Designing
Many decorations include textiles with interesting
patterns, and artists create the images on those textiles.
Some people have become well known for their textile
designs. The other craftsmen are also involved in textile
designing who provide variations and variety to people for
choosing from the textile industry such as who work on
“khadis” for weaving local products, the other technical
persons do embroidery, printing, dyeing, batik, screen
printing, etc.
The textiles used for interior can be named “Interior
textiles” which are produced for either the domestic or
contract markets. Domestic textiles are those found in the
home or private interiors. “Contract textiles are those found
in public or commercial interiors. Interior textiles are
usually discussed with two key categories, furnishing
fabrics, and household textiles. Furnishing fabrics include
upholstery fabrics, soft floor coverings, wall coverings,
window furnishing for example curtains, drapes, blinds)
and accessories such as cushions and throws”. Household
textiles include all textiles used in domestic interiors apart
from furnishing fabrics. For example, bedding, towels,
blankets, tablecloths, and napkins [2,3,5]. Textiles like
curtains and carpets are also important element of interior
design. A textile is a fabric made by interlacing threads of
natural fibers (cotton) or synthetic fibers (nylon) through
processes such as weaving or knitting. So, interior textile
designers are people who create designs on fabrics that are
used for home furnishing and building interiors [6]. The
living room or bedroom can be designed with the patterns
and textures on carpets, curtains, pillows, upholstered
furniture, linens, and blankets. Well-designed textile
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patterns help pull together a room and give it a distinct feel.
Some might focus on domestic interiors, while others
concentrate on commercial interests in places like airports,
office complexes, or retail establishments [7].
The interior textile industry is classified into:

Decorative textile

Textile floor coverings

Wall coverings

Manufactured products.

3. Decorative Textile
We use textiles for many reasons, including clothing and
in our homes. They surround us and over time people have
developed many ways to decorate textiles. Decorative
techniques used in textiles always produced variations in
ordinary designs and patterns to make them up to date.
Some methods are as simple as taking a paintbrush and
painting on a textile. Other methods are more complicated
[8]. Home textiles can be classified as an interior
environment, that consists of interior spaces and
space-filling products such as furniture and furnishings
[9,10]. Furnishing includes the feel, color texture, character,
feel, and comfort to include in interior products and which
cannot be included in the architecture. Fabric is the most
comfortable material and even less expensive than other
mediums. Three factors attract the eye towards the interior
which is given below:

Color

Design

Texture
All these are described in detail in the present paper, also
the paper consist of various applications of fabrics used in
home textile and their value addition properties obtained by
various chemical processing.

4. Literature Review
Textile interior is bi functional as it deals with the
interior designing and textile designing to produce
materials and products which can be used in catering the
human requirements and decorating an interior space. The
fabric is the main element of structural part of any textile.
Embroidery on fabric is also a folk art along with a number
of materials which are accessible to nonprofessionals.
Examples including Hard anger from Norway, Merezhka
from Ukraine, Mountmellick embroidery from Ireland,
Nakshi kantha from Bangladesh and west Bengal, and
Brazilian embroidery. Many techniques had a practical use
such as Sachiko from japan, which was used as a way to
reinforce clothing [11]. The fabric is material seen in late
back history but embroidery is also present in all eras for
enhancing the fabric appearance.
If one has to look in the history of Pakistan about the use
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of different fabrics, the most important is the Mughal era
when fabric making of the best quality was at its peak.
Many towns like Bengal and Gujrat were famous for their
fabric of fine quality in Sultanate period. “Cambay in
Gujarat was famous for textiles and for gold and silver
work. Sonargaon in Bengal was famous for raw silk and
fine cotton cloth (called muslin later on). There were many
other handicrafts as well, such as leather work, metal work,
carpet weaving, etc. The new crafts introduced by the
Turks included the manufacture of paper” [12]. The textile
is needed at homes in a large extent because of the qualities
of fabrics such as fabric can control sun and light, prevent
interior color form fading, reduce glare, Protection from
night blackness at evening and too-early sun in the morning,
weather protector such as in summer avoid heat and in
winter work as conductor for heat loss, expand the room
size visually by its colors or reduce the space, work as
sound acoustic.
The Pakistani industries are following the six basic
techniques for manufacturing textiles such as spinning,
weaving, processing, printing, garment manufacturing and
filament yarn manufacturing. In fact, cotton is the largest
segment of textile production but silk, wool and jute are
also major in production, synthetic yarn, filament, fiber are
also being produced. Pakistan is advancing in production
of synthetic fibers like polyester, acrylic, nylon and
polyolefin, the filament yarn like acetate rayon yarn,
polyester filament yarn, and nylon filament yarn are
popular [12].

5. Fabric as Furnishing Material in
Interior Design
Fabric is the most usable and affordable material,
available in a range from expensive to low price, that can
enhance the beauty of an interior. There is not any room or
space at homes with our use of fabric even furniture and
lighting are most prominent features in rooms but
indirectly they are also having fabric combinations. It can
be considered as core element of interior design. Fabric
adds colors and design to interiors, in other words they
complete an interior whether formal or informal. The
colors can vary according to the place. Fabric color can be
selected according to the use and furniture or color scheme
but remember to see the use of that product or place [13,14].
The possibility of damage the fabric is always there so to
ensure the long-term use, a fabric must be selected
according to its usage. A home with kids will be having a
different approach for fabric selection, especially for
upholstery items which cannot be washed. Here are some
fabrics that are regularly used in interior design:
5.1. Rayon
It is a fabric like silk but it can be easily and commonly
used fabric with great texture, it can have wrinkles

frequently so used where not very much in touch with
human activities such as in curtains.
5.2. Silk
It is a fabric with rich smooth texture and considered a
luxurious fabric even now it is available in many varieties
according to price but previously it was made for rich
people. Silk is popular because of its shine, used in
upholsteries where is minimum movement because it gets
stains easily so cannot be used all over the home.
5.3. Cotton
It is commonly used fabric for all purposes and popular
in all classes because of its smooth texture and washable
quality. It can be used anywhere and it is also inexpensive.
Cotton can be mixed with other yarns to produce other
types of fabrics.
5.4. Nylon
It is a versatile fabric that has many uses, it is synthetic,
hard to tear and can be used roughly because of its wear
and tear quality. Nylon can also hold color well. However
due to its, strong nature, many a times it is used as in
blended forms.
5.5. Polyester
It is a strong synthetic fabric used for hard coverings
such as on windows and doors etc. the quality of wrinkle
free gives it popularity to be used extensively at homes.
Like other synthetic fabrics, it is also used as a blend and
not its pure form.
5.6. Leather
It is a unique fabric made form animal skin and as the
rare animal skins are more expensive like silk, adds a rich
feel to the interior. Leather is mostly used as a formal
material, can mostly be seen being used in offices. Leather
is used as sofa and chair covers. It needs special care and
can be torn and damaged easily by sunlight and water
[15,16].

6. Significance and Objectives of
Research
Textiles are important in interior design because they
can help set a tone or bring elements together for a very
finished appearance. Textile products used in interior
design include carpets and rugs, curtains, cushions,
upholstered furniture and even items like towels and bed
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linens. In interior design, the term “textile” refers to any
product that's woven or made of fabric. It may sound
simple, but these pieces are used in a variety of applications
throughout any room.
The following are the objectives of this research:

To find out the use of fabric as a textile product in the
interior

To find out the best type of design, texture, color, and
pattern is used in textiles interiors as a fabric.

7. Research Methodology
Textile can be categorized into many branches so at the
first step the sample was delimited to the bed linen, table
linen, cushions, wall hangings, wall coverings and lamp
shades. The study is a survey of household textiles being
used in homes to get insight of the actual situation of the
available color, design and texture in fabrics according to
the fabric types and depicted with pictures. The sample of
study is fabric being used in interior from the residences of
Lahore. The decorative textile is delimited to the fabric
type being used in interiors. The data was collected from
different houses about the materials available and being
used in household. There were ten houses selected for the
fabric used. The interviews were also conducted from the
house ladies who were responsible for the shopping for the
home textiles. The table with fabric characteristics was
formed with the help of available literature.

8. Data Analysis and Interpretations
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Table 1 shows the type of fabrics being used in interiors
which include cotton, linen, wool, viscose, polyester, etc.
The purpose of capsizing the materials is to abruptly view
the properties of fabrics being used and available in the
market.
8.2. Interview Conclusion
According to the conclusion of interviews the textile
interior was selected on the criteria of the fiber composition,
textures, color, finishes, and designs, the most of the fabric
being used were according to the regional suitability, the
other consideration was for end-use, cost, durability,
comfort, and aesthetic properties. To achieve the above, the
following measurable properties of fibers are mentioned
here:

Moisture Absorption / Content properties.

Optical behaviors like reflection/absorption of light
and shape of the fiber.

Eco-friendliness

Electrical and thermal characteristics such as fiber
ability to dissipate static charge.
8.3. Most Items Used in Home Textile
The data was then categorized into the following items
which are the most used item in homes textiles.
8.3.1. Bed Linen: Bed Covers, Bed Throws, Cushion
Covers, Pillow, Pillow Covers, Quilt Cloth.
8.3.2. Table Linen: Covers, Mats, Napkin, Runners.
8.3.3. Lunch Box Covers, Apron, Gloves, Pot Holder

8.1. Fabric Types and Advantages
The fabric types and their advantages were collected
from the literature to understand each fabric's quality and
uses.
Table 1. Types and Advantages of Fabrics used in Interiors [16,17].
Fiber Type

Advantages
Comfort

Moisture & Thermal Character

Aesthetic

Low Luster & Surface
Irregularity.

Comfort
Cost

Cotton / Linen
Wool
Viscose /
Modal
Polyester/Acry
lic Polyamide/
Polypropylene

Comfort
Cost
Comfort

8.3.4. Others: Towels, Wall hangings, lamps, Fabric for
Bedsheets, Raw Material such as Cotton and Linen.
Table 2. Bedsheets material being used in Interiors [15,16].
Cloth
Cambric

Raw
Material
Cotton
or Wool

Weave
Plain

Dimity

Cotton

Plain
and

Warmth.

Dotted
Swiss

Cotton

Plain(Ground With Swivel, Lappet)

Lower than Cotton.

Gingham

High Moisture Absorption /
Retention Capacity.
Longer Durability, High Strength
& Tough.
Low Moisture Absorption
Capacity, Low Thermo Plasticity

Corduroy
Crestone

Cotton
Cotton,
Rayon
Cotton,
Linen,

with
Cross

Cross / Lengthwise
Bar
Effect

Plain ( Stripe, check Plaids )
Filling

Pile with Plain or Twill
Back.
Plain or

Twill.

Table 2 shows the types of cloth, raw material, and
weave used in bed sheets for home textile.
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8.4. Fabric for Pillow and Cushions
Raw Materials:
Feathers of Goose, Rabbit, Down, Duck, etc. (In Cold
Countries)

Polyester, Cotton (In Hot Countries) [15]


Table 3. Pillow and Cushions being used in Interiors [15] [16]

Figure 1. A formal bed sheet

Cloth

Raw Material

Weave

Cretonne

Cotton, Linen,

Plain, Twill weaves

Ticking

Cotton, Rayon

Twill (L2, L3) Satin, Dobby
& Jacquard

Table 3 shows the cloth, raw material, and weave used in
pillows and cushions in home interiors.

Figure 1 is showing a formal bed sheet made of heavy
shiny material which can be cambric, dimity, dotted swiss,
Crestone, etc.

Figure 4. Embodied cotton bedsheet and pillows
Figure 2. Applique on the linen bed sheet

Figure 2 shows the technique of applique on the
bedsheet on linen fabric which is used for comfort and
aesthetics.

Figure 4 shows the embroidery on the whole bed sheet
and pillows to enhance the beauty of the fabric which can
be simple cotton to dimity.

Figure 5. Printed linen bed sheet and pillows
Figure 3. Informal printed cotton bed sheet

Figure 3 shows the informal bed sheet as a bed is used in
every house and people use both formal and informal bed
sheets according to their comfort.

Figure 5 shows the dark colors which are a consumer
choice to select design and colors.
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showing the skill and neatness of the embroider.
8.5. Fabric for Towels
Raw Material: Cotton, Viscose, Modal. It can be made
up of the following cloths:
Table 4. Types of Towels used in Interiors.

Figure 6. Machine embroider cushion

Cloth

Raw Material

Weave used [15,16]

Gingham

Cotton

Plain (Stripes, Checks, Plaid)

Terrycloth

Cotton, Linen

Terry (3pick, 4 pick, 5 pick)

Table 4 shows the cloth, raw material, and weave used in
towels being used in interiors.

Figure 6 shows the machine embroidery on cushions
which can be custom made according to user choice. The
color, design, and materials for fabric and thread can vary.

Figure 9. Towels in different colors

8.6. Fabric for Blankets and Quilts
Raw material: Woolen, Cotton, P/C, Acrylic [15,16].
Table 5. Types of Blankets and Quilts used in Interiors
Figure 7. Framework (stars embellishment) on a cushion

Figure 7 shows custom-made cushions, an
embellishment of shiny stars in the form of peacock and
grass.

Cloth

Raw Material

Weave

Calico

Cotton

Plain

Chinchilla

Cotton, Wool

Sateen, Twill with Extra
Filling

Flannelette

Cotton

Plain; Twill

Table 5 shows the cloth, raw material, and weave used in
blankets and quilts being used in interiors.

Figure 8. Embroidery work on cushions

Figure 8 shows the heavy embroidery in tones of a
monochromatic hue of blue which is hand embroidery and

Figure 10.

Informal blanket
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Figure 10 shows the quilts matching with the bedsheet
and cushions in earthy tones.
8.7. Fabric for Table Cloth
Raw Material: Cotton, Polyester.

8.8.1. Curtain Fabrics

Table 6. Types of Blankets and Quilts used in Interiors
Cloth

Raw Material

Weave

Monk’s
Cloth

Cotton (Ground), Viscose
(Pattern)
Wool, Cotton, Linen,
Silk, Rayon

Chenille

Cotton

Brocade

Table 7 shows the cloth, raw material, and weave used in
furnishing fabrics being used in interiors.
The furnishing fabric which is discussed below is
windows such as for curtains, wall coverings, wall
hangings, cushions

The raw material used: Polyester, flax, viscose, cotton,
silk, acetate, jute, hemp & glass.

Jacquard, Dobby
4 * 4 Basket Weave
Plain

Table 6 shows the cloth, raw material, and weave used in
table clothes being used in interiors.

Figure 12.

Draperies in printed fabrics for windows

8.8.2. Wall Covering
They are taking over the market from paints.

Figure 11. Embroidered table mats

Figure 11 shows the dining cover with contrast table
mats with light embroidery.
8.8. Fabric for Furnishing and other uses
Raw Materials: Cotton, Polyester & Silk
Table 7. Types of Blankets and Quilts used in Interiors.
Cloth

Raw Material

Weave

Brocade

Cotton (Ground),
Viscose (Pattern)

Jacquard, Dobby

Chenille

Cotton

Plain

Organza

Cotton

Plain with swivel, lappet

Lawn

Cotton

Plain

Gingham

Cotton

Plain(Stripes, Checks, Plaids)

Point de
sprit

Cotton, Silk

Leno, Gauze

Voile

Cotton, wool

Plain loosely woven

Figure 13.

Fabric used as wall paper

Figure 13 shows the printed fabric which can be used on
walls, mostly they are used in rooms for sound acoustics
and kids’ rooms.
8.8.3. Cushion Covers
Raw Material: Cotton, Polyester, P / C, other Synthetics
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Figure 14.
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Painted cushion covers

Figure 14 shows the printed cushions which can be used
for informal settings such as for lounge.

Figure 16. Embroidered fabric wall hanging

Figure 16 shows the wall hanging with embroidery
which is showing a complete bird picture with intricate
colors.

Figure 15.

Fashion related cushion covers

Figure 15 shows the cushions with a screen-printed
picture of a woman, such type of cushions can be
customized and expensive.
8.8.4. Wall Hangings
Metal complex dyes are used primarily for subdued
shades and acid dyes for brilliant shades. Yarn is moth
proofed. The batik style of printing is also in use.

Figure 17. Embroidered wall panels with a floral motifs
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9. Discussion and Conclusion

Figure 18. Embroidered wall hanging

Figure 18 shows the wall hanging which is an image of a
lady from her backside and flowers in her hands are
showing a bouquet.
8.8.6. Lampshades
Lampshades are classified into four basic shapes: drum,
empire, bell, or coolie depending on their shape. A drum or
cylinder shade typically features vertical sides, sometimes
with a very slight incline where the top of the shade is
slightly smaller than the bottom.

Figure 19. Embroidered Lamp shades for a side table

Figure 19 shows the lampshade with embroidery which
is used to up on side tables.

The study concluded that the textile interior cannot be
ignored as the fabric that is not only for wearing but is
being used everywhere in interiors [1,2]. Pakistan is always
famous because of its crafts and fabric that has unique
combinations of colors, designs, and materials. The survey
of household textiles concluded that a variety of color,
design, and texture [2,7] is available in fabrics according to
its kinds, a few examples are shown in pictures, taken from
selected residences of Lahore. A brief interview or
discussion with household ladies also gave an insight of the
materials being used in household, most of them are using
cotton, linen, wool, viscose, polyester, leather and nylon
blends [3,6,12,15,16]. They select fabric because of
textures, color, finishes, and designs, the most of the fabric
being used are according to the regional suitability, the
other consideration was for end-use, cost, durability,
comfort and aesthetic properties [2,13,14]. The types of
cloth, raw material, and weave used in bed sheets are
having a wide variety to choose from. The formal bed sheet
made of heavy shiny material, use of the technique of
applique, and embroidery both hand and machine-made are
also being used for both formal and informal bed sheets.
The pillow and cushions cloth are being selected by filling
and weave types [15,16,17]. The dark and cool colors both,
tones of a monochromatic, earthy tone are in use which is a
consumer choice to select design and colors. Different
embellishment like stars and figures of animals are
common. Towels, blankets, and quilts are being made in
different colors and weaves. The dining cover with contrast
table mats with light embroidery is popular, draperies in
printed fabrics, and wall covering fabric used for sound
acoustics. Informal cushions in the lounge with screen
printing are famous but customized cushions are expensive
[3,5], wall hanging with embroidery in figures and floral
designs are also in use. Lampshades are in use in different
shapes, materials, and colors. The need is to promote our
national products in other regions not only because of the
aesthetic qualities but quality, durability, and low price.
Even, the Pakistani textiles are greatly demanded in all
over the world but new techniques and materials are being
embedded in the industry to maintain the exports [12]. The
textile products are valuable and in demand because of
their uniqueness, the fabric quality, thread, techniques are
always welcomed inside and outside country. The need is
to highlight the modern techniques and to raise the exports
for both hand work and machine work.
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Abstract

Like concrete, Shotcrete poorly performs
when subjected to tension; therefore, it experiences
displacements and breaking when it is exposed to tensile
loadings—adding fibers to concrete increases the ductility
of Shotcrete. For this reason, two shotcrete mixes were
prepared, plain, and reinforced with fibers (Fiber
Reinforced Shotcrete, FRS). The results were looked at and
recorded. Shotcrete with a strength of more than 35 MPa
were designed and prepared. Steel and polypropylene
fibers of different weights and shapes are added to
Shotcrete. After adding fibers to Shotcrete, Shotcrete with
fascinating properties is produced after testing the samples
for 7 and 28 days. The results stated that the tensile and
compressive strength of Shotcrete enhanced with
additional fibers. Shotcrete has indistinguishable properties
compared to concrete, and adding of polypropylene fibers
up-to 3kg/m3 disclosed a nearly 20% rise in the
compressive strength of Shotcrete. The compressive
strength diminished with an increase in the quantity of fiber
past 3kg/m3. The tensile and flexural properties of
Polypropylene Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete (PFRS)
continued expanding with higher fiber quantity. Similarly,
the compressive, tensile, and flexure strength of Shotcrete
increased with an increase in the number of steel fibers.

Keywords Shotcrete, Polypropylene Fibers, Steel
Fibers, Compressive Strength, Tensile Strength

1. Introduction

Figure 1. Different types of fibers used for Shotcrete

Shotcrete is a mix of cement and fine sand applied
hydraulically and compressed powerfully at high speed.
Generally, the particle of grading size up-to 16mm is
utilized in shotcrete applications worldwide. In general,
Shotcrete gain 70-80 % of its strength within 7 days after
placing [1]. Shotcrete experiences arrangement and
compaction simultaneously due to the speed of its ejection
from the nozzle. It is evident that concrete structures,
except those when strengthened with reinforcement, are
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incapable of sustaining the load in tension. For this
purpose, most researchers added fibers of different
materials to enhance the tensile properties of concrete and
Shotcrete. Many researchers adopted various artificial
materials like polyvinyl alcohol, polypropylene fibers
(PP), polyethylene, and polyamides, to strengthen the
concrete to resist tension. For example, Banthia et al. [2]
stated that fibers are offered in 3 forms: steel, glass, and
synthetic fibers. The characteristic fibers are shown in
Figure 1.
He described that Shotcrete having steel fibers must
participate in a tensile strength up-to 1.0 GPa and
tensile-modulus of 200 GPa. He also deliberated different
forms of synthetic fibers. He noticed that these are made
of Nylon, Polyethene, Rayon, Polypropylene, and
Polyester. Nevertheless, Polypropylene has been mainly
utilized in Shotcrete as fiber reinforcement. The addition
of synthetic fibers diminishes the shrinkage cracks in
Shotcrete. Prisco et al. [3] gave a definite examination of
steel-fibers in Shotcrete [4].
Xu Yan et al. [5] concluded that mixing silica fume and
steel-fiber could significantly improve bending toughness
and splitting tensile, flexural, and shear strengths of wet
Shotcrete. Different types and contents of steel fibers did
not have a noticeable effect on wet Shotcrete's
compressive strength. When silica fume and shear
undaform steel-fiber are mixed, a 29% increase in the
compressive strength is observed. In contrast, the splitting
tensile, shear, flexural, and initial crack strength of
combining the shear undaform steel fiber are about 10%
higher than mixing the shear flat steel-fiber.
Le Hoang [6] investigated the effect on the uniaxial
tensile
and
compressive
behaviour
of
ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC), considering
1.5% and 3% steel-fiber contents using different aspect
ratios. No apparent change in the compressive strength
and elastic-modulus was recorded; however, the post-peak
behavior under compression was affected considerably. In
terms of notched prisms under tension, no steel-fibre
influence is noticed in the linear elastic stage. In contrast,
the increase in steel-fibre content exerted a substantial
effect on the fiber activation stage, but higher fibre
efficiency values are achieved. Rahman et al. studied the
influence of adding waste materials such as metal bottle
caps and glass powder in concrete and observed an
excellent increase in concrete strength [7][8].
Waseem Abbas et al. [9] investigated that adding
different lengths of steel-fibers and content using increase
water-to-cement ratios caused a considerable variation in
concrete's mechanical properties. A rise of 0.5% to 1.5%
in fiber-content advances the flexural strength by 3% to
124% for fibers having a smaller aspect ratio of 65. They
also observed a 10–25% increase in compressive strength
and about 31 to 47% indirect tensile strength. For a higher
aspect ratio such as 80, a 140% increase in flexural
strength was observed compared to plain concrete. An
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analytical model for the stress-strain relationship of fiber
reinforced concrete under compression is proposed. They
found a good agreement between the proposed model and
the experimental results [10]. The fibers are accessible in
various characteristics, shapes, and dimensions. The
length of fibers should be multiple times the maximum
aggregate size to give proper bonds and cover paste
between fibers in Shotcrete. Closely spaced steel fibers
result in a strong Steel Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete (SFRS).
Small diameter fibers result in more slender fibers, which
densify the Shotcrete with more fibers [11]. The stable
bond features among steel-fibers and Shotcrete guarantee
the shift of the tensile stresses fibers.
The bond between Shotcrete and steel-fibers can be
enhanced by selecting a realistic shape of the fiber.
Squeezed wires, amplified ends, and hooks are some of
the locally accessible forms. The effectiveness of SFRS
relies on the rigidity of steel-fibers; therefore, higher
rigidity of steel fiber maintains distance from fiber crack.
Research in the mix design has created high-quality
Shotcrete, which requires considerably advanced steel
fibers' strength to create higher rigidity [12]. In Pakistan,
hydropower projects like Neelum-Jehlum, Patrind, and
Daral Khwar used Fiber-Reinforced-Shotcrete (FRS). The
use of these FRS has prominence on the compression
strength of Shotcrete. In contrast, tensile strength is
considered higher for not using wire mesh. Generally,
there are small arrangements for tensile and flexure testing
at sites; therefore, it requires a suitable quantity of fiber
reinforcement to be used in such projects [13][14].

2. Experimental Activity
Effects of fibers on structural properties such as tensile,
compressive, and flexural strength of Shotcrete are studied
in this research. The results obtained are compared with
plain Shotcrete, and the feasibility of Shotcrete obtained
by adding fibers is studied in the actual construction field.
Shotcrete mix is set up to accomplish a target strength of
more than 35 MPa. Mix design of Shotcrete involved
workable slump and w/c ratio with water reducing agents
and accelerators for fast setting of Shotcrete. In light of
these perceptions, the "sand" to "aggregate" ratio of 0.63
by weight is followed and used in shotcrete mix design for
plain and Shotcrete reinforced using steel and propylene
fibers to improve the tensile strength. The adopted weight
of steel fibers is 40 kg/m3, 45 kg/m3, and 50 kg/m3. These
were hooked (25mm in length with 0.4mm diameter of
having an aspect ratio of 62.4) and conform to ASTM A
820 [15]. Similarly, the quantity of polypropylene fibers
are 1.0 kg/m3, 3.0 kg/m3 and 5.0 kg/m3. Polypropylene
fibers of length 12 mm and diameter of 0.018 mm with an
aspect ratio of 666.67 are used. The typical arrangement
of both fibers is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. A
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standard shotcrete panel 30inch by 8inch was made of
timber for the Shotcrete while cores and beams were
drilled out and extracted to ASTM C1604 [16].

sprayed with Shotcrete is shown in Figure 4.
Cylinder-shaped specimens of 8inch x 4inch were
obtained both for compressive and tensile testing,
according to ASTM C 1604. Similarly, a particular type of
wood mold having dimensions of 21x 6 x 6 (in inches) for
casting beams required for flexural strength. The
compressive, tensile, and flexural testing for plain and
fibers reinforced Shotcrete (FRS) specimens are
performed with the results obtained, as discussed in the
forthcoming section.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2. Polypropylene Fibers to be added to the concrete

The designed mix both for plain and reinforced
Shotcrete is shot for all panels keeping in view the same
angle of the shoot and the same distance for all panels by
shotcrete pump operator (at Daral Khwar Hydropower
Project Bahrain, Swat). Cores extracted as per ASTM C
1604 were utilized for the Compressive strength test and
split cylinder test, while beams prepared are used for the
flexural strength test. The quantity of steel and propylene
reinforcement is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Fiber Reinforcement considered for the experiment
Shotcrete Type
PS (Plain Shotcrete)
SFRS (Steel Fiber
Reinforced Shotcrete)
PRS (Polypropylene
Reinforced Shotcrete)

Quantity of Fiber (kg/ m3)
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Without any addition of Fiber
40

45

50

1.0

3.0

5.0

Figure 3. Hooked Steel Fibers to be added as reinforcing fibers to
concrete

Figure 5. Failure form of plain shotcrete specimens
Figure 4. Panels sprayed with Shotcrete

Each shotcrete mix is shot in a separate panel with a
nozzle perpendicular to the panel surface. A test panel

Universal Testing Machine (UTM) is used to
investigate the compressive strength of the fabricated
specimens. A typical cone and split type failure pattern are
observed for plain Shotcrete. However, in the case of steel
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and propylene reinforced Shotcrete, line cone and
shear-type failure pattern are recorded. These patterns for
the three cases are shown in Figure 5 for PS, Figure 6 for
SFRS, and Figure 7 for PFRS.

Figure 7. Failure form of PFRS Specimen

Figure 6. Failure form of SFRS Specimen

Table 2 shows the 7- and 28-day compressive strength
test results for each type of Shotcrete.

Table 2. Compressive strength for the tested specimen on 7 and 28 days
Type of
Shotcrete
PS
SFRS

PFRS

Fiber quantity
(kg/m3)

Mean 7 days
Compressive Strength
(MPa)

Percentile
Increase
(%)

Mean 28 days
Compressive Strength
(MPa)

Percentile
Increase
(%)

0.0

29.4

-

35.6

-

40.0

30.7

4.5

37.1

4.3

45.0

32.0

9.1

38.7

8.9

50.0

33.0

12.4

39.9

12.2

1.0

31.9

8.6

38.6

8.5

3.0

35.5

21.0

42.9

20.7

5.0

34.2

16.6

41.4

16.4
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39
34
29

Plain
Shotcrete

Steel Fibres
40 kg/m3

Steel Fibres
45 kg/m3

Steel Fibres
50 kg/m3

44

Compressive Strength (MPa)

Compressive Strength (MPa)

44

7 Days Compressive Strength of
PFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

7 Days Compressive Strength of
SFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

24
19
14
9
4

39
34

Plain
Shotcrete

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

29
24
19
14
9
4
-1

-1

Specimen Type

(a)

Specimen Type

28 Days Compressive Strength of
SFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

40

36

Plain
Shotcrete

Steel Fibres
40 kg/m3

Steel Fibres
45 kg/m3

Steel Fibres
50 kg/m3

34
32

Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

44

Compressive Strength (MPa)

Compressive Strength (MPa)

42

(b)

28 Days Compressive Strength of
PFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

44

38

Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3 Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3

42

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

40
38
36

Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3

Plain
Shotcrete

34
32
30

30

Specimen Type

(c)

Specimen Type

(d)

Figure 8. Comparison of compressive strengths (a) 7 days using SFRS, (b) 7 days using PFRS, (c) 28 days using SFRS, and (d) 28 days using PFRS

The comparison of compressive strength obtained for
SFRS and PFRS for 7 days are shown by Figure 8 (a) and
Figure 8 (b), respectively, whereas for 28 days are shown
by Figure 8 (c) and Figure 8 (d).
The 7 days compressive strength of cylinders without
fibers is 29.4 Mpa, which varies from 4.5% to 12.4% for
SFRS and 8.6% to 16.6% for PFRS, as shown in Table 2.
Similarly, the 28 days compressive strength of cylinders
without is 35.6 Mpa and varies from 4.2% to 12.2% for
SFRS and 8.5% to 16.4% for PFRS (See Table 2). The
rationale behind the enhancement in strength is that
randomly-oriented fibers arrest a microcracking
mechanism and limit crack propagation, thus improving
strength.
According to ASTM C1604-1604M, the split tensile
test is conducted on a 4-inch (101.mm) diameter, 8 inches
(203.2 mm) long Shotcrete extracted drilled core. After
the test, the specimen is split into two halves (see Figure
9), which showed that fiber-reinforced Shotcrete is split at
a higher strength than plain Shotcrete. The split tensile
strength results for 7 and 28 days are shown in Table 3

for each type of Shotcrete.

Figure 9. Core Failure pattern
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Table 3. Tensile Strength Test Results for 7- and 28-Days
Type of
Shotcrete

Fiber (kg/m3)

Mean 7 days split
tensile strength (MPa)

Percentile
Increase (%)

Mean 28 days split
tensile strength (MPa)

Percentile
Increase (%)

Plain Shotcrete

0.0

1.4

-

2.0

-

40.0

1.8

24.4

3.2

61.3

SFRS

PFRS

45.0

2.6

84.7

3.9

101.8

50.0

3.2

121.2

4.2

114.4

1.0

1.9

34.9

3.1

60.4

3.0

3.3

134.2

3.8

93.5

5.0

3.7

163.0

4.1

109.3

7 Days Tensile Strength of
PFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

7 Days Tensile Strength
of SFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3

3

2

Plain
Shotcrete

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

1.5
1

4

Tensile Strength (MPa)

Tensile Strength (MPa)

4
3.5

2.5

0.5

Shotcrete Type

28 Days Tensile Strength of
SFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete
Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

4.5

3.5
3
2.5

Plain
Shotcrete

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

2
1.5
1

0

(a)

Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3
4.5

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

3.5

Shotcrete Type

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

4

Plain
Shotcrete

2
1.5
1
0.5

(b)

28 Days Tensile Strength of
PFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

Tensile Strength (MPa)

Tensile Strength (MPa)

4

3

Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3

0.5

0

2.5

Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

4.5

4.5

3.5
3
2.5

Polypropylene
Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3
3
Fibres = 3 kg/m

Plain
Shotcrete

2
1.5
1
0.5

0

Shotcrete Type

(c)

0

Shotcrete Type

(d)

Figure 10. Comparison of the split tensile strength (a) 7 days using SFRS, (b) 7 days using PFRS, (c) 28 days using SFRS, and (d) 28 days using PFRS

The comparison of split tensile strength obtained for
SFRS and PFRS for 7 days are shown by Figure 10 (a)
and Figure 10 (b), respectively, whereas for 28 days are
shown by Figure 10 (c) and Figure 10 (d).
The 7 days split tensile strength of cylinders without
fibers is 1.4 Mpa, which varied from 24.4% to 121.2% for
SFRS and 34.9% to 163.0% for PFRS, as shown in Table
3. Similarly, the 28 days split tensile strength of plain
Shotcrete was 2.0 Mpa, whereas it varied from 61.26% to
114.4% for SFRS and 60.4% to 109.3% for PFRS, as
mentioned in Table 3. The increase in the split tensile
strength is relatively high when fibers are used in the
Shotcrete.).
According to ASTM C 293 [17], in UTM, the flexural
strength test is performed 24 in long beams with 6 in x 6

in cross-section. As shown in Figure 11, the failure pattern
shows that it is split by the center point loading method.

Figure 11. Failure of the beam during flexure test
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Table 4. Flexural Strength Test for 7- and 28-Days

Type of
Shotcrete

Fiber
(kg/m3)

Average
Flexural
strength
for 7
days
(MPa)

Plain
Shotcrete

0.0

3.9

40.0

4.3

11.2

7.0

58.9

45.0

6.0

53.3

8.6

94.8

50.0

7.0

80.0

9.1

106.0

1.0

4.7

22.0

7.2

62.6

3.0

7.6

94.7

8.5

92.0

5.0

8.4

115.8

9.1

106.0

SFRS

PFRS

Percentile
Increase
(%)

Average
Flexural
strength
for 28
days
(MPa)

Percentile
Increase
(%)

-

4.4

-

The 7- and 28-days flexural strength test results are
presented in Table 4 for each type of Shotcrete.
The comparison of flexural strength obtained for SFRS
and PFRS for 7 days is shown by Figure 12 (a) and
Figure 12 (b), respectively, whereas for 28 days are
shown by Figure 12 (c) and Figure 12 (d).
The 7 days flexural strength of beams without fibers is
3.9 Mpa and varies from 11.23% to 80.03% for SFRS and
22.0% to 115.8% for PFRS, refer to Table 4. Similarly,
the 28 days flexural strength of beams without fibers'
addition is 4.4 Mpa and varies from 58.85% to 105.95%
for SFRS and 62.6% to 106.0% for PFRS, as shown in
Table 4. The increase in flexural strength is due to the
randomly oriented fibers that limit the crack propagation
and therefore improve strength.

7 Days Flexural Strength of
SFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

7 Days Flexural Strength of
PFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

10

8

Steel Fibres
45 kg/m3

7
6
5

Plain
Shotcrete

Steel Fibres
40 kg/m3

4
3
2

9

1

8
7
6
5

Shotcrete Type

9

Flexural Strength (MPa)

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

3
2
0

(a)

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

8
7

Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

Shotcrete Type

(b)

28 Days Flexural Strength of
PFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete
Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3

10

Polypropylene
Fibres = 1 kg/m3

9

Flexural Strength (MPa)

10

Plain
Shotcrete

4
3
2

Polypropylene
Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

8
7
6

Plain
Shotcrete

5
4
3
2
1

1
0

Plain
Shotcrete

4

28 Days Flexural Strength of
SFRS Mixes with Plain Shotcrete

5

Polypropylene
Fibres = 5 kg/m3

1

0

6

Polypropylene
Fibres = 3 kg/m3

10

Steel Fibres
50 kg/m3

Flexural Strength (MPa)

Flexural Strength (MPa)

9

0

Shotcrete Type

(c)

Shotcrete Type

(d)

Figure 12. Comparison of flexural strength (a) 7 days using SFRS, (b) 7 days using PFRS, (c) 28 days using SFRS, and (d) 28 days using PFRS
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4. Conclusions
Shotcrete has indistinguishable properties to that of
plain concrete. Adding polypropylene fibers up to 3kg/m3
showed a 20% increase in the compressive strength of
Shotcrete. The compressive strength steadily diminished
with the rise of fiber amount beyond 3kg/m3. With the
increase of polypropylene fibers, the tensile and flexural
strength increased. It was above 100% for 5kg/m3 of
polypropylene fibers. This study showed that with the
increase in steel fiber, the compressive, tensile, and
flexure strength of Shotcrete is consistently attained. For
50kg/m3 of steel fibers, a 12% increase in compressive
strength is recorded, and more than 100 % tensile and
flexure strength are achieved. It is appropriate to mention
here that steel filaments in SFRS are more costly than
polypropylene fibers in PFRS. The two fibers grant
indistinguishable properties to Shotcrete, yet PFRS is less
expensive when compared with Shotcrete. Still, the
harmful properties of Polypropylene ought to be
concentrated before their utilization in Shotcrete.
Exceeding the polypropylene fiber quantity beyond a
specific limit increases the tensile and flexural strength of
Shotcrete with decreasing compressive strength. The
reduction of compressive strength should be monitored
carefully, and mix design should be changed accordingly.

Abbreviations
PFRS: Polypropylene Fiber, Reinforced Shotcrete
FRS: Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete
PP: Polypropylene Fibers
SFRS: Steel Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete
ASTM: American Society of Testing Materials
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Abstract Several research reports agree on the influence
of joint rotational behavior on the stability of space frames.
One must therefore consider it in space structures study. Joint
rotational behavior is generally considered in space structures
study by means of its moment-rotation behavior curve. Models
such as analytical, empirical, experimental, informational,
mechanical and numerical mostly are used to determine
joint mechanical behavior. This review paper presents an
overview of available methods for the prediction of semi rigid
connections behavior of under both static and dynamic loads.
Advantages, disadvantages, and principal characteristics of
each model stretched out. The modeling of joint behavior in
studying space structures is associated with a mathematical
representation model of the joint moment-rotation curve.
Several models, linear, bilinear, multilinear and nonlinear
representations are developed through the years to picture
accurately the joints moment rotation behavior. The most
precise representation applies continuous nonlinear functions,
even though the multilinear representation is generally used
for mechanical models. Using test data on aluminum and
steel bolted connections conducted at Harbin Institute of
Technology a simple stable quartic polynomial model is
proposed to represent the behavior of the connections. In
addition, Three others models are also proposed, including an
Odd power Polynomial Model as proposed by Frye & Morris
Model, a three parameter Power Model in accordance to the
Kishi & Chen Model, and a four-parameter exponential model
in line with the Yee & Melchers Model. These three models

are compared with the simple quartic polynomial model
proposed in this paper. As a result, the proposed connection
design model, independent of test data, can be used directly
by designers to assess semi-rigid, bolted connection behavior
in Space Structures. The present work will give support to
engineers for easy and accurate choice of the joint behavior
prediction model and portrait correctly the behavior of the
joints for best use in semi-rigid space structures construction.

Keywords Semi-rigid Joints, Joint Prediction Model,
Bolted Connections, Aluminum Material

1

Introduction

The incorporation of the effects of joint flexibility in the assessments of the structural performance of steel frame structures requires a knowledge of the connection moment-rotation
M − θ characteristics. The prediction of connection behavior
is the first step in designing or modeling of semi-rigid connections as structural elements and therefore, by extension in the
stability analysis of Space Structures. Many researchers have
presented the details of connection behavior. Nethercot & Zandonini reviewed the methods available for prediction of beamto-column joint behavior [? ? ]. The work [? ? ] particularly
consisted in identifying and reviewing available methods for
the prediction of M − θ curves and techniques for representing them in mathematical and/or analytical form; Embracing
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the empirical curve fitting of experimental data, the use of simplified analytical, behavioral and mechanical models, and full
numerical analysis. They then classified methods of prediction
into four categories:
• Prediction using mathematical expressions,
• Prediction by simplified analytical models,
• Prediction by mechanical models and
• Prediction by finite element analysis.
For the purpose of expressing the moment-rotation (M − θ)
behavior of various types of connections, several mathematical expressions are used in literature, being developed primarily from experimental studies. Some of these mathematical
models are not suitable for the prediction of semi-rigid connection behavior. They only represent the behavior of connections based on experimental and numerical results. Yet, several other, parameters are related to the physical and mechanical properties of the connections and those parameters can be
found analytically. Early mathematical models proposed by
John Charles Rathbun (1936), Monforton et. al (1963) and
Lightfoot et. al (1974) used a linear moment-rotation M − θ
model for the description of the connection behavior for the
whole range of the connection deformation [3-5].
John Charles Rathbun (1936) in working on the elastic properties of riveted connections reported a series of tests on beamto-column joint to determine the relationship between the angular change in riveted beam connections and the moment inducing these changes (Moment-rotation relationship). Tests of
18 connections of the three most common types of steel beams
formed the basis of the work and showed how the test information may be applied to design not only for single beams, but
also in the investigation of the stresses in riveted frames. Rathbun’s work also showed the necessary changes to be made in
the formulas in several method of analysis in order to allow the
elasticity of the riveted connections.
Monforton et. al’s (1963) study was mainly based on matrix analysis of semi-rigid connected frames and Lightfoot et.
al (1974) worked on the elastic analysis of frameworks with
elastic connections. A linear model can only be applicable in
a limited range of the initial rotation, seeing that non-linearity
in the connection behavior normally occurs in the first stage of
the loading. The piecewise linear model is an extended form of
linear model that is composed of a series of straight-fine segments.
Later on, several of the mathematical models (mathematical equations) in the form of linear, bilinear, trilinear, polynomial, spline, exponential, and power functions have been
proposed (Frye & Morris (1975), Goverdhan (1983), Ang &
Morris (1984), Nethercot (1985), Kishi & Chen (1986), Yee
& Melchers (1986), Chen and Lui (1991), and computer programs PRCONN, Chen and Toma (1994), Chen et.al (2011),
etc. are available [6-16].
Lionberger et.al (1969) working on the dynamic response
of frames with nonrigid connectors and Romstad et.al (1970)
analysing frames with partial connection rigidity proposed a
bilinear model [? ? ]. In 1981 Moncarz and Gerstl worked
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on steel frames with nonlinear connections and proposed a trilinear model. The bilinear, trilinear and multilinear models are
examples of the piecewise linear model. The piecewise model,
besides the initial stiffness requirement, can also satisfy the
strength requirement of the connection [? ]. However, the researches of Lorenz Robert and Chen (1993) and Al-Bermani
et.al (1994) have stated that the abrupt changes in the connection stiffness at the transition points of the linear segments
make their practical use difficult [? ? ].
Al-Bermani et. al (1994) presented a model requiring
four parameters to describe simulating the hysteretic momentrotation (M − θr ) behaviour of flexible joints under cyclic and
dynamic loading conditions. This model requires four parameters to describe and using existing test data for different types
of connections, he evaluated these parameters. The proposed
model was cast into a two-node zero length connection element
and used to model the nonlinear response of flexibly jointed
frames. The work showed that the presence of flexible joints
alters the vibration characteristics of the structure depending
on the excitation frequency can either dampen or magnify the
structures’ response [? ].
In 1980 Jones Stephen Wynford et. al made a review of all
available experimental data relating to the moment versus inplane rotational behavior of practical beam-to-column connection types as used in steel frames which has clearly shown that
all forms of connections possess some stiffness which act as
partial restraint to the column’s ends. Moreover this restraint
has been found to be a non-linear function of connection deformation. Methods of mathematically describing connection
data have been reviewed and an improved representation based
on the use of cubic B-splines proposed [? ]. However, this
model requires large numbers of sampling data for the formulation process. In other words, the cubic B-spline model is
effectively a curve fitting technique. This possesses the advantage that, it will not give an (incorrect) negative connection
stiffness. Using this technique to model connection behavior a computer program for the maximum strength analysis of
steel columns has been written based on Newton-Raphson incremental finite element approach and it incorporates features
such as initial lack of straightness and spread of yield through
the cross-section including the effects of residual stresses.
Three years later, he traced the history of research relating
to the behavior of steel beam-to-column connections starting
from early developments in 1917 and focused his attention on
moment-rotation characteristics as this is the most important
influence on the response of either individual members or complete frames. He then identified the nonlinear nature of this
characteristic and methods of representing moment-rotation
curves for subsequent use in analytical procedures were discussed. A Review of all available test data, was made again
for use as a starting point for both further studies of connection behavior and as the basis for investigations of the effects
of semi-rigid connections on structural response [? ].
In 1975 John Frye & Glenn Morris presented a procedure for
analyzing steel frames with any combination of pinned connections, fixed connections, connections with any specified flexibility characteristics, or any of seven commonly used connection types. Frye et. al proposed a polynomial model to evaluate
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the behavior of connections. In this model, the M − θ behavior is represented by an odd-power polynomial. The method
was outlined for expressing, in a nondimensional form, the
moment-rotation characteristics for all connections of a given
type. The dimensionless relationships were listed for the commonly used structural steel framing connection types. The incorporation of connection deformations into a linear structural
analysis, by modifying the stiffness matrix and fixed-end-force
vectors for each member, was demonstrated and an iterative
nonlinear analysis procedure was described in which, repeated
modifications were made to assume flexibility characteristics
for all connections in a structure. When a suitable set of connection flexibility characteristics has been achieved, a single
analysis can be performed to determine the correct structural
deflections and internal forces.
Later in 1986, Lui & Chen presented a method for analysing
the behaviour of flexibly-connected plane steel frames. They
used two types of elements in the analysis procedure: the
beam-column (frame) element and the connection element.
The beam-column element formulation was based on an updated Lagrangian approach. Allowance for the coupling effect
of axial force and bending moments, as well as for the formation of plastic hinges in the member, was made for beamcolumn element. The nonlinear behavior of the connection
was modelled by an exponential function to curve fit the experimental M − θ data. This model represents the monotonic
non-linear connection behavior well. Both the loading and unloading responses of the connections were taken into consideration in the formulation. The monotonic load-deflection response of frames with flexible connections was traced using an
incremental load control Newton-Raphson iterative technique.
Based on sub-assemblage and the frame analyses, they concluded that connection flexibility has an important influence
on frame behavior [? ].
In 1987 Kishi & Chen did a refined work on the [? ] exponential model to accommodate sharp changes in the slope of
the M − θ curve. However, in 1996 Chen & Goto et. al stated
that if there are some sharp changes in the slope of the M − θ
curve this model could not represent it adequately [? ? ].
Yee & Melchers (1986), and Wu & Chen (1990) also reported an exponential model. Yee & Melchers model, presented in 1986 was a physically based mathematical model
that can predict the moment-rotation relationships of bolted
extended end-plate eave connections, using the connection dimensions as inputs. The model recognized the bounds within
which the relationship must lie by including three parameters: the initial (elastic) stiffness, the plastic moment capacity
and the strain-hardening stiffness of the connection. A constant was also added. The Wu & Chen model (1990), a threeparameter exponential model that involved parameters such as:
initial connection stiffness, ultimate moment capacity and a
shape parameter to represent the behavior of top- and seatangles with or without double web-angle connections. Two of
the parameters, namely, the initial stiffness and the mechanism
moment, were theoretically defined and extensively compared
with those measured from connection test curves. The third parameter, the shape parameter, was determined by a curve-fitting
with the connection tests and was statistically represented by a

simple linear expression. As a result, the proposed connection
design model became independent of test data and could be
used directly by designers to assess connection behavior in a
semi-rigid frame analysis [? ].
Many researchers also proposed models known as power
model. In 1984, Ang & Morris presented a procedure for analyzing three-dimensional rectangular steel frames that incorporate any of the five commonly used beam-column connection
types. They described a method for expressing the M − θ behavior of connections of a given type in terms of a single standardized Ramberg-Osgood function in the power form composed of four parameters. The method involved an examination
of experimental information on the moment-rotation behavior
of a given connection type to determine the influence of various
size parameters and it has been used to generate standardized
moment-rotation functions for five common connection types.
An iterative, successive approximation structural analysis procedure was described. In this, repeated approximations were
made to assumed stiffness characteristics of all connections in
the structure.
Colson André (1991) proposed models using initial connection stiffness, ultimate moment capacity and a shape parameter as parameters. The semi-rigid, and nonlinear behavior of
the connections in structures, being recognized, Colson André
found it is necessary to have mathematical models in order to
allow exact frame analysis with computer programs. He then
proposed a model based on physical parameters and verified,
a priori, the thermodynamics principles. Energy dissipation,
associated with nonlinearity, was considered as the main phenomenon. The model was established in the uni-dimensional
case –moment and rotation– which, according to him was the
most usual and the most interesting in view of the cheaper design. The extension to the more general case (six degrees of
freedom) was introduced with the same concepts and emphasized on predictable feature of the model in comparison with
other curve-fitting techniques [? ].
The simplified analytical models have also been used for
the prediction of the connection behavior by Nethercot & Zandonini. The usual approach in this methods involved:
• Observation of test behavior to identify the major sources
of deformation in the connection,
• Elastic analysis of the initial loading phase, concentrating on the key components, to predict initial connection
stiffness,
• Plastic mechanism analysis for the key components to
predict ultimate moment capacity,
• Verification of the resulting equations with test data and
• Description of the connection behavior by curve fitting
using the calculated initial stiffness and ultimate moment
capacity values in suitable expressions.
Krishnamurthy Natarajan et. al (1979), Krishnamurthy
(1980), Kukreti et. al (1987), Bahaari & Sherbourne (1994)
and Sherbourne & Bahaari (1994) reported analytical studies of
beam-to-column connection behavior using the finite element
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method. The results of these studies indicate that the finite element method can be used for the estimation of the connection
behavior and it can be used as a tool to develop constitutive
relationship curves [29-33].
However, in 1996, Chen et. al esteemed that the finite element approaches are unacceptable for practical use because
cumbersome calculations are required for the consideration of
the material and geometrical non-linearities. In fact, the nonlinearity of the analysis is not only due to the geometric and
material non-linearities but is also caused by contact conditions. Contact conditions have been shown to lead to severe
non-linearities and convergence difficulties. Notwithstanding,
in 1989, Nethercot recognized that, in the face of substantial
and continuous progress, some of the requirements for the accurate simulation of joint response appear, as yet, to be unsolved.
Latterly, Abdalla & Stavroulakis (1995), Chenaghlou &
Nooshin (1996) and Anderson et. al (1997) used artificial neural networks methods for the prediction of joint behavior [3436]. Wong & Mak (1993) and Ren & Beards (1995) also used
system identification methods for the prediction of joint behavior [? ? ].
The connection models used so far represent the behavior
under monotonic loading. In addition to these models, models for cyclic loading have also been presented in view of
the necessity to analyze the behavior of semi-rigidly jointed
structures subject to seismically induced loads or alternating
wind loads. In this category, several works can be mentioned,
namely: Egor Popov & Bruce Pinkney (1969), Mazzolani
(1988), Yoshiaki Goto et al. (1991), Al-Bermani et al. (1994),
and F. M. Mazzolani & S. Mazzolani (1995) [39-42].

2

Mathematical Expressions of available models

As mentioned in section 1, suitable methods evolved through
various research capable to investigate and predict moment rotation behavior of semi-rigid connections. They included mathematical expressions comprising curve-fitting models, simplified analytical models, mechanical models, and detailed 3D finite element models well elaborated to track down the complex behavior of the connections. Most of connections display
a nonlinear moment-rotation characteristic that falls between
the two extreme cases of ideally pinned and fully rigid connections which are purely a theoretical behaviors. It is quite tough
to analyze these connections by a strike and exact mathematical
procedure. As a consequence, the analyses of connection behavior used in practical design are approximate with stringent
simplification. Mathematical representations of the momentrotation curve are necessary to account the record of the behavior of a joint in the overall analysis of a structure. Mathematical representations are done by different relationships and
levels of precision. Various representations are used in literature: linear representation, bilinear representation, Trilinear
(multilinear) representation, and nonlinear representation. The
moment-rotation curve can be represented mathematically in
one of two ways [? ? ]:
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• depending on parameters with clear physical meaning
such as stiffness, resistance and a shape factor;
• based on no clear physical meaning as it is derived from
regression analysis, called curve-fitting formulations.

2.1

Linear model

The linear models use the initial stiffness Ki to represent the
connection behavior for its entire range of loading. It is the
simplest to use but the least accurate because it overestimates
the rigidity of the joint [45-47]. It is represented by the expression:
M = Ki θr

2.2

(2.1)

Bilinear model

A bilinear model has a relatively shallow second slope at
some kind of transition moment. It uses three parameters to
represent the M − θ behavior of the connection: rotational
stiffness Ki ; plastic moment MP ; and plastic rotational
stiffness (KP of the connection. Implemented in finite element
analysis (FEA) programs, it has a sharp change in rigidity and
the intersection of the two curves [48-50]. It is represented by
the expression:

M=

2.3


 Ki θr For M ≤ MP

(2.2a)



(2.2b)

KP θr For M > MP

The piecewise linear model

The piecewise linear model (multilinear models)utilizes a
series of straight segments to approximate the nonlinear
moment-rotation curves. This model was proposed as a solution to the problem of the bilinear model. Moncarz & Gerstle
use this representation with five parameters, namely: rotational
stiffness Ki ; first yielding moment Mi ; post-yielding rotational stiffness Kj ; plastic moment MP ; and plastic rotational
stiffness KP of the connection [51-55]. It is represented by
the expression:


K θ for M ≤ Mj

 i r




M = Kj θr for Mj < M < MP






KP θr f or MP ≤ M

(2.3a)
(2.3b)
(2.3c)

These linear models are easy to use but the jumps in
stiffness at the transition points make them almost unwelcome.
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Eurocode 3 proposed a representation divided into three
segments, but for elastic-plastic analysis, a simplified bilinear
model is proposed. The first segment of the curve has the
linear behavior of equation 2.1 up to the moment value of
2/3MRd , where MRd , is the design value of the joint plastic
momentMP . The second segment is nonlinear according to
equation 2.4 in the range of 2/3MRd < M < MRd .

M=

Ki
1.5 MMRd

ξ θ r

where K P =

(2.4)

where ξ depends on the [? ]:

2.7 welded, bolted end-plate






ξ = and base-plate connections






3.1 bolted angle flange cleats


1 − K P θθr0
M
="
M0
1 + (1 − K P ) θθr0

(2.5a)
(2.5b)
(2.5c)

"


n−1
θr
M
M
=
1+ −
θ0
M0
M0

(2.7)

0

KP
Ki

(2.8)

"

#
M
θr
θr
0 θr
= 1 − exp −
(2.9)
1 − KP + n
+ KP
M0
θ0
θ0
θ0


θ0


n0 = n


Ki

where




 K P = KP
Ki

Nonlinear model

The Nonlinear modelis considered so far as the most accurate model. It was proposed in 1943 by Ramberg & Osgood and represented by three parameters: rotational stiffness Ki , rotation θr of the connection, and the shape factor
n which describes the knee of the moment-rotation curve. The
curve becomes bilinear with elastic-perfectly plastic behavior
as n =⇒ ∞ at which point the plastic moment of the joint is
equal to the reference moment M0 [56-61].

θr
# n1 + K P θ

Yee & Melchers proposed an exponential model equation
that also allows positive, zero and negative plastic rotational
stiffness KP . An important feature of this curve is that the
slope of the curve at the origin is equal to the initial elastic
stiffness of the connection.

The last segment is a straight horizontal line representing the
plastic behavior M = MRd .

2.4

n

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

André Colson and Philippe Pilvin also proposed a nonlinear
model for the representation of moment-rotation curve of the
connections given respectively by equation 2.11 and 2.12 [? ].
θr
M
=
θ0
M0

#

1

1−

M
M0

n whereM0 = Ki θ0

(2.11)

where M0 = Ki θ0 (2.6)

Ramberg & Osgood’s equation ( 2.6) was first used by Ang
& Morris. Abolmaali et. al, who compared the momentrotation curve for flush end-plate connections generated by
equation 2.6 with one using FEA, and found good results.
The nonlinear representation is used by Goldberg &
Richard; Richard & Abbot and Attiogbe & Morris which is
represented by equation 2.7 and expressed by four parameters:
reference bending moment M0 ; rotational stiffness Ki ; plastic rotational stiffness KP and a shape factor n which is better
than the Ramberg-Osgood equation as it allows positive, zero
and negative plastic rotational stiffness KP . Negative values
are needful and fundamental when the connection fails due to
local buckling.

"
#
M
θr
M
1
M0
=
1+ n
M
θ0
M0
2 −11− M

(2.12)

0

2.5

Cubic B-spline model

A cubic polynomial model is used to fit segments of a curve.
Between any two adjoining segments, the continuity of first
and second derivatives of each segment of the curve is imposed.
This method gives a good curve-fitting with test data but requires a large number of data in the curve-fitting process [? ?
].
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2.6

Odd-power polynomial model

• Type 1 = Single-web angle Connection

Made to be able to give a close approach of the momentrotation behavior of connections without the need for testing,
various mathematical models were proposed. Early models
proposed included the curve-fitting of test data using regression analysis method. In 1975 John Frye and Glenn Morris
proposed a method in which the moment rotation behavior is
formulated in terms of the polynomial function. This model
was developed based on a procedure by Sommer (1969). In
this model, the M − θ behavior is represented by an odd-power
polynomial. The method was outlined for expressing, in a
nondimensional form, the moment-rotation characteristics for
all connections of a given type. The rotation is expressed as a
function of moment and other curve-fitting parameters. Curves
are fitted to valid, effective, available and applicable experimental data of connections subjected to monotonic loadings.
They used the method of least squares to determine the constants of the polynomial. The model represents the momentrotation relationship fairly well but the major drawback in the
model is its prediction of negative tangent stiffness when the
derivative of the polynomial function is taken within specific
ranges. Since a polynomial function is characterized by peaks
and valleys which is physically impossible. This is to say that
the first derivative of this function which indicates connection
stiffness, may be discontinuous and/or possibly negative [? ].
The resulting M − θ relationship is expressed as follows:
3

5

θr = C1 (KM ) + C2 (KM ) + C3 (KM )

(2.13)

Where:
M and θr are the moment and rotation, respectively; C1 , C2 ,
and C3 are curve-fitting constant parameters; K is a standardized factor, parameter which is a function of important geometrical parameters such as the size of the connecting member and
plate thickness. (a dimensionless factor whose value depends
on the size parameters for the particular connection considered)
Equations were also included in the proposed model to predict the connection tangent Sc stiffness, and the initial stiffness
Sc0 , given by:
Sc =

Sc =

dM
dφc

1
C1 K + 3C2 K(KM )2 + 5C3 K(KM )4
Sc0 =

• Type 2 = Double-web angle Connection
• Type 3 = Top-and seat-angle angle Connection
• Type 4 = Top-and seat-angle angle with double web-angle
Connection
• Type 5 = End-plate connection with column stiffener
• Type 6 = T-stud Connection
• Type 7 = T-stud Connection

2.7

Three-parameter power model

A two-parameter power model has the form:
θr = aM b

(2.18)

Where a and b are two curve-fitting parameters under the
conditions a > 0 and b > 0.
In 1975 Richard and Abbott proposed a three-parameter
power model to represent the moment-rotation behavior of the
connection under monotonic loading. The model is represented
by the following expression:

M=h

1+

Rki θr
 n i1/n

(2.19)

θr
θ0

Where:
Rki is the initial connection stiffness; n is the shape parameter;
θ = Mu /Rki is the reference plastic rotation; and Mu is the
ultimate moment capacity. Empirical equations for calculating
the shape parameter n are listed below in Table 2 in appendix
and the resulting moment-rotation curves for different values
of n are shown in Figure 1 [? ].

(2.14)

(2.15)

dM
|M = 0
dφc

(2.16)

1
C1 K

(2.17)

Sc0 =
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Figure 1. Three-parameter Power Model

Curve fitting and standardization constants are listed in Table 1 in appendix.

As the connection tangent stiffness , Rk and the relative rotation θr are determined directly without iterations from equation
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2.19, this model is viewed as an efficient means for conducting
a second-order nonlinear structural analysis. However, contrariwise to the odd-power polynomial model in Section 2.6,
the three-parameter power model requires a prior knowledge
of the connection initial stiffness and ultimate moment capacity for a complete prediction of the moment-rotation response
of the connection. Its prediction of the response, therefore, depends on two essential values that must be predicted by other
means or models.

Rk =

Rki
dM
=h
 n i(n+1)/n
dθr
1 + θθr0

(2.20)

In 1983, Colson and Louveau introduced again a threeparameter power function in the form of [? ]:

θr =

2.8

Exponential model

In 1986, Lui and Chen proposed a method for analysing the
behavior of flexibly-connected plane steel frames in the form
of an exponential model expressed in the following formula:

M = M0 +




|θc |
+ Rkf |φc | (2.24)
Cj 1 − exp −
2jα
j=1

Where:
M is the connection moment, M0 the starting value of the connection moment, |φc | the absolute value of the rotational deformation of the joint; Rkf the strain-hardening stiffness of
the connection, α a scaling factor, n the number of terms considered, and Cj the coefficients of curve-fitting. The tangent
stiffness and the initial stiffness are given by equations 2.25
and 2.26, respectively.
dM
Sc =
dφc

|M |
1


Ki 1 − M n

n
X

(2.21)

n
X

|φc |=|φc |




|θc |
+ Rkf
=
Cj 1 − exp −
2jα
j=1
(2.25)

Mu

in 1987, Kishi and Chen proposed a similar power model in the
form of:
θr =

h

Ki 1 −

M
 n i1/n

(2.22)

M
Mu

In equations 2.21 and 2.22, Ki is the initial stiffness, Mu is
the ultimate moment and n is a shape parameter. These two
models may not be suitable for test curves that do not flatten
out near the final loadings.
In order to give a relieve to the problem of Frye and Morris’s
model attached with the prediction of negative tangent connection stiffness when the derivative of the polynomial function
is taken within specific ranges, Ang and Morris (1984) proposed the use of a standardized Ramberg-Osgood model to express the moment-rotation behavior of five typical types of connections including single web angle, double web-angle, header
plate, top-and seat-angle, and the strap angle connections. The
proposed model is in the subsequent equation:

θ
KM
=
(θr )0
(KM )0

"


1+

KM
(KM )0

Sc0 =

n
X
Cj
+ Dk H [−|θk |]k=1
2jα
j=1

(2.26)

The values of the curve fitting parameters were determined
based on previous experimental data for four different types
of connections are listed below in Table 3 in appendix.
The exponential model gives a good interpretation of the
nonlinear behavior of connections but does not adequately portrait the connection behavior in case of a sudden and abrupt
in the moment-rotation curve. Like the three-parameter power
model of section 2.7, the exponential model demands a prior
knowledge of various connection features such as the initial
moment and the strain hardening stiffness. Yee and Melchers
(1986) proposed a four-parameter exponential model:


−(Ki − KP + Cθ)θ
M = MP 1 − exp
+ KP θ (2.27)
MP
Where MP is the plastic moment, Ki is the initial stiffness, KP
is the strain-hardening stiffness and C is a constant controlling
the slope of the curve.

n−1 #
(2.23)

Where:
(θr )0 , (KM )0 , and n are constants depending on the geometry and type of the connection. The advantage of the RambergOsgood function is that its derivative, the slope of the momentrotation (M − θ) curve, in contrary to the intrinsic oscillatory
character of polynomials, does not oscillate.

2.9

Modified Exponential Model

In 1986, Kishi and Chen revised the exponential model of
Chen-Lui, model to give room of accommodation to cases of
abrupt change in moment-rotation curve. The moment-rotation
behavior is then as described below by the subsequent equations 2.28 [? ? ].

M=

n
X




|θr |
Cj 1 − exp −
+D
2jα
j=1

(2.28)
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Where:

from the subsequent equation:

D=

n
X

Dk (|θr | − |θk |)H(|θr | − |θk |)



(2.29)

k=1

Where:
M0 is the initial connection moment which the curve is fitted,
Dk a constant curve-fitting parameter for the linear portion of
the curve, θk starting rotation of kth linear part of the curve
from experimental, and H[θ] a Heaviside’s step function.
The Heaviside step function is a mathematical function
denoted as H(x), or sometimes theta(x) or u(x), Abramowitz et
al. (1966), and also known as the unit step function. The term
Heaviside step function and its symbol can represent either a
piecewise constant function or a generalized function [? ].

2.10
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H[θ] = 1

f or θ ≥ 0

(2.30)

H[θ] = 0

f or θ < 0

(2.31)

Simplified analytical models

Furthermore, asides the curve fitting approach, simplified analytical models were also developed to predict the connection
initial stiffness and ultimate moment. The models use equilibrium, compatibility, and material constitutive relations based
on the notions of elastic structural analysis, to predict initial
stiffness. Similarly, plastic analysis is used to predict ultimate
moment.
In 1988, Kishi elaborated, from its geometrical and mechanical properties, the prediction of the initial stiffness and ultimate moment capacity of top-and seat-angle with double webangle connections using the subsequent equations:

Kφ =

3EIwa d23
3EIta d21
+
2
2
g1 (g1 + 0.78tta
g3 (g32 + 0.78t2wa

Ita =

Lta Ita
12

Mj,u =

and Iwa =

2Vpu +
6

fy twa
2

Lwa Iwa
12

L2wa

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

Where:
di and gi are geometrical parameters, fy the yield strength of
the material, E the elastic modulus, Ita and Iwa the moment of
inertias for the leg adjacent to the column face of the top angle
and the web angle, respectively, tta and twa the thicknesses of
the top angle and web angle, respectively, and Vpu is obtained

3

2Vpu
fy twa



gc − ka
+
twa



2Vpu
fy twa


=1

(2.35)

Semi-rigid connections subjected to
cyclic, dynamic and hysteresis loading

In 1917, Wilson and Moore carried out the first studies on semirigid joints when they investigated the stiffness of riveted joints
in steel structures. But studies into the relationship between
the moment and rotation of semi-rigid joints and their overall
effect on steel structures did not begin until the 1930s [? ].
The study of dynamic behavior of semi-rigid frames seems to
have begun with Lionberger and Weaver in 1969 followed by
Suko and Adams in 1971. In these analyses the connection
elasto-plastic behavior was modelled by equivalent springs [?
? ].
The behavior of joints under cyclic, dynamic and hysteresis
loading is very significant for seismic performance evaluation
of building structures in seismic zones. Because of their complexities in geometrical dimensions and shape, joints present
complex nonlinear behavior. Researchers have focused on the
development of predictive joint models based on test observations of various types of joints. There is a broad range of
phenomenological models with varying degrees of complexity.
It includes the Richard-Abbott model, the power model, the
ChenLui exponential model and the bounding-line model. Although the phenomenological models have been widely used
for structural design purposes, they should be carefully calibrated with test data for different joint design or type and loading scenarios [73-75].
The precision and reliability of a study depend strongly on
the approximation of the model to the actual structure. Ductile
steel frame with higher energy absorption capacity is generally more suitable for resistance against dynamic loads when
compared to structures composed of other materials like Aluminum. The simulation of connection behavior under dynamic loads is one major factors for a precise steel structure
model. The works of Popov on seismic moment connections
for moment-resisting steel frames, Nade and Astaneh on dynamic behavior of flexible, semi-rigid and rigid steel frames
and others have confirmed the hysteretic behavior of typical
beam-to-column connections [76-78].
Resultantly, making an accurate numerical model ought to
adopt this connection features. Other need for a precise dynamic study is on the nature of design for structures under dynamic loads. The concept of factor of safety for static analysis
may not be strictly applicable to dynamic cases since resonance
may occur when the disturbance frequency is close to the structure frequency. Connections are generally semi-rigid, the consideration of the influence of finite, nonlinear and hysteretic
joint stiffness is essential for a precise study on the behavior
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of a steel structure. Semi-rigid jointed frames static study research has been extensive, possibly due to new classification
of study methods for rigid and semi-rigid frames in several national codes. In spite of the extensive work on static analysis
of semi-rigid steel frames, its dynamic analysis received relatively little attention till the 90’s [? ].
Tests by many researchers showed that the hysteretic loops
under repeated and reversed loading are both stable and consistent. Static monotonic moment-rotation curve can then be used
and extended to dynamic analysis [79-81].
The nonlinear moment-rotation behavior can be simulated
by several types of models. They include the linear model, the
bilinear model, the trilinear model, the polynomial model, the
Ramberg-Osgood model, the Richard-Abbott model, and the
exponential model. The linear, the bilinear and the polynomial models are simple to use but they may be too coarse and
produce very drastic change in stiffness which is undesirable
in terms of computational stability. The polynomial model is
able to provide a better approximation, but could give undesired negative connection stiffness. The Ramberg-Osgood and
the Richard-Abbott models require, respectively, three and four
parameters and give a fairly good fit. The exponential model
can provide an excellent fit and at least six parameters are used
in modeling [6,58] & [82-86].
Further, the exponential, the Ramberg-Osgood and the
Richard-Abbott models can always give a positive derivative
which is physically more acceptable. Thus, these three models
are adopted for demonstration of the use of the present method
of analysis and prediction of frame behavior. Under cyclic
loads, the hysteretic loop as well as the instantaneous tangent
connection stiffness of the moment-rotation (M − θ) curve will
change in accordance with the current value of moment M, the
relative slip rotation (θ) and the increment/decrement of moment (∆M ) at a connection.
The algorithm described in [? ] is applicable to any connection models, so many existing valuable laboratory data for
static analysis can be employed and integrated into the computer code directly without an expensive and time-consuming
curve-fitting procedure from one model to another [? ]. The
basic characteristics of the three models for a nonlinear connection under cyclic loading are summarized in [? ], mainly:
the exponential model, the Ramberg-Osgood model and the
Richard-Abbott model.
Several other dynamic tests have been performed to investigate semi-rigid joints behavior and energy dissipation under cyclic loadings. Azizinamini & Radziminski investigated
Static and cyclic performance of semirigid steel beam-tocolumn connections. Nader & Astaneh conducted a study on
dynamic behavior of flexible, semirigid and rigid steel frames
and Elnashai & Elghazouli, the Seismic behavior of semi-rigid
steel frames and Response of semirigid steel frames to cyclic
and earthquake loads [88].
Several mathematic models for semi-rigid connections were
proposed for representing momentrotation behavior under dynamic loading, both linear semi-rigid connection models and
nonlinear semi-rigid connection models. In linear semi-rigid
connection models, the stiffness of connections is assumed to
be constant and stiffness matrix of a beamcolumn member is

usually modified by using end-fixity factors. The advantage of
these models were simple in formulation and implementation.
However, these models do not consider the nonlinear behavior of semi-rigid connections, and furthermore they ignore the
energy dissipation at connections. In nonlinear semi-rigid connection models, the stiffness of connections varies corresponding to different loading magnitudes and therefore these models
can accurately capture the momentrotation relationship as well
as the energy dissipation [73,74] & [89-91].
In 1997, Lui & Lopes reported the dynamic analysis and
response of semirigid frames using stability functions. Two
years later, Awkar & Lui also reported the Seismic analysis and
response of multistory semirigid frames using stability functions. Reports in which the momentrotation curves of semirigid joints were represented by the bilinear model, which do
not accurately capture the nonlinear behavior of connections [?
? ].
As a knowledge-based modeling approach, numerous analyses on the application of neural networks (NN) in modeling
the joints have been carry out [94-96].
In 2007, YUN et al. proposed a design-variable-based inelastic hysteretic model for the beamcolumn connections by
combining NN-based cyclic material model with design information through simple mechanics or existing test database. As
a new modeling concept of general mechanical components,
the proposed model is not only limited to the beamcolumn connection but also can be extended to the other structural components and materials. The model was applied for steel beamColumn connections to demonstrate its potential application in
earthquake engineering [? ? ].
In 2008, da Silva et al. worked on nonlinear dynamic analysis of steel portal frames with semi-rigid connections. They
used ANSYS finite element software to represent the dynamic
behavior of semi-rigid joints by employing approximate shape
functions. Hence, if beamcolumn members are divided into a
lot of elements, the second-order effects will be predicted more
exactly so that it consumes computational time and computer
resources intensively. The beamcolumn approach uses stability
functions derived from the closed-form solutions of differential
equation of beamcolumn element subjected to end forces. It is
therefore able to evaluate exactly second-order effects by using
only one element per member. This approach saves computer
resources and reduces computational time [? ].
In the above mentioned studies, the joints were modeled as
single rotational springs attached at beam ends and the stiffness
matrix of beam elements is modified to account for the stiffness
of connections. The mentioned studies are limited to planar
semi-rigid steel frames, but space frames were not analyzed.
In 2013, Nguyen and Kim present a simple effective numerical procedure based on the beamcolumn method for nonlinear
elastic dynamic analysis of three-dimensional semi-rigid steel
frames with semi-rigid connections. An independent zerolength connection element with six different translational and
rotational springs connecting two different nodes with zero distance was developed. It was found efficient because modification of the beamcolumn stiffness matrix considering the semirigid connections is unneeded and the joint is set up to integrate
any element types. The dynamic behavior of rotational springs
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is captured through the independent hardening model using
KishiChen power model, the RichardAbbott four-parameter
model, the ChenLui exponential model, and the RambergOsgood model. Rotational springs with constant stiffness were
used to model linear semi-rigid connections. The second-order
effects are considered by using stability functions employed
by Kim and Thai for the nonlinear inelastic analysis of steel
structures subjected to static and dynamic loadings. The Newmark numerical integration method combined with the NewtonRaphson iterative algorithm is adopted to solve the nonlinear motion equations at each incremental time step. The results of the second-order elastic dynamic response were compared with those of previous studies and commercial SAP2000
software to demonstrate the accuracy and computational efficiency [73, 74] & [100-105].

4

Bending-rotation relationship prediction formula

4.1

Prediction basic requirements

For a good Aluminum hexagonal bolted joint (HBJ) modelling or behavior prediction, there are some basic requirements that need to be achieved: A nonlinear expression to
depict the moment-rotation behavior of aluminum hexagonal
bolted joint [? ], semi-rigid connections should satisfy the subsequent requirements:
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• The deformation of the hollow rectangular member is negligible compared to the deformation of connections.
• Bolts tightening is effective, this produces a fastened,
fixed and firm restraint. Deformation due to Slippage is
negligible.
• The welding of the short hollow rectangular sub-member
is good enough and effective to carry the member and the
load, the three type of possible failure of a bolted joint.
• The failure model happens as the plastic collapse mechanisms formed in the connection assemble.
From the experimental studies the moment-rotation curves
of Aluminum hexagonal bolted joint exhibit elastic-plastic
hardening behavior and do not flatten out near the final state
of loadings. The plastic failure mechanism is formed and the
mechanism moment capacity is reached.
Based on the preceding requirements and assumptions, a
simple quartic polynomial model is proposed in the current
work to represent the moment-rotation behavior for Aluminum
hexagonal bolted joint and verified with three other models,
namely: the odd power polynomial model of Frye and Morris, three-parameter power model of Kishi and Chen and Fourparameter exponential model of Yee and Melchers.
A simple quartic polynomial function has the form:
C1 X + C2 X 2 + C3 X 3 + C4 X 4 + C5 = 0

(4.1)

• The curve should pass through the origin coordinate (0,0)
• The slope of the curve at the origin coordinate (0,0) should
be equal to the initial elastic stiffness Ki of the connection

The proposed formula for prediction of the behavior of Aluminum semi-rigid connections is expressed as followed:

• As θ becomes larger, the gradient of the curve (slope of
the curve) should approach the strain-hardening stiffness,
Kp

M = C1 θ + C2 θ2 + C3 θ3 + C4 θ4 + C5

(4.2)

• For any value of θ, the gradient of the expression represents the tangent stiffness of the connection

Where M is the moment of the connection, θ is the rotation
of the connection. C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 and C5 constant values
obtained by regression curve fitting.

• The parameters in the expression of the model should
have physical meaning

4.3

• The parameters in the expression of the model should be
determined by a simple analytical procedure
• The expression of the model should be of relatively simple
form

4.2

Prediction basic assumptions

For a good Aluminum hexagonal bolted joint modelling or behavior prediction, there are some basic assumptions that we
need to form:
• The material is assumed to be linearly elastic perfectly
plastic.
• Connection assemblage deformation is small.

Assumptions and Prediction of Initial Stiffness

To determine the initial stiffness of Aluminum HBJ connection, the following assumptions are made:
• The HBJ connection rotates about the center 0 of the Submember.
• The hollow rectangular sub-member connected to the central cylinder behaves in a linearly elastic manner and the
hollow rectangular member connected to it behaves as a
rigid body.
• The deformed shape of the sub-member is similar to that
of the member.
• The bearing load is uniformly distributed over the submember.
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Based on the mentioned above assumptions and the deformation, the initial stiffness of Aluminum HBJ connections can
be formulated from simple elastic beam theory [? ? ]. It has
the following form:

1
KR



12EI
4+
LKB

(4.9)

1
=
KR



12EI
4+
LKA

(4.10)

rii =

rjj

rij =


Figure 2. Beam member with end forces and displacements

KR =

Semi-rigid end connections of a beam can be represented
by rotational springs as shown in Fig.4. θrA and θrB are the
relative spring rotations of both ends and KA and KB are the
corresponding spring stiffness expressed as:

KA =

MA
θrA

(4.3)

KB =

MB
θrB

(4.4)

Figure 3. Beam member with rotational springs

The relationship between end-moments and end-rotations
of a beam can be written by replacing the end-rotations θA
and θB by (θA −θrA ) and (θB −θrB ) respectively, as follows:
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Equations (4.7) and (4.8) can be converted to the following
stiffness matrix of a semi-rigid beam member with 6 degrees
of freedom in local coordinates (See appendix) [? ].
Mechanism moment. For the proposed model, quartic polynomial model, the moment mechanism will be defined by bilinear approximation as illustrated in Figure 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10. The
set (Mu , θru ) denotes the intersection point of the two straight
lines which may be, approximately, taken as the test mechanism rotation and mechanism moment of the connection. The
mechanism moment capacity of a connection is reached when
an idealized elastic-plastic collapse mechanism is developed in
the connection [? ].
As seen in Figure 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10, the initial tangent stiffness is denoted by Ki . The secant stiffness corresponding to
the plastic limit is denoted by Ku . Here in, the stiffness (Ki )
determined from experimental curves will be compared with
those predicted by regression, Curve-fitting expresion. On the
basis of the predicted initial stiffness Ki and the mechanism
moment Mu together with appropriate range of parameters C1 ,
C2 , C3 , C4 and C5 , a serie of the predicted moment-rotation
curves can be determined and plotted to fit the appropriate test
curves. Afterwards, the best curve-fitted parameter are chosen
to represent each connection and can be now recommended for
general use.

where E is the Young modulus of elasticity and I is moment
of inertia of the member. Equations (4.5) and (4.6) can be expressed in the following form:

MA =

MB =

EI
(rii θA + (rij θB )
L

(4.7)

EI
(rij θA + (rjj θB )
L

(4.8)

(a) Quartic polynomial model

(b) odd power polynomial model

Figure 4. Quartic polynomial model & odd power polynomial model in both
direction (Fan & Adeoti Model) & (Frye & Morris model)

With a close observation on Table 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 9 & 10 (see
appendix), it can be seen that the quartic polynomial model
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(a) 3 parameters power model

(b) 4 parameters exponential model

Figure 5. 3 parameters power model & 4 parameters exponential model in
both direction (Kishi & Chen model) & (Yee & Melchers model)

(a) Specimen T30-1 in the direction
of the bolts
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(b) T30-2 perpendicular to the
direction of the bolts

Figure 8. Comparison of the moment-rotation curves obtained by the mathematical model and experiments T30-1 & T30-2

and the odd power polynomial model are stable. For all the
case considered the values of C1 = 1, C2 = 2.5 × 10−3 ,
C3 = 10−4 , C4 = 10−6 , and C5 = 0 in the quartic polynomial
model in every case, C1 = 106.054, C2 = 0, C3 = 0, K =
9.43 × 10−3 in the odd power polynomial model in every case.
For all case considered the model expression did not change
values of the parameters, one model is sufficient to represent
every case considered which is not the case for the 3 parameters
power model and 4 parameters exponential model. The values
of the parameters changed for every case considered (see in
appendix Table 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 9 & 10 for the values). Figure 4, (a) Average of Specimen T18-1,
5 represent the graphs depicting all the models in every case. T24-1 & T30-1 in the direction
of the bolts

(b) Average of Specimen T18-2,
T24-2 & T30-2 perpendicular to the
direction of the bolts

Figure 9. Comparison of the moment-rotation curves obtained by the mathematical model and experiments

(a) Specimen T18-1 in the direction
of the bolts

(b) T18-2 perpendicular to the direction
of the bolts

Figure 6. Comparison of the moment-rotation curves obtained by the mathematical model and experiments T18-1 & T18-2
Figure 10. Comparison of the moment-rotation curves obtained by the mathematical model and experiments irrespective of the direction

(a) Specimen T24-1 in the direction
of the bolts

(b) T24-2 perpendicular to the direction
(a) Bending Moment-Rotation
(b) Bending Moment-Rotation
of the bolts
BPC Connection Specimen T1
BPC Connection Specimen T2
Figure 7. Comparison of the moment-rotation curves obtained by the matheFigure 11. Comparison of the bending moment-rotation curves for [? ] conmatical model and experiments T24-1 & T24-2
nection specimen T1 & T2
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(a) Bending moment-rotation
BPC connection specimen T3

(b) Bending moment-rotation
BPC connection specimen T4

Figure 12. Comparison of the bending moment-rotation curves for BPC connection specimen T3 & T4

(a) BPC Connection Specimen T1

(b) BPC Connection Specimen T2

Figure 13. Comparison of the moment-rotation curves obtained by the mathematical model and experiments T1 & T2

Conclusions

Space Structures connections systems were generally designed assuming that connections are ideally pinned or fully
rigid. As a matter of fact, due to the finite stiffness of the connections, the true behavior of connection is semi-rigid, somewhere between these two extremes. Several research reports
agree on the influence of the connection systems on the stability of Space Structures. Therefore, the behavior of connection
systems should be considered in carrying out a structural analysis of any Space Structure, the rotational behavior of the joint
should be considered. Up till here, the behavior of connections
is portrayed by the moment-rotation curve in the analysis of the
structure.
Several models, such as: mathematical, analytical, empirical, experimental, informational, mechanical and numerical
can be used to obtain the moment-rotation curve. The most
popular of these model is the mechanical model, of which the
most used is the component method. With this method, it is
possible to evaluate the rotational stiffness and moment capacity of semi-rigid joints when subjected to only pure bending
but the method fails if there is the presence of an axial load.
In analyzing semi-rigid space structures, connection characteristics can be modeled with a mathematical model of the
moment-rotation curve. According to the type of overall structural analysis required, one of several linear, bilinear, multilinear or nonlinear moment-rotation curve representations can be
used. Accurate representation can be obtained using continuous nonlinear functions, but the multilinear representation is
generally used for mechanical models.
Kishi & Chen three parameter model, Yee & Melchers four
parameter exponential model used to represent the momentrotation behavior of the connections can portrait finely the behavior of the Aluminum bolted hexagonal connections and the
bolted plate connection. Frye & Morris model odd power polynomial model and the simple quartic polynomial model proposed are moment-rotation regression curve fitting models but
can be used to fit very well the curve very well.
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APPENDIX
Table 1. Curve-fitting and standardization constants for Frye-Morris polynomial model

Connection types

Curve-fitting constants

Standardization constants

−

Type 1

C1 = 4.28 × 10 3
C2 = 1.45 × 10− 9
C3 = 1.51 × 10− 16

K = d−2.4 .t−1.18 .g 0.15

Type 2

C1 = 3.66 × 10− 4
C2 = 1.15 × 10− 6
C3 = 4.57 × 10− 8

K = d−2.4 .t−1.18 .g 0.15

Type 3

C1 = 8.46 × 10− 4
C2 = 1.01 × 10− 4
C3 = 1.24 × 10− 8

K = d−1.5 .t−0.5 .l−0.07 .db−1.1

Type 4

C1 = 2.23 × 10− 5
C2 = 1.85 × 10− 8
C3 = 3.19 × 10− 12

Type 5

C1 = 1.79 × 10− 3
C2 = 1.76 × 10− 4
C3 = 2.04 × 10− 4

K = d−2.4 .t−0.6

Type 6

C1 = 2.1 × 10− 4
C2 = 6.2 × 10− 6
C3 = −7.6 × 10− 9

K = d−1.5 .t−0.5 .f −1.1 .l−0.7

Type 7

C1 = 5.1 × 10− 5
C2 = 6.2 × 10− 10
C3 = 2.4 × 10− 13

K = t−1.6 .g 1.6 .d−2.3 .w0.5

K = d−1.287 .t−1.128 .t−0.415 .l−0.694 .(g −

db 1.350
2 )

Table 2. Empirical equations for shape parameters n (Richard and Abbott 1975)

Type No.

Connection types

I

Single web-angle connection

II

Double web-angle connection

III

Top- and seat-angle connection
(without double web-angle)
Top- and seat-angle connection
(with double web-angle)

IV

n
0.520log10 θ0 + 2.291
0.695
1.322log10 θ0 + 3.952
0.573
1.398log10 θ0 + 4.631
0.827
2.003log10 θ0 + 6.070
0.302

...log10 θ0 > −3.073
< −3.073
...log10 θ0 > −2.582
< −2.582
...log10 θ0 > −2.721
< −2.721
...log10 θ0 > −2.880
< −2.880
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Table 3. Connection parameters of the Chen-Lui exponential model (Chen 2000)

Connection type (kips-in)

M0
Rkf
α
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

AE
 L




 0




 0


[K]i = 

 AE
−
 L



 0




0

A
Single web angle

B
Top-and seat-angle
with double web-angle

C
Flush-end plate

D
Extended end plate

0
0.47104 × 102
−0.51167 × 10−3
−0.43300 × 102
0.12139 × 104
−0.58583 × 104
0.12971 × 105
−0.13374 × 105
0.52224 × 104

0
0.443169 × 103
0.31425 × 10−3
−0.34515 × 103
0.52345 × 104
−0.26762 × 105
0.61920 × 105
−0.65114 × 105
0.25506 × 105

0
0.96415 × 103
0.31783 × 10−3
−0.25038 × 103
0.50736 × 104
−0.30396 × 105
0.75338 × 105
−0.82873 × 105
0.33927 × 105

0
0.41193 × 103
0.67083 × 10−3
−0.67824 × 103
0.27084 × 104
−0.21389 × 105
0.78563 × 105
−0.99740 × 105
0.43042 × 105





(rii + 2rij + rjj )
(rii + rij )

EI
L3

EI
L2

rii

AE
L

0
−(rii + 2rij + rjj )
(rij + rjj )

EI
L

EI
L3

EI
L2

−(rii + rij )
rij )

EI
L2

EI
L

0
0

rii + 2rij + rjj )
−(rij + rjj )

EI
L3

EI
L2

rjj )


























EI 
L

where A is cross-sectional area of the member. Applying the known steps of the matrix displacement method, the above
matrix is obtained in global coordinates or structure coordinates for each member and structure stiffness matrix is constituted.
The relationships between end-forces and end-displacements are also constructed according to the same method. In the current
work fixed-end forces which are derived in [? ] are used for the beam members with semi-rigid end connections.
Table 4. Parameters values for various Models for Aluminum connection T18-1 & T18-2

Connection
Type

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic Polynomial Model)

Frye & Morris Model
(Odd power Polynomial Model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 Paremeters Power Model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 Paremeters Exp. Model)

T18-1

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 2.18
Ki = 12.59
Mu = 0.51
θr = 0.41
–

MP = 0.42
Ki = 11.85
KP = 0.59
C = 199.84
–

T18-2

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 2.03
Ki = 11.72
Mu = 0.49
θr = 0.044
–

MP = 0.44
Ki = 12.65
KP = 0.41
C = 81.57
–
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Table 5. Parameters values for various Models for Aluminum connection T24-1 & T24-2

Connection
Type

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic Polynomial Model)

Frye & Morris Model
(Odd power Polynomial Model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 Paremeters Power Model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 Paremeters Exp. Model)

T24-1

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 2.35
Ki = 12.46
Mu = 0.53
θr = 0.04
–

MP = 0.46
Ki = 12.48
KP = 0.53
C = 162.04
–

T24-2

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 2.31
Ki = 11.05
Mu = 0.49
θr = 0.045
–

MP = 0.42
Ki = 11.22
KP = 0.50
C = 133.04
–

Table 6. Parameters values for various Models for Aluminum connection T30-1 & T30-2

Connection
Type

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic Polynomial Model)

Frye & Morris Model
(Odd power Polynomial Model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 Paremeters Power Model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 Paremeters Exp. Model)

T30-1

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 1.87
Ki = 16.67
Mu = 0.54
θr = 0.04
–

MP = 0.45
Ki = 17.55
KP = 0.98
C = 162.26
–

T30-2

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 1.87
Ki = 13.48
Mu = 0.49
θr = 0.037
–

MP = 0.39
Ki = 12.52
KP = 0.72
C = 202.55
–

Table 7. Parameters values for various Models for Aluminum connection Test average Values

Connection
Type

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic Polynomial Model)

Frye & Morris Model
(Odd power Polynomial Model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 Paremeters Power Model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 Paremeters Exp. Model)

*T Av. H Dir.

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 1.81
Ki = 12.67
Mu = 0.53
θr = 0.043
–

MP = 0.40
Ki = 12.90
KP = 0.80
C = 119.33
–

**T Av. V Dir.

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 1.80
Ki = 12.13
Mu = 0.49
θr = 0.043
–

MP = 0.40
Ki = 12.62
KP = 0.67
C = 94.54
–

*T Av. H Dir.: T18-1, T24-1 & T30-1 connection test average values in the direction of the bolts.
**T Av. V Dir.: T18-2, T24-2 & T30-2 connection test average values perpendicular to the direction of the bolts.
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Table 8. Parameters values for various models for Aluminum connection test average values irrespective of the direction of the bolts

Connection
Type

*T Av. All Dir.

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic polynomial model)

Frye & Morris Model
(odd power polynomial model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 parameters power model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 parameters exponential Model)

C1 = 1
C2 = 2.5 × 10−3
C3 = 10−4
C4 = 10−6
C5 = 0

C1 = 106.054
C2 = 0
C3 = 0
K = 9.43 × 10−3
–

n = 1.81
Ki = 12.67
Mu = 0.51
θr = 0.043
–

MP = 0.40
Ki = 12.90
KP = 0.80
C = 119.33
–

*T Av. all Dir.: T18-1, T24-1 & T30-1 and T18-2, T24-2 & T30-2 connection test average values irrespective of the direction
of the bolts.
Table 9. Parameters values for various models for Aluminum connection T1 & T2

Connection
Type

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic polynomial model)

Frye & Morris Model
(odd power polynomial model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 parameters power model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 parameters Exponential model)

T1

C1 = 1.135
C2 = 0.5
C3 = 0.5
C4 = 0.25
C5 = 0

C1 = 105.95
C2 = 100
C3 = 100
K = 9.4 × 10−3
–

n = 2.26
Ki = 11.00
Mu = 0.495
θr = 0.0445
–

MP = 0.36
Ki = 8.47
KP = 0.76
C = 344.88
–

T2

C1 = 1
C2 = 0.004
C3 = 0.006
C4 = 0.002
C5 = 0

C1 = 105.95
C2 = 100
C3 = 100
K = 9.4 × 10−3
–

n = 3.25
Ki = 30.25
Mu = 2.226
θr = 0.074
–

MP = 1.99
Ki = 26.00
KP = 1.20
C = 395
–

Table 10. Parameters values for various models for Aluminum connection T3 & T4

Connection
Type

Fan & Adeoti Model
(Quartic polynomial model)

Frye & Morris Model
(odd power polynomial model)

Kishi & Chen Model
(3 paremeters power model)

Yee & Melchers Model
(4 paremeters Exponential model)

T3

C1 = 1
C2 = 0.07
C3 = 0.2
C4 = 0.15
C5 = 0

C1 = 105.95
C2 = 100
C3 = 100
K = 9.4 × 10−3
–

n = 2.15
Ki = 34.00
Mu = 0.65
θr = 0.02
–

MP = 0.65
Ki = 32.25
KP = 0.10
C = 686.00
–

T4

C1 = 1
C2 = 0.07
C3 = 0.028
C4 = 0.002
C5 = 0

C1 = 105.95
C2 = 100
C3 = 100
K = 9.4 × 10−3
–

n = 2.96
Ki = 52.00
Mu = 3.626
θr = 0.07
–

MP = 3.55
Ki = 54.00
KP = 0.13
C = 395
–
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Abstract

The significance of housing in mankind
history cannot be overstressed. However, many Nigerian
cannot afford to own a building due to high cost of building
materials. Given the gaps, crises arising from shortage of
low-cost housing necessitate a sustainable solution using
new innovation and technology that is capable of fostering
housing delivery. Due to high funding cost of capital
projects in Nigeria and instability of crude oil price in the
international market, the construction industry is in a tight
spot to develop a cost-effective system of producing
low-cost houses. It is in line with the above statement that
this research was carried out to investigate the application
of dry construction technique in providing low-cost
housing for Nigerians. A quantitative approach was
adopted that provided a wider understanding of the
research based on the researcher’s capability. The
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Version
16) was used to obtain the descriptive and inference
statistical analysis. Conclusively, the research results
indicated that dry construction technique offered an
outstanding opportunity to Nigerian government, citizens
and the Primary Mortgage Institutions (PMIs) the
assurance of prompt provision of low-cost housing by
dropping the construction time to 70% and upturn housing
supply. Therefore, government should look into the
sustainability and socio-economic insinuation for
provision of low cost housing in a supportive approach
while stakeholders in construction industry should consider
provider approach in bridging the housing deficit in
Nigeria.

Keywords Construction Industry; National Housing
Policy; Dry Construction; Construction Materials; and
Application of DCT

1. Introduction
Access to secured, livable and safe shelter is a
fundamental human right as preserved in the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and
Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria
Section 43 also acknowledged the right of each Nigerian
citizen to obtain property anywhere in Nigeria Adegboye
[1].
Regardless of the current right, Nigeria is still facing the
problem of low-cost housing provision for the low income
employees which entails over 80% of Nigerian labor
Adegboye [2]. In spite of formulation of various housing
strategies by former and consecutive governments, the
housing deficit continue to increase Esiowu [3]. The 1979
Shehu Shagari administration housing strategies was
unsuccessful to meet the Nigerian housing needs due to
absence of designs that enshrined different cultural
description.
Although, the federal government vowed to deliver
housing for all her citizens with an abbreviation of Housing
for All by Year 2000 which wasn’t successful. Nonetheless,
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existing housing deficit still remained high increase despite
the formulation of 2012 housing policy which targeted
provision of low-cost housing for low income earners in
Nigeria Adegboye [2].
Presently, the APC- led government had begun the trial
phase of National Housing Program (NHP) in Federal
Capital Territory (FCT) and thirty four states with
exemption of Rivers and Lagos and Rivers state governors
who refused to release land for the project. Adegboye [2]
stressed that the project is at a slow pace due to payment of
funds to contractors and compensation to communities,
though funds spent on the project were covered in privacy.
Given the lapses, (Ademilayi and Raji [4] maintained
that the crises of low-cost housing deficits necessitate
sustainable solution using advance innovation and
technology that is able to accelerate housing delivery in
Nigeria. Landlagos [5] also argued that due to high cost of
funding capital projects in Nigeria, Nigerian construction
industry is in the process of developing new cost and
technology efficient system for provision low-cost housing
away from the traditional method.
Further findings by researchers [1,3-6] have revealed
that dry construction technique as a cost and technology
efficient system may likely accelerate the provision of
low-cost housing in Nigeria. Hence, a construction method
that saves cost and time is what is currently obtainable
globally and it is against this backdrop that this research
was carried out to answer the fundamental research
question:
• What is the relationship between Dry Construction
Technique and provision of low-cost housing for
Nigerians;
However, the research will only revolve round the
application of dry construction technique in providing
low-cost residential and non-residential for Nigerians.
1.1. Objectives of the Study






To critically review literatures on dry construction
techniques globally and investigates its process in the
application of dry construction technique in Nigeria;
To collect data from stakeholders on the application of
dry construction techniques in Nigeria through
questionnaire received from the case study;
To critically analyze and summarize the findings from
the data collected from the case study in order to
examine the application of dry construction technique
in Nigeria;
To draw conclusion from the analysis of the data
collected.

1.2. Global Perception of Dry Construction Techniques
(DCT)
Dry construction market domain is largely determined
by growing urbanization and industrialization and
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increasing acceptance of sustainable lightweight
construction method by the construction industry. Allied
Market Research [7] revealed that dry construction market
has lately experienced exponential increase and believed
this development will continue in the future. Esiowu [3]
asserted that governments of numerous developed
countries have accepted dry construction technique and
have incorporated certain regulations in its sustainability.
However, dry construction market domain have been
categorized by Allied Market Research [7] into five
segments, namely- type, system, material, application, and
geography According to type, the market is divided into
boarding and supporting framework. Based on system, the
market is divided into partition, walls, flooring, ceiling,
windows and door systems. Based on construction material,
the market is divided into wood, plastic, metals,
plaster-wood, glass, and carpet. By application, the market
is divided into residential and non-residential sector. The
non-residential further divided into health care,
commercial, hospitality etc. Geographically, the market is
divided into America, Asia-Pacific, Europe and the
LAMEA. Nevertheless, Allied Market Research [7] further
predicted that China’s dry construction market will become
the fastest growing in coming years owing to its population
growth and need for better housing technologies.
1.3. Synopsis of Dry Construction Technique (DCT)
Materials in Nigeria
Nigeria introduced dry construction technique with the
intention to reduce housing deficits in Nigeria Ademilayi
and Raji [4]. The technique has become closely aligned
with quick, quality and safe construction of internal and
external element. Quick, quality performance and dry
assembly that does not need any extra time for drying of the
construction activities are significant advantages of this
technique in Nigeria Adegboye [2].
Interestingly, researches have shown that dry
construction technique could accelerate low-cost housing
construction in Nigeria [1.2.3.5,6]. However, dry
construction have also been seen as a construction
technique in which core building components are
fabricated in a factory and the finished products are
assembled on construction site in dry condition without
mortar in use [1,2,5]. It contrasts with the use of plaster,
and the consequent drying out period.
Dry materials such as plywood and gypsum board are
used as an alternative to plaster or concrete, bricks or
blocks in dry construction. Ademilayi and Raji [4] further
justified that the technique offers many benefits over wet
construction practices such as reduction in construction
time, ease of installation, better sound and thermal
insulation, fire safety and moisture resistance as boards or
panels could be fixed on metal structures to construct walls
(exterior and interior), windows, ceilings etc.
A glance at numerous types of dry construction
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emphasised that the use of plaster boards is a substitute to a
wet plaster application in the traditional technique of
construction. A whole building may be dry walled in two
days by skilled dry-Wallers as well as unprofessional
carpenters. Another type of dry material used in dry
construction is fiber cement made from cement, natural
calcium, cellulose, quartz sand and water and further
processed under high temperature and pressure for
dimensional stability and durability Okeke [6].
To further justify this process, an innovative
construction solution was launched in 2015 into Nigerian
market by Nigerite Limited called Kalsi performance
cement board. Kalsi Board are made from cement, natural
calcium, cellulose, quartz sand and water and further
processed through autoclave (under high temperature and
pressure) for dimensional stability and durability [2.6]. The
board are manufactured in numerous thickness and sizes
ranging from 6mm to 20mm and produced under strict
international standards and quality control.
Notwithstanding, dry material like Kalsi board for eave
solution have been confirmed by construction
professionals to contain high viable solution with faster,
better technical finishes and lower self-weight because of
its great thermal and acoustic properties, pest, moisture and
fire resistance rating. Insulation boards, sandwich panel,
spray foam, pre-cut pipe section and chemical system are
among the Nigerite Limited’s products for prefabricated
structures using dry construction (2,8].
In addition, metals including galvanised steel are also
used as dry construction material where metals are shaped
into frame and fixed onto an earlier finished foundation as
postulated by Okeke [6]. He further asserted that curtain
wall cladding and glass mat sheathing dry construction
technique is progressively acknowledged nationwide
because it is capital- intensive and are infrequently used as
wall materials in low-cost housing. Expanded Polystyrene
(EPS) dry construction material have also been
acknowledged by practitioners where EPS panels are
inserted between aluminum sheets to produce ready
finished composite panels and could be used for both
internal and external walls (Okeke, 2018)[6].
1.4. Application of Dry Construction Technique in
Nigeria
Dry construction technique as a contemporary
construction technique have transformed construction
process to a manufacturing process and offers a design
autonomy combined with complete infrastructure and
technological cost. Adegboye [1] stressed that the
technique is more adaptable and faster construction
technique that dropped up to 70% construction time when
compared with traditional construction technique. Through
this construction process, Adegboye [2] affirmed that the
processed construction products and materials are moved
from the factory to construction site to achieved less

infrastructure, technical and logistical costs.
Ademilayi and Raji [4] have earlier stressed that the
technique is more environmental friendly, and reduces
wastage, highly energy efficient, allowed easy pipes
installation and other services. With this, The Nation [8]
asserted that a new house accommodates comfortable room
temperature and saves energy consumption low thereby
improving the working and living environment of the
inhabitants.
Ademilayi and Raji [4] maintained that the cost benefit
and actual value of dry construction depend on the
important factors such as cheap materials, minimal waste
of materials, speed installations, low maintenance rating,
load impacts on minimal excavation and lesser soil
disturbance compared with traditional technique. Further
to the above, Adegboye [2] affirmed that the technique
consolidates better idea for green buildings in
contemporary construction globally and produces a
lightweight construction that has about ten times weight
loss compared to traditional wet technique resulting to
savings in structural and foundation cost.
Aligning with the new construction technique, scholars
emphasised that the acceptance of this appropriate
techniques and technology for low-cost housing
development would certainly lower high housing cost and
increase access to provision of housing for Nigerians
[2,6,7]. They further encouraged federal government to
implement the National Housing Fund (NHF) Act, 1992
provisions which is capable of attracting funds from
numerous sectors of the economy especially from civil
servants purse into the mortgage market Okeke [6].
Therefore, the technique presents an outstanding
opportunity to government and Primary Mortgage
Institutions (PMIs) a speedy provision of low-cost housing
by dropping the construction time up to 70% and increase
speedy access for Nigerians to own a house.
Although, the core problems of construction projects
especially low-cost housing development in Nigeria as
postulated by scholars and stakeholders are project cost,
time constraint and standard of job delivery [9,10].
Therefore, there is urgent need for stakeholders to find
ways of reducing project cost, time, maintain acceptable
standard, and construct functional and sustainable
structures with dignifying aesthetic and finishing through
dry construction technique.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Design
Survey Research is the most appropriate research design
for this study. This is associated with arranging an
investigation
to
identify
variables
and
their
inter-relationships Farrell [11]. It also includes
identification and investigation of social characteristics of
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the research subjects (respondents) Naoum [12]. For a
given research must conform to the principles of the
methodology and the information collected has to be from
the representative of the area under study.
2.2. Research Type
The context of this research work is Exploratory and
Descriptive. Exploratory research was used to collect data
through literature review as well as existing studies on dry
construction technique. Descriptive research was further
used in an ordinary sense to describe events or situations
and the intention is to collect existing data, analyse it and
use the findings of such investigations to resolve existing
problems thereby creating an objective basis for planning
for the future resolution of similar problem. This further
permits the researcher to analyse data collected from both
primary and secondary data and described the findings to
solve the research problem Saunders et al [13].
2.3. Research Duration
This is the time period from which the researcher
started and ended the research. However, the research took
Nine (9) months before completed. The activities carried
out under the time frame includes- Literature Review,
Development semi structure questions, Generation and
Collection of Preliminary Data through questionnaire, Data
Analysis of the questionnaires and Entering of data into
Computer Data-Base, Testing and Justification of the
developed framework with professionals in the field, and
Writing up the Research which took three months.
2.4. Inclusion/ Exclusion Criteria
In descriptive research, specific group of relatively
experts and professionals that are working directly on
construction project were selected. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria define who can be included or excluded from the
study sample. The inclusion principles identify the study
population in an objective, reliable, consistent and uniform
manner. The exclusion principles include factors that make
the engaged population unqualified for the study. For the
purpose of this research, construction professionals who
are not responsible for management of construction site on
behalf of their organisation were excluded from
participating in this research. This means that contractors,
senior project managers were included as participants of
the research.
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organisations in Kaduna, Nigeria. The subjects’
permissions were sought for and assurance were given that
their participation will be strictly confidential. However,
twenty (25) construction small and medium enterprises
were visited in the study area.
2.6. Sampling Method
Non-probability sampling was adopted as the sample
method as this enables to select participants based on the
research area. Bryman and Bell [14]. This assumed a
purposive sampling strategy where respondents were
selected at the discretion of the researcher but with the sole
purpose to be typical of the whole population and the
research question was best examined to evaluate
participant engagement Saunders et al [13]. The sample
size covered selected senior employees of clients,
contractors, developers and consultants in small and
medium scale Construction Company within Kaduna
metropolis, Nigeria who are involved in construction
project management at strategic level as Naoum [12]
described this as a selected sampling process. Accordingly,
sample size in quantitative research design is fundamental
for the success of the research. Therefore, the merit of the
quantitative research design is the ability to use a small
sample size and to generalise it into a large sample.
2.7. Sample Collection
Data collection is a vital stage in gathering all essential
data required to achieve the set objectives of the study.
Therefore, the researcher mainly collected the primary data
through a questionnaire survey that were distributed to
selected senior employees of clients, contractors,
developers and consultants in small and medium scale
Construction Company within Kaduna, Nigeria who are
involved in construction project management at strategic
level. However, the secondary data were collected from
various literature reviews in text books, articles, journals
and websites with critical emphasis on dry construction
technique locally and globally and the data were critically
reviewed and used for the formulation of questionnaire.
However, twenty five (25) questionnaires were distributed
to selected participants but twenty two (22) responses were
received back by the researcher covering 88% of the
feedback. Lastly, the research instrument measures a
reliability and validity test of 8.66.
2.8. Method of Data Analysis

2.5. Choice of Subjects/Research Population
The subjects comprised of experts and professionals that
are working directly on construction project sites. They
were participants who are senior project managers with the
tasks of managing construction projects on behalf of their
organisation within small and medium scale construction

Quantitative method was adopted as the method of data
analysis for this research because the quantitative research
approach is precise, specific, and encourage large sample
size which ensures feasibility in generalisation. The
researcher obtained enough data through this method from
the field in order to draw quality conclusions for the study.
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Cooper and Schindler [15] suggested that bias can be
avoided through effective quantitative research
methodology and will allow the respondents to freely
express their knowledge about the subject matter as they
respond to the research questions. However, a descriptive
statistical approach was used to effectively analyse the
results generated from the questionnaire and analysed
through Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS-16) to obtain the descriptive and inference statistical
analysis [11,12].

3. Results

3.2. Hypothesis Testing

3.1. Descriptive Statistics
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Data Collected
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Work Experience

2.29

0.94

Gender

1.07

0.26

Age

3.36

0.62

Prevalence of DCT in Nigeria

2.39

0.69

Direct Involvement in DCT

2.36

0.95

Knowledge of DCT in Nigeria

2.64

0.73

Training on DCT

2.75

1.08

Waste Minimization Potential of DCT

3.43

1.23

Ease of Servicing Installations Potential
of DCT

3.42

1.1

Energy Conservation Potential of DCT

3.5

1.04

2.79

0.88

3.39

0.79

3.35

0.99

3.61

0.92

3.39

1.07

4.39

0.07

Timely Project-Completion Potential of
DCT
Comparative Advantage DCT over
WCT
Housing construction Cost Reduction
Potential DCT
Minimal Impact on soil Disturbance
Potential DCT
Delay in Housing Completion &
Delivery Challenge
Housing Deficit

SD 1.10); Energy conservation (M 3.50; SD 1.04) and
Minimal impact on soil disturbance (M 3.61; SD 0.92).
They however reported that DCT ranks low with respect to
the timeliness in housing project completion Potential (M
2.79; SD 0.88); moderately in Housing construction cost
reduction (M 3.35; 0.99) and have comparative advantage
over Wet Construction Technique (M 3.39; SD 0.79).
Lastly, respondents claimed that there is currently a
moderate lag in the completion and delivery of housing
projects in the study area (M 3.39; SD 1.07) and affirmed
that there is currently a huge housing deficit in Nigeria (M
4.39; SD 0.07).

𝐻𝐻1: There
Construction
Nigerians.
𝐻𝐻0: There
Construction
Nigerians.

is a significant relationship between Dry
Technique and low cost housing for all
is no significant relationship between Dry
Technique and low cost housing for all

Table 2a. The ANOVA Result of the relationship between the Potential
of Dry Construction Technique (DCT) and Low-cost Housing Provision
ANOVA
Model

Sum of
Square

df.

Mean
Squares

F

Sig.

Regression

9.982

1

9.982

12.204

0.002

Residual

21.268

26

0.818

Total

31.250

27

P<0.05

a. Predictors: (Constant), Potentials of DCM
b. Dependent Variable: Housing Affordability

From table 2a above, the potential of DCT was found to
have a significant relationship with measures of low-cost
housing (F-12.204 & Df 27). At P-value <0.05, the null
hypothesis was rejected while the alternate hypothesis was
accepted. This further justified the research question that
there is a relationship between DCT and provision of
low-cost housing for Nigerians.
Table 2b. The ANOVA result on the Predictive potential of Dry
Construction Technique on Low-cost Housing provision
Model Summary

SPSS V16 (Field Survey, 2020)

From table 1 above, respondents have work experience
ranging from 5-10 years (M 2.29; SD 0.94) and were
dominated by male (M 1.07; SD 0.26) with average age
within 25-31 years (M 3.36; SD 0.62). Respondents
revealed that the prevalence of Dry Construction
Technique (DCT) in Nigeria (M 2.39; SD 0.69) and their
direct involvement in DCT is low (M 2.36; SD 0.95).
Furthermore, they claimed that they possessed low
knowledge (M 2.64; SD 0.73) and training (M 2.75; SD
1.08) on DCT. They opined that the potential of DCT was
moderate with respect to Construction waste minimization
(M 3.43; SD 1.23); Ease of servicing installations (M 3.42;

Model

R

R-Square

Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of the
Estimate

1

1 0.565a

0.319

0.293

0.90443

a. Predictors: (Constant), Potentials of DCM
Table 2C. Coefficientsa
Model
1(Constant)
Potentials of
DCM

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

0.239
0.887

0.879
0.254

0.565

T

Sig.

0.273 0.787
3.493 0.002

a. Dependent Variable: Housing Affordability (Field Survey, 2020)
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From Table 2b and C above, DCT was found to possess the potential of 29% positive change in the current situation of low-cost housing provision in Nigeria. At P<0.05, t=3.49 and
beta of 0.565, such predictive power was found to be significant. However the model cannot explain the 71% change in the current situation of low-cost housing provision.
Table 3.

Result of Spearman Correlation Coefficient of the Three Measures of Low-Cost Housing Provision and Seven Measures of Dry Construction Technique

Low-cost Housing
Measures
Timely completion &
Housing delivery
Relative Reduction In
Housing Cost
Housing Deficit

0.671*

Ease of Servicing
Installed facilities
Potential
0.323*

0.000
0.681*

0.094
0.379*

0.032
0.491*

0.038
0.474*

0.000
0.597*

0.010
0.410*

0.036
0.523*

0.000
0.671**

0.047
0.323

0.008
0.406*

0.011
0.394*

0.001
0.702*

0.030
0.476*

0.004
0.398*

0.000

0.094

0.032

0.038

0.000

0.010

0.036

Waste
Minimization
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.394*

Comparative
Advantage DCM
over
0.702*

Resource
Conservation
Potential
0.476*

Energy Efficiency
Potential

Project Completion
Timeliness Potential

0.406*

Minimal impact On soil
Disturbance
0.398*

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
(Field Survey, 2020)

Table 3 above shows that at P<0.05 the two measures of low cost Housing Provision (Timely completion and Delivery of Housing projects and Relative reduction in housing cost)
was found to positively correlate with the seven measures of DCT potentials of waste minimization; ease of servicing installed facilities; Energy efficiency; Timely housing project
completion and delivery; Conservation of construction resources and; Minimal soil disturbances. Similarly, housing deficit in Nigeria was found to positively correlate with all the
measures of DCT potential except for the measures of ease of installed facilities which was statistically insignificant.
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4. Discussion
The literature Adegboye [2] and empirical findings
affirmed that there is a skill gap challenge in dry
construction process and the industry should ensure that
there is an upsurge in skill attainment with consistent
training to guarantee the technology remains in Nigeria.
However, the empirical findings and literature [1,5,6]
opined that with the enabling atmosphere in place, dry
construction technique could reduce the housing shortfall
in Nigeria. The enabling atmosphere includes finance,
availability of land, inexpensive building materials,
suitable institutional concept and sustainable construction
workers.
As the literature [1,5,6] highlighted that the core
challenges of low cost housing development in Nigeria is
the problem of project cost, standard of job delivery and
time limit. The empirical findings revealed that DCT
ranked moderately in Housing construction cost reduction
and low with respect to the timeliness in housing project
completion in the study area. This means that the field
report in 2020 revealed how DCT have moderately
reduced the housing project cost with less logistic,
technical and infrastructure cost but agreed with the
literature that more have to be done to increase standard of
housing delivery and time limit in Nigeria.
More so, the literature [1,5] and the empirical findings
moderately agreed that DCT have consistently reduced
construction site waste and have attained less building
energy consumption in Nigeria. Subsequently, explaining
the comparative advantages of dry construction over wet
construction technique, the literature [1,5] and the
empirical findings moderately agreed that DCT had speed
up the construction process by delivering low cost houses
faster and to standard. This allows early occupancy as
traditional construction technique had failed to bridge the
housing gap in Nigeria.
Lastly, the literature [1,3,5,6] and the empirical findings
highly agreed that despite the formulation of different
housing policies by federal government, the housing
deficit continued to increase. They further suggested that
the government should look into the sustainability and
socio-economic insinuation for provision of low cost
housing in a supportive approach while stakeholders in
construction industry should consider provider approach to
bridge the housing deficit nationwide.

5. Conclusions
Dry construction technique offers an outstanding chance
to Nigerian government and mortgage institutions an
assurance for quick provision of low-cost housing in
Nigeria. However, professionals in the construction
industry through field survey strongly agreed that dry
construction is the best alternative construction technique

to bridge the desire gap in Nigerian housing provision. The
findings further revealed that DCT is scarcely practiced in
Nigeria but has the potential of managing the present
challenges of low-cost housing provision in Nigeria
through Timely housing project completion and delivery;
conservation
of
construction
resources;
waste
minimization; ease of servicing installed facilities; Energy
efficiency and Minimal soil disturbances. Although, they
noted that only dry construction technique cannot
completely bridge the gap of housing shortfall in Nigeria.
Interestingly, as the world is tending towards
environmentally friendly practices in housing construction,
DCT could discourage soil disturbances which have been
so much associated with lots of health and environmental
hazards. Comparatively, DCT could be cost effective in
terms of servicing already installed facilities. With wide
adoption of DCT, Housing constructions are speedily
completed and delivered as the effective sequencing of
project task are facilitated. The way forward as postulated
by the literature and result from the field survey 2020 is for
government to look into the sustainability and
socio-economic insinuation for provision of low cost
housing in a supportive approach through provision of land,
sustainable policies and finance while stakeholders in
construction industry should consider provider approach
through provision of innovation and technology that is
capable of fostering housing delivery in bridging the
housing deficit in Nigeria. Conclusively, Dry Construction
Technique could only account for 29% improvement in the
present situation of low-cost housing provision in Nigeria.
71% change in the current situation in the provision of
low-cost housing in Nigeria cannot be explained by the
ANOVA result model of this study.
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Abstract The study is aimed at developing a modern
model of a rural settlement that corresponds to the
socioeconomic conditions of the market economy in
Kazakhstan and modern ideas about architectural planning
solutions of an aesthetic nature. The proposed model will
help researchers, experts, specialists in preparing
recommendations for the development of rural settlements
of various levels, depending on the administrative and
economic significance, population size, national, regional
characteristics. Villages at the present stage of
development of Kazakhstan vary significantly both in
importance (farm center, rural districts, etc.) and in
population size (from 5,000 to 50 people), as well as in the
status of territorial zones (residential and industrial
zones).The study has allowed to:- reveal the dynamics of
the development of rural settlements, their architectural
and planning structure in time and space;- determine the
dominant factor and priority approach to the formation of
the architectural and planning structure of the village at
each historical stage;- identify the reasons for the
degradation of the architectural and planning structure of
villages in the historical context;- define that the
architectural and planning structure with the traditionally
clear functional zoning of villages has been gradually
replaced by diffuse-penetrating structure;- reveal that the
mutual position of the main functional zones has changed,
the production zone and the community center have

undergone the greatest transformation;- develop a
theoretical model of the formation of the architectural and
planning structure of rural settlements; identify the main
aspects and principles of its formation.

Keywords
Structure, Architecture, Principles,
Economics, Regional Specifics, Composition, Territory

1. Introduction
Significant changes have taken place in the Republic of
Kazakhstan since it became independent. At first glance, it
may seem that political, social, and economic changes are
not related to the planning, development, and
improvement of the aul (village). However, it is actually
much more complicated. For example, the villagers often
placed the economic center on their own personal plot
when creating their farms. This led to a multiple increase
in the livestock population in the residential area,
influenced the environment of the village, and disrupted
the architectural and planning structure.
In turn, the architectural and planning structure
influences the level of public services and amenities,
migration, and the comfort of the villagers’ life.
Accordingly, in the conditions of market relations and
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rationalization of the space development on the territory
of the Republic, the need for the development of programs,
forecasts, schemes, and projects for the territorial
development of settlement and rural areas is currently
increasing as a means of comprehensive solving acute
socioeconomic and environmental problems.
In the modern conditions of the development of
agriculture in the Republic of Kazakhstan and the
economy as a whole, it has become necessary to revise the
existing settlement system. The issues on the agenda
include the contradictions between society and nature,
social demands, and the requirements for the location of
production, between the location of production and
environmental protection. The settlement of the
population on the territory is currently a state problem due
to the development of productive forces, social needs of
society, and environmental protection.
At the same time, it must be noted that the creation of
food supply in the country is impossible without
agriculture, which is directly or indirectly related to the
living conditions of the villagers and the spatial formation
of settlements.
There are studies that consider the role of small
settlements in the general settlement system, using
examples from different countries of the world, as well as
the principles of forming their planning structure,
depending on regional conditions.
For example, the issues of planning cities and rural
areas, as well as the settlement issues were considered by
M.A. Gendelman, V.G. Davidovich, V.A. Lavrov, V.M.
Bogdanov, I.A. Vinshu, Le Corbusier [1], A.N.
Kondukhov, I.M. Smolyar, T.K. Basenov [2], N.F.
Golikov, U.M. Iskakov, D.K. Chudinov, Z.N. Yargina,
O.K. Gurulev [3], A.V. Ikonnikov [4], V.N. Belousov [5],
V.P. Baskakova, A.E. Likhacheva [6], V.I. Krushlinsky,
Z.N. Yargina [7], A.Zh. Abilov [8], as well as modern
authors [9].
Yu.L. Pivovarov, S.G. Khorev, P. Marlene, B.I. Ogly,
I.G. Lezhava, A. Baburov [10], and others dealt with the
problems of urbanization.
The architectural, artistic, and compositional aspects of
the formation of populated areas were explored in the
works of Ya.V. Kositsky, M.G. Barkhin, A.V. Bunin, N.V.
Novikov, A.N. Beregovskikh [11], and others.
National, social, and economic transformations in the
settlements of Kazakhstan are presented in the works of
G.F. Dakhshlaiger, N.V. Alekseenko, A.E. Some, D.
Kabylbekov, G.I. Pustovetov [12], V.V. Musatov, Kh.A.
Butusov, V.A. Novikov [13], S.B. Pomorov [14], A.A.
Kornilova, and others [15, 16].
Part of the modern works explore the historical
evolvement of urban development activities in the region,
which is confirmed in the articles "Urban Planning and
Recreational Planning of Populated Areas in the Republic
of Kazakhstan in the Second Half of the 20th Century"
[15] and "Historical aspects of the formation of rural
settlements in northern Kazakhstan during the
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pre-revolutionary period” [16].
It must be noted that extensive empirical material has
been accumulated on the topic under study during the
functioning of the market economy, but it has not found
the proper creative generalization and, therefore, no
proposals (principles) for a new approach to the
architectural and planning solution of villages and their
reconstruction in the market economy have been
developed.
The study is aimed at developing a theoretical model of
the formation of rural settlements.
Accordingly, the aim of the study is driven by its
relevance. In its turn, the relevance of the study is
associated with the following:
 a radical change of ownership in villages,
privatization of agricultural enterprises, and creation
of a new system of farms;
 migration of large masses of the population and a
decrease in the population in some villages and auls;
 changes in the situation in the development and
formation of the architectural and planning structure
of rural settlements, which is associated with the
abandonment and destruction of some public
institutions, industrial buildings, and engineering
structures;
 a significant increase in the role of private subsidiary
farming, its development, and growth in size;
 creation of a farming network, including farm centers;
 complex environmental situation; and
 lack of scientific developments and scientifically
grounded recommendations for the development of
villages and the formation of their architectural and
planning structure in the new socioeconomic
conditions of Kazakhstan.
The idea of the article is associated to the resumption of
resettlement and reconstruction of villages at the present
stage, which raises the urgent question of their appropriate
classification in relation to specific conditions.
In this regard, it is necessary to foresee how villages
should develop today in the future in order to use capital
investments in agriculture with the greatest efficiency,
carefully
substantiate
planning
solutions
with
consideration of the development of settlements, national
traditions, and local characteristics, as well as the rational
use of territories, landscape, climate, and natural
resources.
This work is based on many years of research, analysis
of the historical and modern conditions for the formation
of villages and the study of social and regional aspects,
which allows laying the scientific foundations for the
reconstruction and improvement of agricultural
settlements, taking their regional characteristics into
account.
The leading hypothesis is that the optimal state of the
formation of rural settlements is achieved with
comprehensive consideration of all factors and elements,
taking the vector of time dynamics into account.
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2. Materials and Methods

and III, for comparison with Stage I.
The survey allowed to determine the main structure
Following the hypothesis, various research methods forming elements of the formation of rural settlements
were used in the work, based on a comprehensive and with the help of a public visual image (social image)
detailed consideration of the solution to the problem posed, based on the conventional ideas about the subject.
the study of objects and their specifics in a variety of
The mathematical statistical techniques were used to
interrelationships and relative independence.
process the massive statistical material — in particular, to
The forecast for the development of rural settlements process questionnaires of the population poll and other
was determined based on the method of expert data on the aggregate of rural settlements, etc. The
assessments.
methods of groupings and correlation regression analysis
As part of the expert assessments (current state, trends, were used to identify links between the size of rural
and prospects), an interview was conducted with the settlements and their architectural and planning solutions
experts (253 people), who were offered a questionnaire of by the example of the Akmola region. The sampling
12 questions covering the main functions of agricultural method was applied in this situation. The methods of
production and living conditions of people. The experts extrapolation, expert assessment, and verification of
were highly qualified specialists of various professions forecasts were used to determine the prospects for the
and ranks. The goal of the study was to obtain a forecast development of rural settlements, production volumes,
of the development of rural settlements from a competent location of economic centers, size of private subsidiary
group of workers.
farming, etc.
The methods of applied sociology were used in surveys
The final forecast for the formation of villages was
of the rural population, heads of collective farms, LLCs, made on the basis of a logical summation of the data
JSCs, rural districts, district akimat, chief specialists, obtained by different methods.
mid-level specialists, school teachers, and cultural
All analytical conclusions were based on the following:
workers. These methods were applied to determine the
 expeditionary research in the region under study
prospects for further development and use of rural areas.
(2005 – 2019) in order to conduct field surveys of
The interlocutors for the interview were chosen according
settlements aimed at identifying the peculiarities of
to the principles of education, which provided the
the formation of the planning structure of settlements
necessary level of judgment.
(a number of settlements were selected for research,
The polling was carried out in three stages:
typical for natural, economic, historical, national, and
Stage I in 2005 – 2009;
demographic conditions); 299 rural settlements, 27
Stage II in 2010¬ – 2014; and
regional centers, and 12 cities were surveyed (the
Stage III in 2015 – 2019.
sample was substantiated by the recommendations of
The face-to-face method of polling was used, with
the University of Tartu; the data were representative);
filling out questionnaires at home (in case of an individual  collection of the state statistics (list of settlements and
interview) and on the spot in a group interview, with
their importance in the settlement system, information
handouts provided.
on population migration, placement of cultural and
The authors developed tools (which were corrected and
household facilities, and the state of the housing
modified at each stage), presented as follows:
stock);
 study of geographical atlases, climate reference books,
1. Questionnaire:
and statistical and environmental reports;
 to poll the rural population;
 study of the expert opinions;
 to interview the heads of farms; and
 study of the planning structure and improvement of
 to interview the experts.
villages, using photographic plans and general plans
of villages; and
2. Points:
 collection of archival and historical materials.
 points for the village;
 demographic points;
 points describing production and settlement; and
3. Results
 points describing farms over five years.
It was found in the course of the study that the main
In the course of the polling, the typical method of
prerequisites
for the reconstruction of rural areas at the
organizing the sample was determined, and the size of the
considered
stage
were the following: the direction of the
sample was defined using the formula.
financial
and
economic
policy of the state; determination
More than a thousand families with a total population
of
territories
that
were
promising
from the standpoint of
of 4,488 people were interviewed at Stage I. The survey
the
economy
and
market
functioning;
formation of a
was conducted in 37 settlements.
promising
settlement
system;
and
introduction
of science
The same number of settlements was taken at Stages II
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and technology.
It was revealed in the survey of the rural population that
migration was caused by negative consequences of
sanitary and economic processes: poor living conditions
(especially in small settlements), level of service, the
desire to move to their historical homeland, decline in the
education system, healthcare, culture, disorganization of
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life, lack of recreation areas, as well as climatic and
landscape conditions. That was noted by 93 % of the
respondents (Table 1).
It is important to note that similar reasons for migration
were observed in agricultural settlements in other
countries [17]. Migration trends in the region can be
traced based on the following schemes (Figures 1, 2).

Table 1. Factors affecting population migration (based on the results of the survey)
Factors

Istage

IIstage

Poor livingconditions

20.5%

23.5%

IIIstage
19%

Low level of cultural and consumer services

20%

17.3%

16.6%

Lack of recreation areas

2.1%

0.8%

7%

Decline in the culture and education system

14%

20%

15.9%

Decline in the healthcare system

21.2%

19.7%

19%

Unfavorableclimaticandlandscapeconditions

6.2%

4.3%

9.1%

Low level of public services and amenities

4.7%

0.9%

2.5%

Desire to move to the historical homeland

9.3%

13%

10%

Unsatisfactory transport links with adjacent settlements

2%

0.5%

0.9%

Total

100%

100%

100%

Figure 1. General structure of migration

Figure 2. Population migration throughout the year (pendulum migration)
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Accordingly, both general principles and specific ones
must be taken into account when reconstructing the
planning structure of villages. The general principles
include relations between people, everyday life, and
national characteristics. The specific principles include the
settlement location, natural and climatic specifics, and the
history of development. It was established that the
following requirements were to be accounted along with
the principles: social, aesthetic, organizational and
economic, functional, economic and environmental.
As a result, it is proposed to consider the following
issues when solving social problems:
 the new status of the owner and their family in the
totality of industrial relations, position in the
hierarchy;
 attitude to the development of private subsidiary plots,
work in the cooperative, LLC, JSC, the creation of
collective farms; and
 satisfaction with the established social infrastructure.
In regard to the economic problem:
disclosure of the problems of reconstruction of
villages in the conditions of market relations and
private ownership of land;
 efficiency of the development of collective farms and
private subsidiary farming;
 feasibility of creating a family livestock farm within
the village;
 conditions for significant expansion of private
subsidiary farming;
 possibility and profitability of acquiring land from
neighboring private subsidiary farming; and
 expediency of land reclamation and increasing the
area of private subsidiary farming.














The environmental problems are related to the pollution
of the village, the placement of manure, feed, fuels, and
lubricants on its territory.
The planning problems are divided into the following
groups:








impact of historical, climatic, socioeconomic factors,
and administrative territorial transformations on the
formation of rural settlement systems and the
architectural and planning structure of rural
settlements;
analysis and identification of the specific architectural
and planning structure of historically established
types of villages, as well as the modern trends in the
design of settlements;
general architectural and planning composition,
layout scheme, and functional zoning of the territory;
fundamental solution to the problem of locating
economic centers of agricultural formations on the
territory of the village;
identification of opportunities and analysis of options
for the development and placement of private
subsidiary farming and minifarms;
study of options for the architectural and planning
placement of settlements in relation to the
differentiation of the size and location of private
subsidiary farming and minifarms;
designing the development and placement of material
elements of the production area;
analysis of options for placing a network of streets
and cattle passes, economic driveways, organization
of communication between farms and pastures;
change in the classification of rural settlements is
envisaged by administrative significance, by role in
the system of cultural and consumer services, by
functional purpose, and by geographical (territorial)
location; and
determination of the principles of formation and the
main components of the conceptual model.

In accordance with the main planning tasks, a scheme
of the functional and planning structure of rural
settlements in the Republic of Kazakhstan was developed
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the functional and planning structure of rural settlements in the Republic of Kazakhstan

Different opinions on the issues of reorganization of
rural settlements at the present stage must be noted.
However, their reconstruction remains to be the main
focus [16, 18].
It was revealed that the measures for the reconstruction
of small settlements consisted in the transition from the
predominant focus on the reconstruction of relatively
autonomous settlements to the organization of settlement
systems of various types and levels in the modern
conditions. In this regard, the following is proposed:
 differentiation of rural areas by the degree of
development of integration processes between the
cities and villages;
 priority development of settlement systems in the
territories allocated by location, as well as in the most
developed zones in terms of using the resource
potential;
 development of a set of measures to organize the
economic integrity of settlement systems, taking
specific conditions (economic, demographic,



sociocultural, natural, and environmental) into
account; and
reconstruction of small settlements that develop
relatively autonomously, taking into account the
possibilities of strengthening their interconnection
with the nearest urban centers.

It was revealed during the individual interviews with
the chief specialists, middle-level specialists, school
teachers, and cultural workers (face-to-face polling was
used, with filling out questionnaires) that the following
topical issues influenced the convenience, attractiveness,
and appearance of settlements (where the indicators at all
three stages differed only in tenths):
 principle of historical continuity (noted by 23.4 % of
the respondents);
 principle of synthesis of architecture and nature
(35.4 %); and
 principle of reducing climatic discomfort (41.2 %)
(Table 2).
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Table 2. Factors affecting the formation of the architectural and planning structure of small settlements and the comfort of living (based on the results of
the survey)
Group

The principle
of historical
continuity

The principle
of synthesis of
architecture
and nature

Chief
specialists

Mid-levelspe
cialists

School
teachers

Cultural
workers

Average rate

7%

7.3%

6.8%

6.9%

7%

4.7%

4.3%

5%

4.8%

4.7%

3.5%

3.3%

3.2%

4%

3.5%

4%

4%

3.9%

4.5%

4.1%

4.1%

4.1%

4.2%

4%

4.1%

9.5%

9.3%

8.7%

8.9%

9.1%

7%

7.2%

6.7%

6.3%

6.8%

6.2%

6.1%

5.7%

6%

6%

7.9%

7.7%

6.9%

7.1%

7.4%

6%

6.4%

6.1%

5.9%

6.1%

5.5%

5.5%

5.7%

5.3%

5.5%

10.9%

10.7%

10.3%

10.5%

10.6%

11.3%

11.1%

11.8%

10.6%

11.2%

Landscaping of the settlement

8.6%

8.8%

8.7%

8.3%

8.6%

Constructionzoningofasettleme
nt

5.7%

6%

5%

4.5%

5.3%

Factors
Taking into account the
historically established
planning structure
The
useoflocalbuildingmaterialsfor
villagereconstruction
The use of national colors in
the architecture of the village
The use of light and color in
village architecture
Taking into account
socio-economic conditions
Connection of the architectural
and planning solution with the
surrounding landscape
Reflection of the rural lifestyle
in the architecture and planning
of villages
The
useinthedesignoftheplanningstr
ucture: regular, free, mixed
Organizationoftheyardspace

The principle
of reducing
climatic
discomfort

Organization of recreation
areas for year-round use
Improvement of environmental
conditions
Functional organization of the
settlement territory
Reduction of natural and
climatic discomfort

% by
group

23.4%

35.4%

At the same time, the problem of continuity primarily
influences the planning solutions using local regional
specifics (historical, national, and socioeconomic) and is
reflected in the formation of small settlements in terms of
population and territorial size; functional organization of
the territory; historically justified techniques (for the
region under study) of the planning structure; rural image
and identity during development; using traditional
building materials, structures, volumetric spatial forms,
and decor.
The study of the promising problems of urban
development using the entire set of social forecasting tools
is fundamental in the formation of an architectural model
of the development of villages and their structural
elements in this work.

41.2%

The development of a theoretical model as the primary
stage of urban planning means increasing the degree of
scientific validity of urban planning schemes, programs,
and projects.
The following tasks were set and solved when forming
a theoretical model of agricultural settlements:
 improving environmental conditions;
 increasing the economic efficiency of agricultural
production;
 intensification of integration ties; and
 intensification of land use.
The following factors were taken into account: natural,
historical, national, resource, external, architectural and
artistic, scientific, and technical (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Theoretical model of transformation of the village planning structure

Taking into account the above factors will allow the
following:
 natural factors will allow to ensure the comfort of the
population in a particular settlement;
 historical factors will allow to provide for the
placement of settlements in the historically justified
zones, taking the traditional mode of production into
account;
 resource factors will allow the rational use of land;
and
 external factors will allow the settlement of the
population (placement of settlements) in the spaces of
economic interaction.

4. Discussion
The proposed theoretical model of the formation of an
agricultural settlement is based on the main modern trends
in the village development, which can be formulated as
follows:
1. trends related to population demography and lifestyle;
2. trends related to urbanization, integration, and
settlement structure;

3.
4.
5.
6.

trends related to the quality of the environment;
trends in the development of transport and
communications;
trends arising from the limited natural and labor
resources; and
trends in the housing design.

The theoretical model of the rural settlement formation
is supposed to be introduced into production. The model
provides for a stage-by-stage development of space: from
the region as a whole to the placement of the elements of
the village planning structure:
 the socioeconomic conditions, historical continuity,
territorial differentiation, and natural landscape
zoning are determined at the first stage;
 the structural spatial organization of the region with
the allocation of the regional, zonal, and planning
level (multilevel organization of space) is envisaged
at the second stage;
 the search for the optimal solution within the
allocated zone is performed at the third stage;
 the fourth stage includes the architectural and artistic
organization of the space of a particular settlement at
the planning level; and
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the structural integration is arranged on the fifth level.

A multilevel system of organizing space involves the
following:
 resolving the problem on the territory of Northern
Kazakhstan: a regional territorial complex, taking
specific conditions and requirements into account at
the first level (regional level);
 the regional territorial complex is subdivided into
zones at the second level (zonal level); and
 formation of a specific object (planning level) with
the simultaneous placement of a public center,
recreation area, housing, and transport are provided at
the third level.
Residential formations within the settlement should be
subdivided by the level of comfort, based on the cost
characteristics of land and real estate. The following
territories are distinguished within the settlement:
 territories of the first level provide increased comfort
and are located in more favorable natural conditions;
 territories of the second level occupy the most
preferred part of the settlement; and
 territories of the third level are of the general level and
occupy the rest of the settlement.
In the theoretical model of the agricultural settlement
formation, it is proposed to preserve and develop the
existing trends in functional zoning with an emphasis
made on the following:
 modern socioeconomic conditions;
 integration of functional zoning; and
 return to historically justified fuzzy functional zoning.
Most of the rural settlements need to be rebuilt on the
territory of Northern Kazakhstan at the present stage. In
this case, it is important to include the settlement in the
planning structure of systems of various ranks. In general,
the architectural and planning organization of a small
settlement should be carried out through the formation of
the developed structural and planning elements that have
intersettlement significance.
The spatial structure of the theoretical model of a rural
settlement includes the following components:
1. historical background;
2. trends in the formation of rural settlements;
3. main factors of the settlement formation;
4. historical stages and dominant factors;
5. trend to constant deterioration;
6. critical point; and
7. new approach, new vision as a synthesis of all factors
and trends.
1.

Historical background. The principle of "canon and
pattern" had been taken as the basis for organizing the
architectural space until the beginning of the 20th
century (up to the 1917 revolution). The natural
organic approach prevailed in the space organization.
Historical continuity and folk traditions were the

basis for the design.
With the restoration of the Soviet power, all the existing
canons (historical, folk, and natural) were discarded, and
other principles of organizing public life based on
pseudoequality and pseudocollectivism were put forward,
where everyone was an average standard element of a
large mechanism. This influenced all areas of
development of the society, including the organization of
the architectural space.
2.

The main trends in the rural settlement formation
were the following: an increase in the number of
settlements due to the development of new territories;
the new social doctrine led to changes in the way of
life of villagers, which was associated with the
processes of collectivization and the emergence of
forms of ownership (state farms, collective farms,
state breeding farms, etc.); and the specialization and
production focus of farms changed.

3.

The main factors in the settlement formation were the
following: natural climatic, cultural historical,
socioeconomic, scientific, and technical. These
factors
are
described
as
complex
and
multidimensional, including a variety of elements.

4.

Historical stages and dominant factors. Five main
periods can be distinguished in the historical stages of
the village formation, the analysis of which leads to
the conclusion that each stage has its own dominant
factor and approach. For example, a natural historical
approach was characteristic during the formation of
the first permanent settlements on the territory of the
region (stage 1); the dominant factor was natural. The
second stage in the formation of permanent
settlements was described by a traditional historical
approach; the dominant factor was colonial. A
national ethnographic approach to the settlement
formation was characteristic at the third stage (from
the mid-90s of the 19th century to the early 20th
century); the dominant factor was geopolitical. The
fourth stage was at the 50s of the 20th century. This
stage was described by a standardized typical
approach to the formation of rural settlements with a
dominant political factor. The fifth stage of the
village formation had a pseudoscientific approach
with a dominant economic factor. The sixth stage was
at the 80s of the 20th century and was described as a
voluntarist typical approach.

5.

Trend to constant deterioration. The pseudoscientific
approach to the space formation led to the fact that
only one factor from the whole complex of factors
dominated at each subsequent historical stage. The
rest were not taken into account. This led to a
simplification and, accordingly, to a deterioration in
the organization of living space at all levels each
time.
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6.

7.

The critical point in time coincided with the period of
the political and economic crisis (the perestroika
period, 1985 – 1991). This period is described by the
maximum destruction and decline in all areas
(economic, industrial, social, etc.), which led to the
general degradation of rural settlements.
The new approach is described by a synthesis of all
factors and trends, in which the individual approach
prevails in the organization of each specific
settlement with the possibility of its change and
development in accordance with the requirements of
the changing time. The proposed model is not static
but dynamic. In theory, the proposed model secures
self-organization, self-development, and dynamic
balance of the entire structure, which is the most
optimal approach in ensuring the life processes.

The theoretical model is based on the following
principles of organizing a rural settlement of a new type:
1. Environmental feasibility;
2. Flexibility in approach and space organization;
3. Opportunity for development and changes;
4. Taking into account a complex of individual specifics
(regional, historical, natural, socioeconomic,
construction and technical, etc.);
5. Each structural element of the village must be
organized in accordance with the laws of aesthetics;
and
6. Identification of key moments forming the space
structure.
The key points may include the following:
production evolvement due to the development of
new agricultural technologies that influence its
structure and organization;
 development of the residential area will be
determined by harmony with nature and the standard
of living at each specific historical (time) period;
 transport and communication frame should be
multifunctional with minimum length and ensure
safety; and
 buffer zone (zone of transition from external to
internal) protects the internal structure of settlements
from external harmful influences of any level:
economic, natural, climatic, noise, dust, etc.


The interposition of all structural units of a rural
settlement is determined by the optimal feasibility,
including such concepts as economic feasibility, social
feasibility, environmental, natural climatic, national
ethnographic, and global standards.
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scenario that takes into account all the individual
specifics of the projected object needs to be created.
The social aspect of the proposed scenario lies in the
need to take national, demographic, historical, everyday,
and cultural requirements into account when designing
each specific object.
The urban development aspect of the scenario includes
the need to take natural, climatic, environmental, and
historical factors into account when designing an object.
The theoretical model of the agricultural settlement
formation is based on the set of requirements that take as
many factors, trends, principles and design methods in a
specific region as possible into account.
The theoretical model of the rural settlement formation
proposed in the article has been developed based on the
comprehensive analysis of rural areas of Northern
Kazakhstan and sociological research and allows using the
methods of architectural and urban development analysis
to use the identified patterns to achieve programmable
results.
2.

It has been established in the course of the study that
the new socioeconomic conditions of the independent
state of the Republic of Kazakhstan, as well as internal
and external relations, national, historical, natural
climatic, and environmental specifics dictate the need
to create a fundamentally new socioeconomic model
of a rural settlement, which will require large capital
investments, political, economic, and organizational
efforts, and long terms.

3.

Continuation of research in this direction will reveal
the main practical tasks for the revival and
development of agriculture and rural areas in the
Republic of Kazakhstan.

Social studies, economic estimations, and architectural
and planning solutions will be a new drive to the
development of the following sciences: economics of
private subsidiary farming, land management, planning
and development of settlements, and village architecture.
The scientific significance of the work is as follows:
 on a national scale: there have been no studies of this
issue or project proposals, and their implementation
in the village development practice will yield a
significant economic and social effect;
 on an international scale: this work will be interesting
for the countries with private subsidiary farming and
villages with economic centers; and
 impact of the obtained results on the development of
science and the expected social and economic effect.

5. Conclusion
1.

The patterns of the village formation revealed in the
work allow to conclude that a social urban planning
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Abstract

Heaving soils are the most problematic
worldwide. These soils develop swelling stress that
produces uplift forces detrimental to the foundations. In
engineering practice, swelling stress is not considered in
general. Considering the swelling stress in foundation
design enhances the service life of construction. The
oedometer swelling test is the technique ordinarily used to
assess the swelling stress. Nonetheless, the oedometer
swelling test is cumbersome, time-consuming, making the
test unattractive, and not cost-effective for the low-cost
housing project. The objective of this research work is to
propose a model to predict swelling stress as an
alternative to oedometer testing. Geotechnical studies
such as Atterberg limits, particle size distribution, free
swell ratio, specific gravity, linear shrinkage, suction
measurement, Proctor compaction test, and zero-swell test
are performed to estimate the soil properties. Multivariate
regression analysis is performed using NCSS.11 Program
to develop the predictive model. The model is assessed
base on the following: determining coefficient value,
comparing predicted values with experimental values,
comparing the proposed model with other existing models
found in the literature. Besides, the Box-cox
transformation function is used to improve the accuracy of
the model. The developed model can be utilized to assess
the swelling stress of compacted heaving soils, and it is
much more accurate than other existing models.

Keywords Geotechnical Index Properties, Heaving
Soils, Optimum Water Content, Soil Suction, Swelling
Stress

1. Introduction and Background
Defects on constructions caused by heaving soils were
first reported in South Africa in 1950, especially in
Goldfield Mine Free State. In South Africa, heaving soils
are considered the most problematic [1]. The repair cost of
damages induced by heaving soils in South Africa is
around R100 million yearly [1]. The expense of defects in
the UK is estimated at £400 million every year [2].
Heaving soils cause a higher yearly financial loss than the
hurricane, flood, earthquake, and tornadoes combined [3].
A good understanding of the hydro-mechanical properties
of heaving soils is imperative to enhance engineering
design. The objective of this research work is to develop a
model to predict the swelling stress of compacted heaving
soils as an alternative to oedometer testing. Equations
shown in Table 1 have been developed throughout the
years to predict the swelling stress. Reference [4]
attempted the utilization of soil suction to predict swelling
stress using bentonite and kaolinite. The estimation of soil
suction is performed using a thermocouple psychrometers
technique on artificial compacted soil specimens. A
standard swell volume experiment is performed on soil
specimens. The proposed Equations (1) & (2) are in Table
1. These models cannot predict a swelling stress value
beyond 350 kPa. Reference [5] performed one-dimensional
swell tests on heaving clay containing kaolinite, bentonite
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upon various plasticities. Then, soil specimens are
compacted at different initial moisture content (Wi) and dry
unit weight (γd). Model Equation (3) presented in Table 1 is
developed without the soil suction using three independent
variables as follows: Plasticity index, water content, and
dry unit weight. Another research work conducted by [6]
revealed that soil suction is a significant parameter in the
prediction of swelling stress. Reference [7] studied the
correlations swelling stress and index properties of heaving
soils. Table 1 shows the proposed model Equation (4). This
model was developed based on two independent variables,
the activity of clay and initial water content. However,
another research work by [8] revealed that the index
properties such as the plasticity index, the activity of the
clays could not accurately predict the swelling behavior of
heaving soils because they do not consider the impact of
the clay mineral. Besides, by the addition of the soil suction
as an independent variable, the model efficiency enhances.
Reference [9] conducted a series of oedometer tests on
heaving soils to determine the swelling stress developed
within the soil specimens upon the initial moisture content,
dry unit weight, and swell-shrink index. Table 1 shows the
proposed model Equation (5). Equation (5) does not
consider the plasticity index and soil suction. Reference [7]
pointed out that the augmentation of the plasticity index
increases the swelling stress of heaving soils significantly.

However, according to the results of the study carried out
by [8] on heaving soils. The swell/shrink index is not a
good predictor of fine-grained soil swelling behaviour.
That is because the clay mineral influences the swelling
stress. Moreover, the soil shrinkage is governed by the
packing phenomenon and influenced by the relative
particle distribution size of fine-grained materials.
Reference [10] developed a mathematical model to predict
the swelling stress of heaving soils. The tested soil
specimens comprise kaolinite and bentonite in various
proportions. Model Equation (6) consists of three
independent variables as follows: the activity of clay, dry
unit weight, and initial water content. Besides, the model
does not consider other relevant parameters like soil
suction. Reference [6] proposed a model Equation (7) to
predict the swelling stress for heaving compacted soil for
soil suction utilizing the soil-water characteristic curve
(SWCC). Furthermore, the SWCC gives the soil suction,
degree of saturation, water content but not the maximum
dry unit weight (γdmax) as used in Equation (7) or other
relevant soil parameters that influence the swelling stress.
Reference [11] investigated the swelling stress of heaving
clay of Barranquilla, Colombia, and developed a
semi-empirical model Equation (8) using the plasticity
index (PI) and the water content (W).

Table 1. Models to predict swelling stress
Source

Models

0 < Ps < 100 kPa;

Ps = −3.72 + 0.011× PI + 2.077 × γ d + 0.244 × Log ( Ψ m )

(1)

2

R = 0.920

[4]

100 kPa < Ps < 350 kPa;
Ps = −16.31 + 0.0330 × PI + 8.253 × γ d + 0.829 × Log ( Ψ m )

(2)

2

R = 0.940

[5]
[7]
[9]
[10]

Log ( Ps ) = −5.423 + 0.0145 × PI + 2.563 × γ d − 0.0168 × Wi

R = 0.950
Ps = 43.6 × A c + 68 × Wi − 915

[11]

(4)

2

R = 0.958

Log ( Ps ) = −0.284 + 0.0686 × Iss − 0.185 × γ d − 0.031× Wi

(5)

2

R = 0.940

Log=
( Ps ) 14.155 + 0.021× Ac − 7.469 × γ d − 0.063 × Wi

(6)

R 2 = 0.975

P=
55 + βc × Ψ m × [S / 100]
s

2

[6]

(3)

2

=
βc

( 0.25 / 1000 ) × e5.306× γ

dmax

ln ( Ps ) = 7.77 − 0.12 × Wi + 0.0054 × PI
2

R = 0.860

(7)

(8)
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Lightweight constructions are the most exposed
structures experiencing severe damages when built on
heaving soils. The swelling stress is not considered in
engineering practice generally. Nonetheless, the swelling
stress can generate important swelling stress (uplift forces)
harmful to the stability of foundations. Reference [3]
suggested the types of suitable foundations in heaving soils
as follows: Pier and beam; pile and beam; reinforced rafts
and modified continuous perimeter spread footing.
Reference [12] recommended that the swelling stress
should not exceed the calculated foundation pressure to
avoid heave of foundation. Simultaneously, the foundation
pressure should not exceed the bearing limit of the soil
given by geotechnical studies to prevent foundation
displacement. In general, few equation models for field
compacted heaving soils are available. Because of the
variability of soil material, models are developed for a
specific location and type of soil material. The reviewed
models consist of different numbers of soil parameters and
various soil materials as independent variables. The type of
soil material and the number of independent variables are
unique for each model. Independent variables are classified
as follows: unsaturated soil characteristics, geotechnical
index properties, heaving soil indexes. To enhance the
design of the foundation in heaving soils, an investigation
of the correlation swelling stress and the soil properties is
essential. Moreover, the development of a mathematical
model to predict the swelling stress is fundamental.
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swelling stress in the laboratory using a conventional
consolidometer setup. Reference [21,22] reported that the
zero swell tests (ZST) are an efficient method to
determine the swelling stress of heaving soil. The swelling
stress test is performed on compacted specimens
according to reference [19]. Before submerging the soil
specimen in water, the load bar was reset to zero to
measure the vertical displacement of the compacted soil
specimens. Making use of tap water is used to soak the
soil specimen, and the surcharge was added in small
increments to prevent the swell of the soil specimen. The
process continues until the soil specimen ceases to expand.
The test stops when there is no further deformation for
several hours. The deformation must be less than 0.05.
The swelling stress is the total stress applied to prevent
the specimen from swelling. Figure 1 shows the setup
used to assess the swelling stress. The total surcharge in
kg is (∑Mi), the gravity in m.s-2, is (g), the beam ratio in
m is (br), the number of the surcharge is (n), the internal
diameter of the consolidating ring in m is (φ). The
swelling stress is (Ps) in kPa, and given in Equation (9).
n

Mi  × g × br
 i∑
=1

π × ϕ2
4
Ps =
1000

(9)

2. Materials and Testing Program
Soil samples collection by digging out at 50 cm from the
ground surface across the Free State province.
Bloemfontein soils (BLS-A; BLS-B; BLS-C); Winburg
soils (WBS-A; WBS-B; WBS-C); Welkom soils (WKS-A;
WKS-B; WKS-C). The GPS coordinates are (BLS-A:
29°11′49.53"S; 26°12′ 52.55"E); (BLS-B: 29°08′04.40"S;
26°15′58.10"E); (BLS-C: 29°06′48.20"S; 26°10′56.70"E);
(WBS-A: 28°30′43.5" S; 27°00′12.8" E); (WBS-B: 28°30′
59.8"S;
27°00′58.0"E);
(WBS-C:
28°31′08.00"S;
27°00′22.00"E); (WKS-A: 27°57′51.8"S; 26°45′36.9"E);
(WKS-B: 28°00′12.10"S; 26°43′ 52.30"E); (WKS-C:
27°58′15.10"S; 26°43′05.00"E). The following laid down
protocols and standards are utilized to assess the physical
and hydro-mechanical properties of these soils: Sieve
analysis [13]; Hydrometer analysis [14]; Atterberg limits
[15]; Free swell ratio [8]; Specific gravity [16]; Linear
shrinkage [17]; Proctor compaction test [18]; Zero swelling
test [19]; Soil suction measurement using filter paper
technique [20].
2.1. Swelling Stress Test
The swelling stress is the maximum external load that is
required to prevent swelling soil from any further
deformation while wet. Engineers usually measure the

Figure 1. (a) Compacted specimens wrapped in an airtight plastic bag
and kept in a constant temperature bath. b) Compacted specimens inserted
in a ring using a jack. (c) A view of a conventional consolidometer setup.

2.2. Soil Suction Measurement
Compacted soil specimens are divided into two
cylindrical parts with a width of 75 mm and a depth of 35
mm so that the soil specimen can be placed and removed
from the glass jar easily. The soil suction estimation test
performed using the Whatman No 42 type filter paper
(Ashless circles 70 mm diameter, Cat No 1442-070).
Three filter papers (two protectives and one for suction
assessment with 70 mm diameter) are placed between
these two surfaces using tweezers for matric suction
assessment. The two cylindrical specimens’ parts are
joined using electrical tape and placed into a glass jar. The
plastic ring is placed on top of the soil specimen. Also, the
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For curve estimation procedure, regression statistics are
performed for different regression models, including
linear, logarithmic, inverse, quadratic, cubic, power,
compound, growth, and exponential models. The results
revealed that linear function exhibits the strongest and
suitable choice. Moreover, the transformation of a
non-normal dependent variable into a normal dependent
variable is achieved by the Box-Cox transformation
function to enhance the accuracy of the model.

filter papers are placed on top of the plastic ring to
measure the total suction. The glass jars are labeled,
sealed, and put into a temperature regulatory apparatus at
25±1°C for an equilibrium period of four weeks. Moisture
tins are oven-dried at 105°C overnight. The calibration
curve Equation (10) is established by a calibration process
of the filter paper using a salt solution. The moisture
content within the filter paper, designated by (Wf), is
estimated using Equation (11). After, the calculated
moisture content is substituted in Equation (10) to
determine the soil suction. Water content within the filter
paper is measured using a 0.0001g readable balance. The
mass of water in the filter paper is (Mw), and the filter
paper mass is (Mf). Equation (10) describes the soil
suction (Ψ) in kPa.

Log ( Ψ ) =−0.0791× Wf + 5?
=
Wf

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Material Properties
Table 2 presents a summary of soil properties. WKS-C
displays a higher amount of clay fraction estimated at
55.25%, whereas BLS-A displays a smaller amount of
clay fraction estimated at 30.4%. WKS-C soil displays a
higher PI estimated at 56.68%, whereas BLS-A displays a
lower PI of 36.82. The amount of fine-grained in the soil
sample determines these results. WKS-C contained a
higher fine-grained amount of 82.98% while BLS-A a
smaller amount estimated at 59.51%. The results of
Casagrande’s plasticity chart revealed that BLS, WBS,
and WKS are soils of high plasticity (CH). Soil
compaction enhances some desirable properties such as
the increment of the shear stress, bearing limit, reduction
of permeability, etc. WKS displays a smaller MDD and a
higher OWC, whereas BLS exhibits the smaller OWC and
the MDD. The fine-grained content influences the results.
The dry density reduces, and the OWC increases
simultaneously when the fine-grained fraction increases.
In Table 2, (LL) is the liquid limit, (PI) the plasticity
index, (LS) the linear shrinkage, (MDD) the maximum
dry density, (OWC) the optimum water content, (Gs) the
specific gravity, and the Unified Soil Classification
System (USCS).

(10)

Mw
× 100
Mf

(11)

2.3. Multivariate Regression Analysis
The regression method describes a multifactor data
analysis. The regression analysis formulates equations or
models that link the dependent variables and independent
variables. In this research work, NCSS.11 Program is
utilized to perform regression analysis. The swelling stress
is the dependent variable, and the independent variables
are classified as follows: Matric suction, geotechnical
index properties, and swelling soil indexes. Reference [23]
stated that the predictive multi-linear model takes the form
of Equation (12), the intercept is (βo), the regression
coefficient is (βi), the number of relevant soil parameters is
(n), the independent variable is (Xi), and the random error
is (ε).
n

Y = +β o + ∑ ( β i X i + ε )

(12)

i =1

Table 2. Material properties
LL
(%)

PI
(%)

LS
(%)

Finegrained
(%)

Gravel
(%)

MDD
kN/m3

OWC
%

Gs

BLS-A

58.98

36.82

9.28

59.51

10.09

17.58

20.07

2.64

BLS-B

61.27

38.25

8.93

61.82

8.38

17.16

22.61

2.68

CH

BLS-C

64.6

40.33

8.471

65.18

4.32

16.95

23

2.71

CH

WBS-A

63.78

42.48

7.69

67.52

4.85

16.85

24.03

2.73

CH

WBS-B

66.22

44.10

7.41

70.1

2.45

16.71

24.58

2.76

CH

WBS-C

70.64

47.04

6.97

74.78

1.21

16.45

26.05

2.78

CH

WKS-A

69.45

49.87

6.12

73

2.56

16.29

26.14

2.73

CH

WKS-B

74.31

53.36

5.72

78.11

1.98

16.05

26.52

2.78

CH

WKS-C

78.94

56.68

5.38

82.98

1.1

15.65

27.75

2.83

CH

Soil Designation

BLS

WBS

WKS

USCS
CH
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3.2. Swelling Properties and Soil Mineralogy
Reference [24] investigated the swelling properties of
Baghmished marls. The result of the study revealed that
the type of clay mineral has a significant impact on the
swelling properties of marls. The swelling properties are
determined using the free swell ratio (FSR) test proposed
by [8]. Table 3 presents a summary of the results. WKS
soils show a high capacity of expansiveness with FSR
values within the range of 2 to 4. However, WBS soils
and BLS soils display a moderate potential of
expansiveness with FSR values ranging from 1.5 to 2.
Besides, the smectite (montmorillonite) is the
predominant clay mineral across the region of study. The
soil mineralogy characteristic is in line with the results of
the research work conducted by [28]. Reference [28]
investigated the soil mineralogy of heaving soils using
some soil parameters.

fraction estimated at 65.18%, and BLS-A a smaller
amount of fine-grained fraction of the order of 59.51%.

Figure 2. Soil suction vs Water content (BLS-A)

Table 3. Free swell ratio test results
Soil
designation

Free
swell
ratio
(FSR)

Clay
type

Soil
expansivity

Dominant
clay mineral
type.

BLS-A

1.64

Swelling

Moderate

Montmorillonitic

BLS-B

1.7

Swelling

Moderate

Montmorillonitic

BLS-C

1.79

Swelling

Moderate

Montmorillonitic

WBS-A

1.73

Swelling

Moderate

Montmorillonitic

WBS-B

1.8

Swelling

Moderate

Montmorillonitic

WBS-C

1.92

Swelling

Moderate

Montmorillonitic

WKS-A

2.2

Swelling

High

Montmorillonitic

WKS-B

2.35

Swelling

High

Montmorillonitic

WKS-C

2.5

Swelling

High

Montmorillonitic

3.3. Analysis of the Relationship between Soil Suctions
and Water Content
Assessment of the correlation between the soil suction
(total, matric, and osmotic suction) and water content for
each soil sample. Figures. 2, 3 & 4 show the variation of
the total suction, matric suction, and osmotic suction with
respect to water content respective for BLS-A, BLS-B,
BLS-C. Figure 5 describes the correlation between matric
suction and water content for BLS-A, BLS-B, BLS-C.
Further, BLS-C displays respectively higher total suction
and matric suction values estimated at 6444.53 kPa and
5193.39 kPa. BLS-A displays the smaller total and matric
suction values respectively 340.04 kPa and 200.00 kPa.
The difference in fine-grained fraction determines these
results. BLS-C exhibits a higher quantity of fine-grained
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Figure 3. Soil suction vs Water content (BLS-B)

Figure 4. Soil suction vs Water content (BLS-C)

Figure 5. Matric suction vs Water content (BLS)
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Figures. 6, 7 & 8 show the variation of total suction,
matric suction, and osmotic suction with water content
respectively for WBS-A, WBS-B, WBS-C. Figure 9
exhibits the variation of matric suction with water content
for WBS-A, WBS-B, WBS-C. As a result, WBS-C
displays the higher total suction and matric suction
estimated respectively at 8239.04 kPa, and 6628.04 kPa.
WBS-A exhibits the smaller total suction and matric
suction estimated respectively at 816.77 kPa, and 450.23
kPa. The fine-grained content impacts these results.
WBS-C displays a higher quantity of fine-grained fraction
estimated at 74.78%, and WBS-A exhibits a smaller
amount of fine-grained fraction evaluated at 67.52%.

Figure 6. Soil suction vs Water content (WBS-A)

Figure 7. Soil suction vs Water content (WBS-B)

Figure 8. Soil suction vs Water content (WBS-C)

Figure 9. Matric suction vs Water content (WBS)

Investigation of the relationship between soil suctions
(total suction, matric suction, osmotic suction) and water
content for each soil specimen. Figures. 10, 11 & 12 show
the variation of total suction, matric suction, and osmotic
suction with water content respective for WKS-A,
WKS-B, WKS-C. Figure 13 exhibits the variation of
matric suction with water content for WKS-A, WKS-B,
WKS-C. Also, WKS-C displays the higher total suction
and matric suction values estimated respectively at
11283.21 kPa, and 8745.48 kPa. On the contrary, WKS-A
shows the smaller total suction and matric suction
estimated respectively at 1397.75 kPa and 890.47 kPa.
The reason is the fact that WKS-C contained a higher
quantity of fine-grained fraction estimated at 82.98%,
while WKS-A displays the smaller amount of fine-grained
fraction evaluated at 73%. WKS soils exhibit higher
values of suction and BLS the smaller values of suction.
The reason is the fact that WKS soil contained the higher
fine-grained fraction while BLS the smaller fine-grained
fraction. Therefore, the suction values within a compacted
heaving soils increase when the fine-grained fraction
within the soil increases. The total suction values are
within the range of 340.04 kPa to 11283.21 kPa, and the
matric suction values ranging from 200 kPa to 8745.41 kPa.
However, at OWC, the total suction values are within the
range of 1036.11kPa to 1881.75 kPa, and the matric suction
values ranging from 671.89 kPa to 1328.33 kPa. The total
suction and matric suction curves are very similar in shape,
especially within the range of higher water content.
Nonetheless, the osmotic suction curve shape is very
different from others. Therefore, the matric suction
contribution to the total suction is higher than the osmotic
suction.
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Figure 10. Soil suction vs Water content (WKS-A)

Figure 11. Soil suction vs Water content (WKS-B)

Figure 12. Soil suction vs Water content (WKS-C)

Figure 13. Matric suction vs Water content (WKS)

3.4. Analysis of the Relationship between Swelling
Stress and Soils Properties
A correlation is established by plotting the experimental
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values between the swelling stress and matric suction
presented in Figure 14. There is a tendency of increment
of swelling stress when the matric suction increases and
describes an exponential relationship for soil specimens
BLS, WBS, and WKS with a determination coefficient of
85.5%. The scatters of the plotted data are in good
coordination and show marginal discrepancies. The results
are in line with the studies conducted by [25] on the
correlation between swelling stress and soil suction which
revealed that the swelling stress increases when the soil
suction increases. Therefore, soil suction is a significant
parameter to be used for the prediction of swelling stress
of heaving soils. Also, the investigation conducted by [26]
on the swelling stress and swell index from the suction
test on pre-compacted Neogene clays in Poland (Warsaw)
shows an exponential correlation swelling stress and the
suction. The suction increases when swelling stress
increase. To investigate the correlation between the
swelling stress and the initial dry unit weight at OWC.
Figure 15 shows the plot of experimental swelling stress
values versus the initial dry unit weight. The swelling
stress decreases with the increment of the initial dry unit
weight and the correlation exhibits an exponential
relationship for the soil samples BLS, WBS, and WKS
with a determination coefficient of 82.6%. The plotted
data display marginal discrepancies. These results did not
concord with the outcome of the investigation conducted
by [27] on the behaviour of clay collected from various
locations across India, which stated that the swelling
stress instead increases as the initial dry density increases.
The discrepancies in this research work originated from
the fact that the correlation is at OWC between the
swelling stress and initial dry unit weight. The swelling
stress and the initial water content values are plotted in
Figure 16 to analyze the correlation between the two
parameters at OWC. The swelling stress shows a tendency
to increase as the initial water content increases. The
reason is that at the OWC, the maximum air void within
the soil particles reduces, and the unit weight does not
longer increase upon water addition. There is a good
correlation between the swelling stress and the initial
water content with a determination coefficient of 80.2%.
The results concord with the outcome of the investigation
conducted by [27] on the behaviour of clay collected from
various locations across India, which revealed that the
swelling stress increases as the initial water content
increases. To assess the interrelation between the swelling
stress and the PI, experimental data values of the swelling
stress versus PI is shown in Figure 17. The swelling stress
increases when the PI increases and exhibits an
exponential relationship for soil samples BLS, WBS, and
WKS with a determination coefficient of 83.7%. There is
a good correlation between the swelling stress and the PI.
Therefore, the PI has a significant impact on swelling
stress values. Reference [7] pointed out that the increment
of the PI significantly increases the swelling stress of
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heaving soils.

Figure 14. Swelling stress vs matric suction

Figure 18 presents the plotted data used to analyze the
correlation between the swelling stress and the linear
shrinkage of field compacted heaving soils. There is a
tendency to decrease swelling stress when the linear
shrinkage increases. The resulting trend is an exponential
relationship with a determination coefficient of 84.8%.
The data set exhibits a high strength correlation. Besides,
at OWC, an increment of the linear shrinkage from 5.38
kPa to 9.28 kPa induces a significant reduction of the
values of the swelling stress from 362.30 kPa to 176.88
kPa. Therefore, the linear shrinkage influences swelling
stress. Figure 19 presents a correlation between the
swelling stress and the free swell ratio. The swelling stress
increases when the free swell ratio increases and displays
an exponential relation with a strong determination
coefficient of 80.4%. The scatter plotted data exhibit a
good correlation with small discrepancies. At OWC, an
increment of the free swell ratio variation from 1.64 to
2.50 induces a significant increment of the swelling stress
values from 362.30 kPa to 176.88 kPa. Reference [8]
pointed out that the FSR is a very competitive method to
assess the swelling behaviour of heaving soils and clay
mineralogy.

Figure 15. Swelling stress vs dry density @ OWC

Figure 18. Swelling stress vs Linear shrinkage @ OWC

Figure 16. Swelling stress vs initial water content @ OWC

Figure 19. Swelling stress vs FSR @ OWC

Figure 17. Swelling stress vs plasticity index @ OWC

The swelling stress interaction with the matric suction,
initial water content, initial dry unit weight, PI, linear
shrinkage, and the free swell ratio is analyzed using a 3D
surface plot and represented in Figures. 20, 21 & 22. The
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three-dimensional surface plot in Figure 20 describes the
interaction between the swelling stress, matric suction,
and initial water content. The minimum values of the
swelling stress are within the range of 105 kPa to 185 kPa,
and the maximum values of the swelling stress are within
748 kPa to 828 kPa. The swelling stress increases when
the matric suction increases. Also, there is a tendency of
the swelling stress values to decrease when the initial
water content increases. Besides, the three-dimensional
surface plot in Figure 21 describes the correlation between
the swelling stress, initial dry unit weight, and PI. The
minimum values of the swelling stress are within the
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range of 106 kPa to 186 kPa, and the maximum values of
the swelling stress are within 747 kPa to 828 kPa. The
swelling stress decreases when the initial dry unit weight
increases. Besides, the swelling stress values increase
when the PI increases. The surface plot in Figure 22
portrays the correlation between the swelling stress, linear
shrinkage, and free swell ratio. The minimum values of
the swelling stress are within the range of 224 kPa to 270
kPa, and the maximum values of the swelling stress are
within 587 kPa to 633 kPa. The swelling stress decreases
when the linear shrinkage increases. Further, the swelling
stress values increase when the free swell ratio increases.

Figure 20. Surface plot: swelling stress vs matric suction. water content

Figure 21. Surface plot: swelling stress vs dry density. plasticity index
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Figure 22. Surface plot: swelling stress vs linear shrinkage. free swell ratio

4. Models Development
4.1. Estimated Models
Paragraph 2.3 describes the multivariate regression
analysis performed in this research work. The swelling
stress is the dependent variable, and the independent
variables are as follows: matric suction, initial dry unit
weight, initial water content, plasticity index, linear
shrinkage, and free swell ratio. Moreover, Paragraph 3.4
gives the criteria for the selection of the soil parameters as
independent variables. Tables 5,6 &7 show the respective
correlation matrices A, B, & C related to regression
analysis with the NCSS.11 Program. The predictive
mathematical Equation (13) below consists of the
following independent variables: matric suction (Ψm),
initial water content (Wi), initial dry unit weight (γd),
plasticity index (PI), linear shrinkage (Ls), free swell ratio

(FSR), the intercept ξ0, and coefficients of correlation ξ1, ξ2,
ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6. Table 4 summarized the values of the
regression analysis coefficients.

(13)
Where:
Ps= swelling stress, kPa,
Ψm= matric suction, kPa,
Wi= initial water comtent, %,
γd= initial dry unit weight, kN/m3,
PI= plasticity index, %,
Ls= linear shrinkage, %,
FSR= free swell ratio,
λ=2, Box-Cox transformation coefficient,
ξ0= intercept,
ξi = multi-regression coefficient, i =1,…..6
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Table 4. Regression coefficients and summary report
Regression coefficients

ξ1

ξ2

ξ3

ξ4

ξ5

ξ6

1.658

0.1279

0.5949

28.39

0.720

0.001405

ξ0= -58.50

Intercept
Summary report

Correlation
coefficient, R2

Relative standard deviator,
RSD

Mean square error,
MSE

97.9%

2.48%

0.0040

Table 5. Correlation Matrix A
Soil designation
BLS

WBS

WKS

LL(%)

PL (%)

PI (%)

LS (%)

FSR

BLS-A

58.98

22.16

36.82

12.56

1.64

BLS-B

61.27

23.02

38.25

12.11

1.7

BLS-C

64.6

24.27

40.33

11.47

1.79

WBS-A

63.78

21.31

42.48

10.73

1.73

WBS-B

66.22

22.12

44.10

10.32

1.8

WBS-C

70.64

23.6

47.04

9.59

1.92

WKS-A

69.45

19.58

49.87

8.76

2.2

WKS-B

74.31

20.95

53.36

8.18

2.35

WKS-C

78.94

22.26

56.68

7.702

2.5

Table 6. Correlation Matrix B

Soil designation

WKS-A

WKS

WKS-B

WKS-C

Initial
Water
content

Swelling
stress

Total
suction

Matric
suction

Osmotic
suction

Initial dry
density

%

kPa

kPa

kPa

kPa

kN/m3

WKS-A1

15.93

599.543

9926.183

7093.666

2832.517

14.94

WKS-A2

19.25

499.619

6922.321

5227.777

1694.544

15.48

WKS-A3

23.37

399.695

4011.482

2986.456

1025.026

16.09

WKS-A4

26.14

262.3

2475.62

1778.651

696.969

16.29

WKS-A5

29.1

137.395

1397.745

890.47

507.275

15.85

Samples

WKS-B1

17.2

724.098

10621.01

8232.22

2388.79

14.77

WKS-B2

19.98

603.415

7406.88

5593.72

1813.16

15.2

WKS-B3

23.05

482.731

4292.28

3195.51

1096.77

15.7

WKS-B4

26.52

361.792

2648.91

1903.16

745.754

16.05

WKS-B5

30.43

165.938

1495.59

952.8

542.79

15.41

WKS-C1

18

828.118

11283.21

8745.48

2537.73

14.61

WKS-C2

21.47

690.098

7868.687

5942.48

1926.207

15

WKS-C3

24.56

552.078

4559.901

3394.741

1165.16

15.49

WKS-C4

27.75

362.301

2814.07

2021.814

792.256

15.65

WKS-C5

30

189.776

1588.83

1012.2

576.63

15.21
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Table 7. Correlation Matrix C
Soil designation

BLS-A

BLS

BLS-B

BLS-C

WBS-A

WBS

WBS-B

WBS-C

Samples

Initial Water
content

Swelling
stress

Total
suction

Matric
suction

Osmotic
suction

Initial dry
unit weight

%

kPa

kPa

kPa

kPa

kN/m3

BLS-A1

12.06

341.975

5883.92

4741.62

1142.3

15.6

BLS-A2

14.02

306.598

4064.22

3327.18

737.04

16.21

BLS-A3

17.03

235.845

1923.09

1388.22

534.87

17.01

BLS-A4

20.07

176.883

1036.11

671.89

364.22

17.58

BLS-A5

24.8

129.714

340.034

200

140.034

17.2

BLS-B1

12.25

362.224

6112.321

4925.68

1186.641

15.15

BLS-B2

15.32

324.752

4221.982

3456.34

765.642

15.95

BLS-B3

20.12

249.81

1997.745

1442.11

555,635

16.98

BLS-B4

22.61

187.357

1076.324

697.98

378.344

17.16

BLS-B5

25.5

137.395

353.234

207.79

145.444

16,92

BLS-C1

13.11

394.509

6444.53

5193.39

1251.14

14.97

BLS-C2

17.12

353.697

4451,45

3644,19

807.26

15.98

BLS-C3

19.98

272.075

2106.33

1520.49

585.84

16.59

BLS-C4

23

204.056

1134.82

735.9

398.92

16.95

BLS-C5

25.97

149.641

372.43

219.08

153.35

16.6

WBS-A1

14.98

419.228

7439,15

5984,56

1454.59

15.6

WBS-A2

17.5

372.647

5410.66

4332.678

1077.982

16.05

WBS-A3

21

291.13

3580.89

2748.3

832.59

16,58

WBS-A4

24.03

232,905

1699.05

1199.35

499.7

16.85

WBS-A5

28.06

104.806

816.77

450.227

366.543

16.7

WBS-B1

14.25

449.657

7723,408

6213.234

1510.174

15.25

WBS-B2

18.32

399.695

5617.411

4498,234

1119.177

15.98

WBS-B3

24.58

312.262

3717.727

2853.32

864.407

16.71

WBS-B4

26.21

249.81

1763.982

1245.199

518.783

16.65

WBS-B5

29.1

112.414

847.98

467.431

380.549

16.32

WBS-C1

15

489.448

8239.036

6628.04

1610.996

15.19

WBS-C2

20

435.065

5992.43

4798.544

1193.886

15.87

WBS-C3

23

339.895

3965.92

3043.812

922.108

16.2

WBS-C4

26.05

271.916

1881.75

1328.33

553.42

16.45

WBS-C5

29.97

122.361

904.59

498.64

405.95

16.02

4.2. Models Validation
The validation of the proposed semi-empirical model to
predict swelling stress is as follows: Comparing the
predicted values with the experimental values, comparing
values obtained from the proposed semi-empirical model
with the values obtained from other semi-empirical
models developed by [4,6,11]. Figure 23 shows the
comparison of the swelling stress experimental values
obtained from the Zero-swell test and the results obtained
from the predictive model. The scatter plot generally
follows the trend line 1:1 with a correlation coefficient of
93.72%. There is a good correlation between the
experimental and the predicted values.

Figure 23. Predicted swelling stress vs Measured swelling stress
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Figure 24 shows a graphical comparison between the
predicted values of the swelling stress of the model
developed in this research work and the predicted values
obtained from the model developed by [4]. The model
proposed in this study described a better correlation
between the experimental and predictive values of the
swelling stress, unlike the formerly model developed by
[4] that exhibits a weak correlation coefficient. Besides,
the plotted data for the models designed in this research
work are very close to the 1:1 line. These discrepancies
originated from the type of soil material utilized in the
experiment. Reference [4] model development is related
to the artificial soil made of sodium bentonite and
kaolinite. The model proposed in this research work
describes the swelling stress of field compacted heaving
soils.
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Figure 26 presents a graphical comparison between the
predicted values of swelling stress from the constitutive
model developed in this study and the predictive model
proposed by [11]. The model of this research work
portrays a better correlation between the experimental and
predicted swelling stress values. The plotted data points
are close to the 1:1 line. The model proposed by [11]
displays a very poor correlation. These discrepancies
originated from the non-compacted soil specimens are
used to design the model previously proposed by [11].
Also, the model does not consider the suction, a
fundamental property of unsaturated heaving soils.

Figure 26. Predicted swelling stress vs predictive model by [11]

Figure 24. Predicted swelling stress vs predictive model by [4]

Figure 25 shows a graphical comparison between the
predicted values of the swelling stress of the constitutive
model developed in this study and the predictive model
proposed by [6]. The model of this research work portrays
a better correlation between experimental and predicted
values of swelling stress. The plotted data points are close
to the 1:1 line, like the model previously proposed by [6].
These similarities originated from the type of soil
specimen are used to develop the models. The design of
the model developed in this research work as well as the
model previously proposed by [6] makes use of field
compacted heaving soils.

Figure 25. Predicted swelling stress vs predictive model by [6]

In general, a good correlation between the predictive
and experimental results confirms that the model proposed
in this research work predicts the swelling stress with
acceptable accuracy. Besides, the graphical comparison
demonstrates a better correlation of the model developed
in this research work than the models previously proposed
by [4,11]. There are some similarities with the results of
the model proposed by [6].

5. Concluding Remarks
The objective of this research work is to develop a
mathematical model to predict the swelling stress of
compacted heaving soils. The study revealed that at the
OWC, the swelling stress values of compacted heaving
soils increase when the matric suction, initial water
content, plasticity index, and free swell ratio increase.
Nevertheless, the swelling stress value reduces at the
OWC when the initial dry unit weight and the linear
shrinkage increase upon water addition. The
montmorillonite is the predominant clay mineral in the
study area and influences significantly the swelling
properties of these soils. Soils in the study area develop an
upward swelling stress value within the range of 176.88
kPa to 362.30 kPa at the OWC and explain the damages
observed on lightweight constructions. Lastly, the
semi-empirical predictive model developed in this
research work is found more accurate than other reviewed
models. The model can be used to assess the swelling
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stress and enhance the design. The oedometer swelling
test is alleviated, and the processing time reduces.
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Abstract

Gothic architecture represents one of the
most attractive moments of sacred architecture. In this
context, some architectural elements act as leading
characters, which are known as Gothic aesthetics. One of
these is the rose window. It is a set element filled with
marked symbolism that arouses considerable interest, and
Spain has plenty of examples. In Valencia (Spain), the
Santa Catalina or San Nicolás churches are extremely
relevant temples. A coetaneous building of these churches
is the Santos Juanes Royal Parish church, located next to
the city’s Central Market. Today it presents traces of this
gothic origin, although the building has undergone
complete Baroque modification, as evidenced by the huge
“O” of San Juan. An element, according to all the traces,
might be a big rose window that it is blocked today.
Therefore, given the uncertainty of this particular element
being present in the set of this church, this article aims to
analyze the current aesthetics showing this well-known
oculus in not only its historic and constructive forms, but
also its structural one. To do so, we collected and analyzed
historic and technical documentation, and studied the
incidence of this element on the building’s stability as a
whole.

Keywords Rose Window, Mediterranean Gothic,
Gothic Architecture, Gothic Aesthetic, Pushover Analysis

1. Introduction
The birth of Gothic architecture represents a radical

change in Christian structures, a style that would mark the
sacral architecture for centuries and coat temples
majestically with a very similar, but distinctive, character
to the Kingdom of Heaven by forming the Gothic
aesthetics concept as we know it today. In this context, as
Professor Cassinello reports in her studies, the historic
construction of Gothic cathedrals is linked with the quest
for a new message through light [1]. Therefore, the
transition from Romanesque to Gothic implied a radical
change in the heavy aesthetics of the former compared to
the lightness of the latter. Accordingly, the rose window
became one of the most interesting elements of medieval
design. Applied since the Romanesque period, it was
during this Gothic period when it acquired its real
significance. Rose windows confer a distinct character and
identity in church elevations, which vastly vary across
Europe. By way of example, among many others, we find
them in Notre Dame, Burgos, Barcelona, Majorca, and
Valencia. A set of real architectural masterpieces with a
particular mystic element and a marked esthetic
component.
The rose window is set with a rich use of tracery in a
rose-shaped form and plays a dual role: light up and
protect temple interiors. Elements that draw a mysterious
atmosphere as the Scriptures repudiate it as harmful [2].
An environment with an inner beauty filled with
symbolism, where light, as a divine element, pierces the
elements making it up with its rays to translate this
experience into a place full of God [3]. However, without
intending to delve further into the importance of light
inside Gothic temples, it is interesting to note its impact
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when classifying Gothic temples into two large blocks. In
his doctoral thesis, Zaragozá [4] defines it between
“Mediterranean Gothic architecture” and its Gothic
contemporaries in the rest of Europe. In the latter case,
they are characterized by their structural lightness, which
contrasts with that exhibited by the Mediterranean (Figure
1, Figure 2).

Figure 2. Structural plot of the Santos Juanes Royal Parish Church in
Valencia, Spain.

Figure 1. Central European Gothic structural form [5]

After analyzing their peculiar characteristics, significant
challenges remain for us all: why is there such a
significant difference between these temples and their
European counterparts? Why are Mediterranean
cathedrals darker compared to the Sainte Chappelle or
Notre Dame (in Paris) or (even) the León Cathedral?
Several explanations have been proposed as grounds for
these two forms of development. With the Mediterranean
Gothic, we find defensive, economic, structural reasons,
among others. However, as noted by Cassinello [6], the
main reason for this very close relation lies between the
seismic map of Europe (Figure 3) and the establishment of
a common Gothic style. The dramatic experiences lived
by the inhabitants in each region led them to consider
some constructions based on typologies that had proved
stable until that time as they understood that, even without
current definitions, the earth occasionally shook.
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Figure 3. Seismic map of Europe [7]

This is possibly the reason why some peculiarities can
be found in many Gothic churches in the Mediterranean
Region, specifically in the Santos Juanes Royal Parish
Church of Valencia, Spain. It is a temple with a mass
stone structure character that struts the constructive set
against seismic movements. This statement might explain
why the famous “O” of San Juan is currently walled in
(Figure 4). An element placed on the San Juan
graveyard’s façade formally reminds us what might have
been a rose window (Figure 5) with unusual dimensions
whose structural evolution toward its current aesthetics
remains unknown.

Therefore, this paper aims to reflect on the character
that the rose window currently presents in an attempt to
interpret the reasons why this element is practically walled
in. For this purpose, a study of the documentation
indicated its possible long-term evolution, while a
structural analysis examined the impact that this rose
window would have had on the whole set if this element
had indeed been built.

Figure 5. Rose window of the Santa Catalina Church [8]

2. Structural Evolution of the Santos
Juanes Royal Parish Church. The
Construction of the “O” of San Juan
Figure 4. Detail of the “O” of San Juan

The Santos Juanes Royal Parish church is one of the
most important ecclesiastical monuments in the city of
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Valencia (Spain). Located in the old “la Boatella” suburb,
the church’s configuration has changed it in terms of
volume and style, influenced by the different currents in
which it has been involved. Despite all this, the origin of
the Santos Juanes Royal Parish church is imprecise. The
scant documentation at that time, as well as the disparate
references that appear in this regard, substantially hinder
its exact temporal location.
Teixidor is one the authors who proposed an
approximate dating of the first church and one of the most
important historians of the city in the 18th century. This
author referred to a parchment that recounts the donation
of a mosque located in the la Boatella suburb after the
Reconquest as the location of the new church [9].
Accordingly, King Jaume I’s entering Valencia
represented a radical change for the city, characterized by
the introduction of a new culture, religion, population, etc.
This change implied a new way of managing the city by
parishes, which we currently understand as neighborhoods.
This grouping was not random, but took advantage of the
layout of the old mosques converted into Christianity.
However, the transformation of the old mosques did not
take place immediately. In the early days, the building
itself was used and left unchanged, and sometimes only its
consecration made it a Christian temple. Gradually
adaptions were made in line with the spatial needs of each
time.
One fact that can help us to determine and position the
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temple’s original plan is the urban expansion that
Valencia underwent in the mid-14th century, which
increased its limits, and it was when a new wall was built.
This urban development would have affected the temple
surroundings
and
conditioned
the
building’s
characteristics in its early days [10]. In this way, the
aforementioned urban intervention perpetrated and
encouraged new buildings to be constructed in the Plaza
de La Boatella surroundings, such as the Las Magdalenas
convent, that of La Merced, and the adaptation of the
Santos Juanes temple to the requirements of that time. The
location of these new buildings, as well as that of the San
Juan Cemetery, determined the position and configuration
of the original plan by Galarza:
“The presbytery was sealed in two different and
important ways: one without a typified chapel, rectangular;
another, with a polygonal apse” [11].
Galarza reveals that the plan would consist of five
modules and a straight apse, with no front façade other
than two small entrances, as seen in Figure 6, which were
subsequently bricked up. In this case, the main entrances
located on the sides, symmetrically to the temple’s
longitudinal axis, became a typical solution of the
Valencian churches converted after the Reconquest. This
fact also implied no access from the main façade which, in
most cases like this one, because a cemetery lay at the foot
of the primitive construction.

Figure 6. Hypothesis of the original church plan
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Nonetheless in the 18th century, the reforms made in
accordance with the cemeteries regulation did away with
that which existed at the foot of the temple and,
consequently, led to the opening of the San Juan cemetery
square to the natural transit. This notably impacted the
temple because the small lateral accesses that originally
existed (Figure 7) were walled off, which promoted the
definitive construction of the well-known “O” of San Juan
door:
“In 1787, a Royal Order was passed, which ordered the
building of cemeteries outside city walls. This provision
was reinforced by another order in 1804 about eliminating
the moats adjacent to the religious buildings in the city.”
[10] 1

Figure 8. The "O" of San Juan façade

Figure 7. Thermographic image of the San Juan Cemetery façade

However, the non-existence of a main entrance door on
the cemetery square façade right from the beginning does
not justify blocking the enormous “O” of San Juan, which
would have been foreseeably built in the first construction
stage of the temple in the 14th century (Figure 8). As
documents positioning it at a specific time are lacking, it
is speculated that the "O" could have been a Gothic rose
window built at this time to provide the temple with
natural light, which occurs in the Santa Catalina Mártir
Church in Valencia. One document that might support this
hypothesis is “Relación del Viaje realizado por Felipe II,
en 1585, á Zaragoza, Barcelona y Valencia” [12]:
“Finally, there are five most notable things in the
town that are essential and are added to this
description, denoted by these five letters: I, L, M, N
and O. […]
The Letter O is in San Juan is next to the Central
Market, and it is a very big hole at the forefront of
the church” 2.

1 “En 1787 es promulgada una Reial Pragmática ordenant que els
cementeris siguen construits fora dels murs de la ciutat, i aquesta
disposició, reforçada per un altre de 1804, elimina els fossars adjacent als
edificis religiosos ciutadans” (old Valencian language).
2 “Al postre cinco cosas hay en la ciudad que ponen por notables, que me

Figure 9. Detail of the central oculus groove

In the “quantitate animae” book, a set of patterns of
beauty appear about geometric regularity. Geometrically
speaking therefore, the circle is presented as one of the
most beautiful elements, where no angle, unlike the
triangle, breaks the continuity of the circumference [13].
Notwithstanding, a more detailed study on the “O” of San
Juan by Estellés suggests the opposite. Samples taken
from the current oculus led him to conclude that there
were no remains of any Gothic tracery within the frame

pareció de añadir aquí en esta descripción, y los exprimen con estas cinco
letras I, L, M, N y O.....
…La letra O está en San Juan, junto al mercado grande, y es un agujero, en
la delantera de la iglesia, muy grande”. (old Castilian language).
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located in the center of the keystones [14]. Consequently
if the initial purpose of master builders was to build the
biggest Gothic rose window in the Mediterranean Region,
something cut their ambitions short.

3. Influence of the “O” on the Church’s
Structural Resistance
The origin of the “O” of San Juan presents considerable
uncertainty. Hence this study intends to figure out the
impact that the design for a rose window would have had,
if indeed built, on the whole set of this church. For this
study, two 3D calculation models were built: one capable
of reproducing the church’s current characteristic with the
walled “O”; another to consider Gothic rose window
tracery.
The analysis took into account the importance of
seismic load in Mediterranean Europe. To evaluate the
church’s seismic performance, a nonlinear “push-over”
[15] analysis was performed. Moreover, the way stone and
brick behaved was simulated to the “damage model”, one
of the most rigorous methods for reproducing the response
of fragile materials.
To create the 3D calculation model, the “Bovedas 3D”
[16] software was used. This tool consists of a CAD
plug-in designed specifically for modeling this type of
historic structures. It especially focuses on obtaining the
easy meshing of geometric elements. The 3D model was
then transferred to the ANGLE analysis software [17].
3.1. Constitutive Model
In this case, the stonework to be analyzed was built
with ashlar masonry and the the interior was filled with
mortar. This confers lack of continuity between joints,
which can be viewed from the outside. Given this
structural arrangement, the isotropic damage continuous
model was used for modeling material behaviors.
Damage mechanics introduces changes into the material
at the microstructural level through internal variables.
These variables modify the influence of the material
behavior history on the evolution of stresses. The
appearance of fissures and their evolution over time are
described as the damaged point’s trajectories.
Cracks are represented as an effect of local damage,
characterized according to compressive and tensile
strength from knowing not only the material’s parameters,
but also the functions controlling crack evolution
according to the successive strain state at all damaged
points.
A structural analysis was performed using the finite
element nonlinear regime ANGLE software, where the
application for isotropic damage developed by [18] was
added.
The followed model focuses on the difference in the
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compression and traction behavior of such materials, the
degradation of their stiffness due to the stress level, and
the effect on the response depending on the size of the
mesh used in finite element modeling. All this provides a
correct model of a materials’s nonlinear behavior [5].
In this context, material with a damage level is
considered. This degradation is represented as the voids
that the material has supported. By taking S as the
estimated total surface and S' as the effective resistant area,
then (S-S') is the surface of the hollows in masonry.
Consequently, damage variable "d" is defined as:
d=

S −S'
S

(1)

If we consider a pulling uniaxial state, as shown in
Figure 10, then nominal stress σ and real stress σ' are:

Figure 10. Pulling uniaxial state [5]

The relation between Cauchy's tension and the effective
tension acting on the real effective section can be
calculated by the equilibrium condition:
N=
S ⋅σ

N=
S ' ⋅σ '

(2)

Therefore
S ⋅ σ = S ' ⋅σ '
σ = (1 − d ) ⋅ σ ' = (1 − d ) ⋅ E ⋅ ε

(3)

Graphically speaking:

Figure 11. Damage Model [5]

Index d indicates the material’s degree of deterioration
(0≤d≤1), where 0 is the undamaged material and 1 is the
damage of the rugged area. Therefore as shown in Figure
9, it means a reduction in stiffness that is proportional to
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(1-d) in the material’s mechanical behavior. Consequently,
this index is sufficient to represent the behavior of such
material, mainly brick or stone.
By extending this relation to the total vector of stresses,
we obtain:
σ x 
ε x 
σ 
ε 
 y
 y
σ 
ε 
 z  = (1 − d ) ⋅ [ D] ⋅  z 
τ x 
γ x 
τ 
 
 y
γ y 
τ 
γ 
 z
 z

(4)
3.2. Seismic Action

where D is the elasticity matrix for the isotropic material.
During the MEF calculation process, constitutive matrix
D 'is calculated as:
D ' = (1 − d ) ⋅ D

(5)

In addition, the damage variable at each instant of the
loading and deformation process is defined as:
r
r 

d =1 − 0 exp  A ⋅ (1 − n 
r
r 


process [19].
Of the advantages offered by this damage formulation,
the most advantageous one is its simple calculation for
other cracking models because it does not require a
special algorithm that integrates the constitutive equations
of elastoplastic models. In this case, the model variables
are the material’s characteristics: modulus of deformation;
Poisson's ratio; tensile and compressive strength; fracture
energy.

(5)

where r = max {r0, rn} and parameter A depends on the
energy dissipated per unit volume for a uniaxial tension

A pushover analysis (PA) is often employed to
determine the seismic vulnerability of constructions. This
method uses a simplified nonlinear technique and
produces good results compared to reality. The PA
method, developed by Freeman in 1998 [20], is
characterized by graphic methods by comparing a
structure’s capacity to the demand caused by the ground
in the event of an earthquake. Seismic action is added by
subjecting the structure to horizontal loads Fi, which are
increased until the structure’s maximum capacity is
reached. This study employs modal load pattern
distribution. A capacity curve that relates the responses of
the base, basal shear Vb, and movements D at the
structure’s upper level represents the structural response
capacity (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Load pattern used by the PA method and capacity curve [20]
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In this specific case, according to Spanish standard
NCSE-02, Valencia seismic demand is defined according
to the return period. There are two significant demand
points: the first corresponds to a design spectrum for a
return period of 475 years, while the second involves a
return period of 950 years.
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The intersection between the structural response
capacity and seismic demand is called the Performance
Point. It evaluates the limit behavior of structural elements
according to the expected seismic demand (Figure 13).
Eurocode 8 defines the Performance Point for a
short-term or long-term structure as indicated in the figure
14.
Currently, some methods relate the capacity curve and
demand curve to obtain the Performance Point [20]. To
compare both curves, and demand and capacity, they have
to be transformed into a homogeneous format:
Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS).
Subsequently, this curve is simplified by bilinear
tracing, which must meet the following requirements: the
area below both curves must be the same; the maximum
displacement coordinates must coincide; the slope of the
initial branch must be the same on both curves.

Figure 13. Performance Point [20]

Figure 14. Indicative charts for Performance Points [21]
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Table 2. Damage Levels

The bilinear graph is defined completely by two points
that correspond to a spectral displacement (Sd) at the end
of the elastic branch (Sd2) and a spectral displacement at
the end of the plastic branch (Sd4), which will be the
damage thresholds (Figure 15).

Damage Level

Lower Threshold

Upper Threshold

Negligible

Origin

Sd1

Moderate

Sd1

Sd2

Substantial

Sd2

Sd3

Serious

Sd3

Sd4

Collapsed

Sd4

--------

According to RISK-UE [22], a damage thresholds
ranking is defined (Table 1, Table 2).
3.3. Mechanical Characteristics of Materials

Figure 15. Damage thresholds [21]
Table 1. Damage thresholds Ranking
Damage thresholds

Definition

Negligible

Sd1= 0,7 Dy

Moderate

Sd2= Dy

Serious

Sd3= Dy + 0,25 (Du-Dy)

Collapsed

Sd4= Du

The characterization and identification of the material
found in the church were performed as follows: on the one
hand, by the investigations carried out by various authors
on other buildings with similar material and construction
characteristics; on the other hand, studies conducted on
the influence of variation in the materials’ different
mechanical characteristics on structural behavior,
specifically against horizontal forces.
Having studied the data in-depth, and given the
significant differences in this topic and the impossibility
of obtaining compelling results from the used material, the
following range of safe common values was taken.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of materials
3

Material

D (t/m )

E (N/mm2)

fc (N/mm2)

Ft (N/mm2)

Gf+ (Nmm/mm2)

Ashlar

2.2

7500

12.00

0.35

0.30

Figure 16. Overall view of the building with the walled “O”.
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Figure 17. Façade with the walled “O”

Figure 18. Overall view with the rose window
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3.4. Structural Model

4.1. First Model: The Building with the Walled “O”.

Two 3D calculation models were created. The first
model reproduced the current situation, including the
famous the “O” of San Juan as it now exists. This allowed
us to consider the incidence of dynamic loads on the
central nave, side chapels and façades, and also on the
apse (Figure 16, Figure 17).
The second model (Figure 18) dealt with analyzing the
effect of removing the current false wall. It was replaced
with Gothic tracery that was as similar as possible to what
could have been built during that period.

The initial check made by the first considered model
was the correct transmission of vertical forces to the
model’s base. This showed that the assembly correctly
transmitted loads to the base by concentrating the
maximum compressive stresses at the zero level. However
given the increased bell tower weight, higher stresses
were observed in this area compared to the rest of the
building (Figure 19).
In the first load steps of the nonlinear static analysis, we
see that the main church structure was not affected, at
least not in a generalized manner (Figure 20).

4. Analysis Results

Figure 19. Stresses isovalues for Z tensions vs. gravity loads

Figure 20. Damage index for the 100% gravitational load
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Figure 21. Damage index. Plan and 3D view

Figure 22. Performance point determination. The model with the walled
“O”

However, the model exhibited significant damage with
the 100% gravitational load and the 32% seismic load in

the "Y" direction. The most damaged area lay close to the
main façade (Figure 21).
When applying an earthquake on the Y-axis for a return
period of 950 years, the maximum deformation of Y was
0.2 cm and the Performance Point was 0.18 (Figure 22).
We observed that damage concentrated in the areas near
the bell tower and the "O" façade was the most damaged
area. However, the structure did not collapse (Figure 23).
After the present study, the aim should be for the bell
tower to play a key role in the façade, even though it was
an additional element that was later inserted into the
original set many years later. This implies a large load on
the façade, which did not occur with some contemporary
buildings where the bell tower, by being located far from
the main façade, allowed a Gothic oculus to be included.
One such example is the Santa Catalina Church in
Valencia (Figure 24).
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Figure 23. Damage index for the walled “O” model in the second 2.2.

verified that the detected crack penetrated the entire
enclosure as the interior façade values contrasted with the
heat loss that took place in the crack (lighter color)
(Figure 26).

Figure 24. Santa Catalina Church (Valencia). [23]

It is also very interesting to study the correlation of the
results obtained by our analysis with reality as shown in
Figure 25, which is a view of the façade interior.
According to our computational models, the major crack
that we found coincides with the damaged area.

Figure 26. Thermographic camera. Crack

These conclusions corroborate the data obtained by
Estellés in the 1990s about the state of the church and the
weaknesses that it presents. He states that the building is
in perfect condition, its main structure is not damaged,
and the only considerable vertical downward shifts appear
on the "O" façade near the bell tower. He also states that
these displacements are due to the increased load that the
bell tower had on the building, which was built many
years later [14].
4.2. Second Model: The Building with a Rose Window

Figure 25. Interior façade view. Crack

After detecting a crack and its correspondence to the
calculation model, crack size was analyzed. For this
purpose, a thermographic camera was used, which

In the second model, the wall covering of the "O" was
replaced with Gothic tracery. Greater façade weakening
was observed from the first loading steps. Complete
damage appeared with the 100% gravitational load and the
26% seismic load in the first steps when seismic loads
were applied (Figure 27). When we compared it to the
previous model (Figure 21), it indicated the model’s
greater seismic vulnerability.
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Figure 27. Damage index. 3D view

5. Conclusions

By way of conclusion, without being certain whether or
not this rose window actually existed on the façade, all
Some key findings can be drawn from the present study. these findings indicate that this element’s disproportionate
The uncertainty of the origins of the oculus of the Santos dimensions, together with the wall’s structural weakness
Juanes Royal Parish Church required a detailed historic mainly due to the presence of the bell tower, led to its
and structural analysis to find out why this structural removal and it was walled in for real reasons. Perhaps
element is walled in, which could have been a Gothic rose there was never any rose window because builders were
window. As we were unable to obtain conclusive results, afraid of it weakening the church’s sturdy construction.
we conducted a case study with two models: the first one
with the current structural characteristics and a second one
replacing the walled “O” with a Gothic rose window.
After performing an in-depth analysis of both models, a
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Abstract The study aims to propose a mathematical

approach to determine the optimum moisture content (WOP)
and the corresponding maximum dry unit weight (γdmax) of
unsaturated fine-grained clay soils with accuracy.
Laboratory tests such as grain size distribution, Atterberg
limits, specific gravity, Proctor compaction test, and soil
suction measurement are conducted to assess soil
properties. The WOP and γdmax are determined using the
mathematical approach based on differential function (∂)
and the graphical method. The differences in optimum
moisture content values between the mathematical
approach and the graphical method (∆WOP) values are
0.43 %, 0.36 %, 0.42 %, 0.24 %, respectively for soils PES,
BFS, WIS, BES, and induced differences in total suction of
179.17 kPa, 144.00 kPa, 175.00 kPa, 96.00 kPa,
respectively for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES. Moreover, the
differences in matric suction are 148.27 kPa, 116.13 kPa,
144.83 kPa, 80.00 kPa, respectively for soils PES, BFS,
WIS, BES. ∆WOP and ∆γdmax values are smaller than 0.5 %
and marginal in the context of saturated soil mechanics.
However, the total suction and matric suction values
induced by ∆WOP values are significant for unsaturated
soils. An accurate estimation of γdmax and WOP can be
performed on unsaturated compacted soils using the
mathematical approach.

Keywords

Mathematical Approach, Graphical
Method, Compaction Parameters, Soil Suction

1. Introduction
In 1933 Proctor developed a compaction test in the lab
to assess the maximum dry unit weight (γdmax) of
compacted soils used for field compaction requirements
[1]. Compaction is the densification and rearrangement of
soil particles by removing air void using mechanical
equipment such as a compaction machine. Soil
compaction with carefully controlled moisture content
improves the shear stress, slope stability of embankment,
bearing limit of soil in the construction of buildings, roads,
and other engineering structures. Also, compaction
diminishes the quantity of unwanted settlement of
constructions and the compressibility of soil support. The
compaction parameters of soil are obtained from the lab
compaction test. A steady value of applied energy to a
specific soil specimen at WOP induces a γdmax. The WOP is
required to provide the best path to enter energy into the
soil and compact it. The WOP and γdmax are fundamental
indexes in the analysis of compacted soil behaviour.
Researchers like [2,3,4,5] have described in detail the
various methods for obtaining WOP and γdmax of clayey soils
from proctor compaction. However, in the compaction test
method, the WOP and corresponding γdmax are determined
under the prerequisite of a given compaction work and
adopted according to standard [6]. In practice, WOP and
γdmax are commonly estimated graphically from the
compaction curve. References [7,8,9,10,11] proposed
equations to predict the compaction characteristics.
Nevertheless, these equations do not consider the effect of
soil suction on compaction parameters. Moreover, [12]
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proposed a technique to assess the WOP of fine-grained
soils utilizing a non-linear ultrasonic. Reference [13]
proposed an arithmetic approach to assess the WOP.
Nonetheless, the non-linear ultrasonic technique and the
arithmetic approach cannot estimate the γdmax. In general,
the precedent research works related to the determination
of the WOP and γdmax are based on saturated soils and do not
consider the effect of suction on the estimation of the WOP
and γdmax. The primary objective of this current research
work is to propose a mathematical approach to accurately
determine the WOP and the corresponding γdmax of
unsaturated fine-grained clay soils.

2. Material and Testing Program

gauge the total suction. The glass containers are sealed,
named, and put into a temperature regulatory equipment at
25±1°C for an equilibrium period of one month. Filter
papers are oven-dried to expel moisture and guarantee that
a similar wetting way is followed for each situation to
prevent hysteresis effect (Swarbrick, 1995). Moisture cans
are oven-dried at 105°C overnight. The filter paper
moisture content is estimated utilizing a 0.0001g readable
balance. The mass of moisture in the filter paper is (Mw).
The mass of filter paper is (Mf). The relation (1) below
describes the soil suction (ψ) in kPa.

log(ψ ) =−0.0791× W f + 5.313
=
W
f

Mw
× 100
Mf

(1)
(2)

2.1. Material
The type of soil plays an essential role in the
compaction parameter values. In this current study, soil
samples are collected from the site by digging. Soil
samples are selected in a manner to obtain different
gradations and consistency limit values so that to
encompass a wide range of soil suction and display the
effect of suction on the determination of compaction
characteristics. Table 1 shows the material properties of
soil samples.
2.2. Testing Program
The assessment of the soil's physical and
hydro-mechanical properties is performed according to the
laid down protocols and standards found in the literature.
Sieve analysis [14], hydrometer analysis [15], Atterberg
limits [16], compaction test [6], soil suction measurement
using the filter paper method [17].
2.2.1. Soil suction measurement
The calibration curve Equation (1) derives from the
Whatman No42 filter paper calibration using a salt
solution. Equation (2) is utilized to determine the moisture
content inside the filter paper (Wf). The substitution of the
moisture content value (Wf) in Equation (1) gives the soil
suction. Compacted cylindrical soil specimens are split
into two parts with a width of 75 mm and a deepness of 35
mm so that the soil specimen can be placed and
withdrawn from the glass container easily. See Figure 1.
Soil suction is estimated utilizing the Whatman No 42
filter paper (Ashless circles 70 mm diameter Cat No
1442-070). Three filter papers: two protectives and one
for suction evaluation are set between the two surfaces
utilizing tweezers to estimate the matric suction. The two
specimen parts are joined by electrical tape and inserted
into the glass container. A plastic ring is put on the
specimen, and the filter paper is set on the plastic ring to

Figure 1. Soil suction measurement test

2.2.2. Proctor compaction test
The test is performed using a mould with separable
collard, a compacting base plate with a thick spacer plate
as illustrated in Figure 2. Samples are sieved using a
4750-micron sieve. Roughly 35 kg of the specimen is
oven-dried at 105°C for 16 to 24 hours and divided into
five bowls of similar material. The compaction blows are
distributed evenly over the total layer. After tamping the
first layer, the depth of the surface of the tamped material
is measured without the collard. The tamping of four
additional layers is identical. After compaction, a typical
specimen is taken from the material to assess the moisture
content. A wet soil specimen is weighed with accuracy to
the nearest 0.1 gram and dried in the oven at 105oC. The
other points of compaction curves are determined using
the same process. The dry unit weight (γd) is obtained for
each moisture content. (γ) is the bulk dry unit weight, (W)
is the moisture content, and (γd) is described by Equation
(3).

γd =

γ
W
1+
100

(3)
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∂ (γd)
∂
=
a × W3 + b × W2 + c × W + d
∂W
∂W

(

∂ (γd)
∂W

=

∂ (a × W 3) ∂ (b × W 2) ∂ (c × W) ∂ (d)
+
+
+
∂W
∂W
∂W
∂W

∂ (γd)
∂W

∂ ( W 3)
∂ ( W 2)
∂ (W)
+ b×
+ c×
∂W
∂W
∂W

∂W

2.3. Mathematical Approach to Estimate the Maximum
Dry Unit Weight and the Optimum Moisture
Content
Data obtained from the compaction test are utilized to
plot the compaction curve graph using the EXCEL
Program. The fitting equations such as linear, logarithmic,
inverse, quadratic, cubic, power, compound, growth,
exponential are analyzed. The cubic equation exhibits the
best-fitting equation. Besides, the compaction curve graph
uses two parameters: the dry unit weight (γd) and moisture
content (W). Therefore, in the mathematical concept, γd
can be expressed as a function of W as follows: γd = f (W).
Further, the bulk dry unit weight (γ) is the ratio of
compacted soil weight and the volume of the mould at each
specific W in the compacted specimen. The calculation of
the γ is required before obtaining γd. Therefore, the
mathematical approach function considers both W and γ.
Moreover, the third-degree mathematical function γd = f (w)
describes the best fitting compaction curve with a
determination coefficient R2 ≈ 1. Therefore, the
mathematical function takes the form of a third-order
Equation (4) with constant real number values (a, b, c, d).

γ d = a × W 3 + b × W 2 + c × W + d,

= a×

∂ (γd)

Figure 2. Proctor compaction test

R2 ≈1

(4)

a, b, c, d ∈ R
Equation (4) of the compaction curve is differentiated by
the moisture content (W) using a partial differential
function (∂) as follows:

)

= 3a × W 2 + 2b × W + c

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

The optimum moisture content (wOP) is determined by
solving Equation (9) below.

∂ (γd)
∂W

=0

(9)

2
3a × W OP
+ 2b × W OP + c =
0

(10)

The WOP is selected as the workable value among the
two solutions of Equation (11). Besides, the γdmax is
obtained by substituting the WOP in the compaction curve
Equation (4) as follows:

a × W 3OP + b × W O2 P + c × W OP + d
γ dmax =

(11)

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Material Properties
The material properties of the soil samples are
summarized in Table 1. PES, BFS, WIS are fine-grained
soil, more than 50 % passing sieve No 200 (0.075mm).
Also, the liquid limit values of BLS, WBS, and WKS are
greater than 50% above the A-line of the plasticity chart.
Thus, these soils exhibit high plasticity and classified (CH).
Besides, for BES soil, 49.50% passing sieve No 200
(0.075mm). Nonetheless, BES contained more
fine-grained soils than sand and gravel. The liquid limit
value is less than 50% above the A-line of the plasticity
chart. Then, BES displays low plasticity and classified
(CL).

Table 1. Material properties
Soil
designation

Liquid limit,
(LL)
%

Plasticity index
(PI)
%

Specific
gravity
(Gs)

Clay
%

Fine
%

Sand
%

Gravel
%

USCS

PES

54.83

34.87

2.66

29.85

58.45

27.69

13.86

CH

BFS

61.27

38.25

2.68

32.20

61.82

28.49

9.69

CH

WIS

66.22

44.10

2.76

36.50

69.10

28.20

2.40

CH

BES

48.37

23.09

2.63

20.00

49.50

44.00

6.30

CL
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3.2. Hydro-mechanical Properties Analysis
3.2.1. Proctor compaction test
The WOP and γdmax are determined from compaction
curves using the mathematical approach and graphical
method for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES presented in Figures
3, 4, 5 & 6. As a result, WIS exhibits smaller γdmax values
and higher WOP values. Further, BES soil displays higher
γdmax values and smaller WOP values. PES and BFS soil
exhibit γdmax and WOP mean values. The results based on
the mathematical approach and the graphical method are
shown in Table 2. The results are justified by the fact that
when the fine-grained (Clay+Silt) content increases, the
γdmax decreases, and the WOP increases upon the same
compaction energy. Likewise, WIS consists of a higher
fine-grained fraction of 69.10 % when BES consists of a
smaller fine-grained fraction of 49.50 %. BFS and PES
consist of a mean fine-grained fraction respective of
61.82 %, 58.54%. Therefore, the γdmax and WOP are a
function of fine-grained soils. Moreover, the differences in
WOP value between mathematical approach and graphical
method denoted by (∆WOP) are 0.43 %, 0.36 %, 0.42 %,
0.24 % respectively for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES, which
are less than 0.50 % and marginal in the context of
saturated soil mechanics. Besides, the differences in γdmax
values between mathematical approach and graphical
method (∆γdmax) are 0.02 kN.m-3, 0.11 kN.m-3, 0.41 kN.m-3,
0.14 kN.m-3, respectively for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES
are less than 0.50% and marginal. By and large, the
compaction parameters (WOP, γdmax) determined by the
mathematical approach and graphical method are nearly
similar. Nevertheless, section 3.3 describes the assessment
of the impact of the difference in WOP between the
mathematical and graphical technique (∆WOP) on total
suction and matric suction in unsaturated soils.

Compaction characteristic values ( γdmax, WOP) of PES
fine-grained soils are obtained using the graphical method.
𝐖′𝐎𝐏 = 𝟏𝟗. 𝟗𝟓 %

(12)
−𝟑

(13)

𝛄′𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟕. 𝟗𝟖 𝐤𝐍. 𝐦

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of PES
fine-grained soils are obtained using the mathematical
approach.
γd = −0.0006W 3 − 0.0009W 2 +
+0.7482W + 8.1906

(14)

∂(γd )
2
= 0 say − 0.0018WOP
− 0.0018WOP
∂w
+0.7482 = 0

(16)

∂(γd )
∂w

= −0.0018W 2 − 0.0018W + 0.7492

𝐖𝐎𝐏 = 𝟐𝟎. 𝟑𝟖 %
3

2

γdmax = −0.0006WOP − 0.0009WOP +
+ 0.7482WOP + 8.1906 (19)
3

(15)

(17)
(18)

2

γdmax = −0.0006(20.38 ) − 0.0009(20.38 ) +
+ 0.7482(20.38) + 8.1906
(19)
𝛄𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟖. 𝟎𝟎 𝐤𝐍. 𝐦−𝟑

(20)

Table 2. Compaction test results
Soil
designation
PES
BFS
WIS
BES

Mathematical approach
wopt
γdmax
%
kN. m−3
20.38
18.00
22.61
17.16
24.58
16.71
18.24
18.76

Graphical method
w′opt
γ′dmax
%
kN. m−3
19.95
17.98
22.25
17.27
25.00
16.73
18.00
18.90

Figure 4. Compaction curve graph, γd =ƒ(W), (BFS)

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of BFS
fine-grained soils are obtained using the graphical method.
𝐖′𝐎𝐏 = 𝟐𝟐. 𝟐𝟓 %

(21)
−𝟑

𝛄′𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟕. 𝟐𝟕𝐤𝐍. 𝐦

(22)

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of BFS
fine-grained soils are obtained using the mathematical
approach.

∂(γd )
∂w

Figure 3. Compaction curve graph, γd =ƒ(W), (PES)

γd = −0.0015W 3 + 0.0675W 2 −
−0.7513W + 16.975

(23)

∂(γd )
2
= 0 say − 0.0045WOP
+
∂w
+0.135WOP − 0.7513 = 0

(25)

= −0.0045W 2 + 0.135W − 0.7513

𝐖𝐎𝐏 = 𝟐𝟐. 𝟔𝟏 %

(24)

(26)
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γdmax = −0.0015WOP 3 + 0.0675WOP 2 −
− 0.7513WOP + 16.975
3)

2)

γdmax = −0.0015(22.61 + 0.0675(22.61
−0.7513(22.61) + 16.975
−𝟑

𝛄𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟕. 𝟏𝟔 𝐤𝐍. 𝐦

Figure 6. Compaction curve graph, γd =ƒ(W), (BES)

(27)
−
(28)

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of BES
fine-grained soils are obtained using the graphical method.

(29)

𝛄′𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟖. 𝟗𝟎 𝐤𝐍. 𝐦−𝟑

Figure 5. Compaction curve graph, γd =ƒ(W), (WIS)

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of WIS
fine-grained soils are obtained using the graphical method.
(30)

𝐖′𝐎𝐏 = 𝟐𝟓. 𝟎𝟎 %

𝛄′𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟔. 𝟕𝟑𝐤𝐍. 𝐦−𝟑

(31)

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of WIS
fine-grained soils are obtained using the mathematical
approach.
γd = −0.0006W 3 + 0.0259W 2 −
− 0.1857W + 14.545

(32)

= −0.0018W 2 + 0.0518W − 0.1857

∂(γd )
2
= 0 say − 0.0018WOP
+
∂w
+0.0518WOP − 0.1857 = 0
𝐖𝐎𝐏 = 𝟐𝟒. 𝟓𝟖 %
3

(35)
2

2)

+ 0.0259(24.58
γdmax = −0.0006
−0.1857(24.58) + 14.545
𝛄𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟔. 𝟕𝟏𝐤𝐍. 𝐦−𝟑

(33)

(34)

γdmax = −0.0006WOP + 0.0259WOP −
−0.1857WOP + 14.545
(24.583 )

(40)

Compaction characteristic values (γdmax, WOP) of BES
fine-grained soils are obtained using the mathematical
approach.

∂w

∂w

(39)

𝐖′𝐎𝐏 = 𝟏𝟖 %

γd = −0.0032W 3 + 0.1081W 2 −
−0.7492W + 15.882

(41)

∂(γd )
2
= 0 say − 0.0096WOP
+
∂w
+0.2162WOP − 0.7492 = 0

(43)

∂(γd )

∂(γd )
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(36)
−
(37)
(38)

= −0.0096W 2 + 0.2162W − 0.7492

𝐖𝐎𝐏 = 𝟏𝟖. 𝟐𝟒 %
3

(42)

(44)
2

γdmax = −0.0032(WOP ) + 0.1081(WOP ) −
−0.7492(WOP ) + 15.882
(45)

γdmax = −0.0032(18.243 ) + 0.1081(18.242 ) −
−0.7492(18.24) + 15.882
(46)
𝛄𝐝𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝟏𝟖. 𝟕𝟔 𝐤𝐍. 𝐦−𝟑

(47)

3.2.2. Soil suction and water content relationship
The relationship between soil suction and water content
for each soil specimen is studied. Figures 7, 8, 9 & 10 show
a variation in total suction, matric suction, and osmotic
suction related to water content respectively for soils PES,
BFS, WIS, BES. The change in total suction is
fundamentally equivalent to a variation in matric suction
and vice versa. The curve of total suction is located above
the matric suction curve and is very similar in shape.
Besides, the shape of the osmotic suction curve is different
from the one of matric and total suctions. The matric
suction contribution to the total suction is higher than the
osmotic suction contribution. Further, WIS exhibits higher
suction values, BES displays smaller suction values, and
BFS, PES exhibit mean suction values. That is justified by
the fact that WIS contained a higher clay fraction of
36.50%, BES contained a smaller clay fraction of 20.00 %.
BFS and PES contained respective 32.20 %, 29.85% clay
fraction. Moreover, the results are in line with the research
work performed by Fredlund and Xing (1994) on the
SWCC of various types of soils. They reported that soil
specimen with a higher clay fraction displays a higher soil
suction at the same water content than soil specimen with a
smaller clay fraction. On the other hand, the soil suction
equation of the soil samples is as follows: PES suction
trend line equations are Ψt= (23.147-W)/0.0024, Ψm=
(23.05-W)/0.0029
with
respective
determination
coefficients of 89.01 % and 90.00 %. BFS trend line
(26.69-W)/0.0025,
Ψm=
equations
are
Ψt=
(26.31-W)/0.0031
with
respective
determination
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coefficients of 93.55 % and 92.03 %. WIS suction trend
line equations are Ψt= (28.512-W)/0.0024, Ψm=
(26.008-W)/0.0029 with respective determination
coefficients of 97.75 % and 97.24 %. BES suction trend
line equations are Ψt= (19.193-W)/0.0025, Ψm=
(18.953-W)/0.0030 with respective determination
coefficients of 93.05 % and 90.74%. In general, there is a
strong correlation between the soil suctions (total suction,
matric suction) and the water content. Therefore, these
equations can describe precisely the total and matric
suction at the WOP using the mathematical approach and
graphical method.

ψt =

26.69 − W
0.0025

ψm =

26.311 − W
0.0031

(50)
(51)

Figure 9. Suction vs water content, Ψ =ƒ(W), (WIS)

ψt =

28.512 − W
0.0024

(52)

ψm =

23.008 − W
0.0029

(53)

Figure 7. Suction vs water content, Ψ =ƒ(W), (PES)

ψt =

23.147 − W
0.0024

ψm =

23.050 − W
0.0029

(48)
(49)

Figure 10. Suction vs water content, Ψ =ƒ(W), (BES)

ψt =

Figure 8. Suction vs water content, Ψ =ƒ(W), (BFS)

19.193 − W
0.0025

ψm =

18.953 − W
0.0030

(54)
(55)
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3.3. Assessment of the Impact of the Difference between
the Mathematical Approach and Graphical
Method on Soil Suction at WOP
The assessment of the impact of the difference at WOP
between the mathematical approach and the graphical
method on the total suction and matric suction is
summarized respectively in Tables 3 & 4. The differences
in WOP value between graphical method and mathematical
approach (∆WOP) are 0.43 %, 0.36 %, 0.42 %, 0.24 %,
respective for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES. In Table 3,
Equations 48, 50, 52, 54 are utilized to calculate the total
suction values at WOP denoted by Ψt (WOP) and Ψt (W'OP).
WOP and W'OP are the optimum moisture content given
respectively for the mathematical approach and graphical
method. Ψt (WOP) values are 1152.92 kPa, 1632.00 kPa,
1638.33 kPa, 381.20 kPa, respectively for PES, BFS, WIS,
BES. Also, Ψt (W'OP) values are 1332.08 kPa, 1776.00 kPa,
1463.33 kPa, 477.20 kPa respectively for PES, BFS, WIS,
BES. The difference in total suction at the WOP between
mathematical approach value Ψt (WOP) and graphical
method value Ψt (W'OP) is denoted by ∆Ψt (WOP) and
calculated using Equation 56.

(

)

∆ψ t ( W OP ) = | ψ t ( W OP ) − ψ t W 'OP |

(56)

In Table 4, Equations 49, 51, 53, 55 are used to calculate
the matric suction at WOP denoted by Ψm (WOP) and Ψm
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(W'OP). WOP and W'OP are the are the optimum moisture
content given respectively for the mathematical approach
and graphical method. Ψm (WOP) values are 920.69 kPa,
1193.87 kPa, 1182.07 kPa, 237.67 kPa respectively for
PES, BFS, WIS, BES. Moreover, Ψm (W'OP) values are
1068.97 kPa, 1310.00 kPa, 1037.24 kPa, 317.67 kPa,
respectively for PES, BFS, WIS, BES. The difference in
matric suction at the WOP between mathematical approach
value Ψm (WOP) and graphical method value Ψm (W'OP) is
denoted by ∆Ψm (WOP) and determine from Equation 57.

(

)

∆ψ m ( W OP ) = | ψ m ( W OP ) − ψ m W 'OP |

The differences in optimum moisture content between
the mathematical approach values and graphical method
values (∆WOP) are 0.43 %, 0.36 %, 0.42 %, 0.24 %
respectively for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES and induce a
difference in total suction of 179.17 kPa, 144.00 kPa,
175.00 kPa, 96.00 kPa, and a difference in matric suction
of 148.27 kPa, 116.13 kPa, 144.83 kPa, 80.00 kPa,
respectively for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES. Although
∆WOP values are marginal, the total suction and matric
suction values induced by ∆WOP are significant in the
context of unsaturated soil mechanics. Therefore, the
mathematical approach is more accurate and efficient than
the graphical method in assessing the compaction
characteristics in unsaturated soils.

Table 3. Differences in OMC and Total suction

Soil
designation

OMC using
mathematical
approach
%

OMC using
graphical
Method,
%

Difference in
OMC,
%

WOP

W′OP

Total
suction
ψt in kPa @
OMC using
WOP

Total
suction in kPa
@
OMC using
W′OP

1152.92

1332.08

Difference total
suction in kPa @
OMC
∆ψt (WOP ) =
|ψt (WOP )
−ψt (W ′ OP )|

PES

20.38

19.95

∆WOp =
|WOP − W ′ OP |

BFS

22.61

22.25

0.36

1632.00

1776.00

WIS

24.58

25.00

0.42

1638.33

1463.33

175.00

BES

18.24

18.00

0.24

381.20

477.20

96.00

0.43

ψt (WOP )

ψt (W′OP )

179.17

144.00

Table 4. Differences in OMC and Matric suction

Soil
designation

(57)

OMC using
mathematical
approach
%

OMC using
graphical
Method,
%

Difference
in OMC,
%

WOP

W′OP

PES

20.38

19.95

∆WOp =
|WOP − W ′ OP |
0.43

Matric
suction in
kPa @ OMC
using
WOP

Matric
suction in kPa
@
OMC using
W′OP

920.69

1068.97

ψm (WOP )

ψm (W′OP )

Difference
matric suction in
kPa @
OMC
∆ψm (WOP ) =
|ψm (WOP )
−ψm (W ′ OP )|
148.27

BFS

22.61

22.25

0.36

1193.87

1310

WIS

24.58

25.00

0.42

1182.07

1037.24

116.13

144.83

BES

18.24

18.00

0.24

237.67

317.67

80.00
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4. Concluding Remarks
The objective of the research work is to propose a
mathematical approach to assess the compaction
characteristics of unsaturated fine-grained clay soils. Soil
properties are determined using lab tests such as grain size
distribution, Atterberg limits, specific gravity, Proctor
compaction test, and soil suction measurement. A
mathematical approach and graphical method are utilized
to determine the compaction characteristics. The ∆WOP
values are 0.43 %, 0.36 %, 0.42 %, 0.24 % respectively
for soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES, and induce differences
in total suction of 179.17 kPa, 144.00 kPa, 175.00 kPa,
96.00 kPa for respective soils PES, BFS, WIS, BES.
Moreover, the differences in matric suction are 148.27
kPa, 116.13 kPa, 144.83 kPa, 80.00 kPa respectively for
soil PES, BFS, WIS, BES. The ∆WOP and ∆γdmax values
are smaller than 0.5 % and marginal in saturated soil
mechanics. However, the total suction and the matric
suction values induced by ∆WOP are significant for
unsaturated soils. Finally, the mathematical approach
leads to an accurate estimation of the compaction
characteristics of unsaturated fine-grained clay soils.
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Abstract

The success of a construction project is
influenced by variables including time, cost, quality, scope,
safety and the environment. These variables all have
associated risks. These risks can be managed through the
stages of risk identification, risk analysis to determine
priority, the risk response itself and risk control.
Qualitative and quantitative methods are generally used in
the risk analysis stage. A probability-impact (P-I) risk
matrix is used for qualitative risk analysis. The weakness of
a qualitative risk analysis is that it is not able to provide
integrated information on the impact of risks on the project
variables, whereas semi-quantitative analysis can
alternatively be conducted. The current semi-quantitative
description and measurement scale is limited to the
P-probability and I-impact for variable cost, quality, time
and the scope of the project. The integration of the project
constraint variables found is usually a triple constraint
which integrates the cost, quality and time variables. The
accommodation of global issues in the safety aspects of the
project then allows for the development of a diamond
model that integrates the variables of cost, quality, time and
safety. The development of a semi-quantitative risk
analysis is limited by integrating the triple constraint
variable where the diamond constraint variable has not
been found. This is due to the unavailability of a
semi-quantitative safety impact scale. This paper
specifically formulates the impact of risk on the safety
aspects in a semi-quantitative manner. A descriptive
methodology was used for this research. The variance in
the safety impact scale was identified from a literature
review and the expert judgement method was analyzed
through brainstorming with experts. The results of the

analysis for the formulation of the safety risk impact scale
model using the semi-quantitative method were obtained
through the use of a hybrid formulation between the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) guidelines
and the Standard Australian / Standard New Zealand (AS /
NZS) 4360 with a scale of 1 to 5 and a description of the
impact starting from very low through to low, moderate,
high and very high. It has numeric values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.4 and 0.8 adopted from the PMBOK while the detailed
descriptions were adopted from the AS / AZS 4360
guidelines. This obtained safety scale can be used in
integrated risk analysis with semi-quantitative methods and
a constraint diamond model with the variables of cost,
quality, time and safety.

Keywords Analysis, Semi Quantitative, Impact of
Safety Risks, Integration, Construction Projects

1. Introduction
Infrastructure projects are intended to enhance the
community's economy. However, during the construction
implementation period, there are risks to the stakeholders
and the environment [1, 2]. These risks are related to time,
cost, quality, scope, resources, safety technologies and the
environment. The risk analysis that is commonly used
today is either a qualitative or quantitative method of
analysis. The qualitative method provides a descriptive
description of the impact of the risk using an ordinal
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measurement scale and the quantitative method uses a
numerical value measurement scale. The description of
the results of the risk analysis of the qualitative method is
not yet able to show the priority of the risks. For this
reason, a semi-quantitative method was developed. The
semi-quantitative method is a hybrid of the qualitative and
quantitative methods. At present, the semi-quantitative
risk analysis used for risk assessment in construction
projects is limited to the aspects of cost, quality, time and
scope [3, 4]. Most project managers are familiar with the
project management triangle of quality, cost and time.
These three criteria involve project management risks.
The combination or relationship between the integration
of these risk variables indicates that the strategic risk
management decisions are easier to make [5].
Incorporating the cost, quality and time aspects that can
allow for more comprehensive strategic risk mitigation
decisions to be made [6].
The safety performance in project management

becomes an important issue and an added baseline within
the scope of project performance management. The
integration of the 4 types of performance that have been
studied includes the variables of cost, quality, time and
safety [7]. The parameters for the impact of the risks
related to the cost, quality and time aspects using
semi-quantitative methods have been studied previously
but the impact of the risks of safety has not been realized
until now.

2. Materials and Methods
The research material is the parameters of the scale
used to determine the impact of the safety aspect as the
object of the case study of a National road improvement
project. The descriptive methodology was used in this
research. The research concept framework has been
presented in Figure 1.

(a) Triple Constraint [7]

(b) Diamond Constraint [7]

(c) Integration of risk Cost, Time and Quality [13]

(d) Integrating the risks of Cost, Time, Quality and Safety (concept proposal)

Figure 1. Research Concept Framework
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The research steps and methods used to obtain a safety
impact model using a semi-quantitative method were as
follows:
1) The conducting of a literature review regarding the
impact of ordinal scale hazards and the aspects of
different numerical scale categories.
2) Establishing a brainstorming team using a
non-probability sampling method [8] to determine the
expert team. The designated team of experts consisted
of two supervisory advisors, two directors, two
entrepreneurs and an academic.
3) Analysis of the dominant category scale from the
category scales found by the expert’s judgements (3).
4) Brainstorming of the variants of the descriptions for
the dominant categories in Step 3) to determine the
category descriptions [3].
5) Evaluation of the numerical scale of the
predetermined category scale as in Step 4) and then
brainstorming the numerical scale using the expert
judgement method [3].
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The scales used for measuring impact (I) with
categories 1 - 3 were found in up to 4 reference sources [4,
9-11]. The impact scale with categories 1 - 3 has been
described in Table 1.
2) Impact scale (I) categories 1 - 4.
The measurement impact scale I with 4 categories of 1 4 was found in a single reference source [12]. The degree
of impact described in Scale 4 is catastrophic, Scale 3 is
critical, Scale 2 is marginal and Scale 1 is insignificant.
This can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Impact scale with categories 1 - 4
Category scale

Description severity

(a)

(b)

4

Catastrophic

3

Critical

2

Marginal

1

Negligible

Source: [12]

3. Results and Discussion

3) Scale of impact (I) categories 1 - 5.

3.1. Risk Impact Categorization Scale
The results of the literature review of Risk Impact
Categories (I) found four groups of categories on a scale
of 1 - 3, 1 - 4, 1 - 5 and 1 - 6.
1) Impact scale (I) with categories 1 - 3.
Table 1. Risk impact scale (I) with categories 1 - 3
Description

Category
scale

[4]

(a)

(b)

1

Low

2

Medium

3

High

[9]

[10]

(c)

(d)

Slight
accident
Severe
accident

[11]
(e)
Slight
injury
Severe
injury

Light
Moderate

Fatal accident

Weight

Fatal injury

The scale of the impact of measurement I with 5
categories 1 - 5 was presented in 10 reference sources [3,
12-20]. The varying descriptions of the category scale of 1
- 5 can be seen in Table 3. In the columns of Table 3 (k*),
there are 5 class descriptions but there are differences in
the ordinal scales from 0 - 4 [20]. Some authors have
developed a category scale from 1 - 5 in detail. A detailed
description of the five categories under AS/NZS 4360 is
shown in Table 4. Several sources complement the
description of the impact of the category 1 - 5 scale with
linear and non-linear cardinal numerical scales [3, 4]
which can be seen in Table 5 based on the PMBOK
guidelines [3]. In Table 5, impact I may already be
reported in semi-quantitative parameters since the scale 1
- 5 is a combination of qualitative and quantitative data.
The qualitative description is always very short. This
makes it more difficult for the respondents to understand.

Table 3. Description of the impact scale (I) with 5 categories of 1 - 5
Category scale

Description
[3]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

(a)

(b)

I

(d)

I

(f)

1

Very Low

Negligible

Very Low

Insignificant

Single fatality

2

Low

Minor

Low

Minor

2-10 Fatalities

3

Moderate

Serious

Moderate

Moderate

11-50 Fatalities

4

High

Fatal

High

Major

51-100 Fatalities

5

Very High

Catastrophic

Very High

Severe

100+ Fatalities
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Table 3. Description of the impact scale (I) with 5 categories of 1 - 5 (continued)
Description

Category scale

[16]

[17]

[3]

[12]

[13]

(a)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k*)

1

Insignificant

Insignificant

Level 1

Very Low

Negligible

2

Minor

Minor

Level 2

Low

Marginal

3

Moderate

Moderate

Level 3

Moderate

Serious

4

Major

Major

Level 4

High

Critical

5

Catastrophic

Catastrophic

Level 5

Very High

Catastrophic

Table 4. Detailed description of the impact (I) in accordance with AS/ NZS 4360
Category scale

Description

Detailed description

1

Insignificant

No injuries, low financial loss

2

Minor

First aid treatment, on site release immediately contained, medium financial loss
First aid treatment required, on site release contained with outside assistance, high financial
loss
Extensive injuries, loss of production capability, off-site release with no detrimental
effects, major financial loss

3

Moderate

4

Major

5

Catastrophic

Death, toxic release off-site with detrimental effect, huge financial loss

Source: [3]
Table 6. Description of impact scale I on a scale of 1 - 6.
Description

Category
scale

[21]

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

[26]

(a)

(b)

I

(d)

I

(f)

(g)

1

Not Significant

None

Negligible

Noticeable

Minor injury

Negligible

No serious disabling
injury
Extremely serious
injury

2

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Important

3

Low

Low

Low

Very serious

4

Medium

Medium

Medium

Serious

Fatality

Middle

5

High

High

High

Disaster

Multiple fatalities

High

Catastrophe

Catastrophe,
numerous fatalities

Very high

6

Very High

Very High

Very High

Very low
Low

4) Impact scale (I) categories1 - 6.
Impact scale (I) with a class scale of 1 - 6 has been
proposed with up to 6 reference sources [21-26]. A
description of the scale for categories 1- 6 has been given
in Table 6.
In Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, it can be seen that the references
related to risk impact (I) to date have been found. There
are 4 references for the category scale of 1 - 3, 1 reference
for the category scale of 1 - 4, 10 references for the scale
of 1 - 5 and 6 references for the scale of 1 - 6 which
graphically can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Reference Frequency Plot by Risk Impact Category Scale (I)
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3.2. Analysis of Impact Safety (I)
The expert judgment method was performed through
brainstorming with the chosen experts. This was used to
analyze and determine the category scale, the operational
descriptions of the category scale and to determine its
numerical size. In Figure 2, it was determined that the
category scale 1 to 5 is found to be at most 10 characters.
The category scale of 1 - 6 is 6 references, a scale of 1 - 3
is 4 references and a scale of 1 - 4 is only 1 reference. If
scale 1 is reached on a scale of 1 to 6 in Table 6, the
ordinal scale in Category 1 explains that almost all of the
descriptions indicate that the impact of the risk is
insignificant or does not have any impact. If scale 1 is
ignored on a scale of 1 - 6, the descriptions are equivalent
to a scale of 1 - 5. The expert brainstorming results state
that a scale of 1 - 5 was chosen as the impact scale based
on the frequency of the most widely used scale of 1 - 5
(10 references). The description of the impact scale of 1 5 can be observed in Table 3, which indicates that the
description of each class of ordinal scale varies greatly.
The results of the brainstorming in the description
formulation phase involve the selected 3 references used
for the descriptions of the categories 1 - 5, namely the
PMBOK guidelines [3], the AS / NSZ_4360 [16]
guidelines and BSN [17], as seen in Table 7.
The description of the impact of the risk on a scale of 1
to 5 among the 3 selected references as in Table 7 was
followed by a more in-depth brainstorm. The description
of the brainstorming results was used to formulate the
category scale of 1 - 5 to combine the PMBOK guidelines’
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[3] brief description as shown in Table 7 column (b) and
the detailed descriptions of the AS / NZS 4360 guidelines
[16] as in Table 7 column (d). The results of this
brainstorming can be seen in Table 8.
In Table 8, the severity scale of the impact categories (I)
is given qualitatively using an ordinal scale. The
qualitative measure scale in Table 8 indicates that the
scale becoming semi-quantitative, quantitative or
numerical is required. The brainstorming results in the
numerical scale formulation use a numerical scale referred
to in the PMBOK guidelines [3] as shown in Table 5. In
Table 5, there are 2 kinds of numerical value models,
namely linear and non-linear cardinals. The brainstorming
results of the experts formulated a numerical scale with a
non-linear cardinal scale with the argument that the basis
for implementing a construction project is the time
schedule. Project timelines generally have a non-linear
trend. Based on the time schedule, the project resources
can be allocated. The allocation of project resources has
an impact on the cost schedule with a non-linear trend as
well. The formulation with a non-linear cardinal scale is in
line with the scale found by other researchers for the
impacts of cost, quality and time risk using a
semi-quantitative scale [3, 13]. The safety risk impact
parameter model (I) using the semi-quantitative method
can be formulated using a scale of 1 to 5 with a brief
description of the impact ranging from very low to very
high. The numerical scale is non-linear cardinal with
numerical values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8. This
numerical scale can be seen in Table 9.

Table 7. The formulas of the impact descriptions that were selected for the scale 1 - 5
Category scale

Impact and description
[3]

[16]

(a)

(b)

(c)

1

Very Low

Insignificant

2

Low

Minor

3

Moderate

Moderate

4

High

Major

5

Vey High

Catastrophic

[17]
(d)

(e)

No injuries, low financial loss

Insignificant

First aid treatment, on site release immediately contained,
medium financial loss
First aid treatment required, on site release contained with
outside assistance, high financial loss
Extensive injuries, loss of production capability, off-site
release with no detrimental effects, major financial loss
Death, toxic release off-site with detrimental effect, huge
financial loss

Minor
Moderate
Major
Catastrophic

Table 8. Hybrid of PMBOK and AS / NSZ 4360 used to construct a qualitative description of the impact of the safety risks using scale Categories of 1
-5
Category Scale

Short description [3]

Detailed description [16]

1

Very Low

No injuries, low financial loss

2

Low

3

Moderate

4

High

5

Very High

First aid treatment, on site release immediately contained, medium financial loss
First aid treatment required, on site release contained with outside assistance, high
financial loss
Extensive injuries, loss of production capability, off-site release with no detrimental
effects, major financial loss
Death, toxic release off-site with detrimental effect, huge financial loss
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Table 9. Formulation of the impact scale (I) using a semi-quantitative method for the safety aspects
Category Scale

Description

1

Very Low

2

Low

3

Moderate

4

High

5

Very High

Numerical value scale

No injuries, low financial loss

0.05

First aid treatment, on site release immediately contained,
medium financial loss
First aid treatment required, on site release contained with
outside assistance, high financial loss
Extensive injuries, loss of production capability, off-site
release with no detrimental effects, major financial loss
Death, toxic release off-site with detrimental effect, huge
financial loss

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.8

Table 10. Risk impacts on cost, quality, time and safety using a semi-quantitative scale.
Category
Scale

Impact

Cost [13]

Time [3,13]

Quality [3,13]

Safety

Numerical
value
scale

Quality degradation
barely noticeable

No injuries, low financial loss

0.05

Description of Impact

1

Very Low

Insignificant
cost

Insignificant
time
increase

2

Low

< 10% cost
increase

< 5% time
increase

Only very demanding
applications are
affected

3

Moderate

10–20% cost
increase

5–10% time
increase

Quality reduction
requires sponsor
approval

4

High

20–40% cost
increase

10–20%
time
increase

Quality reduction
unacceptable to
sponsor

5

Very
High

> 40% cost
increase

> 20% time
increase

Project end item
is effectively useless

The safety impact parameter model using the
semi-quantitative method obtained from the research
results as shown in Table 9 can be used in integrated
project risk analysis in relation to cost, quality, time and
safety. This is because it is aligned with the risk impact
scale model using the semi-quantitative method for the
variables of cost, quality and time [3, 13]. The
semi-quantitative risk impact scale model with the
variables of cost, quality and time from the related
references and the safety variable obtained from the
research results can be seen in Table 10.

4. Conclusions
The semi-quantitative scale model on the impact of
safety risks was obtained from a hybrid formulation
between the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK) guidelines by the Project Management Institute
and the Standard Australian / Standard New Zealand (AS /
NZS) 4300 by Standard Australian / New Zealand. The
qualitative scale model obtained uses an ordinal scale of 1
to 5 with a description of the impact ranging from 1 to 5
in order, namely very low, low, moderate, high and very
high. The numerical scale uses the cardinal scale of the
nonlinear model in order of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8,

First aid treatment, on site release
immediately contained, medium
financial loss
First aid treatment required, on
site release contained with
outside assistance, high financial
loss
Extensive injuries, loss of
production capability, off-site
release with no detrimental
effects, major financial loss
Death, toxic release off-site with
detrimental effect, huge financial
loss

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

adopted from the PMBOK guidelines. The operational
descriptions were adopted from the 4300 (AS / NZS)
guidelines. The safety risk impact scale model obtained
can be used to analyze the integrated risk of the diamond
constraint model, inclusive of the integration of risks in
terms of cost, quality, time and safety.
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